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ABSTRACT

Birth order is on unexceptional biological fact. The concept of
primogeniture-the elaboration of ideas, beliefs, and customs perteining
to the firstborn child-is a culturel construct, e distinct socioculturel
phenomenon thot requires explicotion. My intent is to show that where a
concept

of

primogeniture

is

found,

this

concept

hes

importent

socioculturel remif1cetions end theoreticel consequences thet heve been
re 1eti ve 1y ignored by enthropo 1og1 sts.
This dissertation provides detailed theoretical and ethnographic
coverage of the significance of the concept of primogeniture among the
Kobena of West New Britoin, Papua New Guineo.

The concept of

primogeniture and the singuler importance of the firstborn child in Kabena
culture are explored within the context of the complex series of
ceremonials that Kabana perents must perform for their firstborn child.
Because the firstborn child is a product of its progenitors and all firstborn
ceremonials "toke place on top of the deod", firstborn ceremonials overlop
with ond culminate in mortuory ceremonies. Firstborn child end mortuary
ceremonies comprise the totolity of Kenono ceremonial end provide 8
iii

framework for an understanding of the Kabana view of their universe, their
place in it, and the principles that give order and meaning to their lives.
The

descriptive

analysis

of

these

ceremonials

accomplishment of two major objectives:

results

in

the

The first is to explore the

concept of pri mogeniture and exp 1ai n the S1 gni fi cance of thi s concept in
Kabana culture and society. Secondly, the descriptive analysis of firstborn
and mortuary traditions among the Kabana fills a lacuna in the ethnography
of Mel anesi a by provi di ng a detai 1ed study of a hi therto undescri bed peop 1e
ond their culture.
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INTRODUCTION

The primary purpose of this dissertation ;s to contribute to the
theoretical and ethnographic coverage of the concept of primogeniture, a
soci ocultura 1 phenomenon hitherto neg 1ected by anthropo 1ogi sts. Withi n the
anthropo 1ogi ca 1 1iterature, there are abundant references to the speci a1
nature of the firstborn child, and we are familiar with, indeed take for
granted, the role of the (usually male) firstborn as the natural inheritor of
lineage group real property, various roles and statuses, ritual regalia, names,
sacred and secular knowledge. We are also familiar with the importance of
bi rth order position as a fundamental element in the soci a1 construction of
kinship systems and the politics of seniority and sibling rivalry.

The

firstborn is also mentioned in ceremonies and rites for children which have
been a major focus of anthropo 1ogi ca 1 stUdy si nce the inception of the
discipline, and these celebrations have been labelled life crisis events and
analysed according to the Van Gennepian tripartite rites de 'pass ..~ge model.
None of these concepts prepared me for the overwhelming significance of
primogeniture among the Kabana who live in the Bariai Census District of
West New Britain Province, Papua New Guinea. The purpose of this document .
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therefore, is to explicate a particular situation: namely, the significance of
primogeniture in Kabana society and culture.

I take the concept of

pri mogeni ture to be a di st i nct soci ocultura 1 phenomenon that requi res
exp 1anat ion, rather than assume that the concept of pri mogeniture is a
natura 1 or unexcept i ona 1 outcome of the bi 01 ogi cal fact of bi rth order.
The concept of primogeniture and the singular importance of the
fi rstborn chil din Kabana culture are most graphi ca 11 y expressed in the
complex series of ceremonials that are performed (fn)'.y for the firstborn
child. But all firstborn ceremonials, the Kabana say, "take place on top of the
dead", and this comment led me to enlarge my concern with primogeniture and
fi rstborn ceremoni a1s to include the notion of pri mogenitor and mortuary
ceremonials. Firstborn child and mortuary ceremonies comprise the totality
of Kabana ceremoni a1 and thi s totality defi nes, dramat i zes and celebrates the
human condition as the Kabana view and express it.
The detailed exploration of these ceremonials results in the
accomplishment of two major objectives. The first is to explain the concept
of primogeniture and its significance in Kabana culture. Since ceremonies
for the firstborn and the dead impinge upon virtually every aspect of Kabana
society and culture, and are necessarily the day-to-day concern of all adults,

the descriptive analysis of

these traditions accomplishes the second

objective, which is to provide an ethnographic report of a heretofore
undescribed people and their culture. An explication of the complete

comp}e~<

of Kabana firstborn and mortuary ceremonials provides a framework for an
understanding of the Kabana view of their universe, their place in it, and the
...
prinCiples that give order and meaning to their lives. My ultimate interest,
therefore, is to explore, within the context of firstborn and mortuary
ceremonials, the "total conceived cosmic order" (Lawrence: 1984) as it is
perceived, expressed, and perpetuated by the Kabana.
One of the most fundamental cosmological and social issues for every
human being and for every society, is conti nuity. In any society, continuity is
dependent upon the reproduction and replacement of "certain elements of
value ... human bei ngs, social relations, cosmological phenomena such as
ancestors, and resources such as land, material Objects, names, body
decorations" (Weiner 1980: 81).

The Kabana ceremonies are expressl!~

concerned with life (the firstborn) and with death (mortuary). They focus on
mortality (discontinuity) and the quest for immortality (continuity) for both
the i ndi vi dua 1 human bei ng and the soci a1 who I e. The Kabana do not conceive
l ife and death as pol ar opposites, nor as points on either end of a continuum.
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The relationship between the two concepts is one of oscillating cyclicity.
The natural progression of life and living leads inevitably to decay and death,
a necessary precondition for the continuity of life.
essential

cultural

concerns

are

embedded

in

For the Kabana, these
and

expressed

through

ceremonies performed by adults in honour of firstborn children and the recent
dead. The Kabana ceremonies are concerned \Nith death, decay and loss, and
with new life-the generation, degenerati on and regeneration of elements of
The Kabana ceremoni a1s eft ect i ve 1y bracket and make sal i ent the

va 1ue.

interlude between life and death, the two fundamental phases in the human
and social life cycle, an interlude that is filled with the business of living
one's

e~<i stence

In

the

meani ngfully.
remainder

of

this

introductory

chapter,

I

present

the

ethnographic setting for the data discussed herein and the theoretical and
methodological considerations that inform my analysis.
discussion of

primogeniture in

general

terms

Chapter One is a

and in Kabana culture,

part i cul arl y the re 1at i onshi p bet ween the fi rstborn and the concept of renown.
Chapter Two provides the general features of the Kabana system of human
relations, their views on marriage, procreation, and the firstborn as the
creator of parenthood, a11 of whi ch provi de a context for understandi ng the
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ceremonial complex.

The complete series of ceremonials performed for

firstborn chlldren is the sUbject of the next three chapters: Chapter Three
deals with the postpartum phase, Chapter Four with the minor ceremonials,
and Chapter Five examines the major ceremonials.

In Chapter Six the

emphasis shifts to focus on mortuary ceremonies and the relationship

•
between primogenitor and primogeniture.

In the final chapter, I draw

together the various filaments of my descriptive analysis of the Kabana gtotal
conceived cosmic order" and the significance of the concept of primogeniture
to that world view, and conclude with a discussion of primogeniture as a
sociocultural phenomenon that warrants further comparative research by
anthropo 1ogi sts.

The EthnograQhic Setting
Since more specific details will emerge as this document evolves, this
bri ef sect i on serves, ina very broad way, as a pre 11 mi nary i ntroductl on to the
Kabana and their environment. For heuristic purposes) I assume throughout
this document an ethnographic present tense based on things as they were at
the time I completed my fieldwork in 1983.
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The Bari ai Census Di vi si on is located on the north-west coast of the
island of New Britain. With an area of 14,000 square mlles, New Britain is
the largest island in the Bismarck Archipelago. The Island itself is comprised
of numerous i nact i ve and act i ve volcanos covered wi th a ri ch and 1ush
tropical forest. During its colonial history, New Britain was governed by the
Germans from 1884-1914 and, at the end of World War 1, by the Australlans
who held their colonial mandate from 1914 to 1975, when Papua New Guinea
became an independent nation state.

During the Second World 'r/ar, New

Britain was invaded in 1942 by the Japanese and in 1943 by the Americans
who subsequent?l y ousted the Japanese Forces.

Despite thi scant i nui ng

contact with outsi ders, the people of Bari ai, as a group, have been much 1ess
affected by acculturation processes than, for example, the Tolai people of
eastern New Britain (cf: Epstein 1969).
The Kabana are culturally related to the Amara-speaking people who
formerly inhabited the interior of Bariai, to the Kilefje and Lolo people in the
Kllefje-Lolo Census Division on their western boundary, and to the Lusi in the
Kaliai Census Division to the east.

Economically, the Bariai area is a

re 1at i ve 1y i so 1at ed, undeveloped area. Copra is produced as a cash crop. It is
primarlly produced on a contingency basis, to pay for school taxes, personal

---.
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fines and the like, or when someone wishes to acquire such things as a
transistor radio, vvestern style clothing, or foodstuffs that are sold in the
tovvns and local trade stores.
There are no motorized land vehicles in the Bariai area, and even if
there vvere, there are no roads for such vehicles to travel upon. There is a
small airstrip in the KilelJe District, vvith weekly flights to Lae on the east
coast of the Nevv Guinea mainland. Local travel is accomplished primarily on
foot. by outrigger canoe (vvith or vvithout a motor), or by th.e government
vvorkboat vvhich sporadically plies the vvaters betvveen Cape Gloucester (50
km by sea to the west) and the Provincial capital at Kimbe (200 km by sea to
the east). The rapid grovvth of Kimbe Tovvn in the past decade or so, has had
virtually no effect on the Bariai area or its people because it is so distant
from them. Cape Gloucester in KilelJe is the administrative centre and the
"urban" hub closest to Bariai, and offers a small health clinic, a local bank
branch (that vvas usually out of cash money), a postal station, tvvo trade
stores, and 11ttle else save governmental administration offices and the
permanent construction houses of the people who

a~e

employed by these

businesses and institutions. Since I left in 1983, Village correspondents tell
me that Cape Gloucester has undergone some development with, among other
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amenities, the addition of a branch of the Copra Marketing Board which is
intended to provide the population with a more accessible market for their
copra so that more effort will be put into cash cropping as a viable route to
economic development. They also tell me that a forestry operation producing
wood chi ps has been bui 1t and begun operations on the eastern boundary of
Bariai. Both these developments and their impact on the people of Bariai will
be the object of my future research.
The

Kabana

depend

for

their

subsistence

upon

slash-and-burn

horticulture with taro, yams, and sweet potato as staple foods. There is no
shortage of land, and gardens are located in low-lying riverine areas and high
on the volcanic slopes of Mt. Uris and Mt. Sakail behind the villages.

During

the drought which afflicted the area in 1982-83, the Kabaud also made use of
an impressive array of wild and semi-cultivated "famine" foods)

I also

learned, during this 'bad time', of the importance of the sago palm as a dietary
staple, a ceremonial food, and item of trade. 2 Unllke other West New Britain
areas (e.g. in Kaliai, KilelJe), there are no longer any interior, mountain or
'bush' populations and the people of Bariai are all coastal dwellers.

As

coastal dwellers, the Kabana are also flsherfolk, and supplement their diet
with a wide variety of seafoods, including seaweeds. Domesticated animals
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include dogs, chickens and pigs. Dogs are kept only for hunting wild game,
primarily wild pig and cassowary. Chickens are kept for their meat and eggs,
although neither find their way into the diet with any frequency, since the
village pigs and dogs usually get to the eggs first, and are notorious for
devouring baby chicks. Domesticated pigs, females and castrated boars, are
raised as a source of wealth and are consumed only at feasts which
necessarily

accompany

ceremonies

performed

in

honour

of

firstborn

(lautabe) children and in honour of the dead (burua). Given the number of
firstborn ceremonies and the number of people who are staging a mortuary
ceremony at any time, and the success of the hunt for wi 1d pi gs, pork is a
frequent addi t 1on to the di et.

The Research 51 te
This document is the product of 16 months field reseorch in the Kobono
villoge of Kokopo. The reseorch site wos suggested to me by Drs. David ond
Dorothy Counts who, since 1966, have conducted ongoing anthropological
reseorch among the Lusi in the neighbouring district of Kaliol. With the
except i on of the Germon ethnographer, Fri ederi ci (t 912), there has been no
anthropologicol research undertoken omong the people of Baria1. During 1908,
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Friederici was part of an expedition to West New Britain undertaken for the
dual

purpose of collecting artifacts and recruiting plantation lobour.

Friederici's primary source of information about Kobana language and culture
was a Kokopo man named KabUl, whom Friederici met in Madang and hired os a
servant. Kabui travelled with Friederici to Singapore and from him, Friederici
compiled a large wordlist and grammar of the Kabana language (see
Goulden: 1982).

My research in Bariai thus fills a gap in the ethnographic

record of New Britain and, by extension, of Papua New Guinea.
The actual choice of the village of Kokopo as my permanent place of
residence throughout the research period was made for me b{4 Dr. David Counts
in consultation (by mail) with one of his lusi informants, Mr. Morkus Get; of
Kandoka village in Ka1iai., and this man's cross-cousin, Mr. Oauma Geti, in
Kokopo village. Kokopo was chosen because it is the largest (population 190,
my 1983 census), and most centrally located of the ten villages on the Bariai
coastline (see Mop).

It was assumed, correctly as it turned out, thot the

larger population and central location would permit a more representative
view of Kabano life. The villoge was olso deemed a good choice because it is
the only vil10ge from Cope Gloucester to the provincial copital ot Kimbe thot
has a permanent construction wharf. This amenity would make access in and

•
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out of the area (especiolly in case of emergency) much eosier.

Whlle the

whorf does in foct exist, in view of the transportotion problems in the
province its presence did not moke access much easier.

As the province

continues to develop the whorf will be 0 decided osset to the oreo, but during
my stoy it served primorlly os 0 convenient point from which to fish with
hook ond 11ne. The final reoson for choosing Kokopo wos the ovollobllity of
water. The Kokosi River is 0 few minutes walk eost of the villoge ond offered
exce 11 ent bothi ng ond loundry f ocil it i es. An underground spri ng, oppropri ote 1y
colled M8kinkin ('mosquito'), locoted a short distance behind the village,
provided cold, unpolluted drinking water that was perfectly deliahtful.
As I became more famlliar with the total area, I was convinced that
Kokopo wos on excellent choice for my research. I visited 011 the v1l1ages in
the district at leost once, some more frequently thon others. Besides Kokopo
itself, my most frequent interoction was with the two nearest villoges to the
east and west, Gurisi and Akoaa, respectively, and the Amara Village of
Niuniuiai which is located sHghtly inland and west of Kokopo. Over time, I
came to know the nome, place of reSidence, ond kinship affiliation of just
about everyone 1n the ten Bari 01 vi 11 ages.
With

tOO years of missionization, and the broadening of their
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intellectual horizons through colonial government, and more recently through
access to formal education and increasing national involvement in global
economics and local socioeconomic development, the Kabana expressed
concern that the 'ways of their ancestors' were being lost. The Kabana are
very proud of their traditions, and welcomed the opportunity that my presence
among them offered for the gathering and recording of their traditions in as
much detall as they could provide.3

As my work evolved, it became evident

to me, indeed, was stressed by the Kabana themselves, that if I were to know
and understand anything about the Kabana and their world, it was necessary
that I know about the complex of traditions surrounding firstborn chi1dren and
the dead. And, if I were to translate Kabana culture to others, that it was
best translated from the perspective of these ceremonies.

~p'eaki ng

of

Languag~

The name Bariai, besides designating a political and geographic
district, has been used by Chowning (1978b: 296) to distinguish a particular
language family on the northwest coast of New Britoin. The Bariai language
fomily is 0 sub-grouping of the Slosi branch of the Austronesian language
fomny that inc1udes, in West New Britoin, speakers of Kove (Kove District),
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Lusi (Ka1iai District), Maleu (KilelJe/Lolo District) and Kabana (Bariai
District).

Within the Bariai area proper, there are approximately 750

speakers of Kabana, and some 100 speakers of Amara, "an unclassified
Lamogai Austronesian language possibly related to the languages of the south
coast of New Britain" (Thurston, personal communication). Amara speokers
are located in the villages of Malasol)o, Siamatai, Niuniuial, and Kaugo (see
Map). Although I also worked with these Amaro speakers, the bulk of my data
was obtained from Kabano speakers. In the interests of specificity, I sholl
henceforth refer to the people among ','Vhom I lived and worked as the. Kabana,
in 1ieu of the more inclusive geographic, po1itical, and llnguistlc label .. Barial.
Research was conducted in Tok Pisin (shown in italics in the text), the
hngua franca of Papua New Guinea, in which I attained a high level of fluency,
and in the indigenous language, Kabana (shown in boldface in the text). I did
not become fluent in Kabano, on ideal, I beheve, few ethnographers achieve in
so short a peri od of time. I di d 1earn a good deal of the language wi th the able
assistance of my Kabana hosts, and my linguistic colleagues, Rick Goulden and
Bil Thurston, both of whom, since 1975 have been engaged in recording and
analysing the numerous languages in northwestern New Britoin (see Thurston
1976,1982,1984;

Goulden 1982).4

Everyone in Kokopo village, indeed,

within the Barial area, speaks and understands Tok Pisin. The chlldren in the
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village grow up learning Tok Pisin and Kabana simultaneously as their first
languages. Tok Pisin is a real language, rich and expressive, and not a broken
or bastardized form of Engllsh as it is so often characterized. Tok Nasta
('talk master') is a better example of a pidgin English, although it is best
categorized as a pidginized form of Tok Pisin. Tok Nasta reflects the colonial
experience in Papua New Guinea in genera1, and in many instances is the form
of discourse still

used by white expatriates in communicating with

non-English speaking Papua New Guineans. Tok Nasta underscores cl ass and
ethnic differences; fluent speakers of Tok Pisin, by contrast. are considered
J'J"Qnt(JJ: ( those who share 'one language'), and are more readily accepted and

integrated into the community.5
Although it might have in the past, the use of Tok Pisin did not limit my
research to particular groups of persons, such as elder, male, ex-plantation
labourers, neither did it limit access to the more esoteric or complex
concepts of Kabana society and culture.

Indeed, the bihngual nature of my

research added depth to my understanding of the Kabana world view,
especially those native terms and concepts necessary to an analysis and
interpretatlon of the topic at hand: firstborn child and mortuary ceremonies.
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Theoret i ca 1 Consi derat ions
Typically, anthropologists work among and study people whose world
vi ew does not presuppose a Cartesi an metaphysi cs as does our own worl d
view.

Rivers (in Slobodin 1979: 213), for example, noted that in the

Melanesian world view, "the facts of the universe have been classified and
arranged in

categories different from our own".

(1975:71) struggled with the

Similarly, Levy-Bruhl

notion of "participation" in Melanesian

metaphysics which he described as "simply a complex reality, felt at al'le

and the same thi/e as one and as tN"a without this causing any difficulty"
(original emphasis). While the concept of participation may not have caused
any difficulty to those whose metaphysics allowed such a concept and whose
framework of knowl edge was based on its 1ogi c, it di d present anal yt i c
difficulties for the anthropologist who insisted on fitting these alternate
world views into the procrustean bed of a scientific model based on Cartesian
logic. 6
Lawrence and t'leggitt (1965: 7) defined re1igion in Melanesia within the
concept of world view as, "the total cosmic order that a people believes to
exist". For the purposes of scientific analysis this total cosmiC order was
broken down into two categories, empirical and non-empirical, the latter
reduced to "three analytically separate but functionally interdependent
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systems"( ,".!tid). In the same volume, Valentine states that "[t]he distinction
between the material and non-material or between bodlly and spiritual
essence is absent or unimportant in Lakalai thinking" (1965: 195 n.7).
Valentine then proceeds with an analysis of Lakalai religion implicitly based
on disUnctions between the empirical/non-empirical. This kind of theoretical
and methodological approach in anthropology has led to what Keesing (1982:4)
labels "cultural cryptology"; the breaking down of sociocultural systems into
discrete bits-ecology, kinship, religion, politics, economy, and so on-in
order to discover the "coherent structures implicit in the conduct of social
life". The reconstruction of these basic bits of sociocultural reality into a
coherent and logical format imposes on the subject culture a logical
orderllness that is purely an artifact of the analysis.

Once deconstructed

from the context of dally existence these reconstructed coherent structures
seem to have little relevence to 'things on the ground'. In the final pages of
his book, Keesing (1982: 219) thus enjoins anthropologists to "work toward a
theory that takes into account the way cosmological schemes operate to
infuse human life with meaning, and preserve a logical structure, but at the
same time shows how these schemes are anchored in political and economic
realities [sociocultural realities in general] and serve ideological ends".
Si nce Ei nstei n and the theory of re 1at i vity, our own worl d vi ew has
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changed dramatically. The universe is no longer conceived as comprised of
discontinuous

elements which

interact

mechanistically

like so

many

automata, but "as a harmonious indivisible whole; a network of dynamic
relationships that include the human observer and his or her consciousness in
an essential way" (Capra 1982 : 47). As a result of our changing world view,
the models used to define our reallties and gain knowledge of our universe are
changing also.

Less constrained by models that reduce the complexity of

human life and society to the. level of "cultural cryptology", contemporary
models attempt a holistic approach more conducive to the social scientific
study of human complexity.
A ho1istic model attempts to understand reality as an integrated whole,
where the parts of that whole cannot be reduced to smaller, discrete units.
Such a model recognizes the basic inter-connectedness of things and events,
and studies relationships

among phenomena rather than attempting to

delimit and define the phenomena per

Set.

Science, Bateson (1979: 18) tells

us, no longer attempts to define things as they are (or seem to be) but as
things are (or seem to be) in relation to other things, and the ultimate unity
of those relationships is the "pattern which connects" (p.9). Relationships are
processual and dynamic. A scientific model which is holistic thus seeks to
understand "the meaning and significance of things (and events] rather than
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prediction and control" (Capra 1982: 3S).
This kind of approach provides a means to avoid the dilemma of
"cultural cryptology".

If we do not isolate cosmology from economics or

politics, we are not faced with the necessity to provide an analytic bridge to
show the mutual relevance between the two spheres. If we assume at the
outset that cosmology does infuse human life (which includes, of course,
politics, economics, religion, human motivation and passion , .. .) with
meant ng, t n a 1ogt ca 1 or se 1f -const stent way, and does serve t deo 1ogt ca 1 ends
because reality is a dynamically integrated whole, the problem then becomes
how to describe and analyse a world view in action.
This methodological problem has been met head on by Lawrence (1984)
in his ethnographic account of the Garia cosmos where he is concerned to
present an ethnographic account of the total conceived cosmic order of the
Garia.

Lawrence notes (p.S) that the Garia do not "make an ontological

di st i nct i on bet ween" the realm of human bei ngs and that of spi rit bei ngs , or
what Europeans call

the

"natural and supernatural or transcendental",

Lawrence continues:

My aim is to demonstrate not only how these two realms are, or
are believed to be, constituted but also how they impinge, or are
believed to impinge on each other in everyday social behaviour,
land tenure, local organization, and sociopolitical control.. ..
Ideally, because the Garia do not conceive its human and
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superhuman realms as spatially or intrinsically separate, I
should examine in turn each of the foregoing problems
simultaneously in both realms. Vet this is methodologically
cumbersome .... (theref orel I f 0 11 ow anthropo 1og1 ca 1 convention
and even though it is artificial in this instance, present the two
realms as if they were discrete (lac cit ).
We must grant that it is methodological1y cumbersome to describe and
analyse a sociocultural domain "in the round", especially when the medium for
presentation is decidedly Hnea1. Nonetheless, by ut111zing his concept of the
Garia "egocentric security circle" as a means both to organize and analyse his
data, Lawrence successfully avoids the shreds and patches approach
characteristic

of

cultural

cryptology

where

"artefact

is

so

often

misrepresented as fact" (Lawrence, personal communication). while at the
same time retaining the contextual flavour and essence of Garia cosmOlogy,
and what it means to be a Gari a.
The Kabana world view is not founded upon the epistemological
presuppositions characteristic of Cartesian logic; it is founded upon the logic
of participation.

Participation, as Levy-Bruhl (1975: xx) defined it,

is not a fusion of things which lose or conserve their identity
at one and the same time; it enters into their very constitution.
It is immanent in the individual as a condition of existence. To
exist is to partiCipate in a mystical force, essence and reality.
A cosmology founded on partiCipation does not imply an inability to discern or
create systems of classifications based on the logic of difference. What it
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does imply is that these dHf erences are not mutually exc lust ve categorl es,
but are mutable and consubstantial; the boundary between entities might be
permeable to a point where it becomes difficult to discern where the identity
of one thing stops and another begins (cf Meigs 1984). As Loeliger ( n.d.: 68)
pointed out in his critique of the study of religion in Melanesia, "the analytic
tools of Europeans are useful but ... European analytical divisions impose
divisions on material which does not inherently have such divisions."
Because, as Bateson notes (t 958:3), any culture is "really an elaborate
reticulum of interlocking cause and effect ...impossible to present ...
simultaneously in a single flash, (the analyst] must begin at some arbitrarily
chosen point".

Rather than impose artHicial analytic divisions that

misrespresent the complex logic of Kabana cosmology,

I use Kabana

ceremonials as my point of entry into Kabana cosmology and as the means to
elucidate how they are dynamically related to various other aspects of Kabana
sociocultural and cosmological rea1fty.
As Lawrence Quite rightly points out in the passage Quoted above, this
can be cumbersome and does present some methodological difficulties, not
the least of which is that we cannot possibly know everything about the
sociocultural milieux that we study. We are, however, in a unique position for
saying something about other cultures given that, as a rule, anthropologists
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embark on the study of cultures distinctly 'other' than their cultures of origin
and are forced to learn to discern and understand different patterns of
re 1at i onshi p if only to re 11 eve thei r own cognitive di ssonance. Thus Rosa 1do
I

(t 980:xt) writes that she is not concerned to capture "timeless essence nor a

'point' in time" in Ilongot social life, but to document "certain partially
consistent themes in 110ngot activity and thought ... inferred from adult
discourse ... thereby making accessible some of the terms in which l1on90ts
have understood their fellows' motives and made sense of themselves". She
goes on to point out that "[t]he focus and style of my presentation reflects the
difficulties I found in discovering what is orderly in Ilongot experience of
their socia1 world and in appreciating its pattern" (lac cit).

Simllarly,

Weiner (1976:8) states that she is unable to confine herself to "the terms of
traditional

anthropological

categories",

as

these

are

"inadequate

to

accomodate the multiple layers of significance informing people's words and
behaviours".
Bateson ( 1958) chose the

1!3¥81!

ceremony through Whlch to represent

and interpret crucial aspects of latmul society and culture.

Schieffelin

(1976: 1) chose the 6isara ceremonies "as a lens through which to view some
of the fundamental issues of Kalull life and society". And Lawrence (1984)
chose the concept "ego-centric circle" as the medium through which to view
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Garia life and society. The Kabana identified for me their traditional
ceremonials for firstborn children and for the dead as the pervasive textual
theme that permeates their personal, cultural and social existence.

Since

these ceremonies are the primary concern of adult women and men as they
live their present existence, plan their future, and remember their heritage,
they serve in this document, 8S a lens through which to gain an understanding
of the "elaborate reticulum" of Kabana reality. These ceremonies serve both
as a framework for the organization of the data to be analysed here, and as
the phenomenon to be analysed.
From the perspective of their metaphysics, the Kabana ceremonials are
ultimately concerned with the death/life continuum, the processes of
generation, degeneration and regeneration.

In order to show how this

metaphysic is fundamental to the way Kabana individuals actually live their
l1ves, I have adopted a generaJ1zed model of the human developmental cycle as
framework for organizing the data that will be presented here. The
psychosocial development of the individual, Fortes (1974: 82) reminds us, is
"integrally bound up with a three generation cycle": the child, the parents, the
grandparents. In my view, the tripartite nature of the developmental model
can be extended to describe a cosmic cycle, as opposed to a 11neal
progression,

whereby

chiJd=future

time,

parents=present

time,

and
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grandporents=past time. This approach permits on analysis thot integrates
both the ego-centric and the societal perspective (el : Weiner J 980: 82). This
developmental model is inherently processual. the present is a product of the
past and produces the future, and assigns priority to "a space-time
framework that is structured around the reproductive and regenerative cycles
culturally/symbollcal1y defined in the societies we study" (Weiner 1980: 74).
The descriptive onolysis of the Kobano ceremonies encapsulates
and cyclic world view basic to Melanesian systems.

0

dynamic

In such systems, as

'weiner (1980: 74) points out, "both the life cycles of human beings, including
the cosmological domain. and the life trajectories of materlal objects of
o

eXChange are given priority as organizing principles." As will be seen. the
death/life continuum. so crucial to the Kabana world view, is expressed in the
series of ceremonies that honour the firstborn child and the dead and focus
upon the central

cultural concern with the processes of generation,

degenerat i on and regenerat ion.

The Data Base
Herdt (1981: 10) has provided the definitive statement on ethnographiC
data collection: "Ethnographers collect their data, of whatever sort, by
respect of their particular relationship to particular people .... We, like
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those we study, are human beings; our data represent the communications
that arise from that jptersubjectivity." An ethnographer's relationship with
the people she or he is studying among is based on trust, and as Herdt (p.11)
also pOinted out "we would be arrogant, and worse still, self-deceptive, were
we to believe that tribal people communicate information to just anybody,
under just any conditions." In order to learn and understand the Kabana and
their way of life as thoroughly as it is possible for any outsider to do, I, like
Herdt (p.10, had to "stop being a tourist", llve with the people I was studying.,
participate in their lifestyle, and earn their trust. This I did.
In the centre of one of the village hamlets, the villagers constructed a
house for me, a house made of bush materials like their own.

I lived alone

despite the fact that any number of young women would have been happy to
live with me and continually offered to do so. I maintained this modicum of
privacy not just for my own sake, but also to ensure that when individuals
shored their private knowledge with me, they had a private environment in
which to talk with me.

As a female, I observed cultural traditions that

prohibit femal es from entering into or witnessing the secrets of the men's
ceremonial houses. This only amounted to a physical limitation, however, as
Kabana men took my camera and taperecorder into these private domains in
order to provi de me with a record of the activit i es there, the only prov] si on
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being that I did not show the photographs to village women. My gender did not
limit my access to male secrets, about which Kabana men were meticulously
forthcoming. Much of my understanding of men's house activities, the spirits
that inhabit the men's houses during ceremonials, and other mole lore that is
not openly accessible to females was acquired during hundreds of hours of
private discussion with individual men or groups of men who visited my house
for that purpose. Further understanding of these things was supplled by adult
women who, in some instances, were more knowledgeable about them and able
to provide a deeper exegesis of the meanings imputed to them than were the
men. On more than one occasion, a child was sent to summon someone's wife
to provide a point of order or interpretation to our discussion of ceremonial,
particularly those ceremonies that included the manifestation of spirit
entities and pig exchanges.
I had immediate and unrestrained access to the female domain.

accompanied women to the gardens and to the reef. and was included in their
dany round of activities.

Women undertook to teach me the language) and

such things as how to prepare and cook food properly, to build a stone oven .
and they welcomed my presence as a participant observer 1n that most
intimate ond private of ony femole undertaking childbirth (see Scaletta
1984b).
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Knowledge and understanding is never acquired whole cloth.

My

knowledge of the ceremonial complex and my understanding of its importance
to the Kabana way of llfe was acquired over the duration of my fieldwork
experience, in bits and pieces that often seemed to me to be unrelated until
some other aspect of the total complex was revealed as a result of my
questioning, my informants' cogitations on the subject, or the spontaneity of
a given set of events or circumstances in the day-to-day llfe of the village.
Although I am not in fact a firstborn Child, that status was bestowed on me
within my adoptive kindred, a condition that automatically necessitated my
active participation in Kabana society and culture in order for me to fulfill
the requisite expectations and obligations. My description of the ceremonies
is based on my having participated in and_ witnessed the majority of them
either in whole or in part, from the preparatory stages to final execution.
Descriptions of those ceremonies that I did not witness, and of those that are
no longer performed, were supplied to me by a variety of informants. These
are included in the text in the interest of completeness. My understanding of
the ceremonies in their multipllclty is a development of my desire to know,
and my hosts' deSire to have me know, what was going on and why, and is
based on our ongOing dialogue about these matters throughout the 16 months I
lived among them.

CHAPTER ONE
The Concept of Pri mogeni ture

This dissertation is intended, among other things, to stimulate interest
and comparative research into the fascinating concept of primogeniture by
demonstrating the pervasive significance of primogeniture in Kabana culture
and society. By a concept of primogeniture I mean all those ideas . beliefs and
customs that focus on the firstborn child.

I begin this chapter by briefly

discussing references to the firstborn and the idiom of primogeniture in the
literature from Pacific societies, particularly Papua New Guinea and New
Britain.

These sources suggest that the concept of primogeniture has

important sociocultural consequences that, with the exception of Fortes
(1974,

1978) and Firth (1956-57), have not been developed fully by

anthropologists. This leads to a discussion of the contributions made by
Fortes and Fi rth to the study of pri mogeniture.

I n the fi na 1 secti on of thi s

chapter, I di scuss the concept of pri mogeniture, and the re 1at j onshi p bet ween
the firstborn child and the concept of renown in Kabana society and culture.
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The Pre-eminence of the Firstborn
The unique nature of the firstborn, particularly a male child, is deeply
ingrained in the ideology of our own Judaeo-Christian heritage, delimited
once and for all. in the Book of Exodus (13:2, 12):

"Sanctify unto me all the firstborn, whatsoever openeth the womb
among the children of Israel, both of man and beast: it is mine .... thou
shalt set apart unto the Lord all that openeth the matrix, and every
firstling that cometh of a beast which thou hast; the males shall be
the Lord's".
The special status of the firstborn is also evident in the cultures· of China,
India, and Africa (see Fortes 1974, 1978). With the exception of these two
articles by Fortes, and one by Firth (1956-57) wherein the authclrs discuss
the concept of primogeniture among the Tallensi and Tikopia respectively,
there has been no attempt by anthropologists to view the category of
primogeniture systematically, as a unique sociocultural phenomenon requiring
analysis and explanation.
Scattered throughout the literature on Pacific societies are references
to the importance given firstborn female and male chlldren, which suggest
that the concept of primogeniture is a pervasive theme in these cultures. In
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Papua New Guinea special mention is given to the firstborn among the latmul
(Bateson 1958)1 the Gnau (Lewi s 1975)1 the Hua (Mei gs t 984)

I

the Sani 0

(Townsend 1971)1 and 1n New Ireland (Powdermaker 1933)1 Manus (Mead

1968) Bouganvi 11 e (01 i ver 1955)1 in Buka (Bl ackwood 1935) as well as in
I

I

Polynesia among the Tikopia (Firth 1956-57)
For example l Oliver related (1955:77) that the Siuai of Bougainville
have a special term (simiri ) to designate the firstbom child. Although the
Siuai do not ritualize the various phases of the developmental process l the
idiom of primogeniture is expressed in the "belief in the primacy of the
First-born and the superordination of older over younger family Siblings
[whi ch] carri es over into other groups based on si b1i ng-l i ke
relationships".

ties of

The importance of the firstborn l and an indication of the

tenacity of the concept of primogeniture is evidenced by Nash (personal
communication l 1984), who tells me that in Bougainville (now North Solomons
Province)1 the firstborn "holds a position of authority and is honoured in
infancy and childhood by a number of introductory rites." Nash also advises
me that among the Nagovisi of Bougainville l the ideology of primogeniture
plays an important role in "emergent social hierarchies based on relative agel
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sex, and rank".
In the Siasi Islands, Pomponio notes (1983: 146) that "[m]ost of Mandok
ceremonial life pertains to first accomplishment feasts for firstborn
children." The Mandok ceremonies mark three aspects of the child's life cycle:
physical/personal development, introduction to socio-economic activities,
and moral/spiritual development. Pomponio also points out that although the
child may be too young to participate in the ceremonies, "[t]he important
factor... is that the child is publicly acknowledged to h8ye the right to
engage in those subsi stence act i vi ties whi ch are cruci alto Mandok survi va 1:
fishing and trade" (op cit.. 147 , original emphasis).
Lewi s (1975) di scusses the speci a1ness of the fi rstborn among the
Gnau in the Sepik area of Papua New Guinea. He notes that with the birth of
the first child a marriage is formally established and it is only after the
bi rth of the fi rst chil d, that the bri dewea lth is redi stri buted.

The Gnau

provide a special feast marking the firstborn's entry into society and special
payments, made only for a firstborn child, are given over by the child's
father's kin to the child's mother's kin. With the birth of their first child,
various taboos and restrictions are imposed on Gnau parents, and when the
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fi rstborn reaches puberty the parents and thei r cognatic ki n must contri bute
to and perform elaborate ceremonies for the chfld. Gnau explanation for the
special status of the firstborn parallels that given by the Kabana: the
firstborn is a product of the parents' combined essential substances when
that vital essence is at its most potent level. Procreation depletes the finite
store of substantive essence each human being has access to, hence each
subsequent chfld contains less and less of these vltal substances.

I shall

have occasion to elaborate on this notion later. It will suffice at this point
to note that in his study of "the syndrome of primogeniture" in African
societies, Fortes (1978: 147) also draws attention to the importance of vital
essence when he notes that,

In one way or another we meet with the notion of parental
vitalfty being depleted by the growth of their offspring and
we find ambivalent attitudes associated with this belief
focussed in symbolical taboos and/or injunctions imposed
on relations with first borns.
The concept of primogeniture and the celebration of firstborns,
either separately or in conjunction with mortuary ceremonies, is present in
many New Britain societies: the Lakalai ( Goodenough 1955; Johnston 1973;
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and Valentine 1961); the Kove (Chowning 1972, 1978a,); the Lust (Counts and
Counts 1970, Counts 1980), the Kilenge (Zelenietz 1980; Zelenietz and Grant,
persona 1 communi cat i on). the Vltu (Bl ythe 1978), and the To 1ai (Epstei n
1969). Only Chowning and Johnston have paid more than passing attention to
ceremonies for firstborns in New Britain, and only the latter has focussed
specifically on primogeniture as a cultural idiom.
Chowning notes (1972, 1978a) that the most important Kove
ceremonies, those honouring the chlldren of important men (Kove: mahtmf;
'esteemed person','bigman'), are the primary ways in which a 'bigman', his
lineage, and his men's house acquire prestige and renown.

Such a Kove

ceremony is merely a "pretext for her father's acquisition of renown .... [the
father's] motive in holding the ceremony is only secondarily to honour his
children" (1972:5). The Kove ceremonies focus more attention on female as
opposed to male children, a factor which Chowning finds surprising given that
Kove society is "a society with patrilineal descent groups". She explains this
anomaly by pointing out that the Kove, "by their own admission ... took over
this and most of their other ceremonies from other groups, [thus] they do not
bear much relation to other aspects of Kove society" (pg. 5), and she cites the
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KnelJe as the likely source of the ceremonies. In my opinion, Chowning has
dismissed, too readily, the important role of such ceremonies in Kove society,
and the Kove's admission that the ceremonies are borrowed from other West
New Britain people. I had several opportunftes to discuss these ceremonies
with people from Kove, KilelJe and Kaliai (see Note 1) all of whom agreed that
their rights to perform the ceremonies had been purchased from the Kabana,
who are the acknowledged originators of the total complex.

As Chow'ning

notes, the seafaring Kove "are well located on the various trade routes which
end up on the north coast of New BrHain" and that they serve "as middlemen
and carriers of goods to all of northwest New Britain" (op cit.. 4,7). As I
discuss later, the complex of firstborn (and mortuary) ceremonies throughout
West New Britain has been and continues to be, a key factor in maintaining
the traditional New Guinea/New Britain socioeconomic trade networks that
Harding (1967) predicted would disappear in the 1970s. That "girls receive
more ceremonial attention than boys" (op cit: 5), should have alerted
Chowning to the fact that there is more at stake here than the acquisition of
renown by patri linea 1 descent groups.
Johnston (1973) states the case Quite clearly by noting first the
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important relationship between ceremonies for firstborns and the aCQuisition
of prestige and renown among the lakala1. He pOints out (1973:91,92) that
"[o)ne of the main bases for respect, authority and power in lakalai is
seniorHy ' ..

Nowhere is the cultural value of seniority in lakalai

institutionalised more clearly than in the ceremonies reserved for the
firstborn child throughout his [or her] life." In the conclusion to his article
Johnston reHerates that, in lakalai society
seniority appears to be the least subject to change and
reduction in influence. Comparative data from other Melanesian
cultures dealing wHh the relative stability of seniorHy and other
power bases in the face of acculturation, would be a welcome
addition to the llterature (ap cit: 96).
The same point has been made by Jackson (1978: 342, original emphasis), who
notes that anthropologica11y it is of interest to realize that "birth-order
distinctions retain cultural significance even when the corporate character
of modern SOCiety renders Sibling status unimportant for the inheritance of
property and succession to office."

Closer attention on the part of

anthropologists to the cultural concept of primogeniture could provide
valuable insights into the sociocultural relationships that operate between
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and among West New Britain peoples, and help to explain why these traditions
have tenaciously retained their integrity despite internal and external
pressures to curtail or modify them (e.g. Chowning 1978a, 1972; Johnston
1973, and in East New Britain, Epstein 1969). On the other hand, we need to
know why in the Vitu Islands these traditions have not survived acculturation
pressures (Blythe. personal communication t 984). Such studies could provide
valuable insight into the processes of social change and acculturation.
Once the importance of primogeniture as a sociocultural phenomenon in
various cu1tures is recognized, another puzzle presents itself: there is no
intrinsic reason why the firstborn should be set aside for special treatment.
The biological fact of birth-order is an unsatisfactory explanation for the
elaborate cultural baggage associated with primogeniture. To say that the
firstborn is special because it is the first child simply begs the question.
Chowning (1972, 1978a), for example, makes clear that while the Kove
ceremonies are overtly touted as being oriented to honouring the child, the
Kove acknowledge that it is not the child

per se that acquires renow'n and

prestige but her father and agnatic kin, however, she gives no explanation as
to why this is so. It is unclear in Johnston's short article, whether it is the
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firstborn or the parents/kin who acquire the prestige~ although I suspect that
it is the latter. Neither author seems particularly concerned with why the
firstborn should be the focus of ceremonials that ostensibly bestow honour
and prestige on the

child~

whl1e in reality they bestow honour and renown on

the parents.
Firth (1956-57: 46) addressed the question of why the Tikopia perform
ceremonies that ostensibly honour the firstborn

chlld~

when in fact the

ceremonies are associated "with the rank and prestige of the father and of
necessity also his economic resources" (op cit.. 38). He suggests that an
"explanation must lie in some theory of representative

status~

whereby the

first chl1d serves as exemplar.... [Since] the chlld is a passive element ...
the symbolic content though ostensibly directed for his benefit

is~

in fact, an

appeal to other~ mainly adult interests" (op cit.. 47). In Firth's "theory of
representative status ... one chlld stands as exemplar for others, a surrogate
for "childhood" of the family or even a wider social group" (op cit.. 49). While
this may

answer~

opens a further

part~

the question of why the firstborn is celebrated, it

questjon~

namely, why an exemplar as representative of the

in

family/social group should be necessary~ particularly when the Tikopia are a
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ranked society and the children so honoured will be inducted into positions of
status and prestige that they would have to fill anyway, given the rules of
inheritance (Firth: 1956-57: 44).
Firth's "theory of representative status" is a more valuable explanatory
framework when applied to the Kabana ceremonies for firstborn chlldren (and
for the dead) then when applied to the Tikopia.

The Kabana overtly and

vehemently maintain that the purpose of firstborn ceremonies is to "raise the
name of the firstborn" and that in order to do so, the chlld's parents must
acquire huge Quantities of wealth which, when expended at the ceremonials,
reduces the parents to a state of impoverishment. Kabana parents constantly
denigrate themselves, pointing out their reduced circumstances and labelling
themselves as

rabisman (T.P.: 'person of no consequence', 'worthless',

'powerless') due to their lack of wealth.

The paradoxlcal nature of this

self-effacement is further confounded, among the Kabana at least, by the
covert acknowledgement made by all, that it is not the child but her/his
parents who acquire renown and prestlge. Further, Kabana firstborn children
do not inherit or otherwise occupy roles or positions of status and prestige
simply because of their seniority or because ceremonies have been performed
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in their honour. Unlike the Tikopia, whose emphasis on primogeniture
"represent[s] the induction of leading children of rank into the position of
eminence which they will have to fill later in life" (Firth 1956-57: 44). the
Kabana have no formal system of ranking, institutionalized offices, statuses
or roles to be inherited or otherwise occupied by firstborns or. for that
matter. any other category of persons.

Although Kabana firstborns have

certain reCiprocal rights and duties as a function of their seniority, they are
not otherwise revered or privlleged in any formal sense.
How then to reconcile the pre-eminence given firstborns and the dead
in a ceremonial context? Prima facie the Kabana ceremonies appear to be

rites de passage to mark the transition of children (or the dead) from one
socially defined stage to another.

However, the Kabana ceremonies are

performed anlji for firstborn children.

This raises the question that, if

rites de passage have the important social and cultural functions that
anthropology has conventionally attributed to them, then why are only some
chlldren celebrated?

Malinowski (1962: xxxiii-xxxiv) pointed out "how

dangerous [a] label is that of rites de passage" and how seductive is Van
Gennep's "formal scheme" wherein "various rites [are] lumped together
because of their formal similarity", thus blinding us to various other
essential aspects of these rites and their cultural significance. One of the
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problems with the rites de passage model as Firth points out (1956: 49) is
that "theories dealing with ceremonies for chlldren usually assume that all
children (of the same sex) "pass through" the same series J and ignore the
theoretical questions posed by any omissions".
Fi rth goes on (p.49)

J

Recognition of omissions J

"rai sels] some general quest] ons of i nterpretat ion".

FirthJ howeverJ is loathe to give up the rites de passage model J and
explains that omissions "make sense" if the firstborn is considered an
exemplar for the chlldhood of others. In such a circumstance J there are no
omissions since everyone passes through the same series of ceremonies
either in person or by proxy.

Also J according to Firth, the Tikopian

ceremonies for firstborn children

do not serve primarily as mechanisms of transition nor do they
ease the individual's passing from one state of equllibrium to
another. They celebrate his having made the achievement J enlarged
hi s experi ence, and now bei ng of the company of those who have
had the experience. They are marks of the maturation of the
Tikopia individual (op cit: 49).
If this is the case J why then do most of these ceremonies take place when the
child is too young to undertake the achievement that is celebrated or to
participate in the ceremony in any capacity other than as a "passive element"
as Firth already pointed out (p.47).
Fi rth's "theory of representative status" and the concept of the chi 1d as
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an

e~<empJar

passage
framework.

or surrogate for others l permits him to retain the rites de

model that is, as Malinowski noted, so seductive an analytic
The Kabana firstborn child is indeed viewed and treated as an

exemplar of others and in Kabana firstborn ceremonials, the chlld is a passive
eJement. But these ceremonies are not rites de passage which function to
acknowledge or to produce changes in the sociaJ status of chlldren, induct
them into social adulthood, or to enlarge their repertoire of shared
experience. On the contrary, I argue that the Kabana firstborn ceremonies are
akin to what Richards terms (J 956: 151) "maturation rites of assumption", or
what I would view as celebrations of the assumption of adulthood by the
child's parents and the concomitant pubHc recognition of the ongoing process
of social and personal maturation.
The Kabana situation differs from those described by Firth and Richards
in that it is the progressive maturation of adults . not children, that is being
celebrated through the child. In order for the parents of a firstborn (or the
ki n of the dead in the case of mortuary work) to perform a fi rstborn ceremony
successfuny, they must produce vast Quantities of food and material wealth.
They must, therefore, have mastered the skills needed for basic subsistence
and for the production of surplus.

In terms of material wealth, they must

have entered into a wide network of trade and eXChange, successfully
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manipulated the complicated system of debits and credits, and sucessfully
forged and mai ntai ned an extensi ve net work of human re 1at ions. The abi 1i ty
to hold a ceremony is dependent on these abilities.

The actual acquisition

and redistribution of these valued items by those performing the ceremonies
acknowledges the reciprocal self-interest and moral obligations which
structure social relations. For the Kabana a 'true' human being is a social
being, a status that can only be achieved, demonstrated, and maintained
within the complex context of ceremonial work for a firstborn child. As I
elaborate later, it is more important to have a firstborn child than to be a
firstborn child and the exigencies of biology are socially manipulated to
ensure that everyone has a firstborn Child.
Firth's theory of representative status is useful for an understanding of
why the firstborn child is singled out for special treatment and, as I have
suggested and will elaborate loter, the concept of the firstborn os exemplar
j-s opplicable to the Kobana data. However, while Firth's contribution provides
on insight into an important aspect of primogeniture, the concept of
primogeniture is a much more complex phenomenon. In order to explore these
complexities further, I turn to the work of Meyer Fortes, who provides on
excellent ond, to dote, the most detailed analysis of primogeniture.
Fortes became interested in the phenomenon of the firstborn some
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forty years ago while working among the Tallensi, and references to the
firstborn in Tallensi society can be found in his major monographs ( e.g.
Fortes: 1945,1949).

His "foscinotion with the theme of the firstborn"

resulted in two major articles: The First Barn (1974L where his intent was
to complle "a composite picture, a paradigm, of the critical features of

cllstamtlrg-as opposed to

idiasuncrtlti~recognition

of the significance

of first birth in tribal societies" (ap cit. 93, original emphasis) and, The

significtlnce af the first barn in Africon ftlinily Sf/stems (1976),
where he applied the paradigm as a framework for the comparotive analysis
of primogeniture in Africa. After thinking about and researching the topiC of
primogeniture for forty years, Fortes relates that" it is frustrating to find
how often this [primogeniture] is overlooked in the literature, even where
there are obvious indications that it is significant" (Fortes 1978: 144).
Earlier I referred to Fortes' view (1974: 82) that the psychosocial
development of the individual is "integrally bound up with a three-generation
cycle", of which the three interconnected phases can be labelled: 1)
infant/child; 2) marriage and parenthood; and, 3) grandparenthood and the
dependency of old age. He goes on to point out that the "crucial feature" of
the developmental cycle "is the conjunction of successive generations ...
[which] obviously comes into existence, once and for 611, with the birtt1 of 6
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first chlld" (ibid). There is no Question that giving birth is both a transition
and a crisis situation from the parents' point of view (op cit: 97; see also
the anthropological studies of childbirth, e.g. Jordan 1983; Kay 1982; Poole
198213). Giving birth is a major personal and social rite de p~ss~ge, and,
perhaps because researchers are enamoured of this "clever label" (Malinowski
1962:

xxxiv), reseorch, as Fortes points out, has tended "to focus on the

relations of porents and children from the sHuotion of the latter" (1974: 97).
Based on the anthropo 1ogi cal data and hi s own research among the Tall ensi,
Fortes suggests (op cit: 98) "that it might be rewarding to look at the
filio-parent relationships from the parent's situation, turning the model
upside down, so to speak."

Following Fortes,

J

examine the parent-chlld

relotionship omong the Kobono from the perspective of the porents; turning
the model on as head is rewording indeed.
I have already raised the Question of why the firstborn should be
si ngl ed out for pref erent1al treatment and d1 scussed Fi rth's contri but] on to
resolving this query. Summarized briefly below are Fortes' contributions and
insights into the Question of why the concept of primogeniture is so
important.
As the anthropological data shows, parenthood is a desired status for a
multitude of ideological, legal, and social reasons.

Behind the desire for
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parenthood lie "notions that parenthood is proof of the attainment of social
moturitYI which implles full mole potency ond femole fecundity" (Fortes

1974: 89).

Morr1age 1s necessory for the legitimot1on of parenthood l ond in

many African ( e.g. Tallensi) Nuer ) ond Pacific societies l such as the Kabana l
a marriage is not considered formally established until the union has
produced the first child. Marriage is a tenuous institution. It can be "annulled
by lawful divorce in many societies [but] parenthood l like birth itself ond
deoth cannot be onnulled" (op cit.. 87). The status of parenthood, "is uniquely
ochieved with the odvent of the first born"l subsequent offspring merely
increase the status of parenthood Quantitatively; only the firstborn creates
parenthood (op cit.. 83). This is a critical phase in the developmental cycle

forI with the achievement of parenthood l there is a major shift in the "outlook
of the parents and in the expectations entertained of them and the status
conferred on them by SOCiety" (1978: 135).

The firstborn chlld signifies the

progress of the parents along the path to fun maturity.

The parents "are

moved from the status of f11ial dependence to one of independence tied to
responsibility for offspring-that is to soy oriented towards the future not
the past of the family" (ibid ).
The firstborn is also the founder and head of the new filial generation,
thus ensuring the continuity of the fomlly ond of societYI ond the individuol
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through whom others forge important affinal and cognatic links.

Fortes

reports that among the Dogon, the filial generation is considered to be
reliably established with the birth of the third child, 0 notion shored by the
Kabana who have a term for flrstborn (1outobe), for second born (otonge) and
one term for third and all subsequent children (ketngo)? In addition to being
the founder of the next generation, the firstborn is burdened with "the pivotal
status connecting successive generations" (Fortes 1978: 146). Because the
firstborn is symbollc of the demise of the parental generation, its destroyer
as well as its inheritor, Fortes associates the inevitability of sibling rivalry
and of intergenerational conflict with the "initial fact of the birth of the
first born" (ibid). These conflicts and tensions are controlled or contained,
he suggests, by the variety of customary prescriptions, proscriptions, taboos,
rltes and ceremonies which focus on the flrstborn Child. As is the case with
the Kabana, among the Tallensi "the status of the first born, female as well
as male .... is dramatized in a series of eloquent customary practices and
beliefs" (1974: 84).
Finally, Fortes also points out that 0 firstborn is desired as proof of
the achievement of maturity through parenthood. While this is the case,
Fortes does not distinguish between sexual and social maturity, and does not
note that the two are not the some thing. I emphasize, with Lafontaine (1978:
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11), that it is importont to "distinguish between odulthood as the presence or
absence of sexual activity, and full social responsibility as head of a
domesti c group."

I argue that the bi rth of a f1 rst chll d merely marks the

parents' sexual maturity and signals their embarkation on the road to ful1,
social maturity and responsibi1ity, rather than their achievement of that
status as a ttlit tlcctJmpll
In addition to morking their sexual moturity, procreotion also initiotes
a progressive drain on the vitality of the porents, the end result of which is
senescence and deoth. In Pocific ethnogrophy the inter-relotfonship between
loss of vital essence through sexual activityl procreation and the processes
of oging, dying and deoth hove been treoted, for exomple, by contributors in
Jorgensen (t 983-84), Herdt (1982), Counts and Counts (in press) and by Meigs
(1984).

Whot Fortes terms the "mysticol potency", or vitol essence,

associated with mole vigour and female fecundity ond its depletion as a
result of procreation is also a basic premise in the metaphysics of some
Africon

cultures

(1974

reproduction-sexual

:92).

intercourse,

Among

the

conception,

Kobona,
ond

it

giving

is not

only

birth-thot

dep 1etes parental vital essences. The act i vit i es of product i on necessory for
the care and rearing of children also constitute an additionol ond progressive
drain on parentol vitollty. Paradoxicol1y, then, the desire for children, the
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achievement of sexual maturity and social status through parenthood, and the
inevitable loss of mystical potency/vital essence signals the concomitant
"extinction of

porentol outhority ond outonomy" (ibid), 011 of which is

personified by the firstborn. The Kabana firstborn carries a heavy symbolic
load since this child is the miracle of life created (generatlont the
personification of a desire for immorta1ity (regeneration), and at the same
time the child is a reminder of human mortality (degeneration).
This creates a situation which, Fortes argues, is at the root of

the

sociopsychological problem of intergenerational strife between fothers and
firstborn sons and of sibling rivalry, a problem resolved among the Tallens1,
at least, in the custom of sending the firstborn to be fostered by kinsfolk at a
distance. Such customs surrounding the firstborn serve to contain potential
rivalries that would be threatening to the integrity of the family and society.
He also notes that among the Tallensi and other African groups, the quest for
immortality in the face of human mortality rests squarely upon the
parent/firstborn relationship. For the Tollensi, immortolity meons ochieving
the status of ancestor, and it is the firstborn, in fulfilling his obligations to
his dead parents, who "ideally confers immortality on the parent" (1974: 9 I).
Conversely, for the filial generation., the ancestors and their benevolent
assistance and interventions, are only available through one's parents (ap
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cit: 84). The psychosocial conflicts engendered by the firstborn as usurper
of parental status and as the in-place heir and replacement of the parental
generation are amel10rated within the context of a cosmology that connects
the two generations in a relationship of reciprocal self-interest.

I could find no evidence of such intergeneratlonal rivalry between
Kabano parents ond their firstborn

chlldren~

nor was there any overt rivalry

between a firstborn and his/her younger sibllngs~ although in other
Melanesian cultures where primogeniture is on important cultural conceptI
si b11 ng ri va 1ry is evi dent (see e.g. Barlow 1984; Li pset 1984). Nor~ in Kabana
society, are the dead elevated to the status of ancestors.
ancestral

cu1t~

There is no

and the dead do not have a prominent role in the affairs of the

living. Kabana mortuary ceremonies are not magico-rellgious institutions for
the propitiation of the spirits of the dead.
example, do the

Kwaio~

The Kabana do not posit, as, for

a "noumenal world controlled by the spirits behind the

visible one they so imperfectly control ... " in order to provide a framework
of "... explanation for failure and success, life and death" (Keesing 1982:243).
Such eventual it i es the Kabana place squarely withi n the realm of the
behaviour of living human beings and human control (see Scaletta, 1985). The
dead do not play any important role in religious or daily affairs; they are not
depended

upon~

worshipped,

or

otherwise

propitiated

in

a

formal
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institutionalized sense.

Although not for the reasons Fortes suggests, the

pivotal status of the firstborn child connecting successive generations is an
important part of the concept of primogeniture in Kabana society, as will
become apparent as this document evolves.
"The crucial feature (of primogeniture] is the identification by
nomenclature and by social and ritual custom of the first born as distinct
from the oldest surviving son or daughter" (Fortes 1978: 144). Undoubtedly,
where there are special linguistic terms and customs applicable to firstborn
ch1Jdren, the analyst should be alerted to the fact that primogeniture is on
important cultural concept. However, I toke exception to Fortes' notion that
primogeniture means the actual biological first child as opposed to the
I

eldest surviving child.

If the concept of primogeniture is as important as

Fortes perceives it to bel and as I argue it is among the Kabana, confining the
concept to on actual rather than surviving eldest imposes undue limitations.
This does not ollow for the foct that some individuals ore infertlle, hence
childless, nor does it allow for the real problem of infant mortality.
firstborn

children are

ideologically

If

and sociologically their parental

replacement and inheritor, and the only individuals through whom Tollensi
parents can achieve the status of ancestorhood, what happens to parents
whose flrstborn has died or to childless couples? How do they achieve the
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status of jural adulthood and religious ancestorhood? Given the sociocultural
elaboration of primogeniture in societies where it exists at all, these
concerns cannot be left to the vagaries of biology or fate. The ideal of
primogeniture must be manipulated to fit the actualities of reality. Among
the Kabana, the concept of primogeniture is so crucial that single, newly
marri ed and chi 1dl ess couples adopt a chi 1din order to ensure that they do
have a first chlld. In cases where the firstborn chlld dies in infancy or
chlldhood, the second born child will be elevated to the status of a firstborn.
I show that for the Kabana, the crucial feature of primogeniture is hO¥ing a
firstborn child regardless of that child's actual birth order, rather than being
an actual firstborn child.
Briefly restated, Fortes saw the regular and distinctive features of
primogeniture as follows.

The firstborn is 1) the creator of parenthood; 2)

the individual whose existence formallzes crucial affinal and cognatiC
relationships and through whom those ties are reckoned; 3) the founder of the
filial generation and the head of that group; 4) the deSignated heir; 5) the
embodiment of psychosocial conflict both inter- and intrageneratlonally; 6)
the harbinger of mortality; and, 7) the key to immortality. Add to this Firth's
contribution-the firstborn as exemplar -and we have an impressive list of
reasons for why the firstborn is singled out, given preferential treatment,
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accorded a unique status, and is both the subject and object of taboos,
restri ct j ons and ceremont 0 J ce Jebrat ton.
I would odd to this list one finol reoson from the Kabona situation for
the importance of ceremonially celebrating the firstborn. Weiner (1976:61)
characterized Trobriand mortuary ceremonies as a medium for "spectacular
visual communication".

Lewis (1980: 35) argues that "to limit ritual

[ceremonial] to its communicative aspect would exclude and falsify its
significance to those who perform it.
interpreted:

Ritual is not done solely to be

it is done ... to resolve, alter, or demonstrate a situation."

Kabana firstborn and mortuary ceremonies are a forum for spectacular visual
communication, for they not only demand the acquisition and expenditure of
large Quantities of wealth, they 81so necessitate the overt 8nd ostentatious
display of that wealth in a public forum. A good deal of the complexity and
intrigue of the Kabana ceremonials is that, like the

).'8j}:a

entertainments of

the Maring, these disploys provide a forum for the eXChange of information
among those participating, that "can hardly be communicated in any other
way" (Rappaport 1968: 193), given various other aspects of the culture. The
Kabema

are individualistic,

and fiercely

egalitarian. They

place high

sociocultural value on the concept of personal renown, while at the same time
maintaining that no individual should raise him or herself above (mother. In
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ony other context the open invidious disploy of relotive stotus would be
negatively sanctioned, usual1y in the guise of an illness or death caused by
sorcery.
For the Kobano, performance of ceremonials is the only means to
achieve the desired ends of social personhood, self hood, ond renown. They ore
also a forum for the exchange of information obout personal achievements,
and for the demonstration of relative status in a culturally approved manner.
Renown is a relative concepti something for which anyone can strive but
l

which not everyone achieves in llke measure. As will be seen, ceremonies for
flrstborn children (and the dead) provide a means for all adult Kobana to
achieve and disploy a culturolly valued end-the acquisition and display of
renown- while at the same time preserving their ethic of egolitorionism by
promoting the flrstborn (or dead) os exemplar.

The Firstborn and the Concep-t of Renown
The silver thread of continuity that links the Kabana individual
concomitantly with the various aspects of the larger cosmological and
experi ent i a1 processes 1s the concept of "myst 1ca 1 potency" (Fortes 1974:
92), expressed in the Kabana term sulu, 'vital juices, vital essence, life
force'. Vaal essence does not have a material form but is present in various
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material substances, such as blood, semen, breath, and bodily wastes. It is
manHest in male potency and female fecundity and is transmitted from
generation to generation through reproduction and production. For the Kabana,
creation, in the dual sense of procreation and production, is a process of
transforming the ubiquitous lHe force by channelling the substantive vital
essence contained in people and things. Through the control, transformation,
and nurturance of vi ta 1 essence human bei ngs are able to reproduce 1i f e i tse 1f.,
and to produce the necessities of 11fe, in perpetuity.
Kabana cosmOlogy, like that of the Etoro, is founded on the assumption
that "accretion at one point in the system entails depletion elsewhere. Ufe
cannot be created e,~' nih/Ie and the birth (and growth) of one generation are
inextricably linked to the senescence and death of its predecessor. Ufe and
death are complementary and reciprocal aspects of a larger process." (Kelly
1976: 145).

It is upon a wider display of this basic metaphysical principle,

accretion at one point equals depletion at another, that the Kabana ethic of
egalitarianism is founded. Since everything and everyone is part of a totality,
the gains of one individual necessarily are made at the expense of another,
and this the Kabana consider immoral. The Kabana do compete for

e~<cellence

and to earn renown, but they do so within the acceptable framework of
firstborn ceremonials where material gain is accompllshed through the
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expenditure of personal resources and not at the expense of others, and
where. furthermore, the material benefits achieved are not realized by those
who achieved them. but are redistributed to others. The goal for which the
Kabana aspire is to have a reputation for renown, and it is this reputation for
achievement and largesse, and not vast Quantities of material wealth, that
parents have to show for the expenditures of self and wealth they make in
order to perform the ceremonies.
The individual, llke everything else in Kabana experience, must be
produced, created through the controlled metamorphosis of ancestral essence.
A child is the product of the combination of life force contained in the vital
essence in the blood and semen of its parents, which the parents received
from their parents. the child's grandparents. and so on back into antiquity.
The life force, like the concept of energy in physics, can neither be created
nor destroyed, it simply exists as a condition of the universe. It can, however.
be transformed, augmented or diminished.
The embodiment of the life force in any individual is finite. When young
Kabana women and men reach sexual maturity, their l1fe force is considered
to be at its highest and most potent level. This vitality is evidenced in their
physical beauty and strength, a fact much commented on by their elders. The
bodies of young people are robust and rounded, their skin is lustrous, and their
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eyes are clear and bright. The vital essence contained in their bodies and
bodily substances is whole, at the peak of its potential; it is 'hot', the heat
and power of sexuality, fertility and fecundity. A newly married couple is, in
theory if not in fact, virginal. They have not wasted their potential power for
creation in casual sexual 1iasons. Once married, the couple's relationship is
also characterized as 'hot' with the power of sexuality, the heat of their
bodies during sexual intercourse (gogod oanaoana, 'their chests are hot').
This heat is powerful in that it has the potential both to create and to
destroy. Anyone engaging in sexual intercourse, especially the newly married,

must, for example, stay away from the gardens for 24 hours or risk damaging
the crops. They must not be in the vicinity of chlldren who have been recently
superincised or had their ear lobes pierced, as the heat and smell of
intercourse that pervades sexually active persons will cause the open wounds
to fester, the child to weaken and perhaps to die. Those who have recently
engaged in sexual intercourse must not participate in various activities, such
as hunting, fishing, gardening rituals, and trade expeditions, for their
presence will cause these endeavors to be unsuccessful. The power of their
sexuality nulljfies the power and efficacy of magical spe1Js and incantations,
hence they are forbidden to be involved in stich matters.
The power of creation is evidenced in the couple's abl1ity to generate
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new life. A firstborn is the product of combined and undiminished parental
power and the firstborn child both contains and represents the full creative
potential of its parents.

Because the vital essence or life force of each

parent is finite, and a certain amount is used up with each child conceived and
born, second, third and subsequent children contain less and less of parental
vital essence (compare Lewis 1975; Meigs 1984). The developmental cycle,
from conception through death, is dependent upon others (e.g., parents, kin)
expending their resources (strength, power') on one's behalf. Production and
reproduction require the acquisition and the expenditure of personal, social,
and material resources.

By expending their life force in bringing forth

progeny and in the production of life's necessities (food, shelter, knowledge)
to ensure the survival of their offspring, the finite life force of the parental
generation is diminished, and the unrelenting process of aging and dying takes
its toll.
The Kabana assert that the necessary conditions for the existence of
human life are three: the tin], 'physical body, skin'; the anunu, 'persona,
reflection, shadow'; and, the taut au, 'life force, vital essence, spirit/soul'.
While the body, persona, and life force are necessary for human life, the
necessary and sufficient conditions for 'humanness' require the addition of a
fourth component: socialization. As in all human societies, Kabana chlldren
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are exposed to the processes of socialization-the acquisition of culturally
appropriate values, attitudes, and behaviours-virtually from the moment of
birth.

Becoming socialized is an essentially passive, unconscious process,

and mayor may not be fully successful,

evinced by the presence of

individuals in all societies who transgress, ignore, or otherwise act counter
to the socially approved way of doing things. As Lewis (1980: 197) points out,
it is true that ego can and does learn "certain rules of recognition"

that

assign other individuals to positions relative to ego, for instance, mother's
brother. But, as Lewis goes on to note (pg.197). "(t]o know the terms for the
positions and the rules to decide when they are occupied by persons does not
entail any knowledge of the nature and extent of the relationship between
them."

In other words, simply to know that one is part of a particular

network of relationships does not necessarily imply that one is aware of the
full extent of the responsibilities incumbent on the individual to these
others, or that ego is capable of living up to those responsibilities. Just as
sexual maturity does not imply social maturity, being exposed to the
socialization process as a child does not imply the ability to carry out ful1y
one's social responsibilities as an adult. This simple realization is at the
heart of the Kabana ceremonies performed in honour of the firstborn child.
Later, I discuss the skills and behaviours young people are expected to
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have mastered by the time they reach sexual maturity and the age of
marriage. This period prior to marriage is, so to speak, their apprenticeship,
when as dependents of and under the tutelage and guidance of their elders,
they learn the techniques of socia) survivaJ and thereby gain 'strength'.

In

this way, adolescent 'power' waxes while at the same time, parental 'power'
wanes. The birth of their first chlld is evidence of the parents' combined
power for creation and an event that concomitantly bestows upon them the
status of parenthood, a status that can

never

be annulled or rescinded.

Parenthood also brings with it the inescapable bonds of responsibility and the
anxiety of inexperience (Fortes 1973: 97). When I enquired of young Kabana
adults who had one or two children, what ceremonial work they must next
undertake for their firstborn and what it entailed, they invariably responded
that they were not sure what should be done and how, because, although these
young parents had witnessed other ceremonial work and participated in it,
they had lJtJt acttlall.!! dtJI'J8 the J'J"tJrA' themselves.
Children and young adults are passive recipients of information about
the mechanics of their SOCiety and their place in it, which is, as Bateson

(1979: 132) argues, a process of "learning about the 'self' in a way that may
result in some 'change' in the 'self'."
"characterologica)

This is what Bateson (tJfJ cft) terms

learning" where ego learns about the self through
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interaction with others who occupy positions relative to ego. With the birth
of a first child, young adu1ts begin to enter into new relationships and
interactions. By entering into these external relationships with relevant
others, they begin to "learn the contexts of lHe", the "pattern that connects"
self and other, individual and society dynamically (Bateson 1979). Prior to
involvement in ceremonial activity, the Kabana individual is a part of the
various relationships into which she or he was born.

With involvement in

ceremonial work, the individual enters into active exchange relationships
whereby she or he begins to know about the full range and extent of mu1tiplex
relationships. Ego begins to change as the boundaries of the self expand to
include others in a network of reciprocal obligations.

It is through the

extension of the self as a participant in the dynamic interactions between
self and other in a mu1tiplicity of relationships that the Kabana individual
begins to acquire renown.
The concept of renown means essentially to be named again, to be
praised

or exalted

accomplishments.

by

others

because

of

personal

achievements

or

Renown cannot be inherited, it must be aChieved.

In

Melanesian SOCieties, "renown is more than accumulating and giving away
wealth. Renown comes from utilizing capital in such a way that loyal Ues are
mobilized, obhgattons created, prestige enhanced, and authority exercised in
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traditio/tally accepted

J'J"aJ/s-above all, in the staging of special kinds

of feasts" (Oliver 1955: 362, emphasis in original). It is these many facets of
personal renown that inextricably intertwine the concepts of renown and
.personal power, particularly in societies such as that of the Kabana., where
status and authority are not formally institutionalized.
The Kabana are fiercely egalitarian and explicitly espouse an ideology
of equality... in such oft heard phrases as: "No individual should place his or her
head above others; we have no king or queen, every man is a king, every woman
is a queen."

Power, for the Kabana, is the right to personal autonomy, to

empower one's existence; power is not viewed as a means for control over
others.

Indeed, the Kabana perceive the coercive use of personal power as

ev11, and a gross breach of moral rectitude (see Scaletta, 1984a). Individuals
who attempt to use their personal power as a means to control others are
subject to social sanction in the form of a potentially deadly sorcery attack.
Power is

the ability

to

balance

one's

own personal

autonomy

and

self-interests and the personal autonomy and self-interests of others.
This ideOlogy of egalitarianism is based on the democratic premise
that a11 j ndi vi dua 1shave equa 1 access to resources. These resources include
food 1 pigs, material Hems of wealth such as shell money, and labour-one's
own and that of one's kin.

In theory, if all have equal access to resources,
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then ipso

f,-~cto

no individual can excel. In fact, equal access to resources

does not guarantee equal abil ity to ut 11 i ze those resources. Some i ndi vi dual s
can, and do, make more and better use of them.

Kabana women and men do

compete for power and renown, a competition based on the necessity to
control one's own resources better than the next person.

Competition,

however, can only take place within the larger context of co-operation, or,
conversely, co-operation provides the context for competition. In smallscale, unstratified societies, the individual cannot exist outside the context
of social relations and the moral obllgations inherent in the structure of
human relations. In Kabana society., the locus of experience is social, and
social relations do not exist in the abstract, but always and only in
connection

with

someone

or

something

else.

Through

the

dynamic

inter-relationship between competition and co-operation, each individual has
a collective identity as a member of society and constructs a personal
identity as a unique individual. He or she gains renown.
Power, prestige, renown, and shame are all relative, conditional
concepts and like the concept of relationship are not "internal to a single

person .... A11 characterological adjectives are to be reduced or expanded to
derive their definitions from patterns of interchange" (Bateson 1979: 133).
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For the Kabana, thi s pattern of interchange whereby i ndi vi dua I s become
defined as having more or less renown relative to others, takes place within
the framework of ceremonial work. The ceremonies are what Harding (1967:
250) calls institutions which invoke a countertendency to the closed
household economy, thus spreading socioeconomic relations beyond the
individualistic

interests of the self-sufficient household group.

Renown,

like pride, "is conditional admiration provided by spectator, pltlS response by
performer, p/tlS acceptance of admiration ...... (Bateson t 979: t 34 orig emph),
and so on, in a continual cycle of self-validating interactions.

Because

renown, presti ge, and power are personal Qual it i es condi tiona I upon the
response and admi rat i on of relevant others, they can on I y be va I i dated through
public display.
In discussing the concept of power in small

scale, unstratified

soci et i es ) Col son (t 977: 384) notes that in such soci et i es, "power... is seen as
underwriting individual prowess, acumen and skill; but at the same time is
associated with maintaining the status QUo."

Since success made evident

"was seen as altering relationships", Colson (01' cit) argues that the status
quo is mai ntai ned by mi ni mi zi ng i ndi vi dua 1 c1ai ms to success. The ega I Hari an
Kabana maintain the status quo by not only minimizing claims to renown, but
also by disclaiming any success whatsoever by deflecting these personal
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attributes onto the person of one's firstborn chlld or the collective identity
of one's dead kin. As exemplars of a renown they have not earned, firstborn
children and the dead are not a threat to the requirement of equality: they are
soci ally and politically powerless.

But, as exemplars of the power and

success achieved by others through them, firstborn children and the dead are
powerful symbols of the most highly valued and most limited resource in
Kabana society: renown. The firstborn is accorded respect and deference by
all, because this child is the embodiment of the renown of its parents
(genitors) and ancestors (progenitors).

To injure, insult or otherwise

disparage any firstborn is to directly challenge the integrity, worth and
power of those whose claim to renown is personified by that child.
Renown, in Kabana society, must be achieved through the performance
of ceremonial work in honour of one's firstborn Child, and individuals who do
not undertake this

worl< are labelled persons of 'little consequence'

(borabora; T.P.: r9bislJ79n). Persons who are chiJdless are, by definitfon, of
little consequence, since they have no child for whom to perform the required
work.

The achievement of renown and the firstborn as a vehicle through

which to accomplish it are so important that the widespread practice of
adoption (saulJa) ensures that no couple need be chlldless, and that everyone
has the potent i alto acqui re renown.
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Children always are adopted within the extended cognatic kindred and
may be from the ki ndred of either the adoptive mother or father. In this way
the child shares common descent with its adoptive parents ( sig Icelede, 'one
blood').

Parents who had adopted out one or more of their children, also

explained to me that, by giving their children to known kinspeople to raise,
they were confident that the child would be we11 and properly cared for,
whereas 1f a 'stranger' were a110wed to adopt their child, they would
constantly fret and worry about their child and how it was faring .
A1though children are adopted at any age.' the formal process of
adopting a child as a firstborn usually begins before the child is born. The
couple, or unmarried individual, approach the pregnant woman and her husband
to make known their wish to adopt the unborn child. The pregnant couple have
the ri ght to refuse the adopti on request but only rarely exerci se it., si nce
refusal to allow the adoption of one's child is considered a selfish act. Once
the pregnant couple agree to the adoption, the adopting couple seal the
agreement by paint i ng a red ochre X or cross on the pregnant woman's
abdomen. This 'marks' the child as their own and, since the painted X is highly
vi si b1e, pub 1i c1y announces the pendi ng adopti on. From thi s poi nt, unt 11 the
child is weaned, the adopters provide the pregnant couple with food. The food
is a product of the adopters' vital essence and 'strength' which is transferred
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to the fcetus.

Through the medium of the food, the child is 'grown' by its

adopting parents whose essence is transferred to the child through the food
ingested by the pregnant woman. The adoption is flnalized when the child is
weaned, and the adopting parents give flve fathoms of shell money to the
natal parents to both 'pay' for and sever the connection between the child and
its natal kin (ketnga tud; 'the cutting of the breast/mother's milk'). Because
the adoption is within the extended kinship network, the child retains
generalized ri ghts and obligations of kinship ¥/s-,g-y/s its natal kin. Bonds
of sentiment between an adopted chlld and its natal parents are expressed in
the reci procal term babu; the adopted chlld refers to its new parents by the
terms for 'my mother', tnag, and 'my father' tamag, and they in turn refer to
their adopted child as natug, 'my child'. All the rights (e.g., inheritance of
land) and obligations (e.g., filial/parental duty) between parents and children,
are transferred to the adoptive parents. The rearing of the chlld and the
necessary ceremonial work in honour of that child are henceforth the
responsi bil ity of the adopting parents.
A chll d adopted as a fi rstborn retai ns its posi t i on as fi rstborn
regardless of how many 'natural' children its adopted parents should later
produce. The food given to the child's mother by the adoptive parents was a
product of and contained within it the adoptive parents' vital essence. The

------

- - -
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adopted chil dis already 'one blood', or of common descent with its adoptive
parents, and the food they provided also contributed more of their vital
essence to 'grow' the foetus

in tltero. The exchange of wealth for mother's

milk f i nalizes the transaction that makes the child a product of its adoptive
parents' vital essence: the child is a true child of its adoptive parents. In this
way, children who are not the firstborn of their parents, but second, third ...
tenth born, can become fi rstborn chil dren; and, if thei r parents have adopted a
firstborn child, children who are the actual firstborn issue of a marriage
become second born and may be adopted by others for a variety of reasons
which will not be gone into here.
The complex relationship that exists between the firstborn child and
the concept of renown. and its corollary. personal ctlm social power, is made
more salient in the Kabana practice of adopting in order to have a firstborn
child. Adoption ensures that anyone and everyone can have a firstborn child
and, therefore, that everyone in thi s soci ety characteri zed by an ega 1itari an
ethi c, has the requi si te soci a1 vehi c1e through whi ch to acqui re and rji sp 1ay
renown. Despite the ideology surrounding and underscoring the importance of
firstborns, the major importance of the firstborn is pragmatic. In principle,
any chil d, regardless of its birth order or who actually conceived and gave it
birth can become, through adoption, a true firstborn. Any married couple can
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produce through adoption a true firstborn; the first child of combined parental
vital essence. The ideology of the firstborn is easily accomodated to actual
exi genci es.
There is no

intrinsic value in being a firstborn.

This value is

culturally defined in the concept of primogeniture, and easily manipulated in
the custom of adoption. It is significant to note that since what is valued is

h9Ying a firstborn (or parenthood), rather than being a firstborn, and
adoptlon ensures that allindlviduals can have a firstborn, then any individual
regardless of his or her birth order can aspire to the achievement of renown.
In this chapter, I presented the syndrome of primogeniture in general
theoretical terms drawn from studies by Fortes and Firth. I then introduced
the concept of primogeniture in Kabana culture, giving particular attention to
the relationship between primogeniture and renown.

Kabana firstborn

ceremonies presuppose complex social relations both in their preparation and
performance. In the next chapter, I provide information about the structure of
human relations, the institution of marriage, procreation, and the creation of
parenthood in Kabana society.

CHAPTER TWO
Human Relations: Kinship. Marriage and Procreation

In Kabana soci ety, the basi c tenets of soci all if e are founded upon the
moral obllgations inherent in the structure of human relations, and the moral
obllgati ons of kinship comprise a framework of ideal social values and mores
which provides a guide for action and against which behaviour is jUdged. In
this chapter I discuss some general features of Kabana kinship, marriage,
procreation and the creation of parenthood.

These topics provide contextual

background for the descriptive analysis of Kabana firstborn ceremonials in
the following chapters.

The Structure of Human Relations
In the begi nni ng, alone on a mi st covered stone located hi gh on /,,1t.
Sakail, the Creator Being Upuda (pu., 'origin, base'; da, possessive suffix 'our')
took a sturdy branch of the sasa tree, cut it in equal halves and from one
piece he carved the first woman, from the other he carved the first man.

Upuda breathed life into his creations. From the wood shavings, Upuda
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created the forest, all the creatures that inhabit the forest, and all the
creatures that inhabit the sea.
creations.

Then Upuda removed himself from his

The first man, Ato ('messenger') and the first woman (unnamed),

prospered and they had many sons, some say fifty. Each son was the head of
his own ceremonial house in which he kept the particular ceremonial regalia
that Ato specially gave to him. Ato ruled over his many offspring and their
families and was a stern taskmaster and disciplinarian. Eventually people
became disgruntled with Ato and his autocratic ways and plotted to kill him.
The murder was accomplished and in its wake followed social upheaval and
warfare among the sons.

Some of the sons joined together as protection

against others, amalgamating themselves within one ceremonial house, other
sons and their ceremonial houses were totally ellminated.

Warfare was

endemic and to save themselves and their families, the ceremonial house
groups fled the original settlement and founded new settlements scattered
throughout New Britain, and in BariaL
Kabana genealogies are six generations deep. Ascending and descending
generational categories include gau ('ego, myself); tna- and tama- (M, F),
and natu- ('Child'); tibu- (MMJF, CC); asasa- (FFF,MMM, CCC); gaba(FFFF,MMMM, CCCC);

sese-

(FFFFF,MMMMM, CCCCC);

ae- b1at

(FFFFFF [Ato],
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MMMMMM, CCCCCC); Upuda.

The most all-inclusive category of kinship ego

can claim membership in is referred to as sil) kelede, 'one blood', or tibu

kelede, 'common grandparent'.

We of

'one blood' or, of a 'common

grandparent/ancestor' are metaphorical expressions of the way in which the
Kabana conceptualize kinship relations.

Despite a patrilineal bias, Kabana

social structure, like that of their KilelJe neighbours "is characterized by an
overlapping system of descent categories and organizations established on
the basis of cognatic descent" (Zelenietz and Grant 1984). Ego is recognized
as belonging to or having the right to claim membership in any sil) kelede
that she or he can trace a descent relationship through genealogical
connections of "shared blood", that can go back four generations, through
either his/her father or mother.
The founder of a silJ kelede is the husband/wife dyad. It is they who
first settled on and cleared virgin territory, thus laying claim to particular
parcels of land.

By clearing the land, planting gardens and trees, these

ancestors laid the foundation for the well-being of their future progeny, and
because the 1and, and the trees planted on it, are named after the ori gi na 1
settlers, the ancestors also laid a claim to renown.

A person's name never

dies; renown becomes synonymous with the cultivated land and trees which
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only exist as resources because of the 'strength', or vital essence (the 'blood,
sweat, and tears'), invested in it by progenitors and perpetuated through the
descendants of that ancestor. As with the Kwaio, Kabana ancestors "serve as
crucial pOints of reference in terms of which the living trace their
relationship to one another and the land" (Keesing 1982:84).
Followi ng Zelenietz's discussion of a similar social unit found among
the

KilelJe,

the

Kabana

sil] kelede is an unnamed, "non-localized,

non-discrete" cognatic descent category, or ramage, whose membership
"never gathers in whole, or even in large part, to act as a group .... ramages
exist to control and exploit particular resources, and to delimit resource use"
(1980: 82).

The idiom of cognatic descent makes it possible for any

individual to claim membership in a number of ramages provided they can
establish with validity a common ancestral connection.

Each ramage is

unnamed but is associated with one or more named 'men's ceremonial houses',
lum.

In the past, the men's ceremonial house was where all the deceased

members of that men's house were buried, hence

lum is also the term for

'graveyard', 'place of the dead'. The men's house is named after and owns the
partlcular tract of land upon which it is built. Ideally, all those who can
claim descent from the men's house founder have rights of membership in, and
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usufructuary rights of access to the resources of that men's house. In fact}
men's house membership is determined by the activation of those rights
through local residence on the land associated with the men's house} the use
of its resources} and participation in men's house activities.
Every Kabana village contains one or more hamlets.

Each hamlet

consists of numerous luma} 'women's houses} married Quarters'} and is
organized around a men's ceremonial house} whether or not an actual building
exists. Kokopo, for example, has four hamlets, three men's houses and a total
·of 45 'women's houses'. The fourth hamlet's men's house is not represented by
an actual structure since there are too few surviving descendants (one
nuclear family) of that men's house to justify maintaining a building. When}
or if} a sufficient number of persons activate their rights to membership (as
'one blood') in t hat men's house, a building will be erected. In the meantime}
members of the defunct men's house are given a place of their own inside
another men's house where they are automatically members based on the
bonds of shared blood.
The interior of each men's house is spatially divided into a number of
named sections} each section representing a group of agnatic and non-agnatic
cognates or enates} persons who trace membership in the men's house group
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through females (cf Lawrence 1984: 45). Each section in the men's house is
headed by the most senior male, that is the eldest surviving male, of that
cognatic group. Members of a men's house actively reside on land belonging to
the men's house, and communally exert control over its resources, including
inherited ceremonial artifacts and designs (mosi) which are used during the
ceremoni a1 personifi cat j on of vari ous spi rit bei ngs (e.g. masked dancers aul u;
bull-roarer tibuda). The men's house membership acts as a group, under the
tutelage of the senior men, to ensure the proper and timely performance of
ceremonials in honour of their recent dead. The success or failure of these
ceremoni a1s refl ects on the overall renown and prestige of the part i cu1 ar
men's house whose firstborn or collective dead are being honoured.
Kabana kinship terms

denote a basic human relationship

differentiated in terms of age Ocapei, 'big, elder'; kakau, 'little, younger') and
sex.

Ego refers to all persons in the first ascending generation as 'my

mother', tnag or 'my father', tamag; in the second ascending as 'grandparent'

tibug, and so on.

Ego refers to persons of the same generation as

cousin/sibling: Hug, 'my sibling opposite sex', tadig, 'my sibling same sex',
or leg sil, 'my cross-cousin'; members of the first descending generation are

natug 'my child', and the second descending generation are 'my grandchlld'
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t1bug.
The basis for locating oneself within the universe of kin-based
relations is the parent/child relationship. This is the first relationship any
individual experiences and the one from which all other relations are defined.
By ascertaining what sort of relationship exists between one's parents and a
particular other, ego is able to define his or her relationship to other persons
within hislher egocentric kindred. Kabana kinship nomenclature does provide
a separate reciprocal term for mother's brother and sister's chlld (oa-;
MB/le), but this is a formal term, rarely used in practice. The more common
form of MB/lC address/reference being simply

tama-/natu-; 'father/chlld'.

The MB/ZC relationship does have connotations slightly different from the
father/child relationship, however, it carries no special ritual or ceremonial
obllgations.
The Kabana system of kin reckoning and relations can be rendered
schematically as follows. The maximal cognatic descent category,

'we

of one

blood' (gai 5i9 Icelede), is at least four generations in depth (FFFF/MMMM).
Thus, for example, those who trace their descent from FFFF constitute a 519
Icelede; those who trace their descent from FFFeB, or from FFFyB each
constitute a different branch of the 5i9 Icelede. Reckoning the 519 lceJede
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from the fifth ascending generation expands the category of 'one bloods'
Quantitatively to include all those who are cognates of FFFFF, and relative to
the issue at hand, any individual can and will use a fifth generation cognatic
connection to vall date his/her claim. The preferred rule of marriage is for
ego to marry within this four generational maximal category, but outside the
minimal category; thus spouses should be second generation cross-cousins,

s11 s11, (MMMBSS/FFFZDD).
Nei ther the ramage nor the men's house group demarcates a marri age
universe, that is, they are not endogamous or exogamous social units

per se.

In choosing an eligible spouse, the Kabana stress, first, that a potential
spouse should be someone to whom ego is related by 'shared blood'

(sin

Icelede). Marrying within the category 'one blood' ensures, as one informant
succi nct 1y put it, that by vi rtue of the bonds of shared blood, "your spouse has
your best interests and welfare at heart". Spouses protect one another from
danger by being ever watchful of each other's interests and also protect each
other's personal belongings and detritus, so these do not fall into the wrong
hands where they mi ght become an eft ect i ve medi um for sorcery at tacks. On
the other hand, the bond of 'shared blood' bet ween potent i aI spouses ought not
to be 'too close', with the degree of closeness defined as any individual of the
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OPPOSl te sex wi th whom ego shares a common grandparent. In more formal
terms, spouses should be chosen from among that category of individuals who
stand in relation to one another as second generation cross-cousins.
Post-marital residence is ideally virl1ocal, although the idiom of
cognatic descent permits a wide range of choice in residence, affillat ion and
a11iance. When a woman marries, she retains her rights to membership in her
natal kindred, rights which she transfers to her children.

When a man

marries, he is given rights to his father's land, or if he prefers he can take up
residence in his mother's natal area and exercise his rights of access to the
land of his maternal kindred. Ideally, marriages should foJJow a llmited form
of "slster" exchange, thus a woman should marry a man (MMBSS; s11s11
'cross-cousin') of her mother's patrikin in her mother's natal village. In this
way a woman "takes the place of" her mother, llves virilocally in her mother's
natal village, and claims her mother's matrikin and patrikin land rights and
obllgations.

If there is no daughter to marry back into the mother's natal

v111age, the woman's matrikin will adopt her last born child (male or female)
as a "replacement" for the woman they have lost. This process of adoption
ca11ed tisau kuru, 'they pull compensation, replacement', ensures that the
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woman's bi rthri ghts in her natal cognatic ki ndred are transferred to and
perpetuated through a chHd of her blood. The child is said to "eat of the land
of its mother" (ian Una ele tano).
While the preferred rule of marriage can be simply stated as
cross-cousin marriage or a form of sister exchange, the Kabana do not
conceive of themselves as being divided in terms of a mOiety system with
wife-givers and wife-takers balancing the system.

Although ideally a

woman's daughter marries back into her mother's group, only one daughter
should do so. The Kabana consider it "wrong" and verging on incestuous for a
second daughter to "follow" her sister and also marry back into her maternal
kindred. One such marriage occurred while I was in the village, and caused
great consternation as well as stress and (initially) ill-feeling between the
two sisters. In this instance, a woman's elder daughter (firstborn child)
married her MBSS, her second daughter chose to marry a young man who was a
cross-cousin and classificatory sibling of her sister's husband. As siblings,
these two men are considered to be the same person, thus both sisters
symbolically were married to the same man and each sister felt that the
other was coveting her husband. This also confused the kin relations between
t he four young people who were simultaneously Siblings and affines, thus

- - - -- - - -
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camp 11 caU ng the close bonds expected of si bIi ngsl cross-cousi ns as persons
of "shared blood" (ego's cognates), and the more formal respect relationship
of affine (spouse's cognates).

The consensus was that the second sister

shaul d have marri ed someone from a di ff erent cognatic descent group wi thi n
her natal village, or someone from her father's mother's village, so that she
and her chlldren could "eat from the land of her fathers".

r1arriag~

. The status of parenthood, "comes into exi stence, uni que I y, once and for
all, with the bi rth of the fi rst chll d" (Fortes 1974: 82), and "the necessary
qualification for legitimate parenthood" is marriage. In this section I discuss
marri age, procreation and the achi evement of parenthood in Kabana cu1 ture
and soci ety. Most anthropo I ogi ca I accounts of the Ii f e cyc I e end the bi rth to
maturi ty phase at the poi nt where the i ndi vi dua I marri es and has at I east one
child. I,.yith the birth of the first child, the married couple have left behind
the childhood phase of the life cycle and entered into the adult phase. They
are accorded the status of adult, and are assumed to be fully responsible and
participatory members of the social group (c. I : Hau'ofa 1981: 127-129), their
presence assumed in the description of various social activities and events.
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While marriage for the Kabana does constitute a rite de passage from the
childhood to the adulthood phase of the life cycle, it does not confer upon the
married couple the status, prestige and knowledge required to be fully
responsible, functioning members of society. Marriage marks the beginning of
a twenty year peri od of I earni ng, by part i ci pat i on, the ri ghts and obI i gat ions
of social and personal adulthood.

Without marriage, or more accurately,

without a spouse, full social adulthood is not possible.
The Kabana recognize that femaJes attain physical maturity earlier
than males. They attribute the priority of female maturation to the fact that
female blood is 'cool', whereas male bklod is 'hot' and explain the difference
in terms of an agricultural metaphor. When taro is planted in soil that is cool
and damp it grows rapidly and produces large, well-rounded corms; taro
planted in soil that is dry, hardened by the heat of the sun, does not grow
quickly and the corms are longer and less rounded. The female body is soft,
moist and cool; the male body is hard, hot and dry; like the taro planted in a
swampy area, femaJes mature more quickly than males.
Included in the Kabana description of female anatomy is a 'tube', or
'rope', a vessel like an artery, that connects a woman's breasts with her
womb. 8 A woman should not marry and/or become pregnant until her breasts
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'fall' and touch her chest.

This is an external indicator that the 'rope'

connecting her breasts and womb has relaxed, and that her pelvic structure is
sufficiently developed and flexible to carry and deliver a baby. The Kabana
hold that a nubile girl who conceives while her breasts still 'stand up' will
have a difficult pregnancy and delivery, and is, moreover, likely to die during
childbirth because her pelvic bones are too rigid to permit the passage of the
child through the birth canal. Thus, while the onset of her menses marks the
fact of her fertility, in Kabana thought it does not follow that she is capable
of successfully realizing it. Kabana boys are old enough to marry when they
have pubic and facial hair. The presence of axillary hair growth is also an
external indicator of internal maturation; his semen is more than 'just water',
it is strong enough to nourish a fcetus. When a young man begins to shave, he
is mature enough to marry. He is at the peak of his physical development and
potenti a1, 'strong' enough to rai se and mai ntai n a f amil y.
Choosing a spouse is a serious matter.

In the past marriages were

arranged since parents and elders felt they were more experienced in the
pragmatics of such matters, their perspective unclouded by the demands of a
burgeoning sexuality which afflicts the young.

Nowadays, young people

choose their own spouses, otherwise, the traditional criteria for choosing a
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spouse and the various stages of getting married and setting up a household
remain virtually unchanged.

The most important criterion in choosing a

partner is that she or he be 'strong', Le., someone who knows how to work
hard and is not lazy. The ideal husband is a young man who has proven his
ability as a provider by clearing, planting. fencing. and harvesting his own
gardens. He is obedient to his elders. assists them with gifts of food and
labour. and shows his willingness to learn the necessary skills of social lHe
by accompanying his male kin in the demanding activities of accumulating
shell currency (bula). pigs. and other objects of material wealth. The ideal
husband has an even temperament, is a skilled conversationalist and
story-teller. and knows the value of laughter.
Young men who do not exhibit these Qualities are referred to in Tok
Pisin as hilas aflong pIes. 'village decoration', or. in Kabana as gareso, a
species of sea bird. This large bird hovers on the up-draft along the shoreline
looking for bits of food exposed by the tides. expecting to find its food lying
on the beach, free for the taking without any work on its part. Young men who
are lazy are like the scavenging gareso, village decorations who are unlikely
to be considered the best choice for a husband or son-in-law. Such men who
do marry are thought to have aCQui red a wi f e through the use of love magi c
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(borou, 'sorcery, magic'), which effectively clouds the woman's mind so that
she becomes obsessed wi th the young (or older) man and i nsi sts on marryi ng
him (sometimes with threats of suicide if her kin are reluctant to contract
the marri age).
Similar qualities of excellence are looked for in marriageable young
women. A woman must be 'strong', a hard worker, someone who knows how to
garden, cook, and maintain a household with all that this entails. As a young
gi rl she must have I earned the busi ness of tendi ng a pi g herd, and the ski 11 s
necessary for the production of material wealth 'such as mats and shell money.
She, too, should be obedient to her parents and elders. Unbidden, she should
graciously look after guests with food, water, and other amenities during
their stay, for this is evidence that she has concern for the welfare of others,
(11010 isasat uduanga) she 'thinks on', 'has respect for' others (compare the

Garia concept of nantlnanll in Lawrence 1984). The metaphors, 'free-loading
sea-bird' and 'village decoration' are never appJied to females, only to males,
probably because, from my observations, to be female and lazy were mutually
contradi ctory states of bei ng.
A young woman who has reached the age of marriageability should be,
like her male counterpart, chaste and modest, or at least discreet.

I
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Premarital sex is neaher condemned nor condoned.

Promiscuity, however,

leads to gossip and a negative reputation for both men and women, which
mi ght reduce thei r opt ions in obtai ni ng an appropri ate marri age partner.
Promiscuity is also considered to be one cause of female barrenness. Young
adults are encouraged to marry in order that their sexualay be channeled
legitimately and fruitfu11y.
When, to the satisfaction of his parents, a young man has mastered the
skills that are necesary to maintain a household, his parents undertake to
obtain a wife for him. Usually the young man has made known whom he would
like to marry by discussing the matter with one of his mother's or father's
brothers, \,\Iho speak to his parents on his behalf.
visits the parents of the chosen woman.

The young man's father

It is exceedingly bad etiquette

among the Kabana to state the purpose of your visa immediately upon arrival
at your destination.
provides

food,

drink,

Immediately guests present themselves, the host
smoking

materials, and

areca nut,

during

the

consumption of which hosts and guests eXChange the latest news and views.
At the appropriate time, the host enquires of his guests why they have
honoured him wah a visit, what burden they carry that perhaps he can assist
with.

According to the rules of etiquette for contracting a marriage, the
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young man's father addresses his host as leg sil, 'my cross-cousin', (thus
applying a kin term that connotes kinship and demands a relationship of
mutual obligations), and acknowledges that he is indeed burdened. He goes on
to relate that he has a son who has mastered the ski 11 s to provi de for and
protect a wHe and family, but this son has no wHe. There follows a lengthy
discussion of the relative merits of the boy, of the importance and benefits of
marriage, and of various marriageable girls.

Eventual1y the man enquires

whether or not his host's daughter has been betrothed, and H not, perhaps she
would consider marrying his worthless son. The young woman's father
confirms that she is not betrothed, promises to consult with her as to her
wishes in the matter, and instructs his guest to return the following morning
for a reply to his petaion. That evening the woman and her parents discuss
the young man (his attributes and familial background) and the girl is given
the opportunity to accept or reject his proposal in private. If she accepts, her
parents agree to arrange the mat ter for her.
Next day the young man's father returns for the deciSion. He is advised
that the girl is wil1ing to marry his son, and he is told to return the next day
with his wife and son.

Next day, after the usual social amenlties are

observed, the young woman is summoned by her parents and instructed that
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she should speak out in the presence of her famP!.! and their guests regarding
her incl1nation to marry the young man. She addresses the young man as leg

silsil, 'my [marriageable) cross-cousin' and asks if indeed he wishes to
marry her, whereupon he replies that he does, but that the decision is hers to
make. She then states that they will be married, for she has watched him
and, in her eyes, he is a man.

The two young people are now offi Cl ally

betrothed, and although no public proclamation is ever made of the betrothal,
everyone in the village and beyond has been aware of the meetings and their
purpose.
Neither during these preHminary arrangements, nor at any other time is
the sUbject of bridewealth raised.

For either party in the arrangement to

discuss or quibble about the amount of bridewealth to be given over is to
effectively shame or insult the other party. If the bride's family mentions
the bridewealth they are insinuating either that the groom's family might not
have the wherewithal to provide an adequate bridewealth, or that they have an
inflated notion of the prestige and worth both of themselves and their
daughter.

If the groom's family raises the question, they are asking the

woman's family to define their worth and value as individuals in terms of
material wealth, Le., to brag. An individual should never have to make known
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his or her value through self-praise; indeed, besides being in bad taste, it is
extremely dangerous to do so. The Kabana are very aware of the relativity of
social distinctions and that to raise yourself up is de fscto to put someone
else down. This shames the individual so denigrated, and the person who
causes others to be shamed is open to sorcery attack as a negative sanction
for breach of moral obligation. Others should know your value and worth, and
act accordingly.
Once the marriage is arrranged, the bridegroom's parents begin
immediately to gather the 'bridewealth',

garebo. Nowadays, this wealth may

include Papua New Guinea currency, but for the most part is made up of
traditional weath items: 'gold' shell money, black shell-money, one or more
pigs, several clay pots, carved ironwood 'Siasi or 'Iami' bowls, woven Lolo
baskets, pandanus mats, canoe paddl es, spears, speci a1 paddl es for st i rri ng
taro pudding, one or more dogs. Most of these items are not manufactured by
the Kabana and must be obtained from trade partners. The Kabana exchange
shell money, pigs and pandanus mats for clay pots and ironwood bowls from
the Kilel]e, whence they come from the Siasi Islands;

woven coil baskets

from the Kilel]e's neighbours, the Lolo; red ochre and, in the past, obsidian
from Volupai in the Koye District; and dogs from Unea, in the Vitu Islands.
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These are the trade net works and items of exchange whi ch Hardi ng (1967: 187)
predicted would reach their "final demise within a decade, if not sooner" due
to the destructive eft ects of acculturat i on on cultural organi zat ion. Thi s has
not been the case, and the trade routes and items that circulate throughout
them continue to be a vital part of the socioeconomic organization of the
Kabana and other cultural groups in West New Britain (cf. Chowning: 1978b;
Counts 1979).
The parents of the bridegroom activate their network of trade and
exchange partners (sobosobo, 'kin'; T.P.:bisnis, 'relatives') as they begin to
gather together the necessary bridewealth for their son's marriage.

Each

parent fi rst approaches hi s or her cognat i c ki n to make known thei r needs,
call in debts owed them, or to negotiate new debts for the needed items. They
next visit their long distance 'kin' or trade friends again following the same
procedure.

All the individuals thus contacted may not, of course, have

immediately available the means to pay their debts or meet the new requests,
so they in turn contact their trade friends calling in debts owed them, or
incurring new ones to pay those owed, and so on. The necessity to collect
bridewealth (or wealth for firstborn and mortuary ceremonies) for one
individual activates a wide ranging network of social and economic relations.
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When one considers that there are any number of people preparing to marry, or
sponsor firstborn or mortuary ceremonies at any given time in the district, it
can be appreciated how much time, energy and material wealth are being
continually expended to meet these eventualities.
While the groom's parents are accumulating the bridewealth, a process
that might take a year and longer, the betrothed couple spend much of their
time in service to their respective future in-laws. The bride-to-be can spend
days or weeks at a time in the company of her future mother-in-law, working
in the garden, harvesting food and preparing meals, carrying firewood and
water, and in general relieving her mother-in-law of much of the toil
associated with daily chores. A solicitous and hard-working daughter-in-law
is a delight all women look forward to as a welcome respite and hard-earned
rest in their middle years.
Some women take more than full advantage of the labour of their
daughterS-in-law. One mother related to me how for weeks her daughter had
worked from dawn until after dusk, while the girl's future mother-in-law led
a life of leisure. When she saw how over-worked her daughter was, she sent
word that the gi rl was needed to assi st her own parents in thei r gardens.
When the girl returned, she was given a much needed break from her heavy
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work load.

The groom also works for his father-in-law, taking over the

grueling chores of cutting and clearing garden plots, and of cutting and
carrying the trees for garden fences, house posts, or canoes, harvesting
coconuts, and producing copra. In addition to the services they perform for
thei r future i n-1 aws, the young couple are also occupi ed wi th prepari ng new
gardens of their own, and tending the garden the young man has previously
planted. Since married couples live in their own dwelling separate from their
parents, and a wife will not join her husband until he provides her with her
own house, the groom is also busy building a new house in readiness for the
day when he will bring his wife to live with him.
When the bridewealth has been accumulated, word is sent to the
parents of the bride, advising the day when the bridewealth will be deJivered
to them.

On the allotted day, the groom's kin enter the village in a long

procession so that all may see the wealth they carry as they make their way
to the house of the bride's parents, where the wealth is displayed on the
veranda. On one such occasion, the groom and his family, who were from the
Village of Gurisi, arrived in Kokopo at late afternoon with the bridewealth for
a woman who is a firstborn child. They entered the Village from the east in
single file.

At the head of the procession were two men carrying a large

trussed pig on their shoulders.

Behind them came two more men, one at
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ei ther end of a pole whi ch was heavil y 1aden wi th shell money_ They were
followed by a long line of women, some carring clay pots inverted on their
heads, others with rolls of pandanus mats, woven baskets, or carved ironwood
bowls.

Young men brought up the rear carrying canoe paddles and great

Quantities of areca nut slung over their shoulders. This, I was told, made up
only half of the bridewealth that would be given over. There was 20 fathoms
'gold' shell money, 50 fathoms 'black' shell money, 1 large female pig, 30
pandanus mats, 10 clay pots, 4 woven baskets, and 6 sets of carved and
painted canoe paddles. The procession walked to the western perimeter of
the village and then, with the village population following behind them, back
to the eastern end of the village where they deposited the wealth at the
bride's home.
When this was completed, everyone sat down to smoke, chew areca nut,
and enjoy a visit while awaiting the feast of cooked pork and taro pudding
that the bride's famlly had prepared.

Just before dusk, the food was

distributed, and the groom and his kin returned to their homes. The bride does
not go with her husband at this

time,

but remains behind until the day of her

wedding feast, at which time she and her husband are officially and publicly
married (see below). The bride's parents store the bridewealth away; it is not
distributed untO after the birth of their daughter's first child.
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For the Kabana, the provision of bridewealth does not imply that the
woman 1S a commodity whose worth can be measured in terms of culturally
valued material items. Females are not considered chattels and a married
woman does not become the property of her husband.

In her discussion of

bridewealth in Buka, Blackwood (1935: 99) notes that "it is a wife, as
distinct from a woman in her capacity as an individual, that is purchased ....
She 1S not thereby prevented from being a person with rights of her own in the
community". Similarly, Firth notes (1963: 456) that, "a wife in Tikopia is a
free agent, in no sense the property of her husband to a greater or lesser
degree than he is hers".

Within the framework of Kabana concepts of gender,

males and females are not the same, they are decidedly different, but it does
not follow from this that gender relations are inherently unequal or
characterized by notions of dominance and submission.

In discussing gender

relations with me, mature Kabana women and men continually emphasized
that gender relations are based on parity. They found it ludicrous, indeed
hooted with laughter, at the suggestion that females were in any sense
second class citizens. This is reflected in the less formal Kabana reciprocal
term for 'spouse', ag arag, which is glossed as 'my part', or 'a portion of my
self'. Given that a wife is a 'portion' of her husband's self or being, it does
not make sense to the Kabana that a part of one's self should be lesser than
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oneself, for that is to demean the totality of the se1f.9
Whil e mature marri ed couples emphasl ze the balanced, comp 1ementary and interdependent relations that obtain between husbands and
wives, they also recognize that the early years of marital relations are
difficult and often volatile due to the arrogance and selfishness of youth, and
further complicated by the 'heat' of sexuality which clouds the mind with
jealousy and suspicions that can erupt in Wife-beating, marital breakdown
and in some instances, attempted suicide. When a young bride is officially
taken by her cognatic kin to her husband's village, she takes with her gifts of
wealth including shell money, clay pots, pandanus sleeping mats, baskets,
carved iron wood bowls and a variety of other items necessary for setting up
a household. This wealth is not part of the bridewealth that was received for
the woman. It is called jdudu~a, 'she enters inside' [her husband's vi11 agel,
and is wealth "given" to her by her maternal and paternal kin (a debt her
parents must repay). It is the bride's own personal wealth, over which she
alone has rights of disposal. Older married couples gave two reasons for the
custom of endowing a young bride with her own wealth.

First, and most

importantly, the wealth gives the young woman autonomy and a certain
independence from her husband. If she wants to give her things away or make
a contribution to a kinsperson who is short of wealth for some purpose or
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other, it is entirely her prerogative and her husband has no say in the matter.
She has the wherewithal to meet her obllgations to give to kinspeople
without making claims on her husband and his kin; she thus has 'strength' and
is not shamed by being dependent on her affines as a source of wealth. Her
personal wealth , and the fact that she is now officially the usufructary
"owner" of the gardens 1n her husband's area that were her mother's and in
which she has laboured since she was old enough to do so, also gives her
leverage during arguments. Kabana women maintain that without this wealth
an angry husband can thoroughly shame his wife by demeaning her as a
dependent. a person who "sits on hi s hand", and 11 ves off hi s "strength".
Persons who "eat from the hand of others" are shamed as rubbish (borabora).
A woman wi th an endowment can retort that her husband has done nothi ng for
her, since all that she possesses has been sUPplled by herself and her kin, not
his, and that he, too, "eats from her hand".
A second reason why it is imperative for a young bride to have her
personal wealth pertains directly to the potential for violent arguments in
fledgling marriages, and a desire to avoid embroiling the two affinal groups
in contentious disputes.

When people are upset or distraught they are likel!J

to destroy their personal belongings as an expression of their anger, or in the
case of suicide attempts, as notification that they are "going away" (cf.:
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Counts 1980). I f an angry wife destroyed her husband's property, he and hi s
kin would demand that it be replaced, since the property was not hers to
destroy. A woman's ki n avo; d becomi ng ; ndebted to her affi nes by prov; di ng
her with personal property which she can dispose of, or destroy, in any
manner that sui ts her.
All Kabana women take with them into marriage their

O\iVn

personal

wealth. The quantity and quality of the wealth she brings with her is not a
set amount, and the processi on whi ch accompani es her to her

huband'~

vi 11 age

may be smal1 and pass unnoticed by others busy with their daily affairs. The
situation is somewhat different when the bride is a firstborn child.
Organizing the wealth and the procession to bring a firstborn to her husband's
home may take several days of preparation, and has moments of high drama. I
shall return to this topic of endowment and the redistribution of bride\'Vealth
as it pertai ns to fi rstborn daughters when I di scuss the complex of fi rstborn
ceremoni a1s.
Depending on parental resources. bridewealth might be received some
weeks or even months before the actual wedding day. since the bride's parents
are agai n requi red to provi de a weddi ng feast of cooked pork and taro for the
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groom's kin, and all those who attend the marriage. On the day of the wedding
feast, determined by the availabllity of parental/kindred garden produce, pigs
and material wealth, the village is a hive of activity.

A female pig is

slaughtered and butchered, with various pieces of pork distributed among the
bride's female kin who cook it in their stone ovens. The women are also busy
preparing taro which is wrapped in banana leaves and baked in the stone
ovens. The men busy themselves collecting ripe coconuts for making coconut
cream, drinking coconuts, and great quantities of areca nut, betel pepper, and
tobacco. Young men go to the bush to collect decorative leaves and flowers,
and to cut lengths of bamboo out of which they will construct the long bench
required for the marriage ceremony.
By late afternoon all is ready and the food is removed from the stone
ovens. The taro is removed first and taken to various of the bride's 'fathers'
(e.g., FB, MB) for the final stage in preparing taro pudding, a favoured feast
item. Each man fills a large ironwood bowl with the cooked taro and stirs in
the coconut cream wi th a paddl e used spec] f1 ca J1Y for st] rri ng taro puddi ng.
When the taro pudding is ready, the pork is removed from the oven and a
portion of the meat, carefully chosen according to the relationship between
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donor and recipient, is laid on the top of each dish of taro pudding. The food
is then carried to the pubHc plaza in front of the 'men's house' of the bride's
patrilineal kin.

One of the bride's senior male kin (e.g. MB, FB, FF, MF)

distributes the taro pudding and pork allocating one dish of food to each
lineage in each men's house in the village, and one each to the senior male
cognate representing the men's houses in other villages with whom the bride
and her famfly are affiliated.

These men take the food and distribute it

among their respective men's house membership, giving a portion to each male
head of household, who in turn shares the food with his wife and children.
After everyone has received and eaten their food, the actual marriage
ceremony begi ns.
The bride is gloriously bedecked in her wedding finery. She has a new
fibre skirt made of dried and shredded sago frond shoots that have been dyed
in bright primary colours, dyes which nowadays come from the trade stores in
town. Her upper arms are laden with incised trochus shell armlets (mase),
and armlets made of tortoise shell (mase pon) which support flowers and
fragrant leaves. Flowers, variegated leaves and strings of shell money adorn
her neck. Her whole body and her face are covered in paint, red on the left side
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and black on the right side. The groom also wears decorations, although they
are not so I avi sh.

He wears

woven

armbands (poi poi sara), made by and

traded from the Lolo people in the mountainous area of KilelJe. He, too, has
stuck (Jowers and scented leaves in his armbands and wears splotches of red
paint on his temples, or on his forehead between his eyes and down the bridge
of his nose.
These colours worn by the bride and groom carry a variety of symbolic
meanings. Black, for example, is associated with death, mourning) anger)
sadness; red is associated with heat, blood, life and happiness. When worn by
•

a bride, I was told, black is symbolic of the sadness felt by the woman and
her family) sadness because she would soon be leaving them to take up
residence with her husband. It also indicated mourning for the 'death' of her
childhood, the leaving behind of her 'carefree' existence as a single woman,
and with it her unmarried female age-mates. Red is symbolic of the blood
that was spilled when the bride's mother

gave

her birth, and when as a young

girl, the bride had her ears pierced and elongated. It is also symbol1c of the
woman's fertility and the blood she will spll1 giving birth to the children she
and her husband wUl have. The 'heat' of intercourse is also represented in the
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red paint she wears J as is the happiness that people wish for her and her
husband 1n their marriage J and the happiness they will all derive from the
children of the marriage. Red signifies the joy felt in the knowledge that the
cycle of life is unfolding as it shou1d J as it has unfolded 1n the pastJ and
through the young couple, as ft will continue to unfold in the future.
Embarrassed at bei ng the centre of at tent i on and by the fact that
everyone knows they will 'sleep together' (engage in sexual intercourse) on
this nightJ the two are led to the centre of the plaza in front of the men's
house J where the young men have placed the long bamboo bench they
constructed earll er.

The bri de is led over to the bench by a f ema 1e

cross-cousin/sister (sil/silsil; FZO,MBO) where she sits on the extreme
right end. All her single female age-mates form a line standing beside her.
The groom is led by a male cross-cousin/brother (FZS/MBS) to his place on
the extreme left end of the bench J and all his age-mates line up beside him.
The bride and groom are each requested by their respective cross-cousin J to
move over so that he or she can sft down; the next person in line follows suit,
and then the next, each requesting that everyone sJide over to make room for
them to sit. GraduallYJ the bride and groom are pushed ever closer together,
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untll they are squeezed up against each other by the crowd of young people
sharing their bench.

At this paint, a great cheer is raised by all the

on-lookers. The bride and groom are officially married.
More food is brought out and distributed as before. This time a special
pJate of taro pudding, with a length of shell money placed on top, is given to
the female and male cross-cousins who Jed the coupJe to the bench and
instigated

the

process

of

pushing

them

together.

Besides

being

cross-cousins!sibllngs to the married couple, these two persons are
important trade and exchange partners (sobosobo) upon whom the couple wi11
depend as a source of assistance in obtaining wealth and labour, and for
support in times of conflict.

Individual plates of cooked taro with small

pieces of pork on them are then distributed to everyone present, and the
whole assembly eats together.
Later in the evening, someone, usually a grandparent, will announce
that it is 1at e and t1 me to sleep, and the gatheri ng di sperses as people go off
to their homes. The bride and groom retire to a little house that has been
prepared for them. Around midnight, the married couple are 'inspected' by two
of their 'small mothers', a mother's or father's younger sister. With a torch
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made of dried and tightly wrapped coconut fronds, the two women enter the
bridal chamber to see how the newly weds are sleeping. If one or the other is
lying with his or her back turned, or if they have both turned their backs to
one another, this suggests to the 'inspectors' that the young couple might not
be compatlble.

If this is the case, the two women walt and check on the

couple again the following night, and if there is no change, they will check on
the third night. If the situation persists, the newly-weds are asked by their
'mothers' about their marital relationship and whether they wish to continue
it. Should they reply that they do not want to be married to one another after
all, the marriage is effectively annulled from that point.

Ie when checked by

the women, they are lying face to face in each others arms, they are
considered to be compatible, and the marriage a success. Next day they are
gently teased that they should continue to sleep in this way untn they expect
a chlld.

Procreat ion
Sexually mature females and males are believed to be innately fertile.
There is no concept of male sterility and infertility is solely a female
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condition attributed to female interference with physiological processes or
breach of morality. There are only two explanations for a woman's failure to
conceive.

First, the woman may have 'drunk rope', that is, she might have

consumed an infusion made from the bark of a particular vine which causes
permanent sterility. Second, she may be believed to have committed adultery.
A woman who has had sexual relations with more than one man will be unable
to conceive because the semen of one man will 'kill' the power and sustenance
contained in the semen of the second man.

If a woman is promiscuous or

engages in adulterous affairs, she will not conceive. The potency of male
semen 1S adversely affected by contact with the semen of any other men
contained in the bodies of sexually active women.

If a man's semen is not

'strong'it w1l1 be unable to nourish the fcetus in lite-TtY and his wife will not
I

conceive or she might miscarry.

If a woman's blood is not 'strong', it wi11

wash away the embryo and semen at her next menstraul cycle. Ultimately,
conception depends on the 'strength' of the woman's blood and the man's
semen, and their morality.

It is this relationship posited between adultery

and non-conception that 1S the source of jealous quarrels between newly
married, chlldless couples mentioned earlier.
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The Kabana are full y cogni zant of the re 1at i onshi p bet ween sexual
intercourse and procreation, but they do not view reproduction as simply an
epiphenomenon of biology.

For a married couple, pregnancy and

birth are

cultural1y defined and socially organized processes which transcend and give
meaning to a biological event (see Scaletta, 1984b). The Kabana perceive
marriage as a partnership and, as married couples explained to me, spouses
must work together, honour and obey each other, and jointly manage their
affairs and resources. Thus, spouses say of each other 'what's mine is yours
also' (leg danga kelede eau togo).
Pregnancy is the result of multiple acts of intercourse.

Initial1y, a

single act of intercourse is required during which embodied female vital
essence (blood) combines with embodied male vital essence (semen) to
'fasten' the 'child' in the womb.

In subsequent acts of intercourse, semen

provides nourishment, thus contributing to the growth and development of the
embryo held fast in the womb by the woman's blood.

In addition to sexual

intercourse,

the

conception

is

also

dependent

upon

couple's

soci a1

intercourse, the Quantity and Quality of the time they spend in each other's
company in their day-to-day work and leisure activity. A woman confirms to
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herself that she is pregnant after she has missed two menstrual cycles,
provi ded she is confi dent that her soci aland sexual re 1at ions wi th her
husband warrant such a conclusion.

If she considers the totality of her

marital relations insufficient for conception to occur, she waits until she has
missed her third menstrual period before sharing with her husband the fact
that she is pregnant.

There are no public announcements or special

ceremonies to mark a woman's first pregnancy.
Once pregnancy is affirmed, the couple will continue to have sexual
relations until ·the woman experiences fcetal movement.

By this time., the

woman's breasts are swollen with the beginning of lactation.

These are

signs that the fcetus is fully formed in the womb and able to continue to grow
on its own. Once the woman's swollen breasts and darkened nipples indicate
the availabillty of mother's milk, sustenance from semen is no longer
required since the fcetus will continue to be nourished in litera by the
mother's milk. Semen is considered inimical to mother's milk; it will taint
the milk thereby causing the fcetus, and later, the nursing child, to become ill.
The existence of the 'rope' in the Kabana description of female anatomy
provides an explanation for how semen can affect mother's milk. The couple
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should abstain from sexual relations from this culturally defined phase of
feata1 development until the child is weaned a period of three or more years.
l

A child is a product of it's parents' vital substances) the 'l1fe force'
contai ned in the blood and semen that concei "led and nouri shed it in the womb

I

and of the parents' sexual and social relationship. A child is a real part of the
parents' physical and sociopsychological being. Because of this., throughout
pregnancYI childbirth and childrearing particularly for a firstborn child
l

l

l

parents must monitor their activities and observe various taboos so that
their child is not affected adversely. Expectant parents must avoid particular
areas in the surrounding bush that are known to be inhabited by bush

s~lirits

(iriau; T.P.: masa/ai). These spirits can invade an individual's body and be
transmitted to the fcetus/chlld from the parentI and since the 'spirit' or 'life
l

principle' (tautau) of the featus/chlld is weak and undeveloped) the spirits
can cause the the mother to experience false labour miscarrYI or cause the
l

child to be stillborn.
There are various food taboos to be observed by expectant parents. For
example certain species of fish that Jjve hidden in rocks or the crevices of
l

coral formations or octopus and crab should not be eaten by either parent as
l
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this would cause the fcetus (or newborn) to suffocate.

Similarly, an

expectant father should not go diving or fishing underwater, or pile his
coconuts ina heap as thi s, too, woul d cause the chil d to suffocate.

A

pregnant couple is forbidden to eat any food cooked in the stone oven, again
because the consumption of such foods woul d cause the f cetusl chi I d to
smother.

In times past, pregnant women were forbidden to eat any food

except taro and beche-de-mer (sea cucumber) that had been cooked in
boi ling water. Nowadays, pregnant women are expected to and do crave the
sea cucumber, and they are constantly given large Quantities as gifts by
neighbours and kin. All foods cooked in or with coconut products were taboo
because coconut oil would cause the chlld to be fretful or sickly.

The taboo

on coconuts during pregnancy and immediately afterward is founded on the
symbolic connection in the set of triads: females: coconuts: males; and,
mother's milk: coconut milk: male sperm. 10
For the Kabana, as in many societies, the actual process of giving birth
"is characterized by a high degree of non-publlc intimacy, since it has to do
with bodlly functions and bodily displays" (Jordan 1983:8) and, as such, it is a
private event. The social organization of the Kabana system of chilbirth does
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not lend itself readily to observation. A woman will tel1 no one that she has
begun labour untO she knows that the time of dellvery is imminent. She then
advises her husband, who in turn alerts those close female kin that his wife
wants to attend and assist her at the birth. For Kabana women, childbirth is
almost a clandestine process (see Scaletta 1984b, for a detailed case stUdy
of childbirth).
The blood of parturition is symbolically a 'hot', dangerous substance
which can cause all those who come into direct contact with it to sicken and
quite possibly to die. Because of the quality of danger inherent in the blood of
birth, women do not give birth in their houses, since anything under or in the
house would be at risk of contamination from the blood of parturition actually
or symbolically seeping through the floor-boards. It is also forbidden to give
birth in the gardens since the smel1 of blood will attract wild pigs to the site
and they will ravage the food crop. Women prefer to give birth on the ground,
the most favoured place being on the beach.
Although they remain nearbYI ready to fetch and carry whatever the
midwife, berber taine aea «ber 'to split'; berberia 'to squat'; taine aea
'of women'; the term comes from a description of the position assumed during
chlldbirth) or birth attendants require, men are not welcome during
childbirth. Besides the risk of contamination from the blood of parturition,
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the women say they would be 'shamed' (maeamaea) to have men witness this
most intimate of female bodily functions.

In addition to men and young

children, any female who has not given birth is also forbidden to witness the
event. The women claim that the hard work, the pain and duration of labour,
and the sight and power of blood would so frighten a young, inexperienced
woman that she would 'drink rope' so that she would never have to go through
the travail of chilbirth. Giving birth is mature women's work-all males, as
well as the young and uninitiated females are excluded.
Birth attendants are always from the category of kinswomen called
mother and/or sister. The attendants lend their 'power'-their experiential
knowledge, their knowledge of procedures, and their personal and secret
repertoi re of magi ca 1 spells-to the woman gi vi ng bi rth. As ki nswomen, they
have in common the culturally-valued and sociologically significant bond of
shared blood. They have a vested interest in the well-being of the mother and
infant, a bond that is strengthened by the blood of birth being spilled on their
hands. The birth attendants are compensated for their work by the woman's
male kin (father, brother, husband) and will continue to receive gifts of food
and she 11 money at the vari ous ceremoni es performed for the chi 1d over the
next several years.
Upon the birth of their first Child, the child's mother and father have
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achi eved the status of parenthood and enter into that phase of the human 11 f e
cycle called adulthood.

Adulthood is associated with a shift from filial

dependence to independence and personal autonomy, and with the ability to
participate competently in adult social life.

All too often adulthood is

considered to be a function of chronological age, the outcome of chlldhood
learning. This is not necessarny the case, indeed, adulthood requires that
chlldhood expectations must be outgrown. Like the process of sociaHzation
that children experience, adults in Kabana society must be socialized into
adulthood in order to learn to become fully responsible, competent adult
members of their society. Children are human beings, only adults are 'true'
human beings.
For the Kabana, the definitive criterion of a 'true' human being is having
personal autonomy. Following Strathern (1981: 174), autonomy is here taken
to include such notions as "selr-sufficiency, privacy, the person as a
self-governing agent". The Kabana conceive personal autonomy as the freedom
to empower one's existence, a freedom based on the principles of reCiprocal
self-interest,

self-regulation and

self-help.

Like most

small-scale,

unstratified societies, Kabana SOCiety is based upon the structure of human
relations, relations which do not exist in the abstract, but always and only in
connection with someone or something else.

The locus of experience is
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social. As Nachman observes (1982: 200) communities of this type "derive
their existence from the moral obligations of members to one another."
Among the Kabana, the autonomy of selfhood is tempered by moral constructs
so that individual self-interest is channeled in terms of the social good (cl
Strathern: 1981)

As Strathern notes (ap cit.: 174) for the Hageners, the

unique self becomes a social person, by engaging "the mind in enterprises, in
purposefulness".

Poole (1982b: 103) has defined personhood as those

"attributes, capacities, and signs of "proper" social persons which mark a
moral career (and its jural entitlements) in a particular society." He goes on
to point out that personhood is an ideological construct involving concepts of
human nature and that it is through the "self's apprapriat ian of cultural
constructs of personhood" that "the particular human actor experiences
himself as, and demonstrates to others that he is, the person that he is
supposed to be" (ap cit.: 104; original emphasis).
In Kabana sOc1ety, the cultural constructs of personhood and adulthood
are embedded in the complex of ceremonials for firstborn children and the
dead. Kabana adults learn to become socially responsible, moral persons by
investing their self-interest in purposeful enterprises: the preparation and
performance of these ceremonials and rites. It is through these ceremonials
that Kabana parents achieve the status of social1y responsible adults,
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demonstrate that status to others, and become identified as proper social
(moral) persons. These concepts and others are developed in the following
chapter where

J

discuss the complex of ceremonials parents perform in

honour of their firstborn child.

CHAPTER THREE
Firstborn Ceremonies: The Postpartum Phase

While individuall1fe commences at

birth~

in Kabana society the birth of

a first chlld marks a significant threshold in parental social status and
personal identity. This chapter is concerned with that phase of the complex
of firstborn ceremonials

which~

for heuristic purposes, , have labe11ed "the

postpartum phase". The postpartum phase begins im":lediately upon the birth
of the first child and ends after the child's formal naming ceremony. The
basic thrust of this chapter is to show how and

why~

when their child is born,

parents are stripped of any identity other than that of "parent", and how they
begin to re-acquire an identity, become re-named (reknown), as social
persons. This and other themes are continued in Chapter

Four~

entitled "Small

Work", to signify that the firstborn work is on a relatively smaller scale than
the firstborn work discussed in Chapter

Five~

"Big Work".

Preamble
Bef ore commenci ng my di scussi on of the ceremoni es, I shoul d make
several explanatory pOints. None of the responsibilities discussed below is
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applled to parents before, during or after the birth of second and subsequent
l

children} nor to those chlldren. Second and later born chlldren become sUbject
to the demands of the ceremonial complex only when they, themselves, give
birth to their first child. There are no ceremonies for second and subsequent
born chlldren, therefore any and all references to children in this chapter
should be understood to mean a firstborn child.

Although both male and

female firstborn children are honoured, the Kabana pOint out that ceremonial
work for a female firstborn is more elaborate and expensive than that for a
male child. Given tf:lis factor and others-the majority of ceremonials that I
witnessed were for female firstborns, the majority of my data about
ceremonials was received from flrstborn females, or parents whose flrstborn
is a female-I discuss the ceremonials from the perspective of a female
firstborn, using the feminine pronoun. However, all references to chlldren,
"she" or "her", should be understood to mean firstborn female and male
chlldren unless otherwise specified.
As in all Kabana ceremonials where large feasts and wealth exchanges
are vital components, the t i mt ng of fl rstborn ceremont a1sis contingent upon
the availablity of garden produce, pigs of the appropriate size and number,
accumulated material wealth and, in some cases, upon the seasonality of
l

semi-cultivated and wild foods. Parental motivation is also a factor. Some
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parents are less conscientious than others in carrying out these duties, thus
long periods of time can elapse between performances. The sequence in which
I present the ceremonies, while not wholly arbitrary, should not be taken to
mean that the ceremonies must be performed in this order. There is no
speci fi c sequence that must be adhered to in perf ormi ng the ceremoni es for
their firstborn (although there is for mortuary work), and parents will
perform a particular aspect of ceremonial work if and when they feel they are
in a position to meet the proper requirements.

Given the number of

ceremonials, the various contingencies determining their actual performance,
and information from Kabana parents who have completed the firstborn
ceremonial complex, I have calculated that it can take a married couple
fifteen to twenty years to finish the work. Some parents never complete
their work for the firstborn, an eventuality that affects their relative
Quotient of renown.
Finally, all firstborn ceremonies are contingent upon accumulated
wealth since

it

is here that wealth is redistributed. It should also be noted

that wealth must be produced in order to perform the ceremont es;
ceremonies are not held in order to dispose of surplus goods.

No ceremony

can take place without food, which is redistributed either raw or cooked or
both, hence food is a crucial component of all ceremonial work. In addition to
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food, pigs and shell money (bula) are the two most important wealth Hems
redistributed. Shell money is the traditional social and commercial currency
of the Kabana, and other West New Britain peoples (ct· Counts: 1970; also
see Epstein: 1969). It is appropriate at this pOint to discuss cultural values
and attitudes invested in these particular items of material wealth.

Objects of Value and the Value of Objects
Underlying the socio-economic and symbolic value attributed by the
Kabana to shell money and other Objects of value, is the principle of
embedding wealth and value in others for future exploitation which in turn is
based on

the

premise

that all

expenditures (investments) must

be

compensated (exploited) at some future time (cf Weiner 1980). Expenditures
can be such things as giving knowledge in the teaching of skills, spells,
stories; the performance of special tasks such as carving, the manufacture of
masks, ceremonial dances, tools or implements; the expenditure of one's own
Jabour in gardening, house building, ceremonial work, and any number of
undertakings the object of which is to provide

assistance to others.

Individual expenditures on behalf of others can take the form of material
items, time and labour, or simply moral support in times of conflict or
personal distress. All expenditures must be compensated, either in kind or

1t 6

with material wealth, and anyone who does not recompense others quickly
gains a reputation as a free-loader, a person on whom others are reluctant, H
not unwilling, to waste their time and energy, since there is little chance of
recovering one's investment.
Investing one's time, energy and resources on behalf of others 1S the
royal road for the aCQuisition of wealth, particularly shell money. The Kabana
have a metaphor buJa imata pade, 'shell money/it's eye/ again,also', by
which they mean that shell money has eyes that see all. To have 'eyes that
see' is an attribute definitive of human 11fe. The metaphorlcal all-seetng eye
of shell money implies that shell money is imbued with human-like sentience,
and because it "knows" those who deserve to own it, eventually It wl11 "see"
its way into the hands of the deserving individual. Those who have earned the
right to own shell money shall have it. This basic premise and lts importance
to the Kabana way of life is illustrated in many of their !Esop-like morality
tales (ninipu). One such tale highHghts the moral ob1igations of the younger
generation to their seniors and the importance of giving in order to receive.
Paraphrased unmercHully, the tale goes as follows.
The tale has three main characters: an elderly grandfather, Akono the
orphan and his several age-mates, and the beautHul young woman Galiki, a
firstborn female. Because of his extreme old age, grandfather is unable to
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provide himself with food, and spends his time in the village, s1eeping in the
men's house. Young Akono and his age-mates, aJ] unmarried, spend their time
(as all young men are wont to do) in pursuit of idle pleasure and fishing on the
reef. Each day they return to the men's house where they cook and eat their
fish. When their grandfather complains of hunger, they laugh and present him
with fish bones, picked clean of meat.

Taking pity on the old man, Akono

gives his grandfather the fish he has cooked for himself. Time passes and the
young men continue to give grandfather fish bones, while Akono continues to
give up his fish to grandfather. One day grandfather goes to

th~

forest where

he comes upon the beautiful Galiki amusing herself by the river. On his next
trip grandfather takes Akono and shows him Galiki. Akono is smitten with
desire and wants to marry Galik1, but since he is an orphan, he is thwarted by
his lack of means to pay the bridewealth. Grandfather tells Akono that he
should not worry, he can marry Galiki with the bridewealth grandfather will
provide for him.

Grandfather te11s Akono that because he was the only boy

who showed proper respect and caring for his grandfather, now, grandfather
will repay Akono in his time of need by contributing bridewealth.

In due

course the marriage takes p1ace and Galiki is brought to Akono's Village where
Akono's agemates are sitting in front of their houses, each hoping that he is
the one chosen to be Ga1iki's husband. They watch, dumbfounded, when Galiki
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goes into the home of Akono, and complain bitterly that she is to be this
seemingly insignificant man's wife. They do not understand the source of
Akono's good fortune, but Akono and grandfather know.
This simple tale, told to dellght and entertain children and adults alike,
portrays the concept of reciprocal self-interest inherent in the moral
obligations of human relations, and what happens when self-interest becomes
an end in itself rather than a means to an end. The adage, "it is better to give
than to receive" is an integral part of Kabana social commerce, for it is only
through giving (investment) that one can expect to receive (exploit) a return.
Since human relations are moral obligations, and since the primary
moral obligation operative in Kabana society is to give, for that is the only
way to receive, there is no such thing as a "pure gift" ( Mauss 1970; McLellan,
in press; Weiner 1980). When a Kabana gives someone a "gift" of wealth, he or
she is accomplishing one of two things: either discharging a previous debt; or,
since a "gift" of shell money (or pigs, or food) can never go unaccepted, the
giver is placing the receiver in a position of indebtedness (moral obligationt
thus challenging the ability of the receiver to reCiprocate the amount given.
The giving and receiving of indebtedness does not imply that the two parties
to the transaction are in a position of superioritylinferiority relative to one
another. Only when the individual who is indebted is unable or unwilling to
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repay his debt does his or her status decrease relative to the other person. In
this way, the competltl0nfor renown is subtly carried on. 11
There IS no "interest" received on investments of wealth, and wealth
cannot be amassed simply by contributing, for example, ten lengths of shell
money and expecting to receive back twenty lengths. If A contributes a length
of shell money (or any item of value) to the cause of B, in due course B repays
A the original amount.

Since invested wealth does not earn "accrued

interest", large quantities of wealth are earned by the hard work invested to
establlsh, maintain. and sustain a large network of reciprocal relationships.
Potential sources of wealth are consanguines. spouse's consanguines (ego's
affines). and non-Bariai. long distance trade friends. but before being able to
take advantage of (exploit) those sources. an individual must invest in the
relationship something of himself and his resources. This is what the Kabana
mean when they discuss the "hard work" entailed in finding shell money and
pigs, and it is only through hard work that the right to expect, or the right to
request, contributions of wealth is earned. Whlle all have equal opportunity
to acquire wealth through hard work, all do not succeed equally. Those who

have accumulated, or have access to large amounts of shell money, are,

l~"SO

facto. those who have renown. The giving and receiving of shell money (pigs
and food) is an appropriate way to incur and discharge an indebtedness, and
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the balancing of debits and credits takes place in public, at ceremonials, so
all can "see" and judge the strength and beneficence of both giver and
receiver.
The distribution of wealth (shell money, pigs, food) at firstborn
ceremonies is accomplished for the express purpose of investing wealth in
others for future returns and for discharging previously accrued obligations
to others. These are the obllgatlons of kinship which the parents incur at
marriage and upon the birth of their first chlld.

It is this child, who, by

virtue of shared blood with its parents and their respective consanguines,
creates new (affinal) bonds of kinship between the two groups, and through
whom those bonds and the moral obllgatIons inherent in them are recognized,
affirmed, and substantiated.

The child is a product of, and a living

representat 1'.,Ie of, the combi ned vital essence of its progenitors who,
generation upon generation, expended themselves (reproduction) and their
resources (production) to ensure social and human continuity and well-being.
Firstborn and mortuary ceremonies are celebrations of lHe, for, as the Kabana
point out, human existence is only possible because the ancestors lived and
died on one's behalf. When ego traces his/her genealogy, from Creator Being
to self, he/she is tracing an ongOing social and cosmic order: if this or that
grandparent had not lived, then ego would not now exist. The redistribution of
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wealth at ceremonials is made In recognition of this fundamental fact. It is
only because ancestors existed, and in living out their existence provided,
through production and reproduction, the necessi ties of 1i f e whi ch the
contemporary generation now enjoys, exploits, and perpetuates through
rep 1eni shment.
The

wealth

redistributed

at

ceremonials

thus represents

two

principles: first, the giver would not be in a position to give, were it not for
the wealth-physical, mental, material (e.g.land and its products) and human
(kin)-that he/she inherited from ancestors; and, second, since this wealth
1s only possible because of the expenditure of ancestral substance, these
expenditures are compensated for by the. giving of wealth to the living
representatives of those ancestors. These two prinCiples sum up the moral
obligations inherent in kinship relations, exempHfled in the person of the
firstborn, and the

ideal cultural

values inherent in

the concept of

pri mogeni ture.
As a product of generations of ancestral essence substantively
embodied in the parental blood and semen that created the chlld, gifts of
wealth at ceremonials are made to both the father's and mother's line. It is
the chlld's maternal kindred, however, who receive the largest portions of
wealth, since the maternal kindred represents the al1 important principle of
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female fecundity and creativity. Females, as a category, are highly esteemed
by the Kabana, and both women and men were Quick to point out to me that
"without mothers, we would not exist"; "without wives, we men are nothing";
"without women, men's work (ceremonials) would be impossible". It is wives
who provide the necessities of life: they toil in the gardens to produce food,
they maintain comfortable homes, they feed and tend pigs} they are the source
and guardians of a man's wealth, they produce and nurture children. Women
are life givers and life sustainers. Without females, particularly wives, male
ceremonial would be impossible; indeed, life as the Kabana know it, would be
meaningless and miserable (cf Oosterwal: 1976).
The

overwhelming

amount

of

wealth redistributed

at

firstborn

ceremonials is given to the child's female and male maternal kin, in honour of
the female principle these individuals represent.

The wealth is given

explicitly to 'buy the blood of the mother': the blood/vital essence expended
by the mother ( her mother, her mother's mother... .) in creating the child, the
blood spilled in delivering the child, and the "blood, sweat and tears" she
expended in nurturing and rearing the child. The wealth also compensates the
child's mother for the expenditures of her self that she makes in furthering
the interests of her husband (and his kindred), interests which she has taken
on as her own.
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In the case of a female firstborn,

even

more emphasis is placed on the

importance of gifts to the maternal line. It is the child's grandmother who
produced the child's mother and properly trained her for her role and status as
a woman and wife. It is the woman's affines (particularly her husband) who
stand to benefit from her skills, knowledge and fecundity.

Witness the

ftrstborn daughter, who in her turn will become a 'true' woman, perpetuate
bllateral lineages by producing grandchildren who are the joy of the senior
generation, and who is the nexus through which numerous relationships are
made possible. All of these concepts of moral obligation are embedded in the
importance the Kabana place on the acquisition and redistribution of wealth
items and firstborn ceremonials.

The PostQartum Phase
As soon as possible after their first child is born, the parents must
select, from outside their sig keJede ('one blood') thus, outside their men's
hOllse membership, another married couple to fulfill a vHal role as
ceremonial exchange partners throughout the total complex of ceremonial
work the parents must perform for their firstborn.

The couple chosen are

also young, newly married, and have or are expecting their first child. The
two couples enter into a reciprocal eXChange relationship in which each is
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responsible for carrying out crucial aspects of the ceremonials for each
other's firstborn. The two sets of parents refer to one another reciprocal1y
as mos or bauJo, and to each other's firstborn as mosmos or baul0. The
term baul0 is borrowed from the Kove language and has virtually replaced the
Kabana term mos in common usage, and since there is no suitable EngHsh
gloss that would convey the structure and meaning of this relationship, I
shall therefore use the term baul0 (to be understood as a plural noun always
referring to a married couple) throughout the balance of the text.
The baul0 relationship is initiated when a couple are pregnant with
their first child and formally contracted after the birth.

Having decided

which married couple belonging to another descent category they want to be
their baul0, the couple send their bauJo a medium sized female pig that has
not yet del1vered a litter, and five fathoms of shell money. The pig used to
contract the baul0 relationship is named gaea iapa aea
first pregnancy', or gaea

bit~a

pauJo~a,

the 'pig of

baul0, 'pig for marking the baulo', and the

shell-money accompanying it is called gaea iuui, 'tail of the pig'.

A young

expectant couple is not Hkely to have a female pig of the appropriate size or
the five fathoms of shell money readily avallable to present to their baul0,
and it is necessary for them to obtain the wealth from their kin. Husband and
wife tum to their respective cognates to obtain a pig, and to sol1cit
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contributions of shell money. This is the

first large acquisition and

expenditure of wealth undertaken by the young couple and through it they
enter into the vast network of trade and exchange , debits and credits, since
the pig and the shell money eventually must be repaid to those who
contributed them. A wife solicits assistance from her cognates (who are her
spouse's affines) and a husband solicits assistance from his cognates (who
are his spouse's affines). In this way wives and husbands become indebted to
their respective

affines (sobosobo; T.P.:

consanguines

the

of

firstborn

child

to

bisnis)I all
whose

of

ceremonies

whom are
they

are

contributing.
The wealth is solicited in private but handed

over

in public on a day

specially allotted for compiling the wealth and delivering it to its
destination. Both affinal groups get to see who , in their opposite number , is
gi vi ng what and how much to the cause of thei r mutual fi rstborn. The husband
and wife pool the received wealth and in effect pool

their mutual

indebtedness; throughout their Jives they will work together to extend their
wealth and to repay their debts to one another's affines.

~vhjJe

affinal groups

compete among themselves to "give" wealth (create indebtedness) to their
opposite number through contributions to the ceremonies for the firstborn
child they

have

in common, they are eQuaJly united in their desire to
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accompllsh these ceremonies properly and with

el,gn in the eyes of

extra-familial groups.
The bauJo relationship extends this internal system of reciprocal
indebtedness between affinal groups to take into account a category of people
outside the affinal/cognate sphere or relations, Le., outside the firstborn's
egocentric

kindred.

The Kileae equivalent of the baulo (the le).'mas),

stipulates that this individual should ideally be a close kinsman (but not a
husband/wife pair) so that there would be "less transfer of wealth and better
care of the child could be expected" (Zelenietz and Grant 1980: 108). Contra
the Kileae, the Kabana baulo must not be close kin, that is someone within
the 'one blood' descent category of either of the firstborn's parents. Since the

bauJ 0 are the source of food and I abour and the reei pi ents of I arge amounts of
food and wealth (that must be reCiprocated), to chose close kin os one's boul0
suggests intragroup greed and selfishness and, because close kin are
forgiving, to open the way for skimping in terms of food and weolth, ond thus
for fabricating accounts of one's largesse and worth. This would moke the
renown achieved by the parents through the ceremonies open to question. The
role of the bouJo will become more evident as the discussion of firstborn
ceremonies evolves.

Suffice at this point to indicate briefly some major

aspects of the boulo relat lonship.
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The bouJo relationship is based on competition, and is characterized by
a high degree of formal respect between the two couples, and between a
firstborn child and his/her boul0. To be chosen as bouJo is, essentially, to
be issued a challenge by another kin group.

All labour, food, pigs, and

material items of wealth "given" to the baulo must be reCiprocated by them
when they perform the ceremonies for their own firstborn. B6Ul0 unable to
"give" in return exactly what was received are effectively shamed and
demeaned.

The boulo are concerned in one capaci ty or another wi th all

ceremonies performed on behalf of one's firstborn child.
responsible for redistributing food, for collecting

They are

and preparing the

ceremoniol regalia and for dressing the chl1d in this finery, and they
accompany the chl1d through various aspects of the ceremonies and rites. In
this the boulo require a great deal of assistance from their own cognatic
kindred, since they, too, are young adults not likely to possess the requisite
labour capacity, knowledge., wealth and finery.

Upon being selected as

someone's boul0, each boul0 couple select persons from within their own
kindred to assist them with their responsibl1ites. These assistants, called
boul0 pourelJo, must also be compensated with food and/or shell money for

their work on behalf of the b6Ul0. The bouJo choose these assistants, some
from the wlfe's cognatic kindred, and some from the husband's cognatic
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kindred, thus incorporating an ever larger number of relations of investment
and obligation between and among people who mayor may not be resident in
the same v111age, relations which have as their focal point one firstborn child.
The full extent and complexity of these relations can be grasped by
considering that in Kokopo village alone, there were twenty firstborn children
whose parents were at various phases of completing the total ceremonial
requirements.
Because of the extensive nature of the work and wea1th involved for
persons who are baulo, no one
more than one firstborn.

ever

takes on the chore of being baulo for

Anyone who did assume such supererogatory

behaviour would be open for criticism as a braggart and as someone who is
overtly demeaning the strength and worth of others, a claim to superiority
that promotes negative social sanctions on the claimant, usually in the form
of destructive sorcery.12 If any port of the ceremoniol

complex

is

accomplished without the presence and assistonce of the baulo, this means
that the baulo do not receive the requisite "gift" of food or wea1th for
participating in the ceremony and can lead, at best, to a heated altercation
between baulo. This situation is most llkely to occur when parents ignore or
avoid performing a particular ceremony for their firstborn, in which case
their bauJo might subject them to 0 public horongue, shaming them and their
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behaviour (and through them their kin). At worst, breach of baulo obligations
can lead to the total and irreparable severance of relations between the two

baulo couples, resulting in feelings of distrust and anger that can persist for
many years. The baulo have a vested interest in the firstborn and they, Jlke
the chlld's parents, must be compensated for any insult, injury or omission of
duty pertaining to the firstborn.

In this regard the firstborn has a staunch

supporter and defender outside the kindred.
-The proper relationship between baul0 couples is one of formal respect
and circumscribed behaviour.

Ideall.y, they ought

never

to be involved in

personal conflicts nor shame one another in word or deed, although conflicts
do occur (see below p. 245). Baulo ought not to engage in gOSSip about each
other, and should not listen to or contribute to the gossip of others about
one's baul0.

Informants stated the case by saying that baul0 can do no

wrong; they can appropriate one another's belongings for any length or time
wi thout permi ssi on and one has nothi ng to say about it. I f the baulo damage
those belongings, one must swallow one's anger.
The bauJo relationship is based upon the necessity for balanced,
delayed investments in terms of labour, food, pigs and wealth. By carrying
out the responsibilities incumbent on the baul0 roJe, and by performing
firstborn ceremonies with the assistance of the baul0, both baul0 couples
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ocquire prestige and renown.

Despite being a relationship based on the

exchange of wealth, b8ul0 never assist one onother with "gifts" of wealth
outside their mutual concern with flrstborn ceremonies. In other words, an
individual would never go to his/her b8Ul0 counterpart to solicit a pig, food,
or shell money needed to meet a particular obligation in another context. For
example, b8ul0 do not assist their opposite number by making contributions
to bridewealth.
source of it.

B8ul0 are always the recipient of one's largesse, never the
To seek ossi stance of one's boulo is to expose personal

we.okness, odmit the poucity of personal resour ces and sources of wealth, ond
this would be demeaning to the party seeking such assistance. The b8Ulo are
competitive exchange partners, not trade friends.

The appropriate place to

seek ossistance is from Siblings ond cognotes; to go elsewhere odmits the
shameful condition of "being without kin".
Finolly, it should be noted thot once the boulo fulfill their reciprocol
obligations within the context of the firstborn ceremonies, they have no
further responsibilities to one another. The relationship of respect, however,
pertai ns throughout thei r 1if et i me.

The some re 1at i onshi p that obtai ns

between b8Ulo also obtains between b8ul0 and the flrstborn child for whom
they carry out their ceremonial responsibilities. The b8Ulo relationship is
not inherited, although the firstborn children of b8Ulo might choose to be one
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another's b6U10.

Creating an Identity
For new Kabana parents, marriage and childbirth are definitive signs
that they are no longer "children" but have entered into the adult phase of the
life cycle.

Rather than gaining a new identity as adults, the parents are

stripped of their individuality and become identified by and through their
firstborn child. This stripping of parental identity is accomplished through
teknonymy, and through the various taboos on food, behaviour, clothing and
decorative finery that are imposed on and observed by the parents until such
time as they complete, in the name of their child, the work that results in
lifting the variety of restrictions that they (and their child) are sUbject to.
Upon the occasion of the birth of their first child, the new parents are
reduced to the status of social non-entities similar to that of the initiand in
a Van Gennepian sense, but with one major dHference.

The parents, as

initiands, do not become social adults as a function of others carrying out
rites and ceremonies on their behalf as is the case in
performed for children (for example, Herdt 1981).

rites de

p ...9ss9ges

Kabana parents must

perform their own transformation and recreate themselves as social adults.
Their progressive transformation begins immediately after the birth of their
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child when parents become nameless.
In their discussion of Ki1elJe naming practices, Grant and Zelenietz

(t 983: t 79) point out that names are "synonymous with social identity" and
are the "idiom through which people discuss status (thus} establlshing one's
name means demonstrating one's status." Earlier I noted that gaining renown
is the ultimate Kabana social value to be acquired through ceremonial works
and that renown means essentially to be

re-named, to become re.-known,

according to personal achievements or accomplishments.
renamed, one must first be divested of the old name.

In order to be
This relationship

between name. status. renown. and the firstborn child is made salient in the
Kabana practice of teknonymy.
All parents of a newborn child are addressed and referred to as aipina .
'parents of a new born', a term which acknow1edges the achievement of
parenthood and expresses the intimate bond between the child and parental
identity and social status. The parents have no status or identity beyond that
of parents of a newborn. They are referred to as aipina until their child is
formally named. At the naming ceremony (discussed below), the chlld is given
several names, names which for the Kabana, as for their KilelJe neighbours,
are the property of particular social units and signify membership in the
social unit which owns that name. Naming thus establishes "a place for the
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name-carrier in the social structure" (Grant and Zelenietz t 983: f 80). Once
their chlld is named the Kabana parent is no longer known or referred to as
'parent of a newborn', but as the mother or father of X, where X is the name of
their firstborn child.

The naming ceremony

establishes the child's

membership and place in various groups and social units and establlshes the
status and identity of the parents through the child, whose name they carry.
In additional to becoming "nameless", parents and their firstborn are
also divested of the right to wear anything (clothing, paint, feathers, leaves,
flowers) that is red or yellow in colour, a restriction that does not apply to
any subsequent children the couple may have.

Besides being aesthetical1y

valued for their brightness and beauty, the colours red and yellow carry a
heavy symbolic load, as will be seen. All Kabana enjoy wearing these colours,
but once their flrst chlld is born, parents and chlld are forbidden to wear
these colours and other finery until they have earned the right to do so. After
the birth of their Child, the parents are expected to give away anything they
own that is red or yellOW, an expectation that is fulfilled within hours after
childbirth by a Visitation from kin and agemates who liberally help
themselves to anything and everything the new parents own that beat the
taboo colours.
Informants gave two reasons for why parents are stripped of their
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finery. Because parents must earn the right to wear various items of finery
and colours by performing the ceremonies which remove the taboos on them,
the fact that parents do (or do not) wear such finery is a highly visible public
sign, easily interpreted by all, that the couple have (or have not) made the
accomplishment associated

with the ceremony.

Such finery contains

information about parental achievement and renown, information which, as
noted earlier, in this ideally egalitarian society where renown is minimized
and never overtly acknowl edged, cannot be communi cated in any other way.
The second reason is also related to the minimization of renown and the
transference of renown from oneself to one's firstborn. Parents claim that in
order to 'raise up the name' of their child, they expend all their resources and
thus are reduced to penury. Being stripped of their finery at the birth of their
child graphically represents to the parents and others, the reduced status of
the parents and how throughout their adult life they are of no consequence
because they expended themselves in honour of their child. Informants also
stressed that the birth of a first child presaged the inevitable loss of
physical beauty and strength, and the dec1ine into old age. The wearing of dull
coloured, old and dilapidated apparel by new parents reinforced the fact that
vitality and beauty were becoming a thing of their youthful past.

Even after

they have earned the ri ght to wear fi nery, and do wear it on speci a1 occasi ons,
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most parents continue to wear old., faded clothing and to denigrate
themselves, choosing instead to draw attention to their rundown house and
clothing, their lack of visible material wealth, and the smaller number of
gardens they

cultivate, in order to

emphasize how they

have been

impoverished as a result of the sacrifices they have made in order to do the
work for their firstborn.

In my experience, after this disclaiming of any

honour for themselves, parents invariably launched into a lengthy retelling of
the ceremonial honours they had heaped upon the head of their firstborn. In
this roundabout manner, the firstborn is indeed an exemplar of parental
renown.
From birth until the child is able to walk, parents of a firstborn are
also subject to various food and behaviour taboos enjoined upon them because
the chlld is not only a product of their combined vltai essence, but is in fact
an extension of them: parents and child are physically, psychologically and
socially consubstantial. Based on a concept of homeopathy, similar to that of
the Hua described by Meigs (1984), the Kabana hold that what parents do,
what they eat, and what they experience, directly affect the child.
Conversely, what affects the child also affects its parents (and kindred).
Until the chi1d's neck and back are 'strong' (capable of supporting the head),
the chi1d's

tautau ('life force, vital essence, spirit/soul') is weak, the
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relationship between "body and soul" is tenuous.

Parents ought not to go

beyond the village perimeter where they might encounter bush spirits (iri8u)
which could enter their bodies and through them expose the infant to the
power of the spirits which the child is too young and weak to combat. The
spirits 'snatch' away aspects of the infant's life force thus causing the child
to sicken or die.
Parents cannot eat the meat from domesticated pigs that are all black,
all white, or black and white. Although domesticated, the Kabana believe that
black pigs and white pigs are the famniars of bush spirits and receive food
from them. White and black are associated with death and mourning, and they
•

are the colours used by sorcerers to indicate that they have achieved their
nefarious goal and killed their victim. The black, white, or black and white
pig is associated with the malevolent powers represented by its colour.

If

parents eat these animals they expose the child to the kinds of danger
symbollzed by the colouring and marks of the pigs. Parents do not eat any
fi sh whose habitat was the deep sea beyond the reef, such f1 sh 1i '.Ie in and are
SUbject to the underwater pressure of the deep seas and eating them
transfers this pressure to the child and would cause the child to suffocate.
Certain birds were also taboo to parents. The sea-eagle (gareso) mentioned
earlier is forbidden, since eating it would pass along to the child the negative
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traits, such as a lack of industry, that are attributed to the bird.
Kabana adults who are now in the

over

fifty age group, told how, when

they had their first child, food restrictions were so numerous that they were
reduced to eating only sweet potato boiled in water and other less valued,
'garbage' (T'p.: pipia) foods. As a consequence they lost weight so that their
skin became loose and 'slack', their eyes were lustreless, and they were
always hungry. Their child, however, prospered because of their observance
of taboos, which as all Kabana know and understand, are imposed for the
benefit of the child's health and well-being.

Many of the traditional food

taboos are no longer observed since western medications have become
available through the local health centre, which the Kabana feel are adequate
to combat most childhood diseases.

Voung people are grateful they needn't

observe the full spectrumof traditional food taboos, while older women and
men approve the demise of food taboos claiming they were too hard on the
parents. The taboo on parental sexual intercourse until the child is weaned
st ill obtai ns today, si nce western medi cat ions are not deemed capab 1e of
curing the adverse effects of semen on mother's milk.
A1l such taboos come into play upon the birth of the first child, and
are specifically oriented to promoting the health and well-being of the child.
Parents express their moral obllgation to the child, and control over their
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own self-interests through observation of the taboos. Parental seJf-control
and physical degeneration are lauded by others who admire the physical health
and well-being gained by the chlld at parental expense.

That the child

flourishes is an important indicator that its parents are evolving out of the
egocentricity of callous youth, and demonstrating their ability to be
responsible for and to others.
Although not practiced in the past forty years, similar notions of
parental denial in the interests of firstborn, were part of the rationale given
for the custom of segregating mother and firstborn for several weeks after
the birth. Like their mothers before them, contemporary Kabana women give
birth in private, in lean-to huts built specially for the purpose or in buildings
that sit on the ground and nowadays, once the child is born anyone, including
men and boys, is free to visit, admire and hold the newborn infant (see
Scaletta 1984b). Older women related that this was not always the case. In
times past, when a woman entered the birth hut to deliver her firstchlld, she
and the infant were not seen by anyone until the child's formal naming
ceremony, which might take place weeks or months after the birth event.
After the blood of parturition had ceased to flow, the mother and her
firstborn chlld left the birth hut and were secluded in a section of her usual
dwelling that had been partitioned off with a screen

woven from spllt
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branches of coconut palms. The room was called ele bobo, 'her butterfly',
after the butterfly-llke swinging door at the entrance to the room. Neither
mother nor chll d were seen by anyone except the woman's own mother, who
entered the room to deliver the food (bolled sweet potato), firewood, and
water provided by village women and female kin. The new mother came out of
the room only at night} secretly, in order to bathe and relieve herself. Other
women sat and vi si ted wi th her through the screen of wall s, but none saw her
or the child. Neither the new mother nor the new father could smoke or chew
areca

nut.13

Such

was

her

exi stence

until

the

chi 1d was

named.

The Kabana, perhaps more honestly than most, acknowledge that a
newborn infant is far from beautHul, that it appears emaciated, with skinny
arms and legs ond 'slock'} loose, skin; its face is the wizened visoge of an old
person, and its head is often misshapen from the pressures exerted on it
during the birth process. A neonate is helpless, infirm, incontinent, and in the
case of Melonesion babies, its skin is pole, 'white', like 0 spirit of the dead.
In short, the Kabana say that newborns look llke the very old when they
become decrepit ond neor deoth, ond in the cose of firstborns, this is in direct
contradiction to the ideal of beauty and weH-being the child exemplifies.
Mother and child, therefore, were kept from view until the child had lost its
newborn appearonce, its body filled out and plump ond ony of the marks ond
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disfigurements acquired during the birth process had faded. The infant's skin
lost the 'whiteness' of the neonate, but because of the lack of exposure to
light, retained an aesthetically pleasing light almond colour much valued by
the Kabana as a si gn of beauty. Converse I y, in the ideal i mage of the parent of
a firstborn, the mother became thin on her restricted diet and her appearance
unkempt, Since she was forbidden to comb or cut her hair and could wear only
drab colourless clothing. Her lack of physical activity and her meagre diet
combined to make her thin, listless, and lethargic.

Although Kabana women

did not draw the analogy, I viewed the 'butterfly room' as analogous to a
cocoon wherein the neonate was transformed into a beautiful butterfly. The
"ugly-ducking" newborn became a smooth-skinned, plump, healthy, altogether
beautiful and charming infant, who made its debut into the larger society on
the occasion of its naming ceremony.

What's in a name?
We all have a very intimate attachment to our own name, since we
associ ate our sense of self, our ego, and i dent ity with our persona I name. In
Kabana society, a "rose by any other name" would not smell the same. Names
are not only labels useful for addressing and referring to individuals. As the
concept of renown suggests, names are integrally related to self-identity and
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having a "good" nome or a "b6d" n6me implies much 6bout a person's reput6tlon
and status.

In their discussion of KilelJe naming practices, Grant and

Zelenietz (1983) highlight several important pOints concerning naming th6t
are also applicable to Kabana naming practices.
Whereas KllelJe names are owned by individual men's house groups,
Kabona names are owned by the more inclusive descent category,

Sl~

ke1ede

('one blood') representing the child's matrikin and patrikin. The names make
"a social st6tement about the child's identity" 6nd affirms th6t child's
"commitment and relationship to that group" (Grant and Zelenietz 1893: 181).
Unllke the KilelJe, perhaps, the name of a Kabana firstborn child (e.g. Aisiga)
61so identifies the parents (e.g. Aisiga itno; 'Aisiga her mother') and their
re16tionship to the child's consanguines, who are affines of the child's mother
6nd f6ther.
In contrast to the KilelJe, where the right to bestow n6mes "alternates
between the lines of the father 6nd of the mother" (ibid), the right to bestow
names belongs to both maternal and patern6l hnes. Kabana children receive
four names at their naming ceremony: two bestowed by its matern61 kin (for
example, the child's MM, Mt-1eZ, or MF chose the names owned by the infant's
matrikindred);

simllarly, two names owned by the patrikindred are chosen

(for example, by the child's FF, FFeB, FM). These four names place the chlld
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within the network of cognatic kin and affirm the chiJd's rights and
obllgations relative to both its maternal and paternal kin.
The names bestowed by the child's maternal kin are taboo to the chlld's
paternal kin (and ¥ice ¥erstJ) since, from the perspective of the chlld's
father, these are the names of his affines. Affinal relations, in contrast to
the close bond of consanguineal relations, are circumscribed by a lack of
intimacy, and to speak the name of one's affine is to be overly familiar and
disrespectful. To say the name of an affine in the presence of that affine or
any of that affine's consanguines implies a shameful intimacy between self
and affine. The person who ·calls' the name of on offine must 'buy' his shome.,
and the shame he has coused the offine, by giving over to the affine 0 gift of
shell money.

The two sets of names the chiJd receives ensures that, in

addressing or referring to the child, the child's kin will not utter names they
must taboo out of respect for affines.
address

their

children

by

the

names

Mothers and fathers refer to and
bestowed

by

their respective

consonguines ond never use the child's offinal nome.
Chlldren are never named after their parents. They are named after and
become the namesakes of

deceased kin, usually a great-grandparent,

grandparent or a parent's sibling. This ensures that the names and renown of
the deceased are never lost, but are perpetuated through the chlld, and,
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hopeful1y, that the child will become "like" its namesake, manifesting and
exhibiting the Qualities and characteristics that earned the previous owner(s)
of the name renown.

Among the

neighbouring Vitus, Blythe (l978: 150)

reports that "[t}he name giver becomes the sponsor of all the exchanges given
on behalf of the [firstborn] child os he or she matures".

No such special

relationship is set up between namer and named among the Kabana or the
KilelJe. Among the KilelJe, it is the "food-hondler" (Zelenietz and Grant: 1980)
who has special responsibilities in ceremonies for children. For the Kabana .
the responsibility for the firstborn's ceremonials belongs to the parents and
their senior maternal ond paternal kin, and the baolu who hold 0 key role in
the proceedi ngs.
Every Kabana individual has numerous names. They receive a minimum
of four names at their naming, ond since some of these names are likely to be
the names of persons who are affines to the child's consanguines, hence toboo
to them, other names are substituted for the tabooed names.

Or, since

children are named after deceased kin, individuals who taboo the names of the
dead to show their respect for their deceased kin substitute yet another name
for all those who bear the tabooed name.

In addition, all individuols over

their lifetime acquire nicknames. Nicknomes ore bestowed on on individuol
for any number of reasons, for example, to mark a behavioural or personal
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idiosyncracy, to mark an accomplishment, to mark a physical characteristic
such as limping, or a disability such as deafness, or a speech impediment.
Some nicknames are used affectionately and jokingly in public, others,
usually derogatory, are

never

uttered in public or in the hearing of the

indivdual so named, since this publicly shames him or her and may resu1t in a
demand for compensation to

remove

the libellous slur.

In addition to these

names, all Kabana have a Christian name which is entered on the child's
baptismal certificate and is chosen at birth by their parents or the mission
personnel. There are no name taboos associated with baptismal names, and
these names are a popular substitute for those that are traditionally taboo.
Finally, names make statements about on individual's stotus or change
in status. All firstborn girls carry the nome 6011ki, and all female heroines
in myth and legend ore called Gallki.

The nome Galiki is widespread

throughout West New 6rl tal nand knowi ng that a woman is named Gal i ki
informs others of her status as a firstborn, of the respect and privileges
others are expected to show her and that she must show others because of her
status as someone's firstborn. Chowning writes (19780: 213, n.S) that among
the Kove, "Galikf is the nickname given all girls in seclusion" and she argues
that since Gallki is the nome of mythical herOines, this fact "suggests that
the seclusion was once more closely connected with marriageability." While
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this moy be the cose omong the Kove, it is not so with the Kobono. Goliki is
not 0 nicknome, it is 0 proper nome given only to firstborn girls. All Kobono
girls (regordless of birth order) ore secluded when they hove their eor lobes
cut ond stretched (os ore boys when they ore superincised), but 011 Kobono
girls ore not therefore renomed Goliki during their seclusion. Only 0 firstborn
girl hos the right to be nomed Goliki.

Also, 0 girl's eor lobes ore cut ond

elongoted os port of Kobono mortuory work, during the 01010 kopel, the 'big
ceremony'. Dependi ng on the conti ngenci es ref erred to eorl i er ond the t i mi ng
of mortuory work, 0 girl moy hove her eors cut yeors before or yeors ofter she
reoches puberty. Eor-piercing (ond mole superincision) ond seclusion hove no
relotionship to puberty rites to mork sexuol moturity, hence this rite hos
nothing to do with 0 Kobono girl's morriogeobility except insofar os elongoted
eor lobes ore

0

sign of beouty, seductive to the opposite sex.

In the post, the Kobono soy, the nome Goliki wos once on odjective
opplied to 011 firstborn children regardless of their sex. A goliki, they soy,
is an exalted person, onologous to our notion of a queen or king. A goliki is
someone who does not, since they need not, work; everything is done for them,
honour ond respect are heaped on them by others.

Ideo 1ogi co 11 y, a go 1j ki

(firstborn) is beyond the drUdgery of the doy-to-doy toil necessory to support
life and life-style, an ideal all can dream of but which is pragmatically
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unsupportable in Kabana society. The negative obverse of the goJiki ideal is
expressed ina food taboo that is observed by all parents of a newborn chi 1d.
Until a child is able to walk, parents are forbidden to eat the wa11aby
(duoduo). The Kabana have nicknamed the wa11aby go1iki, because its front
legs are very short and atrophied from lack of use, and these useless
appendages result in the death of the wal1aby. When running from the hunting
dogs, the wallaby rears up on its hind legs with its short front legs dangling
impractically.

Without the assistance of its front legs the wal1aby tires

qui ckl y, and drops down on all fours, at whi ch poi nt it is an easy ki 11 for the
dogs.

The message to people who would sit on their laurels is cleor.

If

parents ate the wal1aby, their child's limbs would not grow straight and
strong, they would grow crooked and become atrophied like the wallaby's. A
mother should

never

step on the tracks of a wallaby as this will couse her

child to sicken and die.
As on ideal concept, g01iki also connotes the epitome of beauty,
health, and wealth. The Galiki of myth is always physically beautiful, and
bedecked with finery and wealth representative, of course, of the wealth and
standing of her kin. As an exemplar of the status of others, Galiki (real or
mythical) must be given the respect her status demands. Any insult or injury,
whether or not intentional, she (or any firstborn)

suffers must be
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compensoted with poyments of pigs or other weolth to her perrents ernd kin by
the offending perrty. To insult or injure 0 firstborn is 0 direct insult and
injury to those whose renown she exemplifies and cannot go unchallenged by
her kin, who might coll upon the powerful ond destructive presence of the

tiyud8, 'bull-roarer', to moke the chollenge and to exerct compensation. While
in the presence of 0 fi rstborn, others ought not to engerge in physi co 11 Y vi 01 ent
behoviour in cose the child is inerdvertent1y injured; others ought not to
offend 0 firstborn's sensibilities by errguing or rerising their voices. Anything
o

fj rstborn

expresses ern interest in or 0 desi re for shaul d be gi ven over

immedierte1y, ernd erny requests merde in the nome of 0 firstborn also should be
honoured without argument.

These are some examples of the meanings

inherent in the ideology of primogeniture and the nome Gerliki, meanings which
opply to 011 firstborns, erlthough nowodoys Goliki is only 0 femole nome.
Social status and chonges in thot status ore also morked in other
names. The word 8kono means 'orphan', and it, too, is used in mythology as
the nome for male heros who ore always lost born children. Akana never hes
the wealth, beauty, honour and status of a firstborn, ond must depend on his
wits, not his kin (as on orphan, the implication is that he has no kin, a
distinct sociol disodvontoge) in order to survive ond prosper in 0 horsh world.
In mythology, Akono always wins out over his stupid senior sibling (the
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firstborn), and the message of the m!;.fth seems, to me, to emphasize the
Kabana ideal that success and renown must be earned through industry and
intelligence) and the firstborn son, because he accepts parental renown for
his own,

never develops

his own character, an eventuality that leads to his

downfall in the long run.

Like the wallaby's front legs, the firstborn's

character development seems to be atrophied, e condition that can result in
death. Akano is only used as a mole nome in mythology, or as on adjective,
"he/she is on orphan"; boys are never named Akono. 14
Besides Galikl) Akono) and oipino, 'parent of a newborn) unnamed child',
the Kabana employ other terms as nomes to deSignate 0 person's social status
and role) and the sorts of behaviours expected of them in that role. These ore

oimoro, osope, beget, and oso, all four of which are associated with death
and mourning. When a chl1d dies, the chlld's parents again become "nameless"
and are referred to as oimoro) 'parents whose chl1d has died'.

When her

husband dies, a woman becomes "nameless" and is renamed osope, 'widow'.:
similarly, a man whose wife dies becomes beget, 'widower'. If 0 woman or a
man does not remarry after the death of their spouse) they retain the name
Asape, 'widow', or Beget) 'widower' for the rest of their lives. Afflnes are
categorized by the term sobosobo) and when a person dies the dead person's
consanguines (ego's affines) are recategorized as oso, which indicates that
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8go and alter have certain rights and obligations to one another by virtue of
their relationship to a deod person. The terms oimoro, osope, beget, and
650, are used as names until the individuals so named have fulfilled all the

ob I i got ions they have toward the dead person and hi s/her ki n. The di schargi ng
of obligations to the kin of the dead constitute the bulk of the rites
associ ated wi th mortuary work.
Kobano names are much more thon convenient lobelling devices. They
situate the individual within a network of relations, mark group membership
and the rights and obligations incumbent upon a person by virtue of that
membership.

Names carry information about status, prestige, personal

renown and the renown of others, and are the embodiment of self-identity.
l..vlthout a name, a Kabana individual simply does not exist.

All Kabana

children are named in a pubHc ceremony of greater or lesser magnitude. If
the membership of any particular men's house has several babies born around
the same time and requi ri ng names, these chi I dren will be named together ina
single group ceremony. Naming ceremonies for children who are not firstborns
are smaJJ affairs that often pass unremarked by aJJ but the immediate fami1y.
For a firstborn, the naming ceremony is the first occasion for the
coming together of the child's matrikin and patrikin (those who share 'one
blood') from all over the distriCt.

The number of people who attend the
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naming is directly related to the renown of the flrstborn's two sets of
grandparents:

the more renown they have, the more people who attend in

recognition of their reputation, and conversely, a large attendance enhances
the renown of the child's grandparents and parents.

A feast of cooked pork

and garden produce must be provided by the child's parents, although it is the
child's paternal and maternal grandparents who provide the bulk of the food
since their son and daughter have had Httle time to grow the requisite amount
of food or to acquire a female pig of the appropriate size and age. The young
couple also depend on their kin to assist them in accumulating the shell money
that must be given

over

to their child's cognates. The pig and the shell money

are debts incurred by the young parents which they must eventually repay.
Repayment takes place when those who contributed wealth make known that
they are in need of that wealth to meet their own ceremonial responsibihtles.
Debts are never repaid gratuitously and some debts may be outstanding for
years.
All Kabana ceremonials take weeks or months of time-consuming, often
tedious, planning, organization and preparation.

This crucial aspect of

ceremonial performance is largely hidden, since it takes place within the
context of daily life: people work daily in gardens but they also plant extra
gardens of taro, sweet potato, cassava, banana trees, areca palms, and
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monitor the maturity of sago palms, coconuts, pitpit (Setsris edtlle) and
other foodstuffs in expectation of the requisite feasts.

People spend long

hours social1zing and visiting, but they also talk about the necessity to
perform a ceremonial, when it should be done and for whom, thus quietly
making known the fact that requests for weaJth will be forthcoming.
Additional time and energy are expended in making pandanus mats and
baskets, in arranging to acquire carved ironwood bowls, pigs, sheJImoney, and
other wealth items for redistribution.
With few exceptions, notably mortuary work, Kabana ceremonials take
one day to perform. The actual process of naming the chl1d, for example, is an
event that rarely takes longer than twenty mi nutes to accompli sh and is the
last function of that day. The assymetry between preparations, which are
low-proflle, primarlly individuallstic and integrated with daily activity, and
performance which is highly visible, non-ordinary, and public, has resulted,
anthropologically, in an analytic approach to ceremonial and ritual as
something separate and apart from the mainstream of day-to-day concerns.
For the Kabana, ceremonial performance is clearly a "speCial" event,
culminating months of work and worry.

Ceremonial preparation is not,

however, a separate event but an integral aspect of daily life for all Kabana
adults.
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In speaki ng about or di scussi ng ceremoni es} the Kabana i nvari ab 1y
locate the importance of firstborn ceremonial in the expression

tatan gergeo

1autabe~

gaiean

'we eat/cooked food/child/firstborn'. The meaning

of this expression is transparent:

all those who attend receive plates of

cooked food provided by the firstborn.

Further discussion of this saying

revealed a less transparent idiomatic meaning~ for when attempting to
explicate this e~<pression to me~ women and men would explain that "we eat
on top of the firstborn".

Besides the conventional meaning of the verb "to

eat", eating in this context means also 'to receive sustenance', 'to b~ a
consumer'.

The phrase 'on top of the firstborn', connotes that it is only

because the fi rstborn carri es and fulfi 11 s the burden of provi di ng sustenance
(food, wealth) that others are able to share in (become consumers of) that
wealth.

Prestjge~

renown, and esteem are predicated on being generous and

sol1citous of the well-being of others and are expressed in the ability to
provide an abundance of wealth, especial1y food. Those who benefit from this
largess express their indebtedness by according the nurturer a reputation for
selfless generosity couched in terms of renown. The naming ceremony marks
the first occasion when a unique configuration of indiviudals (the child's
cognatiC kindred)

comes together as

a consequence of

their common

bond-the firstborn child, because of whom and through whom they receive
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sustenance for some years to come. The obligation to pursue and to accord
renown begins at this point.

The Nam1 ng Ceremony
All Kabana ceremonies are concerned with and predicated upon the
redistribution of wealth which, in the case of the naming ceremony, includes
food, shell money and a pig. The child's resident female kin spend the day of
naming preparing and cooking food, while her resident male kin concern
themselves organizing shell money for public distribution. By late afternoon,
these preparat 1ons are complete and the nami ng ceremony can begi n.

The

women open the stone ovens and carry the cooked food, followed by the men
carrying shell money draped on a pole, to the veranda of men's house of the
child's father. The delivery of this wealth to the men's house alerts all that
the proceedings are about to start, and everyone begins to drift towards the
men's house.
The child's cognatic kin separate themselves into two gender groups.
The women stand in front of the men's house, as though defending the building
from the

m~n}

who face them across the open plaza. The chUd is carried to

the forefront of the women's group by her 'small mother' (mother's/father's
younger sister).

The men, as a group, call out to the women: "Who is this
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chtld? Is the child called .. .(a name is given]?" The women reply with a
resounding "No!", and the men try again with the same question but a different
name, which is again denied by the women.

On the third try, the name put

forth by the men is accepted by the women, and acknowledged by a brief tatoo
on the slit-drum at the door of the men's house. This procedure is repeated
with the women caJ1ing out false names which the men deny, until on the
third calling the men accept the name prof erred by the women, which is also
acknowledged by the slit-drum.

(The slit-drum is the 'voice' of the men's

house, a voice which only cries out when a child is named, to announce the
death of a member (female or male) of the men's house and, in the past, to
signal enemy attack.)
The official naming of the chlld is thus finished, but there is another
small rHe, unobtrusively performed by the

woman holding the chlld. The

woman who presents the child can be either a mother's or father's younger
sister, there is no special emphasiS given to concepts of patrl- or
matrilateral kin. since the chlld belongs to both.

The emphaSis is on the

female principles of procreation, production and nurturance.

Prior to the

child's naming, it is forbidden for anyone, particlarly a 'mother', to hold the
child and eat at the same time, and if a 'mother' inadvertently does sal she is
immedfately reminded of her l3tl,~' p3~ whereupon she spits out the food.
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During the naming, the child's 'small mother' holds in her hand a piece of
cooked food, usually taro. When the naming is finished, she "feeds" the taro to
the child by placing it against the child's mouth, and after this gesture of
nurturance, the woman eats the piece of taro.

She 'eats on top of the

firstborn'l an act acknowledging the sustenance others receive from (in the
name of) the child. Naming bestows an identHy and status upon the chlld (and
its parents), and "taking food prepared in the name of a child signifies that
the recipient recognizes and accepts the child's social status" (Grant and
Zelenietz

1983: 180).

This small but highly significant behavioural

interaction between the child and the woman holding her is not given special
prominence. It takes a few seconds to perform once the child's names are
called, and may be lost in the general melee as the crowd breaks-up and
child's paternal kin prepare to distribute the feast and sheil money.
Two men carry the sheH money to the front of the men's house where a
senior male member of the father's men's house counts out the total amount
of shell money and loudly proclaims the name of each recipient and the
amount given him or her.

The largest amounts, usually multiples of ten

lengths each l are given to the child's mother's kin especially her mother's
mother, mother's eldest brother, mother's father, mother's sister, or persons
so classtfied. Other, smal1er "gtfts" of sheJ1money are also made to various
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persons who have expended themselves on behalf of the child or her parents.
The 'all-seeing eye of shell money' thus recognizes and finds its way into the
possession of such persons as the child's birth attendants, the woman who
held the chlld at the naming, the men who held the pole of shell money, the
man who publicly called out and distributed the shell money, the man who
kll I ed and butchered the pi g, the women who contri buted f1 rewood and food to
the child's mother during her postpartum confinement. It should be noted at
this juncture that women, on their own behalf. both contribute and receive
shell money, and the wealth a woman receives in a distribution is her ov'm
property over which she alone has rights of disposal. Although she may (and
usually does) contribute her shell money to her husband's ventures, the final
decision about where and when that wealth is used is at the woman's
di scret ion.
After the shell money distribution is completed, the feast foods are
brought out for distribution. As with the marriage feast, each men's house in
the child's village and each senior male representing men's houses in other
vi 11 ages, receives cooked food and aport i on of pork to be taken away and
redistributed among their membership. The number of people who 'eat on top
of the firstborn' thus increases, as does the child's (parental) renown. The
re 1at i onshi D bet ween renown and

9i fts

of food, shari ng, open-handedness}
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general largesse, finds its way into idioms, those which discredit a
reputation: nWhen have I eaten the pig of thei r firstborn"; and those which
elevate a reputation: "Many times I have been warmed at the fire [feast] of
their firstborn".
The food distribution marks the end of the naming ceremony. Feasts
are not usually communal events, in the sense that all who have gathered for
the feast do not sit down and eat in one another's company.

When

representat i ves of each vi sit i ng men's house receive thei r portion of the
feast, the food is divided up among the women who must carry it, and the
vi si tors depart for thei r home vi 11 age.

When they arri 'Ie home, the food is

redistributed among themselves and others in the village, and only then, in
the privacy of their homes, is the feast eaten.

At the host village, by the

time the last plate of food is given out, there are few visitors remaining.
They have received their wea1th and taken their leave. When all visitors are
gone, the child's father sends a plate of food to the chlld's bau10 (who have no
role in the naming), and the child's paternal kin retire to their houses to eat
i n pri '.lacy, if there is any food 1eft. Sometimes there is nothi ng, but thi sis
as it should be, indicative that the parents have given their all, unselfishly, in
honour of their child.
As the first of many events in honour of the firstborn, the child's
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naming ceremony demonstrates several of the features Firth and Fortes
attributed to the concept of primogeniture. Previously a non-entity, the chlld
receives a name and an identity which positions and confirms the chlld's
place and status in particular social groups. Through teknonymy, parental
identity and status are also re-established relative to their child, who
represents and is an exemplar (Firth 1956-57) of parental status and renown.
The role of the child as exemplar is evident during ceremonial performance,
when the child's parents remain in the background as non-participants in the
actual public event. Parents are providers rather than consumers of wealth.
The parents have accomplished the requisite preparatory stages and solicited
the support of others (consanguines) to present the chlld and their work in
pubHc.
The firstborn creates and forges important affinal and cognatic links
(Fortes

1978).

responsibilities

At

the

incumbent

naming
upon

ceremony,

parents

them by virtue

of

acknO'."tledge

the

those

and

links

demonstrate their abllity to meet their moral obligations to others in gifts of
food and wealth, thus indicating that they are becoming socially responsible,
mature persons.

As consumers, reCipients of the wealth reciprocate with

respect (renown) for the parents' firstborn child. The naming also recognizes,
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publicly, the achievement of parenthood, a status that cannot be rescinded or
annull-ed (Fortes 1974), and simultaneously recognizes the changing position
of parent's parents who, with the advent of their child's firstborn, achieve the
status of grandparenthood.

The firstborn not only connects successive

generations, it also creates generational categories and is the definitive
criterion for locating individuals within the categories so created. These
aspects of primogeniture are demonstrated within the context of the naming
ceremony, and are restated and reaffirmed in future ceremonials honouring
the chlld.
In the interim between marriage and the naming of her first child, the
woman's parents remain in possession of the total amount of bridewealth
received for their daughter. Should the marriage not produce offspring, their
daughter's marriage can be annulled with little difficulty, and the
bridewealth received by her parents must be returned to the groom's famlly.
Since it is the birth of the child, not the receipt of bridewealth which
legitimizes

a

marriage

and

irrevocably

creates

parenthood

and

grandparenthood, statuses that cannot be annulled, the redistribution of
bridewealth received for a firstborn female is best understood at this
juncture.
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Bridewealth and Firstborn Females
Just as shell money has 'eyes to see' its way to those who deserve it, so
too, it 'sees' those who hoard it and do not send it on its way to those who
have a right to it. If wealth is not distributed when and as it should be, those
who have a claim to it might decide to sorcerize the recalcitrant kinsman on
the premise that, if the man does not meet his obltgations in 11fe, his kin will
meet those obllgatlons for him upon his death. The bridewealth others should
have recei ved wi 11 be recei ved as part of the compensat i on they are ent it 1ed
to at .the death of their kinsman. Wealth, besides being a source of well-being
and prestige, can also be the cause of death if not handled appropriately by
those \,\'ho possess it.
In principle, the bridewealth amount for 0 firstborn femole is
delivered in full to her parents. In practice, os I mentioned earller, a portion
of the brideweolth may be outstanding ot the time it is formally delivered. If
the bridewea1th is redistributed before the balance due is given over, this
cancels the outstanding amount ond the bridewea1th is considered complete.
The obligation not to hoard the wealth but to redistribute it as soon as
possible after their daughter's first child is born is so strong that parents
often redistribute the partial brideweolth received and thus forfeit any
out standi ng amount.

t6 t

The bridewealth received for a firstborn female does not belong to the
woman's parents and they receive no share of it (cf. Meigs 1984: 10); neither
1S it used to make up the bridewealth the woman's brother(s) requires to
obtain his own wife, as 1S often the case in African societies (cf. Fortes
1949). The woman's bridewealth is not a source of profit to her parents or
her brothers; to use this wealth to further their own interests is an
indication that they do not have the wherewithal or 'strength' to produce
wealth on their own. but must 'sell' their firstborn daughter for profit. For
the Kabana, as for the Hua. "the broad underlying princicple seems to be that
anything that is the [first] child's or is done in the child's honor must not be a
source of profit to the adult" (Meigs 1984: 108).

Kabana parents greet the

birth of their daughter's first child with some relief. for they con at long
last. reHeve themselves of the burden of their obllgation to distribute her
bridewealth.

Parents get rea.dy for the redistribution as soon as their

grandchild is born.

They publicly announce the dey they wi 11 'cut the

brideweatlh' (liket gorebo), and since all 'work' requires food. they prepare
to feed all those who come.
The redistribution of bridewealth for a firstborn differs from all other
tronsfers of wea1th (except death compensation). As discussed earlier, the
wea1th given at ceremonial exchanges is always in repayment for goods and
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servi ces aI ready recei ved and the exchange is 6 non-profl t trans6ct ion
premised upon const6ntly fluctu6ting re16tions of ongoing indebtedness. As
'one bloods' the wom6n's motrikin 6nd p6trikin h6ve 6 right to 6 sh6re of the
bridewealth~ however~

there is no set amount of wealth that any kinsperson

ought to recei ve. How much anyone recei ves depends upon how much
individu61 wonts to
whot~

receive~

em

ond is c6lculoted occording to how much ond

th6t individuol brings to the redistribution. Upon their 6rrivol, 011 who

w6nt or expect 0 shore of the we6lth, give over items of value, such 6S an
amount of sheJlmoney, 6 cl6Y pot, 6 c6rved ironwood bowl, 6nd so on, to the
wom6n's f6ther. Who contributes how much 6nd Wh6t type of we6lth is kept
tr6ck of c6refully by the fother 6nd his 6dvisors. Brideweolth trans6ctions
differ from other exch6nges in th6t, on this occ6sion, the 6mount of we6lth on
individuol gove to the fother is returned to him or her th6t some day, with one
hundred per cent. profi t.
When 011 contributions hove been received by the f6ther, the 6ctu61
distribution t6kes pl6ce. Those who contributed one (or five, or ten) length of
bl6Ck shell money, receive two (or ten or twenty) lengths of the bl6Ck shell
money. They thus receive 6n immedi6te return of their investment plus one
hundred per cent. profit, the profit coming from the bridewe6lth.

If the

contribution is 0 cloy pot or on ironwood bowl, the some principle obt6ins: the
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contributor receives bock a pot (not the same one however) plus on addttional
pot or bowl as profH, or the contributor might request 0 set of oors, or 0
basket in lieu of the pot they contributed. Because of tts relative rorHy and
high volue, the omount of 'gold' shell money received for brideweolth is less
them other types of shell money, ond the amount of profH realized ot the
distribution is only fifty per cent.: thus, one length of 'gold' shell money, only
earns one and a holf lengths of gold shell money, the holf-length proftt
coming from the original bridewealth.
For from being a source of proftt to the parents, the bridewealth
redistribution., more often than not, depletes parentol resources and requires
them to become more indebted to their own cognates.

Although the

bridewealth for 0 firstborn child is a great deal more than that received for
subsequent daughters, H is rarely enough to cover the amounts that ore
redistributed.

The difference is made up from the available weolth the

parents have on hand and by the father solicHing contributions, which must be
repaid at some future time, from his cognatic kin, his doughter's poternol
kindred. (The brideweolth for non-firstborn femoles is substantiolly less
-one pig, 35 fathoms of 'black' shell money-ond is informally distributed
wtth no proftt added among the bride's 'mothers' and 'fathers'. Parents might
keep ten fathoms of shell money as recompense for their hard work in raising
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thei r doughter.)
The lorgest proportion of the brideweolth is expected to go to the
bride's moternol kinl to 'buy the blood'l ond it is theYI therefore l who moke the
lorgest contribution to the redistribution.

In odditionl moternal kin ore

expected to orrive 'heovY'1 carrying weolth which they contribute to the
WOmfln'S dudgo

l

the personal weolth she tokes with her into morrioge.

Although when contributed these items ore specifically stoted os bejng 0
contribution to the woman's dudgo this weolth is not given separately as a
l

gift to the bride l but is

e~chonged,

at the going

r~te,

for shell money or other

items that are port of the brideweolth. Very close maternal kin (such as a
mother's brother, mother's Sister, mother's mother/father), however, do
present the womon with true gifts of shell money and other valued items.
These items ore honded O\ler to the woman's fother with the statement,

yula/tobl0 imotemnte, 'shellmoneyhronwood bowl (it) dies', jndicating
that the item is 0 gift for which no repayment is expected, the tronsoction is
completed. The contributions intended as the woman's personal wealth ere
set oside until the next day, when she tmd her belongings are token officiolly
to her husband's vi l Iege.
Although the womon hos been residing in her husbond's villoge for some
t i me, until the bi rth of her chil d there is 61 ways the possi bil ity that thi s
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might not be a permanent arrangement. Barring unforeseen circumstances and
the vagories of human personality, porenthood confers an aura of permanency
on morito 1 ti es. The bi rth of her f1 rst chl1 d 1egit i mi zes her morri oge ond the
redi stri but i on of the bri dewea Hh f ormo 11 y recogni zes both her and her
husband's new status as married aduHs and porents. On the day following the
brideweoHh distribution, the womon's kin ocknowledge her new allionces
with

her affines and

the

shifting

locus

of her self-interests

and

responsibl1ites by officially bringing her to her home in her husbond's village.
Strongly represented by her maternal kin, the womon's faml1y gather up
her personol weoHh ond other belongings and, followed by the rother
distrought young womon, they heod off to her husbond's village.

In

expectation of their arrival, her offines prepore food and other refreshments.
When the woman and her kin arrive, they leave the weaHh ot the womon's own
house, and until the host villoge is ready to present their guests with cooked
food, everyone posses the time visiting with friends and relatives.

As

olwoys, the removol of cooked food from the stone ovens signols that it is
time to ottend to the business at hondo

Agoin, as is the norm in onything

pertaining to their firstborn, the parents are non-porticipants who remain
unobtrusively in the background. The womon's personol weaHh is gothered up
ond taken to the open plaza in front of the home of her husbond's mother
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where it is laid out on mots for all to see.

A senior maternol kinsman

(usually a mother's elder brother, mother's father, and sometimes 0 mother's
elder sister's husband) then commences to harangue the host village.

His

young ki nswoman's attri butes, her obvi ous f ert il ity} ond the contri but i on she
is ond will continue to be to her affines} moke up a large part of his diatribe.
Becouse she is a firstborn child with 011 the prestige and renown occorded
thot position} he lectures her offines on how properly to treot her, worning
that ill-treatment will draw the wrath of her kin and the demand for
compensation.

Finally} he turns to the disployed wealth and calls out the

various items and the total amount of shell money. These, he proclaims} are
the belongings which his kinswomon brings to her husband's home, they are
hers} ond she olone hos rights of disposol over them. None of her husbond's
kin should ask for these things} nor should her husband take them to give to
his kin. He mokes particular reference to the 'gold' shell money as something
that no one, under any circumstances, should attempt to obtain from the
woman; this is special weolth that ensures the woman's independence and
provides her with a certoin material security.

(Ideally) she would never

dispose of the 'gold' shell money but retain it as an heirloom that gets passed
on to her firstborn child ond thot child's firstborn, ond so on.)
His harangue completed, the wealth is gat hered up by the women and
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taken inside his kinswoman's house. The host vi11agers distribute plates of
food, and the woman's kin prepare to return home. They leave as a group,
accomponied by the womon, who, when she reachs the outer perimeter of her
husband's village, stands weeping untO the last of her family is out of sight.
The firstborn doughter is well and truly married:

her kin have received

bridewea1th for her, she has proven her fertility, and her firstborn has been
formally invested with a pJace and social status in various groups.
Approximately twenty years after her birth, her parents have completed their
work in honour of their firstborn, ond now turn their attention to assisting
her ond their other children os eoch in turn emborks upon the arduous cycle of
ceremonial responsibility in honour of their own firstborn.
The postpartum phase of firstborn work is completed. Major firstborn
ceremonials toke yeors of plonning and preparation.

In the meontime,

numerous minor ceremoniols, oriented to the child's developmental cycle and
first occompllshments, ore the focus of porentol attention.

These minor

ceremoniols ore the sUbject of discussion in the fo11owing chapter.

CHAPTER FOUR
Firstborn Ceremonies: 'Sma)) Work'

The Kabana distinguish between firstborn ceremonials that require
'sma]] work' and those that require 'big work' and it is from these categories
that I derive the labels minor and major ceremonials. The difference between
the two types is one of relative scale.

Minor ceremonials usually do not

require the exchange of pigs l cooked pork l or shell money; there is no large
assembly of witnesses/kin from other vi11ages; they are often spur of the
moment that iSI contingent on circumstances and available resources; and
I

finallYI none of the key participants is dressed in ceremonial finery.

l

The

minor ceremonials are accomp1ished by the time the child is approximately
four years of agel and ideallYI they follow the order of precedence in which I
discuss them below. It must be recalled that not a11 parents accomplish a11
ceremonials although those who do not do SOl suffer no overt sanction for
their failure. The fact that they do not accomplish the work reflects on their
strength l abllitYI and imp1ies a Jack of respect for the traditions handed down
from their progenitors. They are said to have no persona] power and since
l

personal power is a crucial component of renown l their reputation for renown
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suffers.

Herein lies the covert basis for the differential assignment of

renown.

THE MINOR CEREMONIALS
The

postpartum

phase

ended

wi th

the

nami ng ceremony

whi ch

establfshed the child's status as someone from whom others receive
sustenance. The minor ceremonies celebrate "firsts" in the sense that they
mark the first time others receive a particular food or consumable in the
name of a firstborn child and l in some instances l

concomi~antly

mark "firsts"

in the child's physical development. The gifts of food also serve to release
the parents from some of the taboos they have been observing since the birth
of their child and the new parents begin to re-establish themselves as social
persons and acquire an identity as "real people".

A major theme informing

these minor ceremonies is the concept of continuity: elements of value
generated in the past are perpetuated in the present and invested in the
future.

Areca nut
In the past parents of a firstborn were forbidden to consume areca nut
until their child cut its flrst tooth, at which time the parents distributed
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large quantities of areca nut, sprouted coconuts, and taro stalks for planting
to mark the event. Although the taboo on areca nut is no longer observed by
new parents, the di stri but i on of coconuts areca nuts and taro in honour of
I

their child on the occasion of its first tooth still obtains. Preparation begins
with the construction of a large platform (kapkabo) adjacent to the child's
home. Built by the child's 'fathers', the platform is about three metres square
and over a metre hi gh, and it is here that the nuts and taro stalks are
displayed pending distribution.

Unmarried males and young boys are

commissioned to climb areca palms and cut large 'hands' of the nut and to
collect sprouted coconuts. The boys tie the nuts in bundles which they sling
over poles for transporting back to the village.

Each afternoon during the

collection process, a procession of exuberant young males returns to the
village two by two, their carrying poles laden with the nuts collected that
day. The taro gardens are harvested by the mother's female affines. The taro
corms are separated from the stalks and delivered to the child's mother, who
spends her time cooki ng the taro whi ch she di stri butes each ni ght to the
young men and the women as recompense for their labour on the child's behalf.
The severed stalks of the taro, sprouted coconuts, and areca nuts are
displayed in an ostentatious heap on the platform.
When sufficient quantities are collected, the nuts and taro stalks are

t7 t
distributed under the supervision of a senior male member of the father's
men's house. Woven baskets loaded with sprouted coconuts, taro stalks and
areca nuts are counted out and delivered to each men's house in the village.
At the men's house, the contents of the baskets are shared out among the
households affiliated with that men's house. Additional portions are shared
out and set aside to be delivered next day to those persons in other Villages
who are affil i ated with each part i cul ar men's house. The 1argest i ndi vi dua 1
recipient of these goods is the child's baul0, who receive their portion last,
usually after dark, when it is delivered to them by the child's 'small mother'
(MZ!FZ).

The baulo redistribute the nuts and taro among their own kin,

particularly their baul0

paure~a,

those persons whom the baulo have

desi gnated to assi st them with thei r responsi bilit i es in future

ceremoni a1

work for the firstborn.
Kabana informants are quite clear about the symbolic content of the
relationship among taro, coconuts, areca nuts, and the child's first tooth.
Taro is food par

e,,~'cellence,

it is the staff of life. The sprouted coconut is

analogous to the 'sprouting' tooth, which, as it 'cuts' through, causes the gums
t o be inflamed and bleed. When chewed with lime powder and betel pepper}
areca nuts produce an excess of bri 11 i ant red spi tt 1e whi ch is symbol i ca 11 y
associated with blood. The areca nuts thus represent the blood spilt when the
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child is cutting teeth. The sprouted nuts, the red of blood, the taro stalks,
and the firstborn all symbolize regeneration, growth and continuity.
Under no circumstances should the blood of a firstborn be spilled, and
when it is, compensat 1on must be pai d.

In thi s instance, compensat ion is

made by the parents to the community at large in the form of food:
stalks and coconuts.

taro

The sprouted coconuts and taro stalks are seedHngs

ready for planting, and contain within them the promise of future food and
wealth for those who received them in the name of the chlJd. So, too, the
child is 1ikened to a seedling, the budding tooth indicative of growth and
development, the fruits of which will be realized in future distributions of
wealth.

First Hair Cut
A fine head of hair is aesthetically pleasing, a sign of beauty and
well-being.

The Kabana wear their hair short and well-groomed, only

permitting it to go unkempt when they are in mourning. Long, unkempt hair is
worn as a mark of respect for the dead, and is symbolic of how the death of
the person has impoverished the mourner.

It is forbidden for parents and

their firstborn to have their hair cut from the time of birth until the child is
able to walk. By this time, with their long, untidy hair and their lack of fine,
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colourful clothing, the parents are indeed a bedraggled sight, but this, too, is
a sign of parental respect for the firstborn and of how parents impoverish
themselves in honour of the child.

Firstborn ceremonies are celebrations of

life but, as the Kabana point out, death precedes and is a necessary
prerequisite of life: progenitor, genitor, primogeniture.

The death/life

continuum is a constant theme in firstborn and mortuary ceremonies, a theme
expressed in this instance by the long hair worn only on two occasions: to
honour the dead and to honour a first chfld.
The hair cutting ceremony requires a distribution of cooked vegetable
food, preferably taro, to the bau10 and to each men's house from which it is
redistributed according to the same procedure discussed above. The child's
first haircut usually entails shaving the head bald since the Kabana hold that
this will encourage the hair to grow back thick and lwwriant. The child's
same sex bau10 is responsible for the hair cutting rite for which she receives
one length of shell money.

Often the haircut is a symbolic gesture, and the

baul0 simply cuts a lock of the child's hair. This removes the taboo, and the

parents can now cut their own hair and the child's whenever they wish. The
ceremony can be qui te unobtrusi ve and vi 11 agers mi ght not know it occurred
until they receive plates of cooked food presented them in honour of the
child's first haircut.
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Hair contains aspects of a person's vital essence, is an

e~<tension

of the

self and thus is an ideal medium for directing sorcery against the person to
whom it belongs.

The moral obligations and reciprocal self-interest

characteri st i c of the bau10 reI at i onshi pis affi rmed withi n the hai r-cutt i ng
rite where each bau10 couple has access to this intimate aspect of their
opposite number's firstborn. If, however, the child's hair is cut without the
knowledge and participation of the baul0 and the requisite gift of shell money
and food, this is cause for a dispute between the parents and the baulo. The

baul0 relationship is based on reciprocal obligations, and it is the baolo's
rightful role to carry out this and other matters pertaining to the child for
which they have a right to be recompensed in gifts of food and wealth. To
deny this relationship is an insult to the bau10 and indicative of parental
selfishness. Parents who do not involve the bau10 are ridiculed as miserly
and closefisted (imogul bud a; 'his gutsl1nsides (are1 rotten'), and their
trustworthiness, as persons who can be depended upon to fulfill the moral
obhgations inherent in human relations, is suspect. It is less shameful not to
do the thing at all than to do it without one's baul0, hence, some parents
might never distribute plates of cooked taro but all parents get their baulo
to perform the first haircut.
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First Harvests: Fish
This smal1 ceremony is caned ia ituatua, 'fish (its) bones'. The
ceremony recognizes the first presentation of fish others receive in the name
of the firstborn and takes place when the child's father is fortunate or skflled
enough to spear or net two very large fish ( e.g., grouper, tuna). The fish are
delivered to the chfld's female bauJo who bakes them in the stone

oven.

When

the fish are cooked, the bauJo distributes one among a11 the women in the
village.

The second fish she delivers to the men's house, where it 1s

consumed by all the village men. After the flsh 1s distributed, the firstborn
is carried to the men's house by a same sex baulo, where, 1f the chlld is a
female, she remains outside or, if a male, he is taken inside the men's house.
Using wet red paint (pu1o), a senior male paints a representation of a fish
skeleton on the child's back.

The red fish skeleton depicted is highly

abstract, the paint is merely applied to trace the child's spine and ribs, and
takes a very few minutes to accompJish. Once completed, the baulo carries
the chfld back to her mother who promptly bathes the chlld to remove the
paint.
The symbols in this brief ceremony reiterate key concepts imbedded in
the idiom of primogeniture. Fish bones are all that remain after eating and
represent the gift of food which is eaten 'on top of the firstborn'.

This
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concept is expressed by the fish bones painted on the child's back: she
'carries/takes care of others on her back'.

The colour red is associated

(among other things) with fertllity, life, and happiness, all of which people
receive and enjoy in the name of the firstborn.15

First harvests: nuts and bananas
Food-bearing trees of all types are a source of wealth, and the more
one has the wealthier one is. Trees, especially nut trees and sago palms, take
a long time to mature, and the produce enjoyed today is, in fact, the result of
labour invested by one's industrious parents and grandparents. Those who do
not plant many gardens and trees are referred to as ma1ailJa, 'lazy'; 'selfish',
and if one doesn't have an abundance of trees, it is because one's ancestors
were lazy and inconsiderate, and didn't think of their descendants and provide
for them.

The huge distributions of tree fruits made in the name of the

firstborn child thus do not celebrate any accompllshment on the part of the
young child or her parents. They are displays of the strength, power, wealth
and foresight of the child's (usually deceased) progenitors, attributes to
which the chlld is heir as well as being their product.
Like coconut and areca palms, nut trees, banana trees, breadfruit trees
and sago palms are individually owned by the person who planted them. Trees
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are inherited bllaterally} and only those who have rights of ownership in the
trees may harvest the fruits. Thus} when a man or woman plants a tree, in
principle all his or her children, grandchlldren, and great grandchlldren have
the right to share in the fruits of that tree. While particular trees might be
bequeathed by the original owner to particular offspring} in general
immovable property is inherited by the firstborn child. She} or he, does not

have exclusive, private ownership of

trees} since her siblings (and

cross-cousins) also have rights in them. Her role} as legatee} is to oversee
the property, to ensure equitable access to the fruits by all who have a claim
on them} and to act as arbiter in any dispute over the use and ultimate
disposal of the property.

One senior man, for example, who had rights of

ownership in and wanted to harvest a sago palm belonging to his mother's
brother} first sought out and asked the permission of his mother's brother's
firstborn daughter, who ultimately granted him permiSSion to process the
palm. She could have refused him, and the matter would have ended there.
However, to be less than generous and open-handed would have been contrary
to the ideal expected of a firstborn and would have caused her to lose
prestige in the eyes of others. When the palm was completely processed, the
woman was the recipient of a "gift" of sago flour.
The tree fruits displayed and distributed in the name of the firstborn
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are pud (bananas), aga1 ( the Tahitian chestnut CanaritltJi palypiJylltltJi ;
T.P. galip), ua (nut sps.lnacsrptls fsglferotls; T.P.: slls), and mama (sago
palm; the flour processed from the sago palm).
According to their seasonal aval1abl1ity, the nuts are harvested,
displayed on the large platform, and distributed to each household in the
village.

The largest amounts of nuts and bananas are given to the child's

bau)o since they must redistribute these goods among their helpers and kin in

other villages. The distribution of bananas, which are usually planted in large
numbers by the parents in anticipation of this work, is not constrained so
much by seasonal variabllity as by parental industriousness.
Bananas are not considered 'real' food, the kind of foods that 'stick to
the ribs', still hunger pangs, and make one feel satisfied and replete until the
next meal. These are 'snack' foods, eaten between meals, or as garnish \'Vith
'rear foods like taro and sweet potato.

Bananas are not included in firstborn

work because the fruit/food itself has any intrinsic value.

It is the whole

plant and the symbolic meanings attributed to it that constitute the
relationship between bananas and the idiom of primogeniture.

About ten

months after planting, the banana "tree" produces one flower bud stalk at the
center of the leaf cluster. The flower bud is red and shaped like a heart,
indeed, the Kabana call this red bud pudikoko, 'banana it's heart' (also, in
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anatomy: 'pig heart'). As the stalk matures a lengthens and turns downward
(sps. etl/nasa). The red bracts of the bud curl back and fall off, exposing
double rows of flowers each of which produces a hand of bananas. The stalk
continues to elongate, always wah a red bud on the end. The plant produces
only one stalk of bananas during as cycle, but each stalk has many 'offspring'.
The fruit is harvested by cutting down the whole plant, and the plant
regenerates itself by sending up new shoots through the stump. A second
species of banana, which sends its flower stalk straight up, exudes a bright
red sap when the plant is cut-it 'bleeds'. The red sap is l1kened to blood and
the frua is forbidden to a11 children and to all post parturient women. The
power inherent in blood is too strong and will cause young children to sicken
and new mothers to bleed profusely. Similarly, the colour red, the red banana
flower, the power of blood and femaleness, come together in another related
context. The only part of the pig women are forbidden to eat is the heart,
pudikoko.

The concept of the one producing many, and the colour red are what is
important here. A single stalk produces many bananas; a firstborn is singular,
but as the beginning of a

new generation she represents the many who will

comprise future generations and trace their descent from her. As Gell pointed
out (1975: 319), the colour red "is an indication, a natural sign, of being in a
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state of growth. Red things in nature (the red suckers of sago palms) are
manifest1y in a process of maturation." The red bud 'heart', and the red sap
'blood' of the banana symbol1ze growth, maturation and regeneration, concepts
inherent in the female principle and personified by the firstborn.
Like bananas, nuts are not "real" food. Agal (Tahitian chestnut) are a
favoured treat, and the huge amounts received from the firstborn are hung on
lengths of fibre string and slung from the rafters to dry and preserve them
for later consumption. The large flattish

U8

nuts must be leached in bolling

water for several hours, then roasted or boned in coconut milk before they
can be eaten. In times of plenty, ua nuts are a treat; during hardship times
these nuts are an important famine food. While they were in season during
drought in 1982-83, ua nuts comprised virtual1y the totality of our daily diet.
Whereas bananas and Tahitian chestnuts are distributed only as raw
foods, ua nuts are distributed both raw, in the manner discussed above, and
cooked. On the evening of the raw nut distribution, everyone in the village and
any visitors on hand, gather for a marathon of storytelling in honour of the
firstborn (tikado ger-geo eJe ninipuga; they do/chlld/her/storytelJing).
The child and her parents sit in the middle of the large circle of people who
assemble at the dance plaza in front of the father's men's house or the child's
home. From sunset to sunrise, those men and women who wish to do so take
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turns telling myths and fables (RiRipu), legends and origin stories (apu), and
accounts of historical events (peJuga).

Throughout the night the child's

parents keep their guests supplied with tobacco and areca nuts, and at
midnight, they present everyone in attendance with a plate of cooked ua nuts,
after which the story telling continues untll dawn.
In addi t i on to thei r entertai nment va I ue, these stori es are a mode of
communication and a vehicle for the dissemination of knowledge. The Kabana,
like their Kaliai neighbours, "consider the stories to contain historical,
culturat or sociological truths" (Counts 1982: 158).
young to benefit from or appreciate the stories.

The firstborn is too
As is the case in all

firstborn ceremonials, it is others who benefit by the work done in honour of
the firstborn.

They are entertained, their own repertoire of stories is

increased by hearing new or embel1ished stories, and they learn aspects of
their cultural traditions and history.
Since nut trees take so long to mature and bear fruit, nuts are a gift
from the past, from previous generations who took the time and trouble to
plant and care for the trees knowing that in al1 probability they would not
live to reap the fruits of- their labour. Producing trees, like procreation, is an
investment in the future.

One's primogenitors are the source (pu; 'ori gin,

basis, source') of one's strength (ura; 'strength, power'). The firstborn 1S also
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a product of previous generations who by living and dying gave her the gift of
life which she in her turn will give to others. She is a gift who gives gifts.
This theme of continuity is evident, too, in the story-telling marathon when
ancestral knowledge and lore are passed on to

the new generation.

Throughout Melanesia sago production was an important subsistence
food.

With the increasing availability of store food and cash cropping

activities, however, "in parts of island Melanesia and in New Guinea, sago has
been relegated to, or even below, the status of a famine food" (Connell and
Hamnett 1978: 233). The importance of sago in New Britain, as both a regular
dietary item and a famine food, has been neglected by researchers, for as
Connell and Hamnett observe (ap cit.: 233), "there appear to be no
contemporory references to sogo production in New Britain, although there,
too, is has been used for food in the post." The lack of attention given sago
production in the northern coastal area of West New Britain is due, in large
measure, to the fact that sago palms are grown in any quantity only in the
Banai Division, a fact that was painfully evident during 1982-83, when
people from the Kilel]e-lolo, Kaliai, Kove, and Vltus Islands Districts of West
New Bntain came to Bariai to trade and exchange for sago flour, the only
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avallable food in the drought-stricken province.

Sago flour, unlike other

foods in this tropical environment, can be stored for up to six months before
it begins to turn rancid, and it is the storage potential of sago flour that
makes it a valuable trade item (cf Connell and Hamnett 1978).
The Kabane process sago flour for ordinary domestic consumption, for
feasts, exchange, and for famine reHef, and they harvest the fat sago beetle
grubs which infest the rotting trunk of the fallen sago palm. Some Kabono
(and this anthropologist) cannot bear to eat sago grubs, however, the majority
of people consider roosted sago grubs a gourmet treat. Although food (flour
and grubs) is the most obvious and important product of the sago palm, other
ports of the palm are also used by the Kabana.

Sago palms are planted to

claim virgin land as well os to mark the ownership of land plots, and they are
viewed as a source and significant indicator of the wealth of their owner.
Women produce their traditional fibre skirts (for their own use and for trade)
from the newly sprouted sago leaf spathes which they shred, dry and dye;
simllarly processed, but undyed sago leaves are used as menstrual pads.
Fresh, bright yel1ow-green sago spathes are used to construct the long 'skirts'
that adorn the masked spirit dancers (6UJU), to decorate the special support
posts used when constructing a new men's house, and the carved posts that
support the ceremonial house (kolloI]6) built for firstborn girls, and they are
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a favoured item of personal decorative finery, finery which is the focus of a
major firstborn ceremonial
The Kobona do not adhere strictly to a sexual division of labour but os
l

is the general rule thoughout Melanesia, the production of food is primarily a
female responsibiJ1ty.

Sago processing, however., is often the exception to

the rule. Throughout Bougainvflle, "sago production is almost exclusively a
male activity" and in the Siwai District of Bougainville "women take no part
l

in the production" of sago (Connell and Hamnett 1978: 234; in the Sepik see
also Wllliamson 1979). Sago processing is arduous work. The palm is felled

l

the outer bark split and peeled back to expose the inner pith which is pounded
•

and then leached to separate the flour from the pith. Sago work parties leave
the village before dawn and rarely return before dusk with the fruits of their
labour.

Although it is primarily, but not necessorfly, men who chop dO'Nn the

palmi Kabana men and women share the work involved in processing sago. But
thi s was not 0 1ways the case.
The Kabana relate that sago processing once was women's work. In the
past the story goes, women would band together to form a communal work
I

party and spend several days, all day, cutting and processing sago palms while
their menfolk stayed behind in the village. One daYI the men decided to visit
the women where they were leaching sago. Instead of finding the women hard
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at work along the river bank,

the men found them at leisure, beautifully

outfitted in their best finery and obviously enjoying themselves talking,
laughing and singing.

Unobserved by the women, the men returned to the

Village intent on chastising the women when they returned that evening
without sago flour. Instead of returning empty-handed, the women come home
with on abundance of sago flour.

The men immediately jumped to the

conclusion that the women were meeting their lovers in the bush, and these
men were processing the sago flour in exchange for sexual favours from the
women. Henceforth, the men proclaimed, women would not leave the vlllage
to process sago, this work would be a male responsibllity.

Of course, the

women were not meeting their lovers in the bush. The sago was processed for
them by powerful spirits, who, insulted and angered by the men's jealousy,
refused to perform this same service for the men. It is due to the jealous
stupidity of men that sago processing is now backbreaking men's work.16
Since this mythic event, sago processing among the Kabana has been
and continues to be

0

femole octivity performed by moles.

express this state of affairs in the idiom tikodo tue:

Kobono men

t1kodo, 'they dol

make'; tue, 'clam', and the troditionol female 011 purpose tool mode from the
shoped ond shorpened holf-she11 of this bivolve. Sogo processing is the time
when men 'use the tools of women' and do women's work, ond Kobano men rue
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the day that masculine foolishness saddled them with this tedious, hard work.
Once processed, the sago flour distribution is done according to the
same principles outlined above for nuts and bananas, and honours the child's
initial involvement in the production of a particular food. The distribution
does not toke place until the child is old enough (post eight years) to
participate in the strenous work of leaching the sago pith (iporo mama, 'she
washes sago') and then only when there is sufficient sago available for
distribution. The sago flour distribution might be delayed for years if parents
do not have occess to 0 plentiful supply of sogo palms or the necessary garden
produce to feed the work group who assist them in processing the omount of
sago flour needed to meet their obligations. Before the coincidence of these
contingencies, the child is forbidden to be involved in the production of sago
flour even to the extent that she (or he) must remoin in the Village end not
accompany the work parties.

If the involvement of the chlld in sago

processing is not followed with gifts of sogo flour to eoch household, parents
are liable to gOSSip, ridicule, and the wroth of their boulo.

Once the

distribution is mode, the ftrstborn is free to partlcipate in sago product ion
whenever she wi shes.
As will be seen, this is the first example of several restrictions on
firstborns that prohibit their movement ond/or involvement in various
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activities) restrictions that can last for many years if the chiJd's parents do
not have the wherewithal to do the ceremonial work required to remove the
restrictions. The taboos also reflect the double indemnity of being 0
firstborn: they ought not to work because they are firstborn; because they are
firstborn they do not work. Ideolly she is like 0 'Queen' who) unlike less regol
personoges, should not work since others os recipients of her lorgesse on
other occasions, ore obligated to reciprocate by ensuring her needs are met.
The restrictions Quallfy and enforce this view by demanding the chlld be a
non-participant.

On the other hand, the enforced idleness of firstborns is

equally indicative of the notion mentioned earlier that firstborns are, more
often than not, useless, unskilled ond lozy. They otrophy llke the front legs of
the wollaby. The fact that sago palms take so long to mature, means that
some firstborn chlldren are well into adolescence before they can prove
themse I ves as capab I e workers of sago.
One final aspect of the importance of sago and primogeniture should be
made here, since it contains a theme that will recur in other ceremonials.
This is the death/life continuum. The developmentol cycle of trees, especiolly
coconut and sago palms, is a key metaphor used by the Kabono to describe the
human life cycle. It takes about fifteen years for sago palms to mature, at
which point they produce a flower stalk. The Kabana judge the ripeness of
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sogo by the presence of the flower stolk ond the polm must be processed
during the peok flowering stage. The sago polm flowers only once and if the
palm is not harvested the flower goes to seed, the palm begins to rot and
eventually dies without having benefitted anyone. The palm 1S killed, "cut
down in its prime", in order to reap the bounty it contains (as are banana
plants).

Sago palms are associated with the multivalent meanings of red

(life/death,

blood,

females,

fecundity,

happiness,

anger)

and

white

(life/death, mourning, warfare, moles, semen) colour symbollsm. The Kabana
process two types of sago palm. The wild sago (momo mud) is covered in
needle sharp spines, has red pith and produces pinkish-red flour; the
•

cultivated sago (momo tokuri) has a smooth, spineless trunk, white pith and
flour.

Both species send out red coloured suckers. The symbollsm of red,

connoting growth, maturation and regeneration, and white (or yello\"d
connoting death, mourning, and primogenitors, is prominent in all firstborn
ceremoni es.
Like trees, human beings begin as 'sprouts' which mature slowly. At
the peak of their potential they 'flower' and begin to produce offspring, and,
as their strength and productivity decline with old age, they shrivel, dry, and
eventually die. Tree fruits and children perpetuate the species and the legacy
of their progenitors. The celebration of the firstborn (as "first fruit", the
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epitome of heolth, weolth, productivity, ond continuity in mortolity) in
con j unct j on with sogo product j on POl gnont 1y expresses thi s deve 1opmentol
metophor.

Individuol human beings ond individual sago palms poss this woy

but once, and both expend themselves in order to provide sus ten once for
others. The sogo polm ond the firstborn exemplify the death/life continuum:
deoth; regeneration; life; moturation ond decay; deoth.

Discussion
I begon this chopter by noting the importonce of the firstborn os
someone from whom others receive sustenonce, ond thot these minor
ceremonies celebrote the notion of "first fruits". For the first time, in the
nome of the Child, others received oreco nuts, coconuts, toro for plonting, two
types of nuts, bonanos, sago flour ond fish.

The ceremonies olso morked

phoses in the child's development: her first tooth ond, when she wolks, her
first hoircut. And hoving successfully performed the work ossocloted with
these phoses, some taboos observed by the porents ore discontinued.
Productivity
continuity.

yields food

which sustoins life, ond procreotivity ensures

But production ond procreotion also deplete strength ond vitol

essence, conditions which ultimotely end in deoth.
The concept of primogeniture in its totolity is focussed upon the theme
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of discontinuity and continuitYI death and life. This theme is personified by
the firstborn and represented in the combined meanings attributed to plant
and colour symbolism: sprouting coconuts single stalks with many offspring
l

sago palms cut down in their pnme

l

l

nuts that are gifts from previous

generat10ns the red of blood and chewed areca nuts, the red 'heart' of the
l

banana the red suckers and 'red' or white flour of the sago palm, the red fish
l

bones.
With the exception of the fish, and possibly the bananas, neither the
firstborn nor her parents actually produced the foodstuffs and consumables
that are the focus of these ceremonies.
redistribution

as

a result

of

the

These items were available for

strength,

selfless

foresight,

and

self-interests of the child's progenitors. The child is an exemplar of familial
('one blood') achievements and the celebrotion of these achievements through
the child perpetuates their renown; their names are never lost or forgotten.
The chlld's "pivotal status connecting successive generations" (Fortes 1978:
146) is clear in these ceremonies. She perpetuates the renown of previous
generations and is the precursor for the achievement of renown as a new
generation of odults evolves.

The renown of previous generotions is

celebrated in the minor ceremonies, and that of 'new people' is celebroted in
the major ceremonies which ore the topic of the following chapter.

CHAPTER FI YE

Firstborn Ceremonies: -Big Work-

Whi lethe

e~~pendi ture

of energy

and wealth

requi red for

the

performance of the minor ceremonials is anything but small, it is only a
fraction of that required for the performance of the major ceremonials.
These ceremoni es requi re for thei r proper perf ormance, one or all of the
fo11owing wealth items: raw and/or cooked food., predominantly taro; pigs or
cooked pork; sheJ1money and/or other forms of material ¥tealth. In contrast
to the minor ceremonies where the wealth redistributed in the child's name
originated with the child's progenitors, the wealth in the major ceremonies is
produced by the child's parents, her genitors.

In these ceremonies the new

adult generation perpetuates the legacy of the past in activities of
procreation exemplified by their firstborn, and in activities of production and
the regeneration of items of value. By so doing they also "use themselves up"
through the expenditure of their strength or vital essence, and they use up
various material ObJects of value such as foodstuffs, pigs, and so on. Parents
thus enter into that phase of the life cycle associated "'lith maturation . the
processes of aging and dying. The cosmic theme running throughout these
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major ceremonies is that the processes of generation and regeneration result
in degeneration and decay.
There are twelve different ceremonies in this category and the chl1d
must be resplendently decorated in traditional finery for all but one of them.
A contrast with the chlld's glorious splendor and the ultimate seriousness of
firstborn work, is provided by the ragtag "finery" and boisterous, often le\Nd
behaviour of the transvestite clown. Since gardens, pigs, finery, and, to a
lesser degree, clowning are so crucial to the performance of the major
ceremonies., I begin this chapter by exploring their significance in more
detail.

Gardens
Given that the Kabana are subsistence horticulturallsts and absolutely
no activity, from informal visits to major ceremonials, takes place without
food prestations., gardens (dadalJa) are crucial for life and life style. There is
no shortage of land in Bariai, and when the soil must lie fa11ow, ne\N plots of
land are available for clearing and planting. Most gardens are located high on
the slopes of the volcanic mountains (Sakai1 and Uris) that rise up behind
the vi 11 age, some are located in low 1yl ng areas near ri vers where the soil is
more wet and muddy (palJapalJa). Ideal1y, everyone should have three gardens:
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one in the process of being cleared and fenced, a second planted not yet
productive, and a third fully productive garden from which day-to-day
subsistence is harvested. Most have two gardens (type two and three), the
mi nt mum number deemed necessary to provi de insurance a9ai nst weather,
blight, and the ravages of wild pigs. Old gardens, called baHm, that have
been harvested and left in fallow, are regularly gleaned for previously missed
or late maturing produce. Parents who have ceremonial work to perform must
have more than three gardens at anyone time.
The production of food is primarily a female activity and Kabana women
generally are responsible for gardening. Cutting down the trees on a virgin
site and building the fences that enclose the gardens, are solely male
activities, however, men often assist their wives with all facets of
gardening. Despite all complaints about the intensive labour involved in sago
processing, the one positive feature of this foodstuff everyone agrees upon is
that the work invested that day yields an immediate same day result-a meal
of cooked sago flour.

Gardens are SUbject to more or less controllable

contingencies (e.g.,wiJd pigs, sorcery, weather, inadequate garden magic) but

it takes many months of ongoing labour before a newly cleared garden results
in the satisfaction of a plate of cooked food.
A successful garden is the result of three interdependent factors:
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labour, knowledge of al1 aspects of horticulture (e.g. weather, soil types,
drainage, degree of sun and shade, pests, growing seasons, and more) and
garden magic. To begin a new garden, a married couple first chose a sHe and
mark out the perimeters of the garden by clearing a narrow strip of gro\"lth
along the outer border, leaving the large trees to provide shade and landmarks.
This completed, the husband applles a protective spell around the cleared
edges of the garden. This type of magical lore is handed down from father to
(eldest) son and is not shared by brothers; younger brothers might be given
such knO\"lledge by a father's or mother's brother, or they might purchase the
spells from renowned garden sorcerers. The spell is performed on a species
of vine, the particular type of vine utlJized being known only to the man who
owns the spell. The vine is collected, cut in short lengths and soaked in a
solution of red paint over which appropriate spells are said to make the
garden productive and to protect it from sorcery and wlJd pigs. Each piece of
the bespel1ed vine is planted at intervals around the perimeter of the garden
with the expectation that the spel1 wil1 'run', like the runners of sweet potato
vines, and enclose the garden with its productive/protective potency. Once
the magic is appJied, it must rest undisturbed, in order to 'take'., and it is
taboo (ikubu) to visit or otherwise go near the garden for one week.
When the week is up, the husband and wife team return to their garden
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to begi n the arduous work of cut t i ng trees and c1eari ng the underbrush. Work
groups of unmarried men or close kindred are often commissioned to help
with this heavy work, for which they are recompensed by the m"mers of the
garden with plates of cooked food at the end of each working day. At some
future time, when the young men who worked for the couple are collecting
bridewealth in order to marry, they might receive a contribution of
shell money or other wealth in recognition of past services. By working for
others, young men further their own self-interests and invest in their future
we l1-bei ng.
The cleared plot is left for six to eight weeks to allow the brush and
trees to dry out, and then the garden is burned off, 'cooked' (titatan dada~a,
'they cook [the) garden'). When the ground is cool enough, the husband and wife
team clear away the ashes and debris, working from the centre outward to the
perimeter, leaving only the charred trunks of the fallen trees undisturbed.
Other trees from the surrounding forest are cut down, their branches cut off,
and laid in place to mark out the boundaries (but) between adjacent gardens.,
walkways (ampalalJa) between gardens and plots, and the sections (moe

iuaro) within a garden, each of which \"lill be planted in a different crop., e.g.
taro (moe), sweet potato, cassava, sugar cane, pitpit, and so on. The garden
is ready to be planted but before this occurs, powerful garden magic must be
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app1ied.
Both women and men have inherited (or purchased) knowledge of
greater or lesser magnitude pertaining to garden magic. For the most part,
sorcerers, who are renowned for their efficacious garden magic, are employed
to perform the necessary rites and spells.

Magical lore is powerful

knowledge, and is expended in words carried on one's breath, an aspect of a
person's vital essence. Garden sorcerers are given one length of 'gold'
shell money to purchase their knowledge and to compensate them for their
loss of breath/essence (iud 'he breathes'; malul 'power'; lJan 'because of';

matemate 'the dead').

On the appointed day, the owners of the garden(s) and

the sorcerer with his paraphernalia (which is carried and taken care of by his
wife) congregate in the garden to share a meal provided by the garden O'Nners
who cooked it in the stone oven the previous night. The purpose of the feast.
is to call the spirits of the dead (jud malu), the original owners of the land,
to participate with t.heir living descendants in consuming the fruits of their
land and labour. The spirits of dead ancestors are attracted to the site by the
smeJ1 of cooked food; the living consume the actual food, the dead consume
the essence (smell) of the food. Once they are attracted to the site and to the
company of their ancestors, the sorcerer then performs speCial chants to
inform the spirits of the new gardening enterprise being undertaken by their
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descendents J and to solicit their assistance to protect the garden and to make
jt

product i ve.
The dead are represented by a tree trunk effigy called a

burua (·the

dead one') laid out in the centre of the plot. Two digging sticks are placed on
either side of the 'head' of the effigy and gifts of native tobacco J areca nut
and l1me powder are laid beside it. A special bundle representing the crop and
l

consisting of one taro stalk a stalk of lemongrass (OIjU)1 some red leaves
l

from a banana plant species (Japelape), and the black-red leaves from the
plant called bonbone, has been prepared beforehand by the garden owners \"tho
soaked them in a mixture of red paint dissolved in the juice of the secret vine
referred to earlier. The bundle is planted by the sorcerer at the head of the
tree trunk effigy. Using a similar bundle of lea . . . es and taro stalks o. . . er which
he has performed his own secret spells, the sorcerer sings his magical spells J
which honour the spirits of the dead and enjoin them to take up residence in
the garden in order to protect it against ·e . . . il' influences and to permeate it
with their fecundity. In addition to ca11ing upon the protective and productive
assistance of the dead, the sorcerer also calls upon the 'spirit/essence' of a11
the taro in Bariai and neighbouring areas (Kne~e-Lolo., Kaliai etc.) to come and
proliferate in the garden. NextJ for each section of the garden J the sorcerer is
gi . . . en a bundle containing a stalk of each crop to be planted in that section .
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which he takes to the river where he washes and bespells the base (pu,
'origin, source') of each plant in the bundle to remove any impurities that
might later affect the crop. Each plant is then separated out and planted in
the centre of the plot near the effigy. These special bespelled plants are the
very last to be harvested, thus ensuring that their special powers infuse the
garden for the duration of its productivity. When the sorcerer completes his
work in each section, the garden is again left undisturbed for a week in order
to let the magic 'take'.
V. . hen the week is up, women complete the planting while men construct
fences to keep out foraging pigs. Untn after the first harvest, it is forbidden
for anyone to cut firewood, cook food, or to be loud and boisterous in the
garden as these behavi ours wi 11 cause the magi ca 11 y secured power of the
spirits and the 'essence' of the taro to run away and result in an unproductive
or low yield garden. Any individuals who have recently engaged in sexual
intercourse, especially the newly married, are forbidden to be present during
the

e~<ecution

of the rites, since the 'smell' and 'heat' of sexuality nullifies

any form of magi ca 1 power.
Hght to twelve weeks later the newly planted crop should be well
establlshed and the sorcerer returns to the site for the second phase of
garden magic. He walks ull and dO\'Y'n the rows of taro, stroking the leaves of
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each plant in an upward motion while chanting spells to make the taro 'stand
tall'.

If during this process he finds the taro afflicted by blight or insect

infestations, he wil1 also perform spe11s to remove these afflictions from the
crop. Crop damage,

even that

caused by pigs and insects, might be caused by a

sorcerer attempting to ruin the garden owners. Such interference can be
divined by the garden sorcerer who, if powerful enough, can reverse the
sorcery and cause it to backfire onto the perpetrator's crops. Another six to
eight weeks later, the sorcerer performs the third and final stage of garden
magi c. He arri ves at the garden wi th a 1arge bundl e of short st i cks that he
has bespelled with his own special vine juice/red paint solution. \,.yhlle again
chanting magical spells, he plants a stick in the ground at the base of taro
plants to make them grow Quickly to maturation. Within four to six weeks of
this last effort, the taro should be ready to harvest.
A garden must be properl y 'opened' wi th a feast before actua 1
harvesting begins in earnest. Husband and wife harvest a sufficient amount
of taro which they cook into taro pudding (sapaJa), a favoured food, and
distribute among every household in the village. A large bowl (tabla) of taro
pudding with a length of shell money on top is sent to the sorcerer who
performed the garden magic.

This pre-harvest, "first-fruits', distribution

acknowledges the sorcerer's expertise, thus increasing his renown as
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someone who knows excellent garden magic, and shares the wealth that the
garden owners have realized because of his expertise. If this distribution is
not made, the garden owners are Hable to ridicule as miserly, selfish
individuals who keep to themselves the profit they earned as a result of the
work ('on top of') of others. The biggest danger to such unthinking individuals
is the sorcerer, since sorcerers who know how to make gardens flourish, also,
by definition, know how to kill/destroy crops with blight, plagues of insects,
or by sorcery that affects wild and domesticated pigs with an insatiable and
destructive desire for garden crops. An insulted sorcerer might also use his
knowledge against the ungrateful individual's future enterprises.

When the

garden has been properly 'opened' the couple are then free to harvest the
garden when they will, and the women are now free to chop up and use for
firewood, the large trees not consumed by fire when the garden was burned.
Food is essential for the maintenance of life and for maintaining an
appropriate Hfestyle. The interdependence of the dead and the living informs
this vital aspect of Kabana life. Food is produced on land originally owned by
one's ancestors, who laid claim to that land by clearing the primary forest
and planting various kinds of long-lived trees on the virgin terrritory.

In

addition to the land, the living descendants also received from their
progenitors critical knowledge of food production, including magical lore.

-?f'l
... "

The inseparability of the death/lHe continuum is expressed in the feast of
cooked food shared with the dead in a new garden, in the magical incantations
which attract the spirits of the dead to the garden and solicit their
beneficence, and, most graphically, in the tree trunk effigy of the

burua (the

dead one) located at the centre of the garden and representative of all one's
deceased ancestors. Symbols of fertility, of the IHe-giving essence of blood,
and of death are all present in the red paint solutions used throughout the
magical rites and on the base of the stalks from which new taro corms will
grow. The necessity to produce garden yields beyond the level of subsistence
needs for distribution at major ceremonials for the firstborn further
reinforces

the

ongoing

celebration

of

the

death/lHe

continuum.

Over-production is an investment in the future, production of subsistence
needs is merely a sustaining of trle present.
The foods distributed at the major ceremonials are primarily cooked
foods and this introduces an additional connection between the living and the
dead: fi reo

In thei r pre-col oni a1 past, the Kabana buri ed a11 thei r dead in

shallow graves in the men's house. On top of these graves, the men built their
hearths (aupu), and eventually the fire reduced the corpse to ashes and a few
bi ts of bone. A11 ceremoni es for the fi rstborn and for the dead are ref erred to
as gai ala lJan dilJa, 'we go because of the fire'. Fire is hot, and the Kabana
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associate hotness with the negativity of illness, anger, the colour red, the
passion of sexuality. and death. As with a11 symbols, the meanings imputed to
them are both posH i ve and negat i ve reI at i ve to thei r contextual Juxtaposit ion.
"Fire is Quintessentially the means of converting natural substances to human
use" (Gell 1975: 248). Fire is beneficent as evidenced in garden preparation,
where fire was utiHzed to 'cook' the site to make it suitable for planting and
to provide valuable fertilizers. Food is converted to human use by the heat of
cooking fires.

Women perform magical spells on the smaller stones which

they gather in the bush and use to construct their stone ovens, incantations
which attract the spirits of their dead ancestors to the cooking hearth (aupu)
to oversee the cooking process and ensure that the food cooked is good. Fire
both consumes and renews, and it is this which makes fire so meaningful as a
symbolic vehicle of the death/life continuum expressed throughout firstborn
and mortuary ceremonies.

Fire,

femaleness, food prodUction, animal husbandry, and social

personhood are all part of the complex pragmatic and symbolic significance
of pigs as key eJements in firstborn and mortuary ceremonials. Domesticated
pigs constitute the single most valued wealth item to the Kabona.

Pigs
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represent the epitome of ochieved personol power ond renown; pork is food

ptJr

e,,~'cellel'Jce.

A1though pigs are a voluable source of protein and fat,

what I wont to emphasize in the fol1owing is that the real socioeconomic
value of pigs is that their very avallabllity for food or wealth depends on the
productive interdependence of the wife/husband team.
The care and feeding of pigs is solely the responsibllity of wives ond
umorried doughters. Fem6les 6re t6ught 6nim61 husbandry from 6 very eorly
6ge, 6nd os noted earlier, one criterion for choosing a "good" wife is the
woman's conscientious attention to roising pigs. The Kobona say that any man
without a wife is truly disadvantaged.

\.yHhout a wife to feed, tend, and

domesticate them, pigs would become feral at best or., at worst, die. Either
circumstance would render the pigs useless as accessible food/wealth.

A

man is perfectly within his rights to beat his wife if she is negligent in her
duty to care for their pigs, and if beatings do not convince her to change her
behavi our, her husband will di vorce her f orthwi tho
Unmarried males are analogous to feral pigs.

Like wild pigs who

forage in other people's gardens, single moles do not eat from their own
gardens but depend upon their female kin to feed them. Like wild boors that
impregnate female Village pigs in the bush, unmarried males are wholly
concerned with 'trying to seduce females', by enticing villoge women into the
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bush. Wild pigs (goeo sogsog) are destructive, aggressively dangerous, of
value to humans only when they ore transformed by fire into cooked pork.
Simllarly, unmarried males with 'wlld eyes' (iriou imoto sogsog, 'youth his
eye wlld') ore of little constructive value in themselves or to SOCiety until
they are transformed into men and husbands by their wives. Just as women
feed and tame pigs (goeo mud, domesticated pig) in order to domesticate
them, thus transforming them into Objects of value, women as wives
domesticate males by feeding them and providing them with a home, thus
transforming males into men and persons of value (orogo imoto mud, 'man
his eye tame').
As an ideal category, food production for both human and animal
consumption is a female domain: it is women who cultivate, collect, prepare,
and cook food. In fact, men do assist with gardening chores, feed pigs, and
they can cook and do so willingly if circumstances require it of them. I t is
only females, however, who cut and corry flrewood, ond tend the household
hearth (oupu) which is the heart of domestic life and from which comes
comf ort, compani onshi p, warmth, and cooked food. \.vithi n thi s context, fi re
is strictly and definitively gender speCific: men ore dependent on females for
their cooking fire. If a man's wife is away and his hearth fire dies or there is
no firewood, he solicits firewood and a burning ember from a close
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kinswoman rather than search for firewood in the bush or start a new fire
wlth friction sticks or matches. The ashes and partially consumed blts of
charred wood in the cold hearth are 1i ke the ashes and bi ts of charred bone
that remain of the dead 'cremated' in the men's house hearths (GUpu), and,
just as life is regenerflted through female procreotivlty, so too, females
relight the fire necessary to make edible the food that sustoins life.
Like gordens, growi ng ond domest i cot i ng pi gs requi res along term
investment of lobour in order for the onimals to reach the necessory size ond
degree of tusk development for future ceremoni 01 di stri but ions.

There fire

three brood cotegories of pigs used in ceremoniols: femole pigs, cestrated
boors wlthout tusks, and costroted boars wlth tusks-pigs that hove hod
their upper conines knocked out to allow the lower conines to grow in

fI

sweeping upword curve thot eventuolly curls bock around until the tusk grows
down through the lower jaw bone to form 0 complete circle. On averege it
takes upwords of three to five years to produce 0 medium sized pig, and a
minimum of ten years to produce 0 pig with tusks thet have grown full circle.
It is this long term investment thot makes pigs the ultimate form of wealth
and prestige si nce they are wa 1ki ng i ndi cat~rs of the strength and abi1lty of
the wives who feed them, keep them domesticoted, and who protect them
from death at the hands of irate villagers whose gardens the pigs might have
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ravaged and from irresponsible youths who occasionally treat themselves to a
feast of roosted suckling pig in the privacy of the forest.

A married couple's

pig herd is made up of onimols individuolly owned by the wife ond the
husband, ond both women ond men trode ond eXChange pigs.

The size and

extent of the net work of pi g indebtedness in whi ch they ore i nlJo 1'led is a
measure of their ability to 'find' wealth and sustain long-term e:<change
re 1at ions.

That parents have a pi g(s) that they have gro'Nn themselves or

acquired through trade to

e~<change

or distribute as cooked por-k at their

fi rstborn's ceremoni 01 attests to thei r i ndi vi duo 1 and j oi nt worth as persons
of integrity, worth, strength and prestige.
The eXChange of live pigs and/or the distribution of cooked pork begins
with the major firstborn ceremonials, gathers momentum at mortuary
ceremoni es, and cul mi nates ina mossi ve pi g eXChange at the

01010

Icopei,

when firstborn and mortuary ceremonies are performed concurrently.

The

pigs exchanged live or consumed 6S pork at ceremonies are predomimmtly
female pigs called goeo
medium to very large.

6UPU,

'pig [of the] heorth', and ronge in size from

Equally important ore the huge mol e tuskers colled

goeo do~o, 'pig [withl tusks'. Mole pigs without tusks can be substituted for
the requi red f emal e pi g, but there is no substitute for a male tusker because
of the v'lealth and power associ ated with pi gs' tusks.

Tuskers mi ght be
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exchanged 1i ve (but only for tuskers of equo 1 si ze ond tusk development) or
they mi ght be butchered, cooked and di stri buted os pork.

Even if they are

exchanged live, the pig's tusks must be returned with one length of 'gold' shell
money to the ori gi na 1 owner of the pi g.

The full y developed pi g's tusks

represent the owner's ochieved strength ond prestige which he or she has
eorned by investing years in growing the pig, and even though the pig hos long
since been eoten, the ochievement is ottested to ond disployed in the form of
the boor's tusks worn as on item of personal adornment.

Only those who

actually grew the pig's tusks have the right to display them.

Anyone who

displays tusks they did not grow or that belong to someone else., demeons the
value of the tusks which, concomitontly, demeans the value of the person who
grew them. This is an unforgivoble insult for which redress is immediotely
sought in the form of deoth by sorcery. Greot core is token to ensure thot
pi g's tusks ore not domoged when the pi g is ki 11 ed ond butchered, ond to
ensure thot the tusks are returned intact to thei r ori gi na 1 o¥mers. The value
of shell money is as not hi ng compared to the value of pi g's tusks, si nce
anyone with any ability at all con accumUlate shell money or manufacture it,
but only those with special talent and strength can sustain the investment
requi red to produce a pi 9 wi th perfect 1y ci rcul or tusks.

Pi g's tusks ore

treated as f amil y hei rl ooms, and the tusks that adorn t he fi rstborn di sp lay
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familial renown and power for which the child stands as exemplar.

Decorotive Finery
The Kobono enjoy beouty for its own sake find are at greflt pai ns to
beautify themselves find their environment. The concept of beauty is perhaps
the most culturally relative of all human concepts.

¥/hereas we consider

gleaming white teeth a pleasing personal attribute, the Kabana consider white
teeth on embarrassment ond block teeth 0 sign of beouty. It'/hile I wos stunned
and owed by the profusi on and tremendous vflri ety of orchi ds in the forest, the
Kabono consider orchids os exotic os I consider dondelions, and they spent
hours odmiring the doisies ond tulips pictured in my books and magaZines
from home. The beauty we perceive in orchids and tul i ps is not intrinsic to
them.

For us, tropicol orchids ore beautiful because they ore rore in our

non-tropicfll environment find, since they must be expensively imported or
carefully cultivflted by experts . when we give or receive them on very special
occosi ons orchi ds represent fin ostentati ous di sp loy of

\'~teo lth.

5i mi 1or

demonstrfltions of wefllth, prestige, find the leisure flssoc i flted with weolth
are embedded in the beauty we assign to gOld, diamonds, furs, cors , luxurious
homes, suntans, and designer clothes.

In this regard, our concept of beollty

hos much in common with thot of the Kobanfl, since for them olso, things of
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beouty ore not intrinsicolly so.

They ore beautiful because of the cultural

vo lues ot tri buted to them.
Beouty might well be in the eye of the beholder but only if the beholder
is oble to interpret whot is seen. Things of beauty ore symbols of wealth.,
power, ond prestige thot moke statements obout cultural volues and obout
those who possess ond disploy such things.

Pig's tusks ore culturolly defined

things of beouty not only be couse of the oesthetic appeol of their perfect
form, their colour, or the feel of worm, smooth ivory, but also be couse they
demonstrote culturo 11 y meoni ngful i nf ormot i on about i ndi vi duo 1 achi evement
ond worth that cannot be communicated in any other way. Other such items of
personal adornment include wallen and shell armlets, dog's teeth, flying fox
teeth, feathers, fur, 1eaves, f1 owers ond poi nt.
Strothern poi nts out that decorot i 'Ie fi nery conveys messages through
the oct of display, ond what is displayed is "the sum of individual effort . ..
weolth, strength and power" (1979: 244).

Eorlier I noted that when their

fi rst chll dis born, porents ore f orbi dden to wear onythi ng thot is red or
ye 11 OV't, to cut or dress thei r hai r, to INear "ni ce" c1othi ng ond vori ous types of
ornomentotion. These toboos effectively reduce their sociol ond self-identity
to thot of non-entities, persons \".'ho hove not demonstrated their copobilities,
their l,oIleolth, strength and power. Parents must earn bock their right to weor
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various items of personal adornment by performing firstborn ceremonials. By
performing the ceremonials, they are gradually (re)constructing their soclol
identities as competent, participatory members of society and their
self-identities as individuals of strength, power and prestige. The right to
weor certain items of personal adornment is earned by

accomphshing

firstborn ceremonial work and the finery worn or not worn by parents is
indicative of their level of achievement.
Whatever the aesthetic value, items of decorative finery are culturally
meaningful symbols of achievement that graphically demonstrate achieved
status differential in this ostensibly egalitarian society.

In wearing

decorative finery themselves, or displayed on the person of the firstborn as
their exemplar, parents are actlvely sol1c1ting admiration and the accordance
of prestige from others.

Prestige and renown must be earned, but these

conditional concepts can only be be awarded in a pattern of interchange
between the individual performer and spectators who respond to thot
performonce (cf Bateson 1979; Strathern 1979).

But as Strathern notes

(1979), it is only the opinion of the aUdience, and not the individuals in that
audience, that is modified in this interactive process.

What is altered is

other's opinion of the individual performing the display, which in the Kabana
situation is the chlld's parents. In ways similar to Strathern's account (1979:
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256) of the decarerted doncer in Hogen society, the decorertive finery \NOrn by
Kebena parents and their first born affects how the audience thinks about
them ond this erffects porentol relotions with others, indicotes their state of
inner resources ond strengths, ond poi nts to the possi bi 1it i es of thei r future
destiny.
My intent, to this point, hos been to provide

0

general explernotion of the

cultural meoni ngs ottr; buted to decorot i ve fi nery ond , sher1l defer further
di scussi on of specifi c adornments until such time as t.hey appear withi n thei r
ceremonial context. There is, however, one important cetegory of finery thert
deserves closer exermi net i on at thi s stege. Thi s category is merde up entirely

of vonous species of plants in the families Codi~etlm (cratons), Cord.!/ll.l'Je.,
ond

f)r~c~en~.

The Kabana group all these plants together in a single nermed

category called more, or lengel as they are known throughout Ne\'\1 Guinea in
Tok Pi si n.

For ease of presentation, , sholl use the term croton when

discussing this category of plants.
Cratons come in a wide variety of leaf shape and size, and in many
shades of red, yellOW and green. As Keesing hers noted (1982: 179), plants in
the croton category are used throughout Mel anesi a both os a vehi c1e for co lour
symbolism ond "os 0 symbol of continuity and permernence ... since the leov8s,
kept dry, are rot resistent and last for many years, and the plant takes root
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easily and lives for many decades". Red and yellow coloured crotons in Kabana
culture

are

permanence,

intimately
as

well

associated
os

the

with

conceptuol

concepts
obverse,

of

continuity

and

discontinuity

and

impermanence. Crotons are heavny loaded symbolic vehicles expressing the
death/1He continuum and are profusely present os finery at both firstborn and
mortuary ceremoni es.
Crotons .. the Kabana say, ore 0 mork of the deod.

Crotons guord the

roods trovelled by spirits of the dead, and ore used as borriers between the
l.iving ond the dead.

They ore planted in groveyords and around the men's

house to mork the lotter off limits to women ond children.

Red crotons

coned noma are associated with aggression and death in battle, and when
someone recei ves 0 knot ted noma he knows hi s ki n wi 11 soon call upon hi m to
ossist them in

0

fight. Crotons are also the mark of autochthonous spirit

beings which dwell, on ceremoniol occosions, in the men's houses where they
ore represented by masked doncers or by 'voices'. The plants grow naturolly
in various ploces in the bush where these powerful spirits originally
monifested themselves to mortals.
One of the most important crotons used at mortuary ceremonies, pig
exchanges, and as firstborn

finery

is the notem

more (Cora'gline

termintl/fS' ?). In the mythic past, this croton was a green colour, but \'\"a8
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changed to its cln-rent solid, very dot-k red colour by
half-snake culture hero.

Moro, a half-men

Moro effected the transformation \,\'hen he covered

the plont with the blood-red spittle of his chewed oreco nut. Areco nuts . os I
will discuss later. are the origin of the 6u1u, the outochthonous spirit-being
represented by mosked SPl ri t doncers.
yellow Igreen lIariegated crotons called

Entire small shrubs of red/green and

more gogorobo and more tobolci

ore part of the masked spirit dancers' costumes, but only those that grow on
the specHi c site where the spi rit fi rst ori gi nated are used in the costume.
Masked spi ri t dancers are on I y brought forth at mortuary ceremoni es, IJnlj trl8
women who donce on these festive occosions do so while waving branches of
these tangets in thei r honds.
Another type of red striated croton is named

more ondewo after the

volcano of the some nome in the Kallal District, on whose peak humons and
spirits once dwelt together harmoniously, until a spirit woman WEiS insulted
by her humon mother-in-law.

The oltercotion betvveen the two 'Nomen

r esulted, in Kal10j my tho logy.. j n the separot i on of the hum on ond spi rit
dornoins . ond Mt. Andewo is now the home of spirits of the dead. barred to the
I i vi ng (see Counts 1980 for the camp I ete myth).

Although KobEina spi rit

entities do not go to Mt. Ande'Na when they deport the domoin of the lilling .
the Kabana know the myth of the mountain and cite it to

e~<plein wh~j

the
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e;roton more andewG is so nomed. This is 0 wild croton never cultivoted by
humans, but it grows in such a way as to appear as though it were cultivated;
nothing else grows where this croton grows, the base of the plants and the
i mmedi ate envi ron are always tidy, the ground weeded bare.

The pecull ar

growi ng habits of thi s plant are attri buted to the spi rits of the dead who
obviously tend them. This plant, the Kabana say, marks the route taken by the
recent 1y dead as they 1eave the vll1 age. As the spi rits pass by they break the
plant: a broken leaf signifies that a child has died, a whole stalk broken off
signifies an adult has died.

Persons who have been away for a time., check

these pl ants for breakage as they return to the vi 11 age to see if there have
been any deaths whi 1e they have been away.
Long, narrow, yellow/green striated cratons called more molomol0
are important props in rites for the termination of mourning taboos.

A

Widower, for example, out of respect for the memory of his wife, does not
travel the paths he and his wife walked together. After a "decent" interval
and when he has the required mortuary compensation due his dead wife's kin .
the widower will re-open the path by retraversing the route,

stre~lling

branches from the croton more molmol0 in his tearful wake.
The list of plants in the category croton is lengthy, and only a few more
will be mentioned here in order to illustrate my contention that the
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signlficance of these plants lies in their use as vehicles for colour
symbolism, particularly the colours red and yellow.

The croton category

includes other plants whose leaves are described as follows: yellow/green or
red/green crotons (Cadil1t~tlm); the "Red Edge" (Drscsells), a long tapered
green leaf with a defined red border;
"Firebrand" (Cord!/lille termillslis ); the

the green/white/red variegated
"Zebra" plant (ACsllt!Jscese)

which has a yellow spikey flower, a dark green leaf with the "spine" and "ribs"
of its skeleton defined in yellow stripes; various types of small red, orange,
or yellow leafed plants (Coletls ); a plant which is green on top, with a
reddish-purple underside (Calsthes illS'iglliS' ); the green with yellow
striped topside and reddish-purple underside leafed plant (,ft.;'oea discolour);
the long white variegated leaf of the aspidistra (Aspidistrs it/rids); and
finally, the green leaves and red flowers of various ginger species, which are
symbolically 'hot' plants. In addition to the yellow flower of the Zebra plant,
the brilliant red hibiscus with its long yellow-tipped stamen, and the sweet
smelling, whitish-yellow frangipani are the flowers primarily used as finery.
One final plant should be added here, and this the bonbone (Impst fellS
!Jastii) referred to earlier as one of the plants in the garden sorcerer's
bundle. The leaf of this plant is small, round in shape and such a dark red
co lour that it is almost black. Besi des bei ng used as an important i ngredi ent
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in magical bundles (the black of sorcerers, the red of fertility) and as
decorative finery, the leaves of this plant, when crushed and cooked with
coconut oil, produce a very black dye which the Kabana apply to their hair to
make it blacker, hence more attractive and seductive to the opposite sex (the
concoction also reputedly kills head lice).
I have already discussed the many symbolic meanings the Kabana read
into and interpret from the colour red: happiness, anger, war, blood, death,
femaleness, sexuality, regeneration, life. White is the colour associated with
breast milk, semen, coconut products, as }'Yell as taro, which the Kabana
consider the supreme source of human sustenance and the most highly valued
of all foods. White in these contexts is the ultimate symbol of nurture. But
white is aI so associ ated with agi ng, decay and decrepitude, death, mourni ng,
ma I eva I ent

sorcery,

f ear,

aggressi on,

purity (of

thought

and

action),

regeneration and continuity. It is Quite clear, as Turner paints out (1967: 61)
that an "attempt to polarize the symbolic values of red and white is artificial
and constrained", since each colour participates in the meanings of the other
re I ati ve to thei r context or j uxtaposit ion.
The Kabana are not so clear about the colour symbolism of yell 0'.',(. nor
why, with red, yellow is taboo to firstborn and parents alike until after the
appropriate ceremony is accomplished. The Kabana linguistically differentiate
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the colours red (si~). yellow (ea~o~a), and white (bodebode).

Turner

suggested that, although 1n many languages red and yellow are differentiated
linguistically, "yellow is often regarded as ritually equivalent to red" (1967:
60). I would extend this observation and contend that although linguistically,
and for that matter visually, differentiated by the Kabana, yellow is also a
ritual equivalent of white.

What I wish to argue, and I feel confident the

Kabana would agree with me, is that yellow is substituted for white in
contexts where the symbolism of white is a crucial aspect of the overall
meanings !mbedded in and portrayed by ceremonial.
The most important concept portrayed in firstborn and mortuary
ceremonies is the death/life continuum; death and life are both antithetical
and complementary, they participate in one another's meanings, and sum up
the human condition. The colourful plants used as decorative finery are
resonant "sacred symbols" and, as Geertz argues, the meanings "stored" in
sacred symbols "relate an ontology and a cosmology to an aesthetics and a
morality: their peculiar power comes from their presumed ability to identify
fact with value at the most fundamental level, to give to what is otherwise
merely actual, a comprehensive normative import" (1973: 127).

These

cosmological principles are represented in the many shades of red, red/green .
yellow, yellow/green, and orange leaves of crotons and flowers that adorn the
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firstborn as exemplar of regeneration and continuity, that adorn the men's
houses, graveyards, the auJu spirit-beings and dancers at mortuary
ceremonies, and that are intimately associated with creator beings and
culture heros who were the source of culture (ethos/aesthetics) and society
(nomos/mora 1i ty).

Transvestite Clowning
Transvestite clowning performed in honour of firstborns is a
rambunctious buffoonery of morality and aesthetics. Transvestite clowning is
a category of symbolic inversion, or more appropriately, "aesthetic negation"
(Babcock 1978: 20). In her excellent overview of the diverse perspectives on
cultural inversions, Babcock (1978) has broadly defined symbolic inversion as
"any act of expressive behavior which inverts, contradicts, abrogates, or in
some fashion presents an alternative to commonly held cultural codes, values,
and norms be they linguistic, literary or artistic, religious, or social and
politica1." Since Babcock has provided an excellent overview of the various
analytic perspectives brought to bear on the forms and functions of cultural
inversion, I will not repeat her efforts here.

No matter how symbolic

inversion has been treated analytically, such analyses spring from the
assumption that there is a claSSification, "order", which is reversed or
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inverted symbollcly to portray "disorder", and that the inversion serves to
demonstrate or otherwise reinforce the statt/s tit/a ante: "order"

While

this is a useful analytic paradigm for attempting to untangle the complexity
of cultural i nversi ons, there is a tendency to art ifi ci ally di chotomi ze
classificatory systems into exclusive dualities in order to make the inversion
"work" in some logical sense.
Bateson (1958)Jor example, told how latmul women who normally live
a sedate, unobtrusive and rather colourless existence, dress in the very finest
of male attire during the nayen first accomplishment ceremonies.

He

explains this form of transvestism by suggesting that the women are in a
"situation unusual for them but which is usual for men", and concludes,
therefore, that the women have "contrived a transvestite costume, and this
costume has been accepted by the community as appropriate to these
abnormal conditions" (p. 200).

Women, who find themselves in situations

normally defined as "male", thus (must) take on the trappings of males in
order to deal with. that situation. WhiJe latmul women "wear the smartest of
male attire", latmul men demean themselves and "wear the filthiest of female
garments", specifically those worn by widows (p.14,15). Bateson maintains
that in thi s transvestite- costume) a male is shami ng hi mse 1f, and expressi ng
his contempt for those (i.e., females) who are able to express their grief
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readily at mourning rites.

Bateson concludes his discussion of transvestism

by pointing out that what the women are really doing is "celebrating the
achievement of a small child", and, "since

n9¥en

conventional way in which a J'Jo'9t/ [MB] congratUlates his

behaviour is the
/9t/9

[Zel upon any

achievement, there is no doubt that this behaviour, distorted and irrelevant as
it may seem to us, is yet understood by the /9119 as a form of congratulation"
(p. 203).

The latmul example makes it Quite clear, as Ortiz argues (1972:

152) in another context., that there is no si ngl e factor that "can stand by
itself to explain numinous phenomena like these."

Symbolic inversions are

more, or less, than the expression of logical opposites.
Whatever else transvestite clowning (sega) might be, to the Kabana it
is theatre, part of the intent is to entertain, to make people laugh, to invest
the formal recognition of a firstborn accompllshment with an aura of
congratUlatory celebration, a point also made by Epstein (1969: 235)
regarding Tolai clowning.

Life (and death) is a serious business, and my

understanding of transvestite clowning in Kabana culture is that it serves to
remind people that these weighty matters are indeed too serious to take so
seriously, hence the injection of a l1ghter note in the proceedings.
women and men perform clowning behaviour; however, with one

Both

e~<ception,

all

instances of transvestite Clowning that I witnessed were performed by
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women.

Female clowns dress in a bedraggled, bizarre assortment of male

attire, carry real spears or imitations made of a long sapling, and smear their
faces (as opposed to decorate their faces) with red and white paint. They
parody the aggressive stance and spear-throwing attitude of males in
warfare, chase people around, tell off-colour jokes, graphically imitate
sexual intercourse, and generally reduce the appreciative crm¥d to helpless
laughter. Male (but never female) clowns have been known to remove all their
clothing and strut dramatically through the village to the tune of ribald jokes
about their sexual prowess and e9uipment and the Kabana version of
"wo 1f -whi st Jes".
Clowning is not a required part of any ceremonial, people are free to
perform or not as they wish, although there are two women in the village.,
renowned as "characters", who wouldn't miSS an opportunity to perform.

In

general, clowning is associated with actual accomplishments on the part of a

fi rstborn, for ex amp 1e, the chil d's f1 rst excursi on to the reef, the successful
completion of a first long distance voyage, the child's first dance, and in the
case of firstborn boys, the flrst wild pig he kills with his own hand.

if

someone creates a new song that particularly moves or pleases someone else,
this person will perform clowning as a form of appreciation for the song
writer. First or novel accomplishments, subtly change the individual who
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accomp 1i shed them:

they are 'new people' the Kabana say, no longer the

persons they were si nce they are enlarged by thei r experi ence. Cl owni ng is a
joyous ce 1ebrat i on of achi evement and of the 'new person' who is evo 1vi ng
through active personal achievement.
There is no special category of people who perform clowning, and
anyone bel ongi ng to the chil d's extended ki ndred can take on the role. There
might be only one or as many as ten or more clowns who perform on any given
occasion. Clowning is "work" that someone does on another's behalf, and like
everything else, this 'Nork must be recompensed. indeed, some people groused
that frequent performers only did so in order to get paid. Clowns are paid in
shellmone!d or such things as a new length of cotton for a wraparound skirt.
Si nce the clowns have made a pub Ii c spectacle of themselves, spoken the
unspeakable, and done the not done, the payment received is defined as 'Nealth
to 'buy thei r shame' and embarrassment.

Non-payment woul d imply pub 1i c

di sapprova I of the behavi our and the c 1QI,'Vn's sense of shame woul d ri se to a
level that might be unendurable to him or her.

I embarked on thi s di scussi on of pi gs, gardens, decorat i 'Ie fi nery and
transvestite clowning because all these things are vital components of
firstborn

(and

mortuary)

ceremonials

and

therefore,

some

explanation of why this is so is of immediate importance.

background

The preceding
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explanations and .interpretations will obviate the necessity for redundant
explanation while at the same time they set the stage for further elaboration
l

of these important items when they turn up in their ceremonial context. This
said I turn now to the series of major firstborn ceremonials.
l

THE MAJOR CERE MaN IES
As noted earlier the difference between the 'small work' of the minor
l

ceremonials and the 'big work' of the major ceremonials is one of relative
scale.

In the minor ceremonials the bulk of the items redistributed in the
l

name of the flrstborn were not necessarily produced by the child's parents.
The gifts of food and consumables are in actuality gifts from the child's
progenitors who had the foresight and industriousness to provide for their
descendants.

SimilarlYI the knowledge and cultural lore shared at the

story-telling are gifts from the ancestors passed on to the child and through
l

her to the community. In the minor ceremonies there were no pigs or cooked
l

pork very little shell-moneYI and excepting the red flsh bones painted on the
l

child's back decoration was not part of the proceedings.
l

The major ceremonies are 'big work'i requiring actual parental
expenditures in the production of huge taro gardens and of pigs which they
l

either raise themselves or must obtain by becoming increasingly. involved in
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relations of indebtedness in the exchange network.

This is indeed hard work

in terms of labour, planning and execution, and although the actual
performance of the ceremonials in this category varies in terms of grandeur,
the definitive criterion of major ceremonials is the presence of one or more
of three items of value: pigs. taro, and shell money. Decorative finery takes
on a more important role both as a medium for presenting the firstborn in an
aura of splendor and as symbols of status.

Many of these ceremonies are

named for a particular item of finery that parents are forbidden to display as
personal adornment until the ceremony is completed. As 1t was for the minor
ceremonies, my discussion of the major ceremonies is presented according to
the order in which they ideally should be performed.

The Pig of Tears
Until they are able to walk, infants are in constant close physical
contact with their mother or other caretakers, and it is probably for this
reason that Kabana babies rarely cry. When they do cry, the Kabana interpret
this behaviour as a sign of distress, that the baby is hungry, uncomfortable or
unwel)l and they act immediately to satisfy the child's demands.

Children

learn from a very early age that demands accompanied by tears are a highly
successful ploy for getting one's way.

Tears, Jike blood, are a form of
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embodied vital essence. Crying depletes vital essence, thus to shed tears is
to lose vital essence and to diminish one's self. Anything that diminishes the
firstborn, whether insult, injury, ritual loss of blood, or tears, also
diminishes the child's parents and compensation must be paid to them to
redress the si tuat ion.
Part of the ideology of the firstborn is that she/he should never want
for anything and, if the child expresses the slightest desire or interest in
somethi ng, that thi ng shoul d be gi "len without hesitat i on to the chil d. On the
other hand, the firstborn is the source, not the recipient of wealth, and when
the chi l d is given a gift, this is interpreted by the child's parents as a slur on
their ability to accomplish the work for the child.

A gift to the firstborn

implies that the parents have been slow to fulfill

their ceremonial

responsibilities, and that the giver is 'trying', that is, challenging parental
ability to do so by giving the child something that others have not yet
received in the name at" the firstborn. It is this covert challenge to parental
achievement, in combination with tears both as a loss of substance requiring
compensation and as the accepted medium through which young children
communicate their desires/demands that inform the ceremonial , mata isuJ
aea ket~a, 'the cutting of [her] tears'.

In this semi-private ceremony, an immature female pig that has not yet
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had a litter is given to the child by one of her parent's siblings (MB, MZ, FB,
MZ, or someone so classified) who have witnessed the child's crying. To this
poi nt there has been no pork di stri buted in the name of the fi rstborn, and the
chil d's cryi ng is interpreted by others as a demand on her part to eat pork, an
indirect way of informing the parents that others have not yet received pork
from the fi rstborn and thi nk that it is time they di d. The donor of the pi 9 has
proven his or her ability to provide the firstborn with pork. The live pig given
to the child is a debt her parents must repay, it is a reminder to the parents
that they have not provided pork, and it is an open invitation, really a demand,
for them to prove their ability to supply pork in the name of their firstborn.
The seriousness of the challenge

to parental

strength is somewhat

ameliorated since it i s one of the child's "parents" who has given the pig. The
fact remains, however, that the donor is also an affine to one or the other of
the parents, and challenges from one's affines are seri ous matters.
The pi g is not cooked and di stri buted as pork. I t becomes part of the
parents' herd, and they may use it to repay another i ndividual to whom they
are indebted for a pig, give it to someone else, thus placing that recipient in a
posit i on of indebtedness to the parents, or use it in another fi rstborn
ceremony. No mat ter how it is used, the parents remai n indebted to the donor
unt il they are ina position to reci procate with a pi g of the same SI ze and sex.
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Thi s pi g debt is best repai din the same format, that is, to "buy the tears" of
the original donor's firstborn.

The First Wearing of Clothes
All children go about naked at least until they are able to walk, at
which point gender distinctions begin to make a difference.

From the time

they are toddlers, parents provide some sort of clothing in order to conceal
11 ttl e gi rl s' genitals.

Li ttl e boys, on the other hand, mi ght not wear any

c1othi ng until they are si x to ei ght years of age. The r eason why 1i ttl e gi rl s
(all females) must cover their genitals was explained to me as follows:
Females are like autochthonous spirits. Female genitals are the dark
and mysterious hidden source of creation; it is from fema l e genitals that new
1if e is brought fort h.

The ori gi n of autochthonous spi rits is equally

mysterious, they sprang full blown from the dark and mysterious womb of the
earth, whereupon they showed themselves to humankind and instructed them
in the proper procedures for celebrating the creative life force of the
uni verse.

In the mythi c past, these spi rits woul d manifest themselves and

take up resi dence in the men's ceremoni a1 house for these ce 1ebrat ions. For
reasons long si nce forgotten,

the spi rits no longer actually man if est

themselves at celebrations, only their power is present, represented, for
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example, by masked dancers (au1u) or the voice of the bull-roarer (tibuda)
which are worn or manipulated by living men. While the power is real enough,
the fact that it is manipulated by men is kept secret from women and
children.

If women knew that it was in fact men who wore the costumes,

produced the voices, and acted out the behaviours and demands of the spirits,
the men would be shamed in the eyes of the women, and more importantly,
they would be breaking the covenant of secrecy that their ancestors entered
into with these spiritual powers. The spirits would retaliate by removing
their powers or by destroying all of humankind. Of course, adult women do
know the secrets of male spirit representation, but just as males have a
vested interest in maintaining the "secrecy", so, too, women have a vested
interested in not exposing the "secrets", since all consider the power of the
spirits to be real and necessary to the affairs of humankind. If access to this
power was withdrawn from humans, the effects would be disastrous.
The "secret" of spirit representation is not a secret at al1, in the
conventional definition of the term. It is, more accurately, a mystery in the
religious sense of the word, a mystery which contains the inexplicable origin
of the universe and the life within it.

This is a mystery that cannot be

resolved nor denied, it can only be celebrated.

Autochthonous spirits and

human beings share a common origin which is enshrouded in mystery, but the
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spi ri ts are a more pure representat 1on of the ort g1 na 1 creative power.

By

calling upon the power of these spirits and representing them in the the form
of vOlces or masked dancers} human beings reassert their participatlon in the
creative powers of the universe and appropriate that power to their own ends.
The secret lies in the ontological mystery itselC not in the supposed secrecy
surrounding the representation of spirit-beings by men.
When the Kabana say that "women are spirits" they are referring to the
fact that the female body contains power for the creation of new life. The
facts of biology aside} how this is possible remains a mystery.

Males

contribute to the creative process} but cannot themselves accomplish it.
Females contribute to the creative process that brings forth representations
of the autochthonous spirits} but cannot themselves accomplish this act.
MaJes nourish the embryo by providing sustenance in the form of semen;
women nourish the spirits by providing their representatlves with cooked
food. Women and men both know that men produce and manipulate the masked
spi ri ts; women and men both know that sexual intercourse produces a chi 1d.
The fundamental mystery of creation} whether of spirits or of human life,
remains.

If women "knew" that males produced and moved wahin the

costumes representing the spirits} men would be feel shame for their
arrogance in purporting to understand and control the mystery.

I f women's
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genitals are exposed, the mystery of life is demeaned by its association with
the heat of human sexuality and mundane human passions.
A woman would feel shame if her genitals were exposed) and men would
feel shame if a woman exposed her genitals. The spirits, men say, are the
creators of ceremonial work and women are the "backbone" of that work;
without the spirits ceremonial would make no sense, without women the
ceremony would not be possible. Men must respect females and their power
for creation just as they must respect the spirits and their power for
creation. And, just as the spirits should not be exposed as males in disguise,
thus diminishing the glory of both humans and sptrit befngs, so women's
genitals should not be exposed to show the source from which all people
originate, thus diminishing the mystery of creation and human sexuality.
The relationship between females and various types of spirits is
portrayed in myths. In one myth, for example, Akana is pursued by a woman
who wishes to marry him. The woman is not a "true" human being but a spirit
woman, and if she can seduce Akana she will kill him and take him to l1ve
with her in the domain of the dead.

Akono suspects that the woman is a

spirH, but he is attracted by her beauty and does want to marry her.
decides to test her reality.

He

He paddles his canoe a sufficfent distance

offshore and calls the woman to join him. The woman wades out to him, but
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in order to get into the canoe she must I ift her I eg over the pro¥l and in doi ng
so she exposes her genitals. Akono is instantly alerted to the fact that since
no human \-voman would expose her genitals, this woman is not human and If
he doesn't ki 11 her, she will devour hi m. Akono ki 11 s her by throwi ng the hot
stones from the hearth on hi s canoe bed into her mouth, thus "cooki ng" her
human 11 ke form and t r ansf ormi ng it back into its spi ritua I form whereupon
she returns to the l and of spirits.
This test of the reality of a female is also applied to shapeshlfters
who take on the appearance of females in order to harm someone. When a
woman suddenly turns up in a man's garden or where he is working alone in
the bush and makes known her desire for sexual intercourse, the man will test
her rea 1ity by tri cki ng her into steppi ng over some obstacle.

I f she does so,

and shapechangers apparently don't realize the ruse, she 'Nill expose her
genita 1s and the danger of her true spi rit bei ng. I f she modestly avoi ds trlf:'
obstac l e, she is a real human female, and the liaison might be accomplishe,t
Afar more seri ous event that actually occurred in the vi 11 age
illustrates how the female/spirit being analogy finds its way into practical
human affairs. It was the following event that prompted the enquiries

8tllj

led

to my understandi ng of the ideas I have related here. Because of the drought
we \"lere experiencing and the resultant barren gardens., many families joined

together to produce copra for cash to buy food. The government boat picked up
the copra and the several young men who would se11 it, and took them off to
the copra marketing board at Kimbe. The men were gone for over bllo weeks.
When they returned, the wife of one young man complained to her husband that
another young man who had remained behind had tried repeatedly to involve
her in an adulterous affair.

The husband confronted the man with the

accusation, which was denied. Cooler heads did not prevail and within a very
few minutes the entire v111age population took up sides with one or the other
young man, and the whole situation erupted into violent arguments and
fisticuffs. The village constable attempted to restore order by rushing from
one group of combatants to the next whi 1e ho 1di ng up a sma 11 Papua Ne\oIt
Guinea flag, demanding, in its name, that they cease and desist. The constable
was ignored and the fight raged untn the Village catechist rang the bell for
evening vespers.
The fight was the topic of conversation that evening as we relaxed
around the fire. The constable's behaviour had struck me as ludicrous and I
asked what he had been trying to accomplish by waving the flag.

An!d

altercation, it was explained to me, from fisticuffs to all out war, can be
stopped cold if a woman enters the fray, removes her fibre skirt and throws
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it on the ground, thus exposing her genitals and shaming the combatants both
for the behaviour which caused her to remove her skirt and for seeing her
genitals. All men should respect women as they respect the spirits, and in
the presence of females and spirits men ought not to participate in behaviour
that offends their sensibll1ties. It was further explained that we all ought to
respect and honour the flag of our country by observing proper behaviour in its
presence. Therefore, by showing the flag the constable was attempting to
stop the fight by shaming people intu behaving themselves in the same manner
as does a woman who removes her skirt and exposes her genitals in order to
restore proper behaviour. The constable had intended the symbolic meaning of
the sign"fibre skirt" to be carried o'/er onto the sign "flag". My informants
said that the constable's efforts did not work because the young people who
were f1 ght i ng di d not recogni ze the f1 ag as a si gn wi th the same symbo Ii c
meanings that are attributed to women's skirts and the exposing of female
genitals. Had a woman thrown down her skirt, they said, the young men would
have interpreted the symbolic meaning of this sign correctly, and the fight
would have stopped immediately.
All of the foregoing illustrates why Kabana females, regardless of
their age, must cover their genitals, and since none of these beliefs apply to
male genitals, it matters little (beyond personal embarrassment) if a man's
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genitals are exposed. Because little girls wear clothes early and little boys
do not, the ceremony marking the first wearing of clothes is slightly
different according to the child's gender.

For the firstborn male, the

ceremony marks his first wearing of a loincloth (malo); for a female child it
marks the first time she wears the long yellow decorative leaf called dalme.
Regardless of the firstborn's gender, the child's mother is taboo from wearing
the dalme leaf as an item of personal finery until this ceremony is
accomp 1i shed.
The parents are required to provide a feast of cooked taro . and a female
pig that has not had a litter, or if none is available, a mid-sized male pig will
do if it has no tusks. The pig is not distributed as part of the feast but must
be given to the child's baul0, whereupon it becomes their own pig, a part of
thei r accumul ated wealth. The chi 1d accompani es the pi g when it is de livered
to the baul0, who are responsible for providing the loincloth or dalme leaf
and other finery, and for dressing the child. The chlld is dressed by its same
sex baulo. A girl is dressed in a new multicoloured fibre skirt, with da1me
leaves inserted in the waistband at the back, so that they stand up and sway
prettily when she walks. She might also be draped with shell money necklaces
and "daisy-chains" made from leaves, and with flowers in her hair. A boy is
simllarly attired with the exception of his lOincloth, which is made of
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barkcloth (nables) and wrapped around his waist and between his legs in the
traditional manner. The chlld does not wear any painted decorations.
In late afternoon, when the child is dressed, her baulo carry her back
to her parents who remove the finery and set it aside to return later to the

baulo. At dusk, the parents' female kin deliver bowls of cooked taro to each
men's house 1n the v111age. The members of each men's house share the food
among themselves, and the men eat toget.her, each from his own allottment.
No food is distributed formally to individual households but the women and
chil dren do not go hungry. Some men set asi de a 1arge port 1on of thei r food
and summon one of their young sons to take the food home to his mother and
Siblings. Other men simply eat their fill and take the remainder home to t.heir
family themselves. A separate bowl of cooked taro is delivered to the baulo
after a11 other d1 str1 but ions have been made, and the baulo redi stri bute thi s
food among their kin who helped them in supplying the decorations and
dressi ng the chi 1d.
The food distribution marks the end of the ceremony. A male child is
now free to wear a lOincloth/clothing, although he usually doesn't 'rtear
anything with any regularity until he is older. A female child is now free to
wear the dalme leaf for decorative finery, as is the mother of the firstborn .
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The Ql g of first decorati ve fin ery
Thi s ceremony, called dll dll ~a, is the fi rst occasi on when the chi 1dis
painted as well as decorated in other finery. Once again, the parents deliver a
female pig (also called dlldll~a) to the baulo. The pig is killed and cooked
by the baulo and their helpers (baulo paure~a), and later distributed to the
mens' houses as above. The decorations that adorn the child are quite
elaborate, and it might take the baulo several hours to dress the child. This
is the first time the child wears paint, and the paint is considered the single
most important feature of the finery.
A girl child wear~ a fibre skirt and a boy child wears a loincloth, but
with thi s exception both genders are si mil arl y decorated. The chi I d's whole
body is covered in pai nt: red pai nt on the 1eft si de, bJack pai nt on the ri ght
si de, with ali ne of white pai nt traced around the hai rl i ne. Thi sis the same
design worn by a bride, by bays when they are superincised, and is associated
with the bull-roarer spirit (tibuda) which is called up to avenge a wrong
done to a firstborn.

The back of the child's waistband is loaded with a

cascade of red, green and yellow crotons, which form a sort of bustle. A
profusi on of the red croton, more natem, is inserted t o stand strai ght up in
the mi dst of the bustle.

Seen from the front, the chil d looks Ji ke she is

surrounded in an aura of red. A 1arge whi te feather, si mi 1ar to that adorni n~J
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the topknot on the head of the masked spirit dancer (aulu), 1S placed in the
child's hair. Worn criss-cross from her shoulders, strings of gold shell money,
adorn her chest.
When the decorations are complete, the same sex baul0 carries the
chlld to the men's house, where if a male, the child is taken inside, or if a
female, she remains in the arms of her baul0 outside the main entrance to
the building. All the child's male kin are gathered within the men's house; the
rest of the village and all the child's female kin gather outside in the dance
plaza in front of the house.

Inside the men's house, the men set up a 'great

clamour, shouting, whistling and blowing on pan pipes (all sounds associated
with spirit 'voices'), and rattling the walls and roof of the house. Eventually,
the baul0, who still holds the child, is seemingly forcefully ejected from the
men's house (or away from the doorway) and the baulo runs at top speed
through the gathered crowd. As they run past, the child's female kin throw
down gifts in honour of the occasion at the runner's feet-pandanus mats,
taro stalks, kilogram bags of rice, tins of fish, short lengths of shell money,
COins-gifts that others in the crowd scramble to acquire in a boisterous
free-for-all. The bauJo takes the child home to its mother, the decorations
are removed and the ceremony is over. The child's parents deliver cooked food
to the men's houses and the baul0 distribute the cooked pork, everybody gets
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their share and returns home.
I witnessed this ceremony on two different occasions in bvo different
villages, once for a female and once for a male fi r stborn. Both children were
about four years of age and neither had the Slightest idea what was going on,
and became upset with the attention they attracted., the necessity to stand
st ill duri ng the decora t i on process, and with the boi sterous obscene anti cs of
the transvestite clowns. The noises emanating from the men's house, the mad
dash away and through the excited crowd frightened both children and reduced
them to howling tears. All in all, the ceremony was highly successful, and a
great t i me was had by all except the sturdy little exemplars of parental
renown.

The Fi rst Tri Q to the Reef
The massive reefs along the

Bariai coast are an abundant source of

food . Among other things, women collect beche de

me.r, octopus.,

sea urchin.,

spiny lobster, and various species of edible sea-weeds valued for their salt
content. Men set thei r nets for the fi sh that feed on the reef at low tide, or
they di ve with spears to get large fi sh, rays, sma 11 sharks, and sea turt 1es.
The reef is also treaCherous, canoes can be smashed on the sharp coral and
their occupants drowned, there are stone fish and sting rays with poisonous
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barbs, and there are dangerous spirit beings (ir1au, T.P.: masa/ai) that
inhabit the reef. Like most things, the reef is normally benevolent but may be
malevolent if not treated with proper respect.
Until the parents are prepared to celebrate the child's first excursion
to the reef, the firstborn is forbidden to accompany anyone to the reef. The
chil d's fi rst tri p to the reef (11 a 51 aeai, 'she goes (to) reef') takes several
months of preparatory planning. Her parents must be able to provide a large
feast of cooked taro in honour of the child's return from the reef . In order to
have sufficient taro for the

feas~,

parents must plant either a garden larger

than is needed for their own subsistence requirements, or a second garden of
taro speclfically for the feast.

A speCial garden for the feast must be

prepared according to all the steps discussed earlier. The child's first trip to
the reef is also the child's initial sea voyage for which her father must build
or commission someone to build two or three new outrigger canoes to carry
the child and her entourage to and from the reef. Old canoes simply will not
do for this special event. Canoe building is no small undertaking. The proper
type and size of tree must be located, felled, trimmed and dragged from the
mountain forest to the beach.

The log must be carved and shaped, the

outrigger and outrigger bed made and attached, and new paddles and poles
carved. All of this takes time and labour and the child's parents must be able

-

--------
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to compensate those who work on their behalf with food and shel1money.
When the canoes are ready. they are decorated wi th cratons. fl owers and
I

flowing fringes made by shredding newly sprouted sago palm spathes. It 1S
the respons1 bi 1i ty of the baulo to accompany the chi I d to the reef for whi ch
he or she receives ten to twenty fathoms of shell money.
Reef fishing is done at low tide at night. preferably during the full
moon. and by the light of flaming torches or kerosene pressure lamps. The
child's first trip to the reef is also made at night during the full moon. The
firstborn. her baulo. the other men and women who make up the entourage,
and whoever else in the village wants to fish the reef that night. leave for the
•

reef in the predawn hours around 3 a.m. When the firstborn goes to the reef,
the men set their nets for a red-skinned fish called mabili. Women walk on
top of the exposed reef using their flaming torches to search in the coral
crevices for lobster. octopus and other types of reef dwellers.
The full moon paints the world in a surrealistic glow that is bright but
devoid of any colour save the deep black of shadows and the silvery white of
sol1d objects. From the village. this unearthly atmosphere is enhanced by the
barely audible sound of the disembodied voices of the reef fishers, and the
sight of their bril1iant firebrands floating above the water like giant flreflys.
The mind plays tricks. Solid objects seem to be insubstantial entities that
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change their shapes and shift their positions; shadows seem to be solid,
immovable objects that weren't there in the llght of day. No one sleeps during
the night of the full moon, it is a time to visit, exchange stories and news
around the hearth fire while cooking and eating the catch as it is brought in
from the reef. When the firstborn goes to the reef, her female kin spend the
night minding the stone ovens where the taro is cooking, and a11 wait
expectantly for the canoes to return.
As the firstborn's catch comes in out on the reef, the fish are cooked on
the hot stones of the hearth constructed on the platform of each canoe. \,\lhiJe
the fishing is going on, the bau)o is occupied with decorating the firstborn in
finery that is only slightly less resplendent than that of the diJdilqa
described above, as the child is not painted although splotches of red paint
are applled to her face and forehead. When the sun begins to show the first
faint fingers of light on the horizon, and the tide begins to turn, the
expedition starts back to the village.
The canoe carrying the firstborn leads the returning flotilla. The child
in all her decorative finery is stood in the prow of the canoe or on its
platform so she (he) is visible to all on shore. As they return, everyone in the
canoes sings mariqe, vibrant and lively songs of triumph that are sung about,
and to welcome, the returning tide that wi11 cover the reef once again,
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rep 1eni shi ng the 1if e that pro 1if erates there. The fi rstborn and her entourage
return triumphant from the reef, with a large catch of cooked fish ready for
distribution. The whole v111age is gathered to witness their return, and as the
canoes reach shore severa1 transvestite c10wns, brandishing spears, shouting
obscenities and battle cries, rush the canoe occupants to splash them in sea
water or attempt to immerse them entirely. The clowns dance and jostle in a
crowd around the firstborn as she is carried ashore by her bau10 and they spit
a fine spray of seawater on the chlld as she passes by. The bau10 return the
child to her parents, who remove her finery and dry her off.
All the fish is taken to the child's father's men's house where it is
redistributed with the cooked taro to all the men's houses in the village,
whence it is shared among the individual households of each men's house. The

bau10 also redistributes the 10 to 20 fathoms of shell money he received
from the chlld's parents among the crews of the canoes that were part of the
firstborn's entourage, to compensate them for their work in manning the
canoes and in setting nets for the fish.

When the cooked fish, taro, and

shell money distribution are complete, the ceremony is over and the firstborn
is now free to go to the reef at any time.
On one occasion, the chiJd's first excursion to the reef was the source
of a confltct between bau10. In this instance, the firstborn was a boy about
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twelve years of age, who was taken to fish the reef by his father without his
baulo's knowledge and with no ceremony. When someone told the boy's baul0
(nothing occurs unnoticed or undiscussed) that the child had been taken to the
reef, the baul0 was furious and went to meet father and son when they
returned to shore. The baulo rebuked the father as a r9bfsm9.l'! a man of
J

11ttle worth and pride, whose insensitivity was evident in his flagrant
disregard of the baul0 role and the way things ought to be done for a
firstborn. The baul0 was insulted for having been left out of the proceedings
and t.hus ret.urned the insult by berating t.he child's father as a person of no
strength, who did not have the wherewithal to prepare a taro garden or
accumulate shell money in order to honour his firstborn. After this display of
insult and injury the bauJo stomped off to his house.
Later that day, the father's mother-in-law, one of the oldest women in
the Village, visited the baulo's wife to attempt a settlement of the breach.
The two women di scussed the breach, each apo 1ogi Z1 ng for the behavi our of
their respective menfolk.

The child's grandmother insisted that her

son-in-law was wrong to ignore firstborn custom and thereby shame the
baul0. The baulo's wife emphasized that her husband was equally wrong to
make a scene and publicly chastise the old woman's son-in-law. Throughout
their lengthy discussion the old woman continually pressed upon the baulo's
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wife a one kina coin , insisting it be taken as compensation to 'buy' the shame
she felt as a result of her son-in-law's poor conduct.

The baulo's wife

(herself the child's female baulo) was severely embarrassed by the whole
situation, and kept refusing the money. Eventually, the old woman won out
and the breach was set tIed when the wi f e accepted the money.

When the

baulo I ater turned up at home, hi s wit e threw the money at hi m and
vehemently reprimanded him for his behaviour which had caused the old
woman to feel shame for herself and her grandson.

She reproached her

husband for behaving in such a manner toward his baulo , that he \'\"as a 'small
man' for not rising above the situation and ignoring the breach of expected
behaviour. A baulo, she reminded him, must be respected and no matter '-'that
a

baulo does, one has nothi ng to say about it and no overt act ion shoul d be

taken.

Severely denounced by his wife, the man picked up the coin and

wandered away to sit by himself on the veranda of the men's house. The
incident was over, but t he behavioural breach by both men was not forgotten .
Pub Ii cI y, thei r behavi our to each other was exemplary, gi vi ng no i ndi cat ion
that a breach had ever occurred.
remained strained for some time.

Their private relationship, however,
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The Pi g of Red Pai nt
As Strathern notes for the Hageners, many of the objects worn as
decorative finery are "material assets with which transactions are made with
others" (1979: 254).

Since "transactions with others are accomplished

through the medium of the wealth, assets and skills" (p. 250) that an
i ndi vi dua 1 bri ngs to bear on a situati on, these objects thus demonstrate the
achi evement of successful transact ions with others and the di ff erent i aI
between the potential all have to achieve and a particular individual's
realization of that potential.
The Kabana do not produce material objects, such as bOINls, baskets,
pots., dog's teeth or fly i ng fox teeth headbands, for trade. They acquire these
culturally valued items in exchange for pigs, the most va l ued commodity in
the archipelago, and with other valuables, such as shell money,

cassowar~d

feathers, pandanus mats, and women's fibre skirts, that are either unallallable
to, or not manufactured by the people with whom they trade.
specialties are complementary.

Productive

In the Vitiaz Straight area, "such goods as

pots, net bags, bows and arrows, bark cloth, and black pigment move from the
mainland to the islands and New Britain. In return come red ochre, pandanus
mats, and obsidian" (Harding 1967: 246).

Trading, Harding notes (op cit.:

182) is a transaction that goes on constantly and rather inconspicuously, for
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"trade, after a11, is mainly an activity of the household. It is therefore a part
of private rather than pubHc affairs."

If, as Harding correctly pOints out,

trading is a private, domestic affair as opposed to a pubHc, extra-household
affair, then for an individual to be accorded with renown and prestige by
others for an ability to forge and maintain trade relations and transactions,
one's abilities in this sphere must be demonstrated publicly.
The Kabana accomplish this by celebrating the firstborn in ceremonies
which focus on a particular item of decorative finery that is an object of
trade. The ceremony of the pig of red paint, and the two ceremonies which
follow, acknowledge parental achievements in conducting long distance trade
relationships. The items of decorative finery worn by the firstborn at these
displays are either objects received in trade, or Objects used to trade.
The first of these ceremonies is called pulo budisiga, the ceremony
of watery (budi) red (sig; also 'blood') paint (pulo). The ceremony itself
requires that in addition to a feast of cooked taro, the parents deliver to the
child's baulo, one large male pig (without fully developed tusks), a pig they
might have received (and therefore must return) as a weanling and raised to
size, or one that they sol1cHed from a trade partner. The child's baul0 are
expected to kill and cook this pig for distribution at the feast, and the baul0
are nO'N indebted to the parents for a pig of the same size, sel<, and value. The
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giving and receiving of pigs and other wealth items is not a static procedure,
but a continually operating process of investment management based on
transactions of wealth in the network of exchange relations.
The

baulo are also responsible for decorating the firstborn. In this

instance, the child is covered from her hair to her toes in a watery solution of
red paint. Criss-crossed on her chest she wears strings of the highly valued
"gold" shell money.

The waistband of her fibre skirt holds a plethora of red,

yellow and green crotons, and her armbands are loaded with long red feathery
flowers (SalYia splendens). The ceremony is finished when the feast is
redistributed in the manner already discussed and the decorated child is led
through the village and returned to her parents.
In addition to the symbolic values of the colour red which I have
already discussed, the red ochre paint that covers the child was an important
item that the Kabana traded to the Siassi Islanders for items of similar
value, such as black pigments, or in conjunction with larger items sllch as
pigs, for carved ironwood bowls, or the finely built canoes that only the
5i assi are deemed to manufacture wi th such expertise.

There is not an

abundance of red ochre to be found in the Bariai area, and the Kabana acquired
most of their supply by exchanging shell money for supplies of red ochre (and
obsidian) brought by the Kove from the Volupai region of New Britain. The
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ceremony of the red paint thus necessitates, in this one commodity,
involvement in a wide ranging network of trade and

e~<change.

The

achievement is displayed for all to see in the person of the firstborn, lavishly
covered in red paint.
Nowadays, red paint comes out of a bottle purchased at trade stores,
but the ceremony is still performed. I submit that although red ochre is no
longer an item of trade, other commodities, such as pigs, ironwood bowls, and
shell money are still crucial items of trade and, therefore, the ceremony does
not celebrate the acquisition of red paint per se, what it celebrates is the
continuing importance of trade and trading networks to Kabana sociocultural
organization.

Whlle red paint is no longer an item of trade, the trade and

exchange network continues to flourish as a vital aspect of sociocultural life
and as a means for achieving a reputation for renown. That parents have been
successfully involved in this network is the basic message portrayed in the
ceremony of red paint. The ceremonial performance with cooked taro, pork}
and the child decorated in predominantly red finery, displays that
accomplishment

publicly

and

achieves

admiration, respect, and renown from others.

the

desired

end-soliciting
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The Pi g of the Armbands
The particular item of finery in this ceremony is poi pOI sara, a type
of woven armband that is made by the Lola peopl e who live in the mountain
area of the Kl1erJe District. The Kobono exchonge such things os fish, seo
turtle and trochus shell armlets, and in the post, salt, with the highland Lola
for these armbands.

The armbands are woven from the natural fibre of fl

small vine species, and are black in colour with a full fringe on the bottom of
the intricately woven bond.

They are primarily . but not exclusively a

masculine adornment as most Kabana women prefer to wear incised trochus
shell

and tortoi se shell

arml ets, objects that ore excl usi vel y f emo 1e

adornment and never worn by Kabono men. For men, the Lo10 armbands ore
about 8 to 10 cm in width end ore worn high on the arm; for women the
armbands are narrower. about 5 cm in wi dth, and are worn, as are all f ema 1e
arm decorations, just above the elbow. These armbands ore highly prized and
much admired by the Kabana, who do not know how to make them and, even if
they di d, the partl cular vi ne they are woven from grows only, opporent 1y, in
the forests of the Lolo area.
The ceremony of the armbands is 09ai n ori ented to part i ci pati on in
trade relations, successfully accomplished and displayed in the material
wealth displayed on the firstborn. This Hem of finery, an armband th8t can
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only be woven by the Lola from 0 vine thot only grows in their porticuJor
environment, IS clearly a productive specialHy.

It is exchanged for other

speciality items. These highland people with no access to the sea receive
shell money, fresh and smoked fish, and in the post, a safe supply of sea salt.
Whlle H is true that the Lolo now have safe access to the sea and can buy
tinned fish and salt at trade stores, the fact remains that the Lola ore not
fisherfolk and have no skill at fishing or seafaring and, according to the
Kabono, hove a deep feor of the ocean, a common enough syndrome for people
who live in the mountains.

The Lola cannot buy trochus or tortoise shell

armlets at the trade stores:

these are manufactured by Kobana women; nor

can they buy shell money nor do they have a supply of shells from which to
manufacture shell money. Trade between the Lola and the Kabana continues
todoy in these coastal specialties for the unique armbonds (and baskets)
woven by the inlond Lola people.

The ceremony of the ormbond thus

celebrates this particular trode network ond the commodities thot ore
tronsacted.
For this ceremony the parents send one large female, or tuskless mole,
pig· to their baulo, who is responsible for cooking it in antiCipation of the
feost of cooked pork ond toro, with the toro, of course, supplied by the
parents. The same sex baulo is also responsible for decorating the firstborn.
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The ceremony of the poipoi sara that I witnessed took place in a
neighbouring village, and was performed in honour of a firstborn girl who was
about sixteen years of age. The young woman was extremely reluctant to
participate but did so tearfully. As a firstborn, she had little choice in the

matter. We arrived in the village at late morning, and while the men and
women that accompanied me went to visit kin and assist with the cooking, I
went with the b6Ul0 for the dressing of the firstborn. I shall describe this
decorative process in some detail as it highlights certain slowly changing
aspects of firstborn ceremonials.
The dressing process began with a bath, and the baul0 took the girl to
the river and assisted her with her ablutions. When they returned, the baulo
spread a lorge newly mode pandanus mot on the ground for the girl to stand
upon while she was being decorated.

All the ceremonial regalia wos also

placed on the mat, with flowers and leaves in ironwood bowls filled with
water to keep them fresh. The girl's hair wos shaved back about 2 cm along
the hairllne 011 round her head so that the paint applied to this area would be
visible. This particular hair style was the way the Kabano traditionally wore
their hoir (and is still the woy in which corpses are prepored for buriol), but
the foshion hos lost favour with the younger generation of adults who
consider it a fashion characteristic of "bush" as opposed to "town" dwellers.
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The young woman was mortified when her boul0 began to shove her hairl and
began to cry qui et 1y, not stoppi ng unt 11 the whole ceremoni 01 process \,\'as
ended and she was bock into her day-to-doy clothing.
Once her hair was shoved, the bauJo
black and red paint to· the girl's hair.

poure~a

assisted in applying

Red paint, purchased from the trade

store by myself and given as recompense for informants' services, was rubbed
into the left side of her hair and face, and black "paint"l which was actually
the carbon out of dead D-ce 11 batteri es, was put on the ri ght si de of her face
and hair. These paints are much preferred to the red ochre and black pigments
that were used in the past, as the red is redder and the black is blacker and
the colours show up much more brilliantly against brown skin. Yellow paint
is also required, and since none was available, it had to be produced in the
customary manner. The ingredients are a ginger species (ealJo) that produces
a saffron yellow root, and coconut oil. The yellow ginger root is shredded l
added to grated coconut meat and the two ingredients are wrapped in a banana
leaf and baked for several minutes on the hot coals in the hearth.

This

releases the 011 from the coconut meat which mingles with the ginger jUlces l
and when wrung through a piece of coconut bast, the combination produces an
oily yellow paint. The yellow paint was drawn in a band around the girl's head
where her hair was shaved with stripes drawn perpendicularly at intervals
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down her forehead, temples, and at the nape of her neck so tha,t she appeared
to be wearing a fringe, Two leaves from the species of croton called

more

boro (boro, bird sp.) were split almost in half down the mid-rib, and attached
to her hair to hang in an inverted V, one over each ear.
When thi s phase of the decoration was completed, the

baulo began to

wrap the gi rl's wai st in several 1engths of cotton and a stri p of pandanus
whi ch serve as the wai stband that supports the sections of her fi bre ski rt.
Traditionally, fibre ski rts were the only item of apparel that women wore,
but 11 ke all young women today, thi s gi rl wore an undergarment, in thi s case a
pair of soccer shorts, and throughout the process kept her arms held to cover
her bare breasts.

At dances that accompany mortuary feasts, all young

women cover their breasts either with a blouse draped around their neck and
down their chest, or they wear a brassiere. Voung women are embarrassed to
show their- breasts, exhibiting a sense of shame that older women and men
find somewhat puzzling since women have always gone bare-breasted. The
seni or generation attri butes thi s whole

phenomenon of shame to the

mi ssi onari es who i nsi sted that people cover thei r bodi es modest 1y.

The

senior generation also thinks that the oddments of clothing used by girls to
hi de thei r breasts detract from the overall aesthetics of women's decorat i 1/8
finery.
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After the waistband was on, the colourfully dyed sections of the fibre
skirt were inserted to form an apron in front and back, leaving the sides of
the thighs exposed. Then Quantities of red, yellow and green crotons, ginger
leaves, and the red, pink and green striated leaf called Icelcelce were inserted
at the back of the skirt so that they completely covered her back, and from
the front, framed her in a bower of follage. Next, the poi poi sara armbands
were placed one on each arm, and these are loaded with the red feathery
flower (Salvia sple.nde.ns), a variety of colourful coleus leaves, long yellow

dalme leaves, and other leaves that exude a heady perfume.17 Finally, the
girl's whole body was covered with the ony yelJow paint, then fragrant leaves
were dipped in water and the water sprinkled on the young woman to make her
skin glisten and shine. The total effect was one of glowing health and vibrant
beauty, only sl1ghtly marred by the girl's tears. As soon as the decorative
process was finished, the baul0 accompanied the girl back to her parents'
home., whereupon the girl immediately removed her finery and went to the
river to bathe. When she returned she had her cropped hair wrapped 1n a towel
turban which she continued to wear for some weeks, until her hair grew back.
The whole affair had taken all afternoon, and when the firstborn was
dressed (and undressed) plates of pork and cooked taro were distributed to
each men's house, and to those visitors who represented affiliated men's
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houses in other vi 11 ages.
During the inevitable discussions that recap, critique and assess any
event, the issue most often referred to in this ceremony was the firstborn's
obvious distress and embarrassment.

Voung chlldren, because of

t~leir

ego-centric naivete., are considered immune to feelings of shame and the
young woman's parents were criticised by other adults for not having
perf ormed thi s ceremony years ago when thei r daughter was much younger,
thus saving her from public embarrassment in her own eyes.

At the very

least, they should have substituted one of the firstborn's younger Siblings as
her proxy, thereby accompli shi ng thei r ends through si mll ar means.

t1any

adults questioned the necessity to perform the ceremony at a11, citing the
firstborn's unhappiness as yet another reason to curtail aspects of traditional
work. The young woman's age-mates, self-consciously empathized with her
si tuat i on and sentiments. They took thi s opportuni ty to cri t i ci se ancestral
ways and customs so at odds with their vision of contemporary life, and many
expressed their resolve not to adhere to such old-fashioned, non-productive
customs when they were adults and parents.

In general, this event led to

discussions about substituting any child for a firstborn, about discontinuing
altogether these kinds of ceremonies, about customary and contemporary
ways of doing things, and they contributed to the resolve of the younger
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generation to eliminate ancestral traditions. The issue that prompted all this
was simply the young woman's feelings at being the sUbject and Object of
such a di sp 1ay, and it is perhaps in such seemi ngl y i nsi gnlfi cant thi ngs as
sent i ments experi enced and witnessed rather than structural stress that
enhance or i nhi bit the processes of soci aI change.

The Pig of Sago Fronds
In the minor ceremonials, I discussed the pragmatic and symbolic
importance of the sago palm, and the di stri but i on of sago flour that parents
must accomplish in order to remove the taboo that prohibits their firstborn
from being involved i n sago flour processing.

This next ceremony also

focusses on the sago palm and the firstborn, and i s called
eat [the pig] sago fringe'.

tian~a

buru, 'they

In this instance, parents must provide a feast of

pork and cooked taro in order to remove the taboo on themselves and thei r
child that prohibits them from wearing sago fringe as an item of decorative
finery.

As before, the parents present their baulo with a medium to large

sized male pig without tusks, and the baulo and their helpers cook the pig and
decorate the firstborn. The child's parents and kin occupy themselves v'lith
preparing and cooking taro.
Sago flour, besides being a source of food, is also an item t.hat t.he

:t
2.r::7
I

Kabana trade and exchange with people who do not grow sago, such as the Ball
and Vitu Islanders and the island dwelling Kove. The Kabana use sago frond
fringes to decorate new houses, newly carved posts that are destined for the
men's house or the seclusion house of a firstborn (lcai1a~a) , for women's
fi bre ski rts and menstrual pads, and as personal decorative fi nery.

Sago

fronds are also used to make the full-l ength ski rts of the masked dancer's
costume

(aul u). Other groups such as the Kove who have purchased the ri ght
J

J

to produce this masked spirit dancer from the Kabana, use banana leaves,
cratons, or coconut fronds to manufacture the dancer's ski rt.
Palm trees produce new leaves by sending out a tightly packed spathe
straight up from the crown of the palm. As the shoot matures, it gradually
unfurl s its 1eaves and curl s gracefull y downward. Sago fri nges are made from
the newly sprouted, unfurled spathes which are about a metre in length. The
outer casing of the spathe is split open to expose the mid-rib of the branch
which is broken in half down its length. The immature yellow-green leaves
attached t o the split mi d-ri bare thi n1y shredded so that they hang from the
mid-rib in a long fringe.

When women make their fibre skirts , the fringe is

dried in the sun, boiled in dyes, cut in appropria t e lengths, and then woven
into a narrow waistband. \.yhen used for

aulu skirts or decorative finery, the

fri nges are not dryed but are used fresh in order to get the full effect of thei r
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bright ye110wish colour.
For the ceremony of sago fringes, a male chlld is dressed in a loincloth
of barkcloth and a female child is dressed in a fibre skirt, otherwise the
firstborn is decorated the same regardless of gender. Only the child's head,
including the hair, is covered with red paint, the rest of the body is unpainted.
Sago fringes are tied around the child's upper arms, wrists, ankles, and below
the knees and a gi rdl e of sago fri nge is tied around the wai st. At the back of
I

the skirt/loincloth is a cascade of red, yellow and green crotons, and yellow

dalme leaves. At her neck, the child wears a collar of scented yellow and
green leaves that is like the croton collar or ruff that adorns the aulu masked
spirit dancers.

At the ceremony I witnessed, the child's

baul0 also

decorated himself with sago fringes like the child's. He also wore a dog's
teeth headdress tied around his forehead, a set of circular boar's tusks as a
necklace, and carried a war club (bao). He painted his face with his personal
totemic designs in white lime powder, designs that represent a named source
of power (mirmjr) that protect one in battle, and that are also used to curse
an enemy. The baul0 and firstborn finery combined to produce an effective
aura of powerful aggression, beauty, prestige, prosperity, and of course,
parental achievement, all basic ingredients in the concept of renown.
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The Pig of New Eyes
"The pri nci p1e i s that tradi ng voyages are di rected to those places
where the leader or members of an expedition have "friends". 'where there are
no "trode roads" (soci a1 connections) there is no t rade" (Hardi ng 1967: 19). In
previous ceremonies, objects of material wealth that are either received or
gi ven in trode were di sp 1ayed os fi rstborn decorot i ve
this next ceremony, colled

m6t6 p6U

fj nery.

The purpose of

('eye newt is to introduce the firstborn

to hi s or her parents' long di stance tradi ng fri ends (sobosobo, 'trode partner·,
affine'; T.P.: bisnis). Until parents are prepared to hol d the feast and wealth
di stri but ion in honour of the chil d's

fj rst

voyage to those areas where her

parents' trade friends live, the child is forbidden to go to those areas.
Adolescent firstborns, for example, were denied parental permission to
attend soccer motches, youth club donces, or visit Kimbe Town, becouse their
parents were not ina position to provi de the necessary feast and di stri but ion
of wealth in honour of the child's 'new eye'-her return from viewing new
pl aces.
Ideologically, the firstborn is her parents' replacement and perpetuates
their genealogies and, as such, she formally inherits and perpetulJtes both her
mother's and her father's long distonce trode relationships. Her Siblings also
inherit these relationships, but their inheritance is not formally celebrated.
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When the f i rstborn's younger si b11 ngs are old enough to accompany thei r
parents on trading voyages (or participate in youth club actitivites)., they ore
introduced as 0 matter of course to parental trading friends and the
re I at i onshi pis extended to include these chi I dren. The formal i ntroduct i on of
the firstborn to parentol troding friends tokes many months, even years, of
pI anni ng and organi zati on, and requi res an enormous amassi n9 and
of wealth.

e~<penditure

None of this preparation applies to non-firstborns, olthough if

parents are suffi ci ent I y wealthy, they mi ght ki 11 a pi g and di stri bute pork
among the men's houses to mark the occasi on when one or more of thei r other
chll dren return from vi sit i ng thei r trade partners for the fi rst time.
Trade friends, os the Kabano term sobosobo implies, are categorized
os offi nes, but although some trode fri end a11 i onces ore true effi no I reI aU ons
based on contemporary intermorrioges, most K6b6n6 adults \'vere hordpressed
to trace their affinal relationships I,"tith their trode friends.

These

relotionships go so fa r back in time that the original marriage allionce upon
which the relationship was based has been lost. Inherited from generation to
generation,

the relationship

itself

remains intact. The

origin of

the

relationship., which is of little immediate concern relative to the continuity,
substance, and meani ng of the reI at i onshi p itself, is lost in the mi sts of
ant i quity.
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In the less peoceful ero of their pre-coloniol post, trading e:<peditions
were frought with donger ond the intrepid voyogers risked their very survival.
The Kobano travelled into unknown waters contoining massive reefs inhobited
by powerful spirits, ond into the unknown territories of potentially hostile
strongers renowned for their warlike oggression ond powerful sorcerers. If
they survived the unpredi ctob 1e seo, ond were not 1ured onto the reefs by
spirits thot inhobited the corol ond smoshed their conoes end drowned (ote)
the crews, when they reoched their destinotion, the presence ond protection
of thei r trade fri ends woul d (hopefull y) ensure thei r survi val and the success
of their enterprise in the foreign village.

Nowadoys, elthough outboard

motors hove mostly replaced the soil i ng canoe, and '..varf are is a thi ng of the
post, the dangers of long di stance trade sUll obtai n. The see ond weather at-e
as fickle os ever, the spirits inhobiting the reefs ore just os treacherous, end
every foreign villoge hos its shore of men renowned for their knowledge of
lethol sorcery.

Trade friends, both os a source of weolth and personal

protection remain 0 necessity.
Havi ng

numerous

trade

fri ends

and

the

personal

and

materi a1

wherewitha 1 to accomodate them, is the stuff upon whi ch renown is bun t and
maintained. A person of renown is a person with abundant resources; a person
who is openhanded, generous and hospitable.

Thi s necessitates a constant
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supply of taro, sweet potato, coconuts and other foodstuffs, areca nut, and
tobacco, not to mention ready access to the items of wealth being solicited,
in order properly to meet one's obligations to visitors. It also necessitates a
hard working, genial wife, for it is she who works the gardens, and trudges
back and forth to them to collect the food she cooks and serves her guests at
least twice a day. "'"hen visitors are on hand, cooked food should always be
available. A wife should also be a skilled conversational i st, able not only to
hold her own but also to entertain and amuse her guests graciously. A man
without a wife is virtually unable to partiCipate in the competition for
renown.

Acqui ri ng renown is not si mp I y the amassi ng and di stri but i ng of

material wealth, it is also the fine art of managing human relations "'lith
finesse, alacrity, and above all, generosity. Those 'Nho have experienced the
1argesse of thei r host/trade fri end convey the name and reputat i on to peop 1e
their trade friend might never have met, in areas where they have never been.
In this way, women and men who are pre-eminent l y successful in the complex
art of managing human relations earn the title

maron, 'person of renown'.

Wealth is assessed not on the basis of what or how many Objects of value he
(or she) has stashed in his house, or on the basis of a large pig herd vvalking
around that others can see and count, but on the basis of how much \o\tealth he
has access to.: in other words, how many people are indebted to him. Renown
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is assessed on the basis of how well any individual manages his or her
re 1at ions of indebtedness.
Every Kabana adult has trade fri ends in vi 11 ages throughout West New
Bri tai n; some have 1arge numbers of trade fri ends.

Thi s net work of trade

friends is a major source of wealth. The more extensive the network, the
more access one has to wealth, and, conversely, the more there is a demand on
one's own wealth, since the relationship is reciprocal over time, although it
is never full y balanced.

Dyadi c human re 1aU ons of whatever type, and

especially formal relations of trade and exchange, are always characterized
by a residual indebtedness. It is extremely difficult to portray INhale cloth,
the non-l i nea 1, supremely dynami c nature of these re 1at ions of trade and
exchange, except by means of a si mi 1e.
Envision a placid body of water with boundaries that stretch beyond
one's field of visi on. Consider one item of value required by the parents for a
firstborn ceremonial-a length of shell money, or a pig, or human labouras a single pebble. The request for this item is represented by the pebble
being dropped into the pool of water causing a small

wave that encircles the

asker and the person solicited. This latter individual makes his or her own
request of someone else, who makes it of someone else, and each transaction
const itutes another pebble dropped into the pool callsi n9 a seri es of
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overl appi ng eoneentri e ei rel es.

Every i ndi vi dual is S1 multaneousl y meeti ng

his obligation to contribute wealth to the cause of (several) others as \'Ve11 as
soliciting wealth for his own (several) ceremonial obligations. Multiply these
transactions by the number of ceremonials for firstborns or the dead, and the
number of individuals who are solicited for wealth and in turn solicit it
elsewhere, and the number who receive wealth distributions and must
redistribute it elsewhere, and the placid pool of water is awash with a
net work of interconnected indebtedness tha t is expandi ng and contracti ng and
which, like a circle, has no discernible beginning or end point.

Such is the

Kabana network of eXChange relations, founded upon moral obligations
inherent in human relations-obligations to give, to receive, to supply mutual
aid-and managed, over time, according to varied reciprocal self-interests
as these are percei ved by the part i ci pants.
The i ntroduct i on of the fi rstborn

to her parents' trade fri ends

encumbers both her parents and their trade friends with massive debts so
that both parents and trade friends are able to display their ability to acquire
wea lth. \.yith the except i on of the
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Icapei, where the fi rstborn and the

dead are ceremonially honoured simultaneously, the child's mata pau is the
single most ambitious and expensive accomplishment that parents will
undertake. Large quantities of all forms of wealth-p i gs, shell money, clay
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pots, ironwood bowls, food, pandanus mats, and more-are exchanged during
the planning and execution of this ceremony.
The fi rst phase of the pro j eet begi ns with the parents payi ng a
preliminary visit to their mutual trade partners along the coast of West Nevv
Britain, and in the Bal i -Vitu Islands. This requires a canoe and a crew to man
it, as well as provisions for the voyage.

Every canoe has a 'captain', toa

Hama, 'punting pole [its] father/owner', (T.P.: bOSI.'rtl), who is the owner of
the canoe.

(aptai nand crelN are usua 11 y members of the chi 1d's ki ndred.

These men must be compensated for the use of the canoe and for their time
and labour expended on parental behalf.

To this end, the canoe captain is

given 15 to 20 lengths of shell money, of which he keeps a share and
distributes the balance among the crew. In addition., the parents also have a

malolo ('helper, assistant') whose responsibility is to provide tobacco and to
keep the crew supp 1i ed with rolled smoki ng materi a1.

Thi s person also

recei ves 10 to 15 1engths of shell money, of whi ch he keeps an earned share,
and distributes the balance to those persons f r om whom he solicited the
tobacco.

The helper and many of the crew are young unmarri ed men, and

expeditions of this sor t are one way they ar e able to earn shell money to put
toward the bri dewea lth they need to aCQui re a wi f e.

Before 1eavi ng the

village, parents are i ndebted for approximately 30 lengths of shell money, in
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addition to which they must supply whatever food., areca nut, and coconuts
that wi 11 be consumed on the voyage.
For the child's parents, the purpose of this initial voyage is to alert
their trade friends that the ceremony will take place, to set the

appro~<imate

date when the fi rstborn wi 11 vi si t the trade fri ends, and to present the trade
friends with various Hems of wealth that will be exchanged or traded in kind
when the firstborn arrives.

Theoretically, the parents could have trade

friends in every v111age in the Kilet)e-Lo10, Ball-Vitu, Kallai, and Kove
Districts, and they could plan their voyage to include a stop at each village in
every di stri ct.

Pragmat i ca 11 y, thi s woul d be unmanageable, and parents

usually choose to visit one or two of their most important (renowned) trade
friends in each district. Parents might make the initial contact with their
trade friends in a single voyage that could last several weeks, or they might
opt to make several individual voyages, returning home between visits. For
each trip they undertake, parents re-incur the costs of the canoe and ere'.'\'
discussed above, and the amount of wealth they have invested in thlS
ceremony increases accord i ng1 y.
Depending on the number of trade friends to be contacted at this initial
voyage, the parents must bring with them pigs, Quantities of Clay pots,
pandanus mats, ironwood bowls, shell money and other smaller items, such as
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cassowary feathers and t i bi a (favoured by the Bali Islanders), baskets, canoe
paddles and poles . and so on.

The child's mother and father acquire these

items by so 11 cit i ng them from vari ous i ndi vi dua 1sin thei r respective
kindreds, to whom they become indebted. The child's cognatic kindred thus
contributes to the honour of their mutual firstborn , but this is not gratuitous,
for the item and amount of wealth they contribute must be repaid to them .
item for item and in the same quantity (with no accrued interest), at the
feast honouring the child's return. It is also in the i r own self-interest for kin
to make contri but ions to the cause of the fi rstborn, for the renown and honour
that are bestowed upon the chil d also increases t he reno\"m of a11 those who
are her 'one blood', Those who contribute wealth, it should be recalled, might
not have the requisite item on hand, so that they i n turn must go to their own
trade friends to obtain wealth Objects, to whom they are then indebted for
those objects.
Having organized the canoe and crew, and with the appropriate kinds
and Quant it i es of val uab I es in hand, the parents' next step is to secure the
co-operation of the elements.

To this end, they contract the services of

vori ous of thei r seni or mel e ki n who are profi ci ent in the art of weather
sorcery.

These men opply their expertise to calm the sea, to intercept

inclement weather and send it elsewhere, and t o stave off the buildup of
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storm clouds by creating condi ti ons that prevent the accumul at i on of
moisture.
these

Having done all that is humanly possi ble to influence positively

essentially unpredictable phenomena, and humon endeavours

are

notoriously fallible, the parents set off to visit their trode friends.
When they are al most ot thei r dest i nat i on but not yet in si ght of the
port of Cd 11, the entouroge puts ashore on a deser ted beach to freshen thei r
genera 1 appearance

and

mentall y gi rd

thei r

1oi ns

for

the

important

transactions ond interactions that will follow. Sorcery also plays a part in
this phflse of the prepflrations.
(port i cul arl y

by

the

In this instance, spells fire performed

unmarri ed

cant i ngent)

to

enhance

persona 1

ottroct i veness, ond to enshroud the i ndi vi duo 1 in 0 protective blanket of
mflgi c to counteroct and null ify any attempts by persons in the host vnloge to
undermi ne the vi sitors and thei r intent ions. Protective magi cis perf armed on
crotons, especially the red croton more notem, which some visitors
(especially visiting sorcerers) tie on their wrists. The croton bracelets are
on overt display of personal power ond arcflne knowledge, and 0 worning thot
neforious octivites are likely to rebound onto the perpetrator.

Those

individuals, such os the parents, \I\'ho hove a greot deal ot stoke in the
negotiations with their trade friend, also perform spells that will affect the
trade fri end, and make hi m (or her) generously amenab 1e, and thus unable to
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deny any of the requests that are put to hi m by the vi si tors. As the Kabana
quite

rightly

point

out,

one

connot

se If -i nterested motives of others.

know

the

inner

thoughts

and

One can only attempt to i nfl uence the

thoughts and motives of others so that others are convi nced thei r own
se If -i nterests are best served by accomodat i ng ego's own.

t1agi cal spells

thus cause a trade friend host to be predisposed in favour of his visitors'
needs.
When the canoes of trade friends are spotted out at sea, their pending
arri va 1 is always greeted with ambi va 1ence, si nce trade fri ends i nllari ab 1y
want something-the repayment or loan of a pig, shell money, and other items
of wealth that the host might not have or might have other plans for-and
they canst i tute a drai n on the resources. Whi 1e in the host vi 11 age, vi si tors
must be fed, given tobacco, areca nut and betel pepper, drinking coconuts and
whatever else they can cadge or cajole out of the i r host. In addition . a host
and his wife must entertain their guests, that is, accompany them to the best
bathi ng spot, spend time exchangi ng news and vi ews, tell i ng stori es and
jokes, seei ng to

thei r general

comforts, and so f or-th..

all

of whi ch

necessitates that any other plans the hosts have made are put in abeyance.
Hosts cannot go off and 1eave thei r guests to fend for themse llles

J

such

behavi our is both rude and i nsul ti ng to guests. The busi ness that bri ngs trade
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fri ends together is important to them both and the negoti at ions entail ed are
often lengthy and tedious. These convoluted transactions, combined with the
royal treatment the guests receive, often add up to the visitors overstaying
their welcome, as distant and not particularly loved relatives are wont to do.
When a man (or woman) arrives ot the vil1age of hi s trade friend, he
must beach hi s conoe and al i ght on the beachfront property that be longs to hi 5
trade friend. To do otherwise is to trespass on the land of other members of
the village who might not be so hospitable and might take umbrage at such a
disregard for personal

prop~rty.

Similarly, once ashore, the visitor must go

directly to the dwelli ng house of his trode friend, for to visit Ijnyone else
upon arrival is a breach of etiquette and an insult to the trade portner.
trode portner's hOllse is

0

A

"sote zone .... its immediote enVirons, particularly

the base of the lodder l eoding onto the verondo, have been ensorcelled by the
host so that anyone with less than honourable intentions toward his guest
wil1 be struck down with some more or less dongerous malody.

Other host

Villagers who wish to exchange news and pleasantries, or simply inspect the
strangers, do so ot a distance from the house and never climb the ladder onto
the veronda where ·the guest sits.

Immediotely upon his orrivol, the visitor

and those omong the conoe's crew who are his kin ore welcomed by the trade
friend ond given refreshments. These initial rules of decorum observed . the
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vi si tor and hi s cre\'vmen are taken to the men's house where they are gi ven a
place to sleep and to store their belongings in their host's section of the
men's house. The host also moves out of his wife's house and into the men's
house., and the visiting trade friend's wife and any other women and children
travelling with him are billeted in the house of their host's wife (wives).
Over the next several days., the parents and their trade friend host
organi ze the fi rstborn's upcomi ng vi sitot i on. The parents gi ve the wealth
ob j ects and the pi g they brought with them to thei r trade fri end, and they set
a tentat i ve ceremoni a1 date, usuall y at the end of the next year's monsoon
season.

This allows time for both the trade friend(s) and the parents to

accumulate the wealth that will be eXChanged, and to plant one or more
gardens beyond that requi red for thei r i mmedi ate subsi stence needs) in order
to have an abundant supply of feast food. In the meantime., the other members
of the expedition are also engaged in conducting the business of eXChange
with thei r own trade fri ends/ki n in the host's or nei ghbouri ng vi 11 ages. 'dhen
all negotiations are completed to everyone's satisfaction, the trade friends
supply the porents and their accompanying flo t illa I",tith food and other
necessit i es for thei r return voyage, and the vi sitars depart the vi 11 age.
Dep5rtures, like arrivals, are greeted l,'Yith ambivalence.

Guests are

home-sick find happy t o be returning to the comforts of their own homes and
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the familiarity of their own ways and routines. Hosts, too, ore glad to see
their guests leave, as they were a drain on the hosts' material and psychic
resources, and a disruption of their routine as well. On the other hand, both
parties have enjoyed the challenge of negotiations, the companionship, the
comradery, the exchange of news, and the updating of information about
events (bi rths, deaths, marri ages, di vorces, ill nesses, conf1i cts) in the 11 ves
of mutual kin and acquaintances. Departures, like death, constitute a loss, an
end to the good times recently shared, and an acknowledgement that death in
fact might intervene before the friends can share one Imother's company
again. For al1 concerned, the relief of leaving is tempered by an overwhelming
sense of loss, and departures are traumatic, tearful affairs.
The parents complete all these initial arrangements and negotiations
with each trade friend that their firstborn will visit.

And, during these
I

preliminary visits, trade friends are the reCipients of parental wealthpigs, pots, bowls, baskets, shellmoney-which will be repaid as "gifts" to the
firstborn when she arrives. Trade friends do not simply put the wealth a¥tay
in antiCipation of having to repay it in a year or two. What the trade friend
received in one hand might well go out the other hand to fulfill any number of
obligations, or the wealth might be loaned to kin who have need of it to meet
their own particular obl1gations. Wealth is never hoarded, for this is the sign
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of a poor man . a miser. Wealth is continually circulated, for this is the sign
of a rich man, a man of generosity. Hence when the t i me comes near for the
firstborn to arrive, the trade friend is not likely to be in possession of the
wealth he originally received from the parents. He must, in turn, visit his kin
and trade fri ends to calli n the wealth owed hi min order to have on hand the
pig and wealth objects that he gives the child. The parents have challenged
the trade friend's ability to accumulate wealth by presenting him \'Vith
wea lth. The chall enge 1i es in whether or not the trade fri end is able to meet
the 1argesse of the parents and reci procate in ki nd and quantity, on demand.
When the appointed time comes . the firstborn sets off with her parents
to visit the trade friends previously contacted. All the expenses of the canoe .
cre'.o\t and supplies for the voyage are again incurred by the parents. At the
village of each trade f riend, the firstborn is received royally with feasts and
hospitality. And, when she leaves each village, she and her parents leave with
the large female pig and the other wealth objects that the host trade friends
received during

the initial preparations

for the visit,

plus whatever-

additional wealth the trade friend wishes to give his guests, thereby
increasing their future indebtedness to him.

By managing the feast and

presenting the firstborn with wealth, each trade partner thus displays
publicly his/her O\''v'n capabilities, earning the admiration of others and a
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reputat i on of renown.

By the time a11 trade friends are visited in turn, and the firstborn's
flotilla heads home again, the child is laden with gifts of numerous pigs and
wealth objects. She has also been introduced to various important places and
1andmarks on the coast and the reef and instructed in the 1egends and hi story
relevant to them.

As the canoes near the shore of the child's home, the whole

IIi 11 age turns out to witness thei r arri va 1.
gari sh 1y dressed

and

pai nted

The fi rstborn is greeted try

f ema 1e transvestite

clowns,

who

shout

obsceni ties and chant battle crt es whi 1e brandi shi ng spears ina mock bat tIe.
The clowns flll their mouths with sea water whi ch they spray (tiger~a) all
over the firstborn (and whoever else gets within their range), thus "blessing"
the accomplishment of her flrst long distance sea lIoyage and her 'ne'N eye'.
Over the next few days, the parents prepare the feast in honour of the
child's fit-st visit to her trade friends. They give (indebt) a large female (or
tuskless male) pi g and five fathoms of shellmoney (gaea iuui., 'pig [its] tail')
to one of the chlld's 'parents' (MZ, FZ, MB, FB), who are r esponsible for cooking
and di stri but i ng the pork among the vi 11 age men's houses. In add it i on to the
cooked food and pork, parents also redistri bute shell mone~d to compensate
those who earlier contributed wealth or services to the success of the ct"rfld's
voyage. The canoe owner and crew., the helper in charge of tobacco, the
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transvest ite clowns, the sorcerers, all recei ve payment for thei r servi ces at
the pub 11 c di stri but i on of she 11 money held on the feast day. Debts incurred try
the parents both for the chll d's fi rst voyage and for any other ob 11 gat ion in
I

the past are repai d to thei r ki n at thi s time also.

The parents do not

redi stri bute the pi g5 and other wealth objects j n pub 11 c at the feast. These
items are gj ven to others pri vate 1y, usua 11 y when those others are prepari ng
to depart after the feast, or the parents themse 1ves de 11 ver thi s \'Vea lth over
the next several days to those whom it is owed. The baulo are not j nvo 1ved
in the chi 1d's fi rst vi sit to trade fri ends} but they must be acknowl edged with
a gift of a large bowl of taro pudding and one fathom of shell money. The feast
that accompanies the pork can be any kind of cooked food (sago flour, sweet
potato, cassava)., but the baul0 must receive taro pudding, the most
important feast food of all. As always, once the public distribution of wealth
and feast food is completed, the ceremony is finished.

The child may nO\nl

trave 1 free j y to the areas where her trade f r i ends 1i ve although when in the
J

area she must observe proper etiquette and ava ll herself of the

hospitalit~d

and protect i on of her trade fri ends.

Taro and the Distribution of Pitillt
Although taro has been an important part of firstborn cerernoniaJ .
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either as feast food or as an item of distribution, taro

per se

has not been

the primary focus of the ceremonial. There are two major taro distributions
in honour of the chil d, the fi rst to be accompli shed is called 111 i u
second called

ot~a dada~a.

a third ceremonial called

the

In between these tar o distributions there occurs

tabual, the edible pi/pit (5acclJartlm edt/ie.).

The three ceremonies are performed in sequence-1iliu
dada~a-due,

da~a,

da~a,

tabual,

ot~a

I submit, to their pragmatic and symbol ic i nterconnections. In

this section, I combine my discussion of the first taro distribution, liliu
da~a,

and the distribution of

tabua1, the edible pitpit, and reserve

di scussi on of the second taro di stri but i on, the

ot~a dada~a,

for the

ne~:t

section.
The word liliu means 'to wash, bathe' as in the act of bathing to
cleanse one's body. The word

da~a

is the generi c term for 'genitals' and is

also used as a non-specific common noun, 'something', as in that "something"
(an object) belongs to so and so. Informants are unclear as to why the first
taro garden di stri but ion is called Ii Ii u da~a, 'the act of washi ng genital sl
something', beyond the fact that it has always been called thus.
symbolism in thi s and the

The

tabual ceremony strongly suggest that the two

ceremonies are indeed concerned with human genitals, particularly female
genita 1s, and concepts of reproduct i on and regenerat ion.
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In order to accomplish the large distribution of taro required for the

1iliu

da~a .

parents must prepare and plant one or more gardens of taro

beyond thei r i mmedi ate subsi stence needs.

Preparations begi n a year in

advance, usually at the end of the monsoon season in April or t'lay. During the
dry months from May to October, parents undertake the arduous chore of
clearing virgin land for the taro garden (see previous discussion of gardens)
in addition to planting and maintaining the gardens from 'Nhich they obtain
day-to-day sustenance.

When the rains begin again in November, the new

garden should be ready so that it may be planted and fenced when the
monsoons begin to let up in April. Taro is always planted in early April, when
the soi lis still very wet, thus provi di ng the taro wi th ideal growi ng
condit ions. By .June, when the dry season has taken ho hj of the I and and rai n
is infrequent at best, the taro is well established.
During the wet season, wild pitpit also establishes itself and begins
to send out shoots at about the same time the taro is being planted. It takes
about six months for t aro to mature . and the garden is ready to harvest in late
August or September, the actual timing of the harvest determined by the
maturity of the wild pitpi/'

When the wild pilpit has produced its long,

densely packed seed heads, this is an indication that both the pitp/t and the
taro are ready to be harvested.

The pi tpit, because it is wild} is not as
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easll y monitored as cultivated plants whose growth can be observed dail yin
the gardens.

Hence, when the brilliant red flowers of the ginger species

namane burst into bloom, this is a sign that the wild pi/pit is mature, and
people make special forays to areas where it is known to grow in order to
harvest this delicious vegetable. Taro is thus linked with the developmental
phases of a particular species of ginger which produces a red flower, and of
the wild pi/pit, which produces red, yellOW, or white fruit.
The tar o garden produced by the chi I d's parents is harvested by the

baulo and their assistants, the baulo paure9a. If the firstborn 1S a female,
both the chil d and her mother are out fit ted ina new fi bre ski rt that is dyed in
a single colour, red. This is the only finery worn and, if the child is male he
is not decorated at a11, only the mother is dressed in the speci a1 red ski rt.
Both mother and firstborn (male or female) accompany the baul0 to the
garden, with the child being carried to and from the garden by his or her same
sex baulo. The ent i re garden of taro is harvested that day by the baulo and
company, who pull up the whole taro plant, complete with stalk attached to
corm.
When the garden is completely cleared out, the taro is taken to the
village and deposited at the home of the baul0 who are responsible for
distributing the taro. Like the distribution that marked the eruption of the
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chil d's fi rst tooth, the gifts of uncooked taro are accompani ed by Quant it i es
of areca nut and sprouted coconuts.

In contrast, however, to other food

distri butions, the taro is not sent to each men's house in the village whence it
is shared among each head of household. In this instance, the baulo make two
separate distributions. From the largest portion of the yield., the baulo keep
a large share for themselves, and redistribute the balance among their own
kindred in the child's and other villages.

To complete the distribution, the

baulo send bundl es of taro, areca nut and sprouting coconuts to each vi 11 age
where the bundles are given to every newly married couple who have not yet
conceived or given birth to their first child.
The llliu

da~a

taro distribution reiterates the symbolic motifs of

femaleness, fertility, and regeneration, met with in previous ceremonies.
Taro is the Si.fl8 tjtl3/JOIl of human sustenance. Taro groINs INell in a cool.,
moist environment that produces rounded, well-formed corms. Females are
plumper and mature faster than males because female bodies are soft, moist,
and cool, whereas male bodies are hard, hot and dry.

Da~a,

'genitals',

particularly the blood contained in female genitals, are the source of ne\,\' life
created in and by the heat of

se~<ua1ity .

Females reproduce human kind, and

as gardeners, females produce taro, the most important foodstuff that
sustains human life.

All of these themes find symbolic representation in the
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11 11 u

da~a:

the red ski rt of the mother and f ema 1e chil d; the red f1 ower of the

ginger plant, itself a symbolically 'hot' substance, and the mature taro. The
symbolism of fertility, regeneration and continuity is again represented in
the red 'blood' of areca nut and the sprouted coconuts that accompany the
di stri buted taro plant. All these concepts are made part i cul arl y sa 1i ent in the
special presentation of these items to childless, newly married couples. The
distribution of taro provides corms that can be consumed as an immediate
source of sustenance, while the severed taro stalks and sprouted coconuts
1ater planted by the reci pi ents promi se future food resources.
In all other firstborn ceremonials, the child's parents remain behind the
scenes and do not part i ci pate in the actual pub lie di sp lay; only thei r chi 1dis
accorded centre stage, and only the child is decorated in finery. In this and
the next two firstborn ceremonials, the mother, but never the father, is given
promi nence.

The chil d's mother is part of the proceedi ngs and she, too, is

decorated, even when her male firstborn is not. The inclusion of the mother
in these ceremonies adds further credence to my argument that these
ceremonies
reproducers.

celebrate

the

female

principle,

women

as

producers

and

The creative and sustaining power of the female principle is

manifestly evident in the woman's firstborn child and her abundant taro
gardens.
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The ceremonial distribution of tabuaJ, pitplt, might take place within
days after the taro distribution, since both pitpit and taro reach maturity at
the same time.

In order to accomplish this distribution, parents must

prepare one or more gardens of cultivated pitpit. Cultivating extra gardens
of pi tpit, plus taro gardens for the JiJiu

da~a.,

plus the gardens for daily

subsistence needs, may prove too much of an undertaking for the parents in
one growi ng season. Hence, parents mi ght defer the di stri blJt i on of cult i vated

pitplt until the following year, and sometimes for several years.
In the past, before such things were available at trade stores, pitpit
was one source of yellow dye used for body paint and to colour women's fibre
skirts. Yellow is also associated with Lelekl ., a cann i balistic autochthonous
spirit with masses of long straggly hair that is indigenous, the Kabana say, to
the Bali-Vitu Islands. According to Kabana mythology, LeJeki floated across
the sea and came ashore on the beach of an Anem vi 11 age in the Ka 1i ai
Oi stri ct, where the Anem ki 11 ed it.. putting an end to the danger its
cannibalistic appetite posed to human beings. Along the beaches of West New
Britain, the memory of LeJeki lives on, however, in the substance of a plant
that grows profusely at the hi gh tide mark. The plant, called appropri ate 1y
enough Leleki itae, the 'e~<crement' (also, 'f~ces, resi due., ashes') of leleld,
looks like a large leek with a pale yellow mliltilayered tlulb and long flowing

'?8'"L

~

green 1eaves that f1 oat on top of the water at hi gh tide, just 1i ke the hai r of

LeleleL This plant was also a source of yellow dye.
Since Lelelei is not indigenous to the Kabana area, and people consider
it a hi gh 1Y dangerous mal evo 1ent entity, it does not have a 1arge ro 1e in the
Kabana repe r toire of spirit representations. However, some kin groups have
purchased or inherited through i ntermarri age with Bali -Vi tu Islanders, the
right to represent Lelelei in yellow paint on the exterior walls of their men's
house and the sec 1usi on houses of thei r fi rstborns} or as speci a1 desi gns
painted on their dead prior to burial. The overwhelming symbolic message in
the colour yellow i s that of a maleficent power that brings illness and death.

lelelei itsel f devoured human beings, and some human corpses are painted
with the yellow paint derived from the 'excrement of Lelelei' plant. Those
who use the yellow designs are obviously powerful enough to control or use
the power associ ated withthem. The yellow desi gns pai nted on the walls of
men's houses and firstborn seclusion houses portray a warning to stay clear
of the powers which reside there, and those who disregard the warning sicken
with jaundice or are pl agued with boils.
Earlier I sugges t ed that the colour yellow can be regarded as substitute
for the colour white in contexts where the meanings attt-ibuted to white are a
crucial component of the symbolic meanings embedded in a particular
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ceremonial. White and yellow are associated with death, malevolent forces,.
and other equally negative concepts,. as well as the more positive concepts of
nurturance and continuity.
meani ngs

are

juxtaposed

The full complement of positive and negative
once

agai n

in

thi s

fi rstborn

ceremoni a1,

re-emphasizing the pivotal position of the firstborn between past and future
generations, the individual

through whom the death/life continuum is

exemplified.
Since the birth of their child, both parents and firstborn have been
forbidden to wear the colour yellow which, as I have indicated, is associated
with the leleki plant and with pitpit, this latter closely associated with the
all important taro.

It is the successful production and ceremoni a1 di stri-

bution of cultivated pitpit

made in honour of the firstborn that earns

parents and child alike the right to wear yellow. Presumably, by the time the
parents have the strength and abllity to accomplish this ceremony, they are
deemed

sufficiently mature and powerful

to manifest

and/or protect

themselves against the pm'Yers symbolically associated with yello\Al.
For the pitpit distribution, both mother and firstborn (male or female)
are covered from head to toe in yellow body paint, and both might have a
design of white painted on their faces.

They are elaborately dressed in

predomi nant 1y yellow and red f 0 1i age. The chil dis more sp 1endi dl y arrayed
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with yeJlow da)me leaves and red feathery flowers (S91pj9 splel'Nlel's) in
her armbands, and with a ruff-like collar of red, yellow and green crotons
around her neck, similar to that worn by the masked spirit dancers (aulu).
The chlld may also display large Quantities of wea1th in the many strands of
shel1 money worn criss-cross over her chest, and in a set of boar's tusks she
wears as a necklace. The ceremonial distribution of pitplt follows much the
same procedure as the preceding taro distribution.

Accompanied by her

mother, the child is carried to the pi/pit garden by her same sex baulo,
where the baulo assistants harvest the entire crop. Upon their return to the
village, the baulo retain a portion of the harvest for themselves and share
the balance among each men's house in the village, where it is in turn shared
among each household affiliated with the men's house.

Newly married,

childless couples receive a special presentation of pitpit delivered to them
by the baulo.

The Second Taro Garden
Aptly named otga dadaga, 'the coming out [of the1 garden', the second
taro distribution is truly a stupendous undertaking. In addition to the garden
from which they obtain their dally fare, the child's parents must clear and
plant at 1east four large gardens (by whi eh is meant gardens larger than that
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planted for subsistence needs) of taro. The intensive labour in clearing and
converting a virgin plot of land into a garden has been discussed and need not
be reiterated here, except to note that the amount of labour in this gardening
venture increases enormously, and that it might take parents several years
before they have adequate land prepared to plant in taro.
The second ceremonial distribution of taro requires a minimum of four
gardens planted simultaneously so that all the taro matures at the same time.
One garden is for the baul0, a second is for the child's matrikin, a third is for
the chil d's patri ki n, a fourth is reserved for the women ina 11 ten Bari ai
villages. The clearing out of the gardens and distribution of the crop takes
place in two stages. In the fi rst stage, both the mother and fi rstborn are
decorated in fi nery si mll ar to that used in the chil d's ceremony of the 'fi rst
armband' (poi poi sara) with the addition of red body paint instead of yellow.
They accompany the baulo and their helpers to the gardens. At the gardens,
the baulo and their workforce harvest all the taro gardens except the one set
aside for the women. From the garden marked for themselves, the baulo keep
a large portion of the taro and redistribute the balance among their
assistants and other kin. The taro corms from the two gardens marked for the
chil d's cognatic ki ndred are redi stri buted by one of her seni or male agnates
among all the men's houses in the village, and among all those who represent
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affll i ated men's houses in other vi 11 ages. The second stage takes place some
days later when l on the allotted daYI the female population from all ten
vi 11 ages in the di stri ct congregates in the chil d's 'Ii 11 age.

The women are

taken to the garden marked specially for them, whereupon they harvest the
entire yield of taro. Each woman is entitled to keep whatever amount of taro
she has reaped.
The successful accompli shment of thi s part i cu1 ar hort i cultura 1 feat
culminating in the firstborn ceremonial display and distribution of the fruits
of their labour concomitantly removes the taboo on wearing the colour red
l

that was imposed on parents and firstborn since the child's birth.

Some

parents never accomplish this taro ceremony, and never earn the right to wear
red.

One man in his early fifties has not performed the

ot~a dada~a

for his

firstborn son, who is now married with a firstborn son of his own. This man
is renowned for his energy and ability to work and accumUlate wealth, and for
his knowledge of and adherence to ancestral customs; in short, he is a highly
respected seni or male. Despite all hi s excellent Qual i ti es, he and hi s wife
have been unatlle to gather the wherewithal to perform the

ot~a dada~a

and

thereby earn for themselves and their flrstborn the right to wear red. They
now consider themselves too "weak" to ever be able to do so because their
strength and vitality have degenerated over the years of raising their family.
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Their firstborn son, however, can earn the right to wear red by accomplishing
the

ot~a dada~a

for his own firstborn child.

The Feast of Taro Puddi ng
This i s the last (but one) of the firstborn ceremonials, and it can only
take place after the parents have accomplished the above production and
distribution of taro for the

ot~a dada~a

Called

an~a

misi, 'food cooked'

this is a feast of cooked taro and pork prepared by the baulo and distributed
to their assistants, t he baulo paurega, to recognize and compensate them
for the contributions and labour they have made to the baulo. Without their
assistants, the baulo would have been unable to fulfill their role in the
child's ceremonials.

The feast must be cooked taro and pork, all of which is

prepared by the baulo, but which was produced by the child's parents. The
taro the baul0 cook is the taro they harvested from the garden grown
specially for them at the otga dadanga. The pig is one that the child's
parents had given to the baulo some years before in anticipation of this final
feast.
The firstborn's mother must be reciprocated for this pig on the day of
the feast with 15 to 20 lengths of shell money. Although the intent of this
feast is to fete the baulo's kin with cooked food and pork provided by the
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firstborn those who partake of the feast "purchase" their gifts of food by
J

making contributions of shell money to the baulo. Careful records are kept of
who contributed how much shell money, as these contributions are debts
incurred by the baulo that they eventually repay to their kin.

When all the

shell money is accumulated the men join the various lengths together to
J

make numerous single lengths of one fathom each and this wealth is displayed
on the chll d and presented to the chi 1d's mother as her return on the pi g gi yen
the baulo.
The firstborn is brought to the baulo to be dressed in decorative finery
comprised of all the wealth items she has earned the right to wear in
previous ceremonies. In addition, the firstborn is draped in the shell money
collected by the baulo. When the feast is ready for distribtuion to their kin,
the baul0 take the child back to her parents. Beautifully decorated and laden
with wealth the firstborn is presented to her mother along wlth a large
J

ironwood bowl of the most special feast food

J

J

coconut cream and taro

puddi ng. On top of the taro puddi ng is the fi ve fathoms of shell money called

gaea lUUl ('tail of the pig') that accompanied the pig the parents presented to
the child's baul0 when the baul0 relationship -was contracted between them,
years ago.
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Discussion
With the exception of the

01010

kapei, which is treated in the

following chapter, the repertoire of Kabana ceremonials in honour of the
firstborn 1S completed.

In the introductory chapter, I suggested that these

ceremonies are not rites de passage

that function to precipitate or

acknowledge changes in social status. Rather, I argued that the planning,
preparation and performance of these ceremonials is the way in v. . hich Kabana
adults learn to become fully competent, participatory members of society and
compete for renown. On average, the complex of fi rstborn ceremoni aI stakes
twenty years to accomplish and when completed most parents are mature
adults in their early forties (ara~a/taine kapei; 'man/woman senior, eldest,
big').

Their firstborn might be entering into marriage or might even have

given birth to her own first child.
Prior to the birth of their firstborn, young people are classified as

iriau/blala sapa, 'youth/maiden empty, nothing'. They are adolescents with
no personal autonomy, dependent upon and under the control of t.heir parents
and elders. With the birth of their first child, parents begin a new phase in
their

life cycle

as

'new people',

panua

kakau

younger/small, [emphatic adjective] newestltruest').

papapau

('people.,

In the postpartum

phase, parents were stripped of any identity other than that as parents of a
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newborn (ajpjna). They became known by and through their firstborn, the
exemp 1ar and product of thei r creative and procreat i 'Ie powers.

Thi sis a

phase of proto-adulthood when, as heads of their own household and with a
dependant of their own, the young parents gradually shift their position from
one of filial dependence to one of independence and responsibility for
themselves and others. The shift from adolescence to proto-adulthood is not
sharply demarcated, it is merely evidenced by the birth of the first chlld. The
young parents remain dependent upon their elders and ancestors, a dependency
highlighted in the minor ceremonials which focus on the redistribution of
wealth in the form of foodstuffs and consumables (e.g., sago palms, tree
fruits) made available to the parents by the child's progenitors. The minor
ceremonials emphasize the firstborn's pivotal position marking the continuity
of successive generations---the past grandparental/ancestral generation and
the present parental generation.
In the major ceremonials the emphasis shifts to the child as exemplar
of actual parental accomplishments and a concern with the parents as
'true/real people', panua tautau~a.

Through these ceremonies members of

the 'new' adult generation become more knowledgeable about and more heayi1y
involved in meeting the demands of social relations. They use their strength
to provide more and larger gardens, to acquire numerous pigs and other wealth
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items . and to encompass an ever widening network of social obllgations.

By

doing this, parents gradually develop a new identity as competent adults and
display that identity at ceremonials in honour of their firstborn, displays
which earn them the admiration of others who reciprocate by according the
parents with a reputation for renown.
Throughout my discussion of firstborn ceremonials, I have stressed the
underlying motif of these celebrations as one of a continuum of inter-related
concepts-death/l i fe,

generat i on/regenerat ion,

di scont i nutyl cont i nui ty,

product i on/reproducti on. Parents contai n withi n them the creati ve potent] a1
of the vital essence or life force of their progenitors which is realized and

.

perpetuated through the parents' ability to create new 1if e. The fi rstborn
chil d thus constitutes a 11 nk between the dead and the 1i vi ng, proof of the
continuity of life despite the discontinuity engendered by death. But the child
is also the harbinger of parental demise, for even as parents ensure the future
by procreation they

are themselves diminished; reproduction

parental vital substances.

depletes

These losses are further compounded by the

expenditure of parental strength and substance not only in the production of
life sustaining necessities, but also in the production of ceremonial wealth
above and beyond subsistence needs. Parents produce their first child as a
result of and at the apex of their creative powers . and from the moment of
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concepti on

parental

powers

begi n

to

dwi ndl e

and

the

loss

of

power/substantive essence takes its toll in the processes of aging and decay
which result ultimately in death.
The firstborn child is what Poole (1984) considers a "symbol of
substance", and the concept of primogeniture in Kabana culture encompasses
a social and cosmological continuum that describes "an ideological sense of
perpetual order".

The cosmic continuum comes together in what Weiner

(1980: 72) argues i s a "world view in which the processes of reproduction and
regenerat i on are percei ved as essent i a1 cultural concerns".

For the Kabana

these cultural concerns are embedded in the concept of primogeniture and
projected onto the person of the firstborn child who exemplifies the
processes of generation, degeneration and regeneration of elements of value:
human bei ngs, soci a1 re 1at i onshi ps, materi a1 resources, names, decorat i ve
finery, foodstuffs and so forth. The cycllc, processua1 nature of the way in
which the Kabana per ceive their perpetual social and cosmic order can be
represented in the tri partite model below:

Generation
Progeni tors
Ancestors
Past Time
Future Ori ented
Life> Death

Degenerat i on
Genitors
Parents
Present Time
Becomi ng Past
Living < > Dying

Regenerat ion
Pri mogeni ture
First Child
Past in Present
Becoming Future
Death> Life
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Withi n the context of Kabana ceremoni aI, the concept of 11 f e (1 n the
gUise of the firstborn, column 3) and the concept of death (in the guise of
deceased kin, column t) are given a sharp pre-eminence, as well they might
be~

since these are the two most important events that bracket human

existence. Howeyer, concepts of life and death abstracted from those doing
the liying and dying mean nothing.

The Kabana, it would seem, recognize this

fact and both the firstborn and the dead whom they elevate and honour are
passive elements, mere exemplars of the concepts life and death.

More

importantly, the ceremonies are oriented to the ongoing processes of living
and dying (column 2), to the generation, degeneration and regeneration of
elements of value, thus producing an actual, as opposed to an ideal sense of
perpetual order and continuity.
From an egocentric perspective life begins at the moment of one's birth

and ends at one's death. But birth is not simply the generating of life, it is
the regenerating, the "generating again", of life out of death. Ceremonies in
honour of a firstborn child celebrate regeneration and continuity. As SUCh,.
they also celebrate death as the necessary prerequisite for life and as the
ultimate condition of life. The firstborn is a product of her ancestors, her
progenitors, realized through her genitors. She carries the essence of their
being in her blood, and she in turn extends this essential substance to future
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generations at the expense of the present generation. The cosmic continuum
pivots around the firstborn and the dead, comes full circle, and culminates in
the conjoining of work for the dead and work for the firstborn at the

01010

kapei. In order to explore this relationship further, I take up the topic of
ceremoni es for the dead in the f 0 11 owi ng chapter.

CHAPTER SIX
Primogenitor: Death Rites. Mortuary Ceremonies
and the Firstborn

All firstborn ceremonies, the Kabana say, are events that take place
"on top of the dead".

If there were no dead, there would be no life and the

celebration of life as exemplified by the firstborn, could not occur. It comes
as no surprise, therefore, that the most important of all firstborn ceremonies
takes place within the context of mortuary ceremonies, as part of the grand
finale at the 01010 tapei, the 'big feast/celebration'.

It is here that male

children are superincised, and female children have their ears pierced and
elongated. Blood i s precious, it contains the life force of past, present and
future generations, and cannot be treated lightly. Since the child is a product
of ancestral blood, the blood shed when the child's body is cut is ancestral
blood and must be spilled on 'top of the dead',
Although mortuary traditions are by definition concerned with death,
they are not necessarily concerned with the dead,

per se.

I thus distinguish,

as do the Kabana, between two categories of mortuary traditions. The first is
the category I label death rites which includes preparation of the corpse,
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mourning, death compensation, and buria1. Death rites are performed by the
living for a particular deceased individual.

These rites are oriented to

finishing the dying process of the deceased and to reconciling the living to
their loss of that singular individual.

The second category of mortuary

traditions I have labelled mortuary ceremonies.

Mortuary ceremonies

are

performed in the name of the recent dead, but not for the dead; they are
performed by and for the living.

The several deceased honoured at mortuary

ceremonials are, like t he child honoured at firstborn ceremonials, exemplars
of the interests and preoccupations of others who perform the ceremonials.
Mortuary ceremonials include the (re)production and (re)distributlon of
sociocultural and material elements of value, the building of the seclusion
houses for firstborn children, the razing and "resurrection" of the men's
ceremonial house, and the (re)creation of the autochthonous spirits that
reside

in the

men's

house and

preside

over the

firstborn/mortuary

ceremonials.
I begin this chapter with a brief overview of Kabana concepts of life
and death as a contextual prelude to their complex of mortuary traditions.
This is followed with a discussion of Kabana death rites and the three days of
death.

I then turn to the series of mortuary ceremonials and conclude the

chapter with a di scussi on of the 01010 Icapei, the 'bi g feast' whi ch, over
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several weeks of feasting and dancing orchestrated by the contemporary
generation of adults, brings together the firstborn, the recent dead, spiritual
bei ngs, and elaborate compet it i "Ie exchanges of 1i "Ie pi gs.

concepts of Li f e and Death
Earlier I noted that the Kabana assert three necessary conditions for
the existence of human life: the

tini 'physical body', the tautau, and the

anunu. The term tautau can be glossed as 'spirit', 'soul', 'vital essence', 'life
principle', or 'essential substance', and the term

anunu as 'reflection',

'shadow', 'mirror image', or 'persona'. None of these English words, however,
captures

the many shades of meaning implied in the Kabana

terms.

Furthermore, the glosses are conceptually loaded terms in Engllsh so that
settling on anyone translation (e.g.,

tautau = 'soul') bends the reader's mind

to assume a configuration of meanings that fit uneasily at best, or not at all,
withi n the me ani ngs of the Kabana terms. In order to avoi d thi s trans 1at ion
prob 1em, I refrai n from usi ng an Engll sh 910ss and use the native terms

tautau and anunu in this discussion.
The taut au is contained in but not by the body, its locus being the
stomach or liver which also serves as the focal pOint for such emotions as
fear, love, hate, anger, (e.g., j moga 1i

oanaoana, 'hi s innards are hot'; Le., 'he
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is angry').

The tautau permeates the body and, li ke the notion of aura,

extends to an undefinable distance outside and around the body.

It is

considered impolite to sit or stand too close to another person, for this is an
invasion of personal space and an act of shameful familiarity. Similarly, it is
forbidden for anyone to step over an individual and his/her belongings, as this
encompasses and appropri ates aspects of that person's tautau and wi 11 cause
him/her to become 111.

In addition to the physical body and its immediate

surrounds, aspects of one's tautau also pervade one's personal belongings:
one's bodily fluids and wastes; one's partially consumed food and drink, betel
spit, tobacco; one's footprints, body heat, breath, voice, glance, hair and nail
clippings.

Anyone of these can be appropriated by others and used to

sorcerize the person to whom they belong. Marrying a 'one blood' or having
trustworthy trade friends are but two examples of how one ensures
protect ion for one's taut au.
The tautau has no substance but is contained in substances.

The

physical body, tini, or 'skin', 'outer covering', 'husk', incorporates the tautau.
It is this intangible and mysteriOUS principle of life that enters the fcetus
just before birth, causing the unborn infant's eyes to open so it can see the
'road' it must travel as the birth process begins. The taut au is an animating
principle and the phrase imata geragera, 'her eye sees', is used to convey

- - - - - - - - - -- -
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the concept of 'alive'. No one knows or really cares from whence the tautau
originated, and no one knows what becomes of it after death.
The anunu ('reflection', 'shadow', 'persona', also 'ghost') is also an
animating principle, associated with that aspect of human life pertaining to
thought, speech, rationality, knowledge. It is tangible i n the sense that it is
possible to 'see' a shadow, or a ghost, and to witness the external
manit estat ions of 'persona' in i ndi vi dua I behavi ours.

The anunu is aI so

responsible for the dreaming state. Dreams are out-of-body experiences in
which the anunu leaves the sleeping body and exists on another plane of
reality where it interacts with the anunu of other dreamers, spirits, and
ghosts. Ghosts are the anunu of the dead. People should never be startled out
of reverie or sleep as this will sever the connection between anunu and body.
Loss of one's anunu causes one to become temporarily or permanently
deranged.

Either condition is recognizable by the individual's asocial,

non-rational behaviour and/or speech.

The degree to which an individual's

anunu is socially evolved can be ascertained by objective criteria such as
speech and behaviour patterns.
This tripartite schema of body, tautau, and anunu is necessary for
human IHe. The necessary and sufficient conditions for 'humanness' require
the addition of a fourth element: socialization. Children become human when
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they are capable of reflexivity) a condition the Kabana associate with the
ability to feel shame as a result of word or deed. The sociallzatlon process
begins but does not end at adolescence) it continues thoughout adulthood)
culturally channeled and molded by firstborn ceremonials.
The tautau is a uniquely human attribute, Pigs) dogs) and birds) for
example) are not human (although they might be human shapeshifters) because
they do not have a tautau. They do have an anunu, hence they are animate
beings that cast shadows, have reflections and are capable of limited
learning-they can know their owners) the road to the gardens) their names,
their homes. Although animals are not human beings, neither are they, as a
category) opposed to the category 'human'. There are degress of humanness.
Animals) especially dogs and pigs, are located on the outer limits of what it
means to be human and are characteristlcal1y the epitome of asocial
behaviour.
The Kabana do not have a term that can be glossed as embracing the
concept '11fe'. The term for 'human being' is eababa. However, in describing
both human beings and animals as 'alive', one says imata eababa, 'its eye [isJ
human', or Hin kemi, 'its skin lis1 good'. Having a 'good skin' also describes
as 'alive' such inanimate things as pl ants and trees.

The word mate, can

mean 'finished' in the sense that a transaction is completed. It may also be
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glossed as 'mortally wounded', 'termi na 11 y i 11', 'unconsci ous', and 'dead', All of
these conditions mayor may not be permanent; deadness like aliveness is a
matter of degree, Only animate beings can be referred to as mate, Plants and
trees that are dead are described as mist, 'dry', 'cooked', ThlS term 1S also
descriptive of human beings, especially the aged and the ill, whose skin
becomes dry and lacklustre, their bodies shri\/elled and bent, their sulu, 'vital
juices', used up.
The Kabana hol d that it is both natural and necessary that all things
-human, animal , vegetal-must die.

In the best of all possible worlds,

human death should occur as a function of extreme old age. In this case, death
is the result of, and brings closure to, a socially productive and moral life
span.

Dying, like living, is a social process p9r

excellence.. The

expenditures of the li fe force in generation and regeneration bring about
degeneration.

As Kelly (1976: 145) put it for the Etoro: "accretion at one

point in the system entails depletion elsewhere".
Depletion of one's strength is a condition marked by the physical
indicators of the aging process such as loss of teeth, loss of body fat and
'vital juices', white hair, deteriorating eyesight.

Aging (and death) are

associated with 'hotness', a heat which dries the body and 'cooks' its vital
fluids resulting in a loss of fertility and productivity for both women and
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men. The faded bloom of life is reflected in the eyes and skin; the eyes no
longer 'see', the skin is no longer 'good'.

As people age they become more

spectators than participants in social l1fe. The physical debilitation of the
elderly prohibits them from taking part in the demanding activity of finding
pigs and shell money.

Their spheres of activity become circumscribed, and

they become dependant upon others once again. They have given over their
knowledge and experience to their children so that their mental strength is
also depleted, a condition referred to as buobuo, 'having immature or
childlike thought processes'.
Ideally, all people should achieve extreme old age, with death occurring
as a result of their 'bones breaking'.

This is a "good death" (c. f: Counts

t 976-77), the culmination of a good life, for persons who survive to

e~<treme

old age are, by definition, those individuals who have lived a morally corr-ect
life (cf: McKellin, in press). However, there are few Kabana who live to die
of extreme old age. The most senior adults in the Village could remember only
one person, a woman, who died as a result of her 'bones breaking'. She was a
true maron, 'esteemed person', a woman of renown, strength and integrity.
With very few exceptions, most deaths in Kabana SOCiety are classified as tlad
deaths caused by sorcery.

Death by sorcery is a bad death because the

practice of sorcery is in itself a dreadful thing and because sorcery entails a
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negative jUdgment lIpon the behaviour of the victim by relevant others. A bad
death is a morally wrong death because it is incurred as a result of a breach
of morality either on t he part of the deceased or a member of his/her family.
A bad death} Hke a good death, is not strictly a biological issue: it is a moral
issue (see Scaletta, 1985} for a detailed discussion of the dying process).
For the Kabana, the process of dying is characterized as a loss of
personal autonomy and the freedom to empower one's existence} both of which
are basic attributes of a 'true' human being.

The dying person becomes

dependent upon others, while at the same time, the dying person becomes
socially disaffiliated, less involved with life and the living, more involved
with her own dying and with the dead. Physically, a person who is dying has
dry, ashen, lacklustre skin (like dead plants); her eyes film over and become
opaque (11 ke the eyes of a neonate, unsoci ali zed i nf ant); her nose becomes
'sharp and stands up'; her breath has the decayed odour associated with
putrefaction; her body is 'heavy'} incapable of independent movement; and she
no longers looks at or 'sees' those around her.

The necessary and sufficient

condition for human death is the absolute absence of the tautau, at which
point the dying person's 'eyes are no longer human' and she ceases to breathe.
With the irretrievable separation of the tautau and the body., death is a IBit

Bccompl/.

The dying person becomes 'the dead one', burua., her corpse
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referred to as

ipat sapa, an 'empty container' .

Although the person has been defined as 'not living',

mate, the dying

process is not finished until three days after the death during which time the
forma 1 rites of mourni ng, death compensation, and buri a1 take place. A t the
end of the three days, the deceased's dyi ng process is fi ni shed and the dead
one is categorically 'dead',

matemate.

Death Ri tes: the three days of death
As soon as death is pronounced, a young man is sent to beat the
slit-gong at the deceased's men's house in order to announce the death to the
community. The slit-gong can be heard for some distance, the significance of
its mournful tattoo unmistakable, and those who hear it return immediately
to the village to participate in the mourning rites.

Two young men

(ato,

'messenger') are sent off, one to the east and one to the west, to carry the
ne'.'Vs of death to the nei ghbouri ng vi 11 ages where other runners relay the
message until the whole district is advised.
It is pri maril y elder f ema 1es and seni or ki ns'.'vomen of the deceased
who prepare the body for viewing.

The corpse is washed, dressed in ne\,,'

burial clothes., personal decorative finery, and her hair trimmed back about
ten centimetres all round the head (see above pp . 254).

The deceased is
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removed from the place of death to a suitable outbuilding, one large enough to
accomodate the mourners, where the body is laid out on a new pandanus mat
in the centre of the room, and covered up to the chin with a length of new
cotton material. Another length of cloth is placed over the mouth and nose to
protect the mourners from the odour of death. The eldest son, a brother, or
some other senior male kinsman, paints the face of their dead kinswoman
with the red and white designs of her kin group. Every death is treated in this
manner, regardl ess of the age or gender of the deceased. I f the deceased is a
small boy who .had not been

superincis~d,

this operation will be performed on

the corpse by one of his senior male kinsmen.
While the corpse is being laid out, her/his resident affines go to the
gardens of the deceased where they harvest all the food growing there; they

otga dadaga, 'clear out the garden' in the same manner as took place for the
firstborn.

In addition to garden produce, the coconuts, areca nuts, bananas.,

tobacco, are also 'cleared out'.
'her/his belongings' (ele pH).

In short, the deceased is stripped of all
As soon as the death is announced .. all the

village women go to their gardens and to the freshwater spring, to collect
sufficient food and water to last them throughout the three days of death.
For the rest of the day of death, the vinage residents come to mourn
their dead compatriot formally.

When they enter the mourning house, the
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mourners begi n to weep and decry thei r loss.

As they approach the corpse

they throw down beside or on top of the body. items of clothing, utensils,
plates, crotons, taro stalks, which are snatched up by those mourners already
present. These gifts to the dead, and through her to the mourners, express the
donors' grief and how the loss of this individual has

raoislm.

'beggared them'.

Their prestatl0ns made, the mourners prostrate themselves across the corpse
to weep and lament the loss of a Sister, a mother, a wife, a companion. As
the first day of death wears on, mourners from other villages begin to arrive,
and. the home Villagers gradually

remove themselves from the scene to

prepare the food they will feed the mourners and to allow the newcomers
thei r ti me to gri eve.
Both women and men participate in the work of mourning (bibita,
'vigil, death watch'), although it is primarily women who keep a constant vigil
over the dead one, weeping and expressing their grief in 'songs of mourning',

tagdaga, untll the corpse is buried. On midnight of the first day of death or,
if this is not possible because all the participants have not yet arrived, on the
third night of death, there is a special death dirge sung only by men, tilcado
borou Iceoegs, 'they do sorcery keening'. For two or three hours, the cognatiC

and affinal kinsmen of the dead, take turns singing their privately owned
magical spells. The secret spells lose their inherent power once made public,
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consequently., the power of the man who held those secrets is diminished. By
maki ng pub Ii c thei r

secret

powers, the

deceased's

affi na 1 ki n place

themse I ves ina position of 'luI nerabil ity. Converse I y, the cognat i c ki n of the
deceased show their lack of intent to avenge the deat h by diminishing their
power to do so. (This does not completely eradicate the possibility that the
death will be avenged, however.) Mourning continues unabated throughout the
night and the following day.
Thi s second day of death is taken up wi th the co 11 ect i on and
redistribution of kuru., 'death compensation', the designation of the budua

itama 'owner/father of the dead', and tae31J3., 'burial'. During the lifetime of
the deceased numerous individuals are linked to one another as 'affines',

sobosobo, by vi rtue of thei r re 1at i onshi p to the deceased. The death of the
person through whom this network of relations was forged and maintained
does not sever those relationships. These relations are transformed into
affi na I reI at ions based upon the mutua I connect i on these affi nes now have
relative to the deceased individual, a transformation reflected in kin
terminology.

Affines, sobosobo, become aso, 'persons affinally related to a

rarticular deceased'.

Compensation payments are made between aso, the

direction of payment going from those who are affinally related to the
deceased to those who are cognates of the deceased.

Such payments are
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intended to 'buy the worry/grief' of the deceased's kin and to 'cool their anger'
in order to ward off the possibility of revenge against the affines of the dead.
Earlier I noted that the redistribution of brideweaJth differs from all
other transfers of wealth except one) death compensation. Mortuary payments
made at the time of death follow the same procedure as that for bridewealth
distributions) as in the following example. Upon the death of a woman who
was a widow) the dead woman's sons and their agnates were responsible for
making mortuary payments to their mother's consangulnes and cognates .
.When the dead woman's affines arrive for the mourning rites) they make
contributions of shell money to the woman's eldest son (for which he is nov'"
indebted to them) to assist him in accumulating the necessary amount of
wealth destined to be redistributed among the woman's cognatic kindred. As
was the case with bridewealth) mortuary payments are transactions where
one's investment of wealth is returned immediately with a profit. Those who
are entitled to receive compensation contribute an amount of shell money and
at the redistribution) receive back the amount they contributed plus one
hundred per cent. profit, the profit coming from the contributions made by the
woman's affines. Whereas at the bridewealth distribution, it was the bride's
maternal kin who should and did get the largest amount of wealth as
compensation for maternal blood, mortuary payment differential is based on
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gender. If the deceased is a female, the death 'belongs to the women' for they

have lost one of their o'Nn; jf a male, the death 'belongs to the men'. At the
death of the above mentioned widow, it was her female cognates who
recei ved the I argest amounts of shell money as compensat ion for her death.
Regardless of the gender of the deceased, a11 women who come to mourn for
the dead are given gifts of raw food, sugar cane, drinking coconuts, banana
and taro stalks for planting, and crotons, as recompense for the emotions.,
tears, and songs they contributed so that the deceased was properly mourned.
The source of these gifts of raw food is the gardens and trees owned by the
deceased, the 'belongings' of the dead that were harvested ear1ier by her/his
resident

affines.

These

'belongings' are imbued

with

the

deceased's

'substance' or vital essence, and thus are returned to those with \..vhom the
deceased shares substance, her 'one bloods'.
In addition to death compensation, it is also necessary at this time for
the family of the deceased to designate one individual as budua Hama,
'father/owner of the dead one'.

This man (but sometimes, woman) is

responsible for organizing and properly carrying out all future mortuary work
for this particular deceased.

Mortuary ceremonies are numerous, costly in

pigs, shell money, other wealth objects, and garden produce, and they might
take more than a decade to complete. To be chosen 'owner of the dead one' is
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to be issued a cha 11 enge by the f amil y of the deceased, sf nce fall ure to do the
mortuary work fn a reasonable length of time and in a properly opulent manner
shows up the 'owner of the dead one' as a raDisma!'J, a 'person of little
consequence, strength'. Simply to be chosen as 'owner of the dead one' is to
be shamed, as the person chosen is always one with whom the deceased or her
family have been in conflict. The person selected as 'owner of the dead one' is
presented with a large female pig, two clay pots, three large ironwood bowls
and 15 to 20 lengths of shell money. by the family (or spouse) of the
deceased. All of this wealth

~ust

be repaid, and is the first in a long string

of debts and responsibilities incurred by the 'owner of the dead one'.
By midafternoon of the day following the death, mortuary transactions
are complete, and a11 who came to mourn the dead depart the "linage of the
deceased to return to their own homes-visiting mourners do not participate
in the actual burial of the dead. Two young men, kin of the deceased, are
commissioned to prepare the

grave site.

The corpse is wrapped in the

pandanus mat upon whi ch it was 1ai d out for vi ewi ng. and carri ed by male ki n
to the grave site. The procession to the grave from the house of mourning is
led by the deceased's spouse or a sibling.

All those who partiCipate in the

work of burying the dead will be compensated for their work on behalf of the
dead during the distribution of shell money at the 0)010 kapei. In the past,
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the dead (men, women and children) were buried in shallow graves inside the
men's ceremonial house. The men bunt their hearths on top of the shallow
graves, 'on the breast of' the dead.

Nowadays, the dead are buried in a

graveyard adjacent to the vlllage and burial rites at the site are conducted by
the village catechist who reads prayers from his catechism and leads the
gathering in a short funeral mass. At the conclusion of the service, those who
have gathered take one final look at the face of the dead and, after throwing
flowers into the grave, return to their homes. The young men fill in the grave,
and erect on the 'breast of the dead', a small paJata or 'lean-to' consisting of
four poles and a roof, to shelter and mark the grave.
Only twenty-four hours (or less) have elapsed since the death was
announced and the burial of the corpse. After the corpse is buried, the spouse
(or a sibling) of the deceased goes into seclusion and Village activities cease
altogether as people sleep off their exhaustion and observe the taboos
associated with a new death for the next forty-eight hours. These taboos
forbid any kind of work, travel to the gardens, bush or reef, hunting or fishing,
and the use of sharp implements such as knives or axes. Until the arilu, 'the
feast to send away the ghost', the deceased's anunu ('shadow, persona, ghost')
is still in the vicinity. Ghosts, by their very proximity and not necessarily
out of malicious intent, can addle peoples' wits, thus activities during this
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period are likely to be done poorly and will have to be done again, or they are
likely to be dangerous.

The presence of a ghost causes everyone to be

accident prone, liable to injure themselves with a knife, fall out of a canoe,
trip and break a leg. One man, for example, decided to ignore these taboos of
the newly dead and went off to hunt wild pigs. He did t rack down a wild boar,
but the pig turned on the man, severely goring him and kUling one of his
hunt i ng dogs.
On the thi rd day after death, women from allover the di stri ct gather at
the Village of the deceased for the feast to send the ghost away. At midnight .
the women gather in the house where the corpse was laid out, where they will
spend the night singing songs commemorating the deceased.

The keening

songs ta~da~a, in their entirety, are one long epic that traces events in the
life of the deceased, highlighting her personality, habits, accomplishments,
i di osyncraci es, and the ci rcumstances of her dyi ng and death.

The songs have

a particular style and form so that anyone who wishes to contribute their
special memory of the deceased can do so.

The songs in honour of the

deceased, and the expressions of grief by the women, are intended to draw the
ghost near the dwelling, mollify its disposition, and prepare it for its
departure from the living. At dawn the songs of mourning cease; the ghost is
bani shed with the ni ght by the ri si ng sun. Normal acti II it i es can resume. All
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the women who sang throughout the night, are gifted by the famlly of the
deceased with a feast of cooked food-pork, sago flour and taro, portions of
which they share with their husbands and children when they return home.
Sending forth the dead, llke bringing forth new lffe in the birth hut, is
women's work; men remain nearby for support, but they are non-participants
at this crucial and final life cycle

event.

Death is life transformed just as llfe is death transformed; the two
concepts are not opposed, since together they describe total existence. The
rites and ceremonials associated with death and the dead are the same as
those associated with life and the firstborn. At this phase of mortuary work,
the simllarities are

evident in the customary seclusion of the deceased's

spouse, if he or she is living, (if not a close sibllng, or a child).

In the past,

l1ke mother and firstborn child, the surviving spouse was secluded inside a
'butterfly room' (eJe bobo).

Nowadays she/he is simply 'locked in her/his

house' (eJe luma iloko), emerging only at night to perform bodily functions.
While in seclusion, the bereaved has no visitors, sees and speaks to no one.,
except the person who brings her/him a small amount of food once each
evening. Out of respect for the dead, the spouse

must taboo tobacco., areca

nut, eat nothing but 'rubbish' food, plain boiled sweet potato, and drink only
water. Food and water are supplied in very small Quanitites, so that the need
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for bodi lye 1i mi nat ion is mi ni mi zed. Needl ess to say, the bereaved also loses
a good deal of weight on this

meagre diet, a further indication of how the

death has i mpoveri shed the survi vor.
Before being locked in the house, the spouse is dressed in mourning
regalia. Her (or his) skin and hair are blackened with soot, the hair twisted
into long tendrils from which dangle globules of soot blackened grease from
the pig eaten at the feast to send away the ghost. The widow is dressed in
"Nidows weeds', an undyed fibre skirt made from dried coconut fronds; the
widower is dressed in a similarly drab loincloth. More common nowadays is
for the bereaved to wear a black cotton sarong.

The widow(er) \"tears a

braided necklace (nago1nana). made from a garment of the deceased, which
has a small pouch attached containing some personal belonging of the
deceased, perhaps a lock of hair or a piece of tobacco.

Like parents of a

firstborn, the bereaved spouses are stripped of their personal identity; they
are forbidden to wear anything but their mourning regalia and no colour save
black;

they cannot cut their hair; they have no name other than that of

'widow' (asape), or 'widower' (beget); their social relations and sphere of
activities are circumscribed. Unlike parents of a firstborn, who must forge
relationships and earn an identity (become re-named) through their own
efforts, a widow(er) is dependent upon her 'affines by death', her aso~ to
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forge those important human relations.

Rather than breaking asunder the

various human relations that were reckoned through the deceased, a death
simply transforms those relationships into obligations between the kin of the
dead (aso), obligations exemplified initially by the bereaved spouse.
How long the widow(er) remains in seclusion, wears the black of
mourning regaHa and goes unkempt, and how long she is forbidden to leave the
area around her house, hamlet, village, to enter the gardens, go to the reef, or
parti ci pate in ceremoni a1 act] 'lit i es, depends upon her aso and thei r
'strength', since they must

remove

these taboos with appropriate feasts and

gifts of wealth. The length of time a bereaved spouse remains in seclusion
varies according to the whim and wealth of the aso, and might be one week,
one month, or longer. For the 'coming out' of seclusion, the aso must prepare
a feast of cooked pork and taro to be redistributed among all the men's houses
in the village. Some weeks after seclusion is ended, the taboo preventing the
bereaved spouse from entering the gardens is lifted by the aso, who escort
the widow(er) to a new garden they have prepared for her.

This garden

replaces the one that was 'cleared out' at the death of her spouse. Mourning
regalla is worn for at least a year, its removal requiring yet another feast of
cooked pork and taro, at which time the bereaved is given a haircut and taken
into the sea to be bathed by one of her female aso to remove the trappings of
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grief.
Not

all

taboos are

obI i gatory, many,

such

as tabooi ng

a food

particularly favoured by the deceased, are self-imposed and may last a
I if et i me.

Nor do all taboos requi re such expensi ve ceremoni aIs for thei r

removal. One widower in the village, for example, did not attend the weekly
Village moot for almost a year after his wife died, since it would sadden him
to do so. His wife was a vital, active participant in village affairs and he
stayed away out of respect for her memory. When he decided to discontinue
the taboo, he entered the public plaza after everyone had gathered there and,
weeping profusely, threw down one length of shell money to "re-open the
road" of his wife.

When other roads that have been closed by taboo are

re-opened, this is done with similar displays of grief and with gifts of
wealth -shell money, woven baskets, cratons, tin plates, cups-thrown
along t.he path, gifts of wealth that are picked up by whoever is handiest.
Whether Obligatory or self-imposed, permiSSion to break the taboos and the
accompanying gifts of wealth must come from the aso of the bereaved.
The taboos imposed on the spouse or immediate consanguines of tt1e
dead go into effect on the day of death. Obligatory taboos, such as seclusion .
the weari ng of mortuary regal i a, and taboos that ci rcumscri be the acit i \lites
and movements of the bereaved are removed in the full ness of time at the
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di scret i on of the aso of the bereaved.

On average, it will take t we 1ve to

eighteen months before a widow(er) is completely free of all taboos, and once
more a full part i ci pant in soci all i f e.

The observati on of self -i mposed

taboos, entered into voluntarily not only by a spouse, but also by the family,
relatives and friends of the deceased, will persist as long as an individual
wishes to memorialize the dead in this fashion.
These taboos . 'Nhile occasioned by a death, are different from the
formal rites of death and the mortuary ceremonies later performed in honour
of the dead.

Death rites begi n when the death occurs and include the

preparat i on of the corpse, formal mourni ng, death compensat i on and bun al.
They 1ast f or the three days of death whi ch end when the corpse is buri ed and
the spouse (or 3 sibling, or child) of the dead enters seclusion. The death is
'fi ni shed', and thi s part i cuI ar burua 'dead one', has j oi ned the ranks of the
recent dead. Mortuary ceremonies in honour of the recent dead are separate
from death rites, and might not take place until some years after death.

MORTUARV CEREMONIES
During an individual's lifetime, ego is part of a vast interconnected
network of reciprocal relationships, reckoned through and e:<empl1fied by
ego's firstborn child. ~\/hen ego dies, these multiplex social relationships are
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not discontinued., nor is the cohesion or equilibrium of society placed in any
jeopardy. Throughout her/his lifetime, ego has invested wealth and value in
others.

Weiner points out that, embedding wealth and value in others is a

"primary mode of self-expansion" (1980: 82); for the Kabana this process is
also the primary mode of self-definition and takes place within the
framework of firstborn ceremonials.

Ego's self and relationships between

self and others are exemplified by her/his firstborn child.

Ideologically, the

firstborn child is ego's natural replacement and, upon the death of her/his
parent(s), those re I at i onshi ps become in fact, as opposed to on I yin pri nci pIe,
the responsi bil ity of the fi rstborn. \.yei ner argues ( p.79) that the process of
replacement "is not an automatic procedure ... but is preceded by explicitly
deft ned transactions" over 1ong peri ods of t1 me. The process of embeddi ng
value in the self of some other "contributes to the eventual replacement of
one's own self . .. . and for the regeneration of social relations beyond one's
own 1if et i me" (p.79). Although persona I loss and bereavement are deep I y felt
by the Kabana, soci 0 I 09i ca 11 y, they do not percei lie of death as a potentia I
source of disorder. For the Kabana, death does not create a rent in the social
fabric that must be reknit through mortuary ceremonies. The whole concept
of primogeniture is concerned with continuity, and the automatic replacement
of the dead in the person of the firstborn assures social and ideological
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cant i nuity despite t he soci a1 and personal losses incurred when anyone
i ndi vi dua 1 di es. The concept of replacement, Wei ner emphasi zes, "shoul d not
only be thought of in terms of individual (or group) relations, but the
transact] on must also be understood as an aspect of the 1arger reproductive
system in which the accumulation, circulation, and replacement of elements
of value, along with the buildup and replacement of individuals only occurs
through constant attention, nurturance and 'feeding'" (p.80). Kabana mortuary
ceremoni es thus are not vehi c1es for the bull di ng of new re 1at i onshi ps or for
the rebuil di ng of previ ous 1y exi sit i ng ones.

Soci a1 re 1at i onshi ps remai n

intact through the concept of primogeniture and the actual person of the
fi rstborn.

Withi n the generation, degeneration and regeneration continuum,

Kabana mortuary ceremonies, like those of the Trobriands, transform the
apparent negativity of death and decay into a "posit i 'Ie resource for the
regeneration of equivalent social relations" (Weiner 1980: 81).
Among the Kabana, the three days of death rites are concerned '.'Yith
finishing the dying process of a particular deceased person.

t"lortuary

ceremonies, on the other hand, are concerned with all those recently deceased
members of a part i cular men 's house. The 'recent dead' are those whose death
occurred after the last cycle of mortuary ceremonies was completed. The
Kabana do not worship or propitiate the dead, nor do the dead become
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ancestra 1 deities.

Mortuary ceremoni es do not i mmorta 11 ze the dead, si nce

their "immortality" is imbued in their descendants who contain the vital
essence of their genitors and primogenitors. Death rites perform closure on
the life of a specific dead person.
continuity of life.

Mortuary ceremonies celebrate the

The real burden of these ceremonies falls on two classes

of people; the parents of firstborn children, and the budua itama., the 'owner
of the dead one'. The nature and content of role 'owner of the dead one' as an
exemplar of the deceased person is crucial to understanding Kabana mortuary
ceremonies and I begin my discussion of mortuary work by examining this role
in more detail.

The Owner of the Dead One
In the previous section, I pointed out how the accumulation and
redistribution of wealth as death compensation is a transaction that parallels
the accumulation and redistribution of bridewealth. The parallels between
marriage and death do not stop with this initial transaction.
The rules of marriage, it '.'Vill be recalled, hold that ego marries within
the

sj~

Icelede, that is . a spouse is someone with whom ego has 'st1ared

blood' within the maximal cognatic kindred but outside a minimal thr-ee
generational

~~indred.

Through marital

ties, distant

cognates become
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reciprocal affines (sobosobo).

These affines, particularly the groom's

immediate consanguines) contribute to the bridewealth payment (garebo)
which is later redistributed among the bride's cognates ('one bloods'). When a
woman dies, her affines again contribute to the compensatory wealth (kuru)
gi ven over to her cognates, and reci proca I affi na I reI at ions become aso,
'affines in death'. Bridewealth and death compensation are formally similar
transactions different from all other transfers of wealth in that the amount
received by the woman's natal kindred is determined by the amount each
kinsperson contributes) plus one hundred percent. profit.

When the woman

married) her consanguines and cognates contributed to the personal 'Nealth
(dud~a)

the young bride took with her when the marriage was finalized after

the birth of her first child.

Since it was the birth of the child that

irrevocably legitimated the marriage, the bride's personal wealth (dudlJa),
rather than the bridewealth, formally marked her transition from her natal
kin to her affinal kin. Upon her death, the woman must be returned to her
natal kin, and this is accomplished when her affinal kin select one of her
natal kin as the 'o,"mer of the dead one' to whom they symbolically return the
deceased by present i ng thi s i ndi vi dua I with wealth called

dud~a .

5i nce the

dead woman has always belonged to her 'one bloods', a connection that was
not rescinded

even

upon her marriage, she must be 'returned' to her 'one
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bloods' upon her death; her return, like her departure, is marked by the wealth
(dudlJa) that accompanies her movement.

Her death belongs to her 'one

bloods' and it is they, not the woman's affines, who must carry out the
necessary mortuary ceremonies in 'honour of their dead'.
For heuristic purposes, and at the risk of oversimplification, I shall use
a specific example based on an actual death to further explicate the situation
and the role of the 'owner of the dead one' in mortuary work. In this instance
the deceased is a seni or femal e, survi ved by her husband. In 1ife, the woman
".yas a member of an ~xtended cognatiC kindred of 'one bloods'.

Relations

based on 'shared blood' are perpetual, originating with onl~'s progenitors,
through one's se 1f as genitor and extended into the future through one's
offspring who are extensions of one's self . The continuity of these blood
relations is celebrated at mortuary work.

The dead WfJman is returned to

those with whom she has 'shared blood' and the 'owner of the dead one' is
responsible for carrying out the ceremonials in her honour.
After her death, others referred to the dead

\AI oman's

husband as more

Hama, 'owner of the croton', the croton being a symbol of the dead/death. At

the death of his wife, the Widower, or 'owner of the croton', selected as
'owner of the dead one' a man who was the dead l'Voman 's cross-cousin/
brother, that is, the dead woman was a FeZD/Z to the rlan chosen as 'owner of
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the dead one'. The deceased woman and the 'owner of the dead one' are 'one
bloods' at the fourth ascending generation, but members of different minimal
patrilineages.

Just as the woman's departure from her natal kin at her

marriage was formalized with

dud~a,

the wealth she received from her

cognates and took wi th her when she entered her husband's vi 11 age, her return
to her natal kin after her death was formalized with a payment of wealth
(dud~a) made by her affines to her natal kin.

This wealth, consisting of a

large female pig, two clay pots, three large ironwood bowls and 15 to 20
lengths of shell money, was given over by the dead woman's husband as the
'o\.yner of the croton

to the 'owner of the dead one', a 'one blood' of the

deceased.
Formally represented by the Widower, the affinal kin of the deceased
woman challenge Ule ability of her 'one bloods' to perform these ceremonies
by selecting one of her ki n as representat i ve of that ki ndred, and present i ng
him (or her) with dud~a. It is the dead woman's natal kin, not her relations by
marriage, who must accumulate and redistribute wealth to others on the
occasi on of her death. The affi nes of the deceased do have a vested interest
in the performance of these ceremoni es, however, since they, too, are di stant
cognates or are cognatically related to the deceased (through her children)
and have certain rights and obligations by virtue of their blood relation to the
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deceased.

The

more itama, 'owner of the croton' (the spouse of the

deceased), gives over the dud~a wealth to the 'owner of the Ijead one' both to
challenge his/her ability to accomplish the ceremonials but also to assist
him/her in doing so.

Throughout the ceremonial cycle, the 'owner of the

croton' and his family must provide the 'owner of the dead one' with a
constant supply of food so that the 1at ter has the 'strength' to perform the
mortuary work. As one 'owner of the dead one' phrased it, "I must grow the
wealth and do the work in honour of my dead sister; my sister's husband [the
'owner of the croton'] must 'grow' [i.e., feed] me and 'buy' [compensate] m~d
'Nork."
The 'owner of the croton' (the widower) is an exemplar of the dead
womans' affinal kin and the representative of the men's house into which she
married.

The affinal kin thus return the deceased to her 'one bloods' tly

'bringing' (dud~a) the death back to a member of her minimal cognatic
kindred, exemplified by the 'owner of the dead one', who is a member of the
men's house into which the deceased was born. Everyone who is a 'one tllood'
of the deceased has a right to a share of the wealth redistributed at the
ceremonials that honour the deceased, but not all those 'o'Vho have 'shared
blood' are members of these two men's houses. Si nce the dead woman belongs
to a complex net work of 'one bloads' that, through marri age and descent

·?1:."

.3 ""~

affiliate her with each and every men's house in the district and even beyond
the di stri ct among nei ghbouri ng people, mortuary ceremoni es are not merely
transactions between the men's house group into which the deceased was tlorn
and the one into whi ch she marri ed, but extend beyond any mi ni mum defi nit ion
of affi na I and consangui nea I ki n to encompass I arge numbers of people and
lIast expenditures of wealth. And it is thi s that makes mortuary ceremoni es
the I avi sh phenomena that they are.
The extensive nature of kinship relations and the rights and obligations
inherent in those relat ions is formally represented by a third role crucial to
the performance of mortuary ceremonies.

This is the role of the karei

itama, 'the basket [its] father/owner' . The dead woman is a member of men's
house (A) by birth, she became a member of men's house (8) through marriage.
Upon her death, the woman's affines, members of men's house (B), give death
compensation (kuru) to the woman's cognates who are members of many
different men's houses (A, B, Coo.). and they bring the dead back to her natal
men's house, (A).

f1en's house (A) 'raise the name' of their dead by

accumul at i ng and red i stri but i ng wealth in the name of the dead to a11 those
who have a right to a portion of that wealth because of their rights based on
'shared blood' wi th the deceased. The other men's houses and thei r interests
are represented by the 'owner of the basket'. This individual is selected by
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the 'owner of the dead'} who formally contracts the relationship by sending a
large plate of taro pudding and a length of shell money to the 'owner of the
basket'.

In the exampl e cited here} the 'owner of the dead one' chose as the

'owner of the basket', a young man who was both his and the dead woman's
grandson (FZOSS).

The 'owner of the basket' was a 'one blood' of both the

deceased and the 'owner of the dead one', but he was a member of yet a third
men's house. The ob 1i gat ions bet ween the 'owner of the dead' and the 'owner
of the basket' are, in many respects} analogous to the

baulo relationship

between parents of a firstborn. The 'owner of the basket' is a vita) source of
assi stance to the 'owner of the dead' in carryi ng out the cermoni a1sin honour
of the deceased, and is also the person through whom vari ous redi stri but ions
of wealth are made to those who have rights to such wealth because of their
'one blood' kinship to the deceased. The full range of the 'owner of the dead
one' and 'owner of the basket' re 1at i onshi p wi 11 become more evi dent as the
di scussi on evolves.
Mortuary ceremonies are highly competitive events. The competition is
entered into when t he deceased is symbolically returned to her natal kin in
the presentation of wealth (dud~a) made by her affines to t.he 'owner of the
dead one', who represents the natal kin ('one blood') of the deceased.

The

competi t ion is not bet ween two categori es of ki n., i.e., bet ween persons who
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are affines or cognates relative to the deceased, since the Kabana have no
such neatly dualistic system of relationships. The challenge lies in whether
or not the 'owner of the dead one' and the men's house into whi ch she was
born are capable of produci ng and redi stri but i ng wealth to all those with
whom the deceased has 'shared blood' and who are affiliated with other men's
houses. The compet it ion is bet ween the nata 1 men's house of the deceased and
all other men's houses.
Many years might elapse between the return of the deceased and the
ceremonies tha~ honour him or. her.

The decision to begin a nel,'v cycle of

mortuary work is based on two criteria: the total number of recent dead
be 1ongi ng to the men's house, and the ntlmber of fi rstborn chil dren be I ongi ng
to that same men's house who have not yet been superincised or had their ears
pi erced. I f both these categori es number more than fi \Ie each, the deci si on to
begin mortuary work is likely to be taken and preparations begin.
8iven that there are at 1east five., and possi b1Y as many as ten recent 1~d
dead., plus as many firstborn children in anyone men's house, everyone
affil 1ated with that men's house part i C1 pates in the organi zat i on and
execution of the mortuary ceremonials since it is the reputation/reno'Nn of
their men's house viS-8-¥i$ all other men's houses that is at stake. I,.yhen to
begi n a new cye I e of mortuary ceremoni es is a group deei si on, proposed by the
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e1 der members of the men's house and supported (or not, as the case may be)
by the total men's house membership, including the women, whose opinion is
solicited and expressed within the men's house by their menfolk.
Mortuary ceremonies, like firstborn ceremonies, are not held to dispose
of stockpil ed wealth. The wealth in food, pi gs I and objects of va I ue that is
redi stri buted at mortuary ceremoni es is specifi ca 11 y aCQui red as ceremoni aI
performance is required, and not before. When the previous mortuary cycle
was completed, the autochthonous spirits were sent away from the men's
house, the drums were silenced, and the men's house itself was allowed to
fall into ruin. Mortuary ceremonies are celebrations of life and each time a
new mortuary cycle is begun, the autochthonous spirits, the drums, and the
men's house are resurrected.

The cycle begins with the 'scattering of the

ashes' of the dead.

Scattering the Ashes
Since the dead are no longer buried and cremated inside the men's
house the ceremony to 'scatter the ashes of the dead' j kado di ~a i tae ('he
I

does/works

the

fire

[its]

excrement/remains/ashes')

has

become

the

ceremony to raze the lean-to that was erected over the grave site of the
deceased. Each 'owner of the dead' (hereafter simply 'owner') is responsible
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for smashing the lean-to

(lgo,-o aea moe, 'he smashes/ breaks the pandanus

mat') that has shi eI ded the breast of the dead. The pandanus mat here refers
both to the shroud in whi ch the deceased was buri ed and to the I ean-to that
was bui 1t over the grave.
Since it marks the beginning of a new cycle of mortuary work that
includes a number of t he recent dead belonging to a particular men's house,
this ceremony might not occur for some years after the deceased was buried.
I n order to accomp l i sh thi s fi rst ceremoni aI, each 'owner' must plan at I east
a year ahead by planting a large taro garden to accommodate the required
distribution of cooked food, and he must have available one female 'pig of the

.

ashes' (aupu). A kinsmen or 'one blood' of the deceased is commissioned to
di smant I e and burn the lean-to, for whi ch he recei ves the pi 9 and a large di sh
of taro pudding from the 'owner'. In addition, the 'owner must send a plate of
taro pudding to all those men's houses wHh whom the deceased was affiliated
through 'shared blood'. The 'gift' of taro pudding announces to the recipients
that the men's house of the 'owner' has commenced a new mortuary cycle .
It is important to note that aI though it appears that tile person \,\'tw
tears down and burns the lean-to is "paid" for his work with the pig and taro,
this is only partiall y true, since the recipient of the wealth (A) is now
indebted to the 'owner' (B) for that pi g. \t·/hen the men's house that (A) be longs
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to begins its mortuary cycle, (A) will "pay back" the pig by (1) commissioning
(B) for some aspect of mortuary work on behalf of (A), or (2) by presenting (B)
with a pig during the final pig exchange at the 01010 Icapei. In fact, (8) might
have been chosen by (A) to do this work because the deceased person (0) had
an out standi ng debt to (B) for a pi g for whi ch (A), as 'owner of the dead one' .,
must honour. By involving (A) in some aspect of the mortuary work for (0) and
"paying" him a pig for that work, (B) repays the pig debt between (A) and (0)
by indebting (A) to himself (8). Relations of indebtedness never really cancel
one another out, they simply change hands.

It should also be noted at this

stage, that all exchanges of wealth are the receiving and repaying of
indebtedness and are exchanges that take place among persons who are
related by descent or 'one bloods', i.e., cognatic kin.

The notion that one

shares with ki n (agnates) but exchanges with non-ki n (affi nes) si mp 1y does
not apply to the Kabana situation.

In the above example., where (0) is the

deceased, (A) might be a ZOS/grandchild of the deceased and (8) might be a
FZS/sibling of the deceased (0) and a grandparent to (A). While (A) and (8) are
'one bloods', they belong to different men's houses, hence the competitive
nature of mortuary work is phrased in terms of competition between men's
houses whereby i ndi viljua 1s invest or embed wea lth and value in others} va 1ue
which the investor has every intention of

e~<tracting

or exploiting at some
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future time.

The Kabana situation as I have presented it throughout this

document supports 'wei ner's contention that,
"the 'expect at i on of reci procity' is real i st i ca 11 y evaluated and cal clll ated"
(1980:74, original emphasis), and therefore that,

"the transactions that occur between "close kin" should be
called neither "gifts" nor objects "freely given" in the sense of the
nonexpectation of a return.
The rules of reciprocity can be
characteri zed neither as "general i zed reci procity" nor "balanced
reciprocity" for these rules are based on mechanical models that take
no account of the passage of ti me, the strategi es played out, and the
future e~<pectations of reclaiming and replacement" (p.80).

When each 'owner' has destroyed and burned the 'house/pandanus mat'
that covered the breast of the 'dead one', all the men of that men's house
gather to plan future ceremonial work. The meetings are organized tty the
eldest member of the men's house, who calls the meeting together by lighting
a fire at the door to the men's house (lila lJan dilJa; 'they go because of
flre'). The meeting goes on continuously for several days and nights, during
which time the various responsibilites for the upcoming mortuary 'Nark are
meted out. The f i rst order of business is to determine when the next phase of
mortuary work wil l begin so that everyone in the men's house can plan their
gardens so that food i s plentifully available at the same time.

As will be

seen below, the rebuilding of the men's house, the building of the firsttlorn
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ceremoni aI

sec I usi on

houses

(kail a~a),

and

autochthonous spi ri ts, requi res numerous pi gs.

the

i nvo I vement

of

the

The responsi bi I i ty for

provi di ng those pi gs fall s on i ndi vi dua I members of the men's house

J

particularly the parents of firstborn children and on the several 'owners of
the dead', each of whom is commissioned to supply a pig for a specific
purpose. When all these arrangements are made, the decrepit men's house is
pull ed down and burned. Until the new men's house is constructed, the men
build a temporary men's house, a d\Atelling that is simply a larger anlj
unadorned versi on of the 'women's houses' (1 uma) where the cerernoni a1
regalia and carved support posts from the old building are stored.
The old building is symbolic of the degeneration and decay of the aging
process that the

living experience and that the

deceased have fully

accomplished. From the closure of the last mortuary cycle, the men's house is
left to decay.

No repairs are made to the building and it becomes decrepit

over time (1 i ke human bei ngs): the thatch dri es and bleaches grey, pai ntelj
externa I decorations f ade, and the framework or 'bones' begi n to fall apart.
The men's house degenerates and when a new cycle commences., it is

finall~d

dismantled and burned, cremated like the corpses it once housed. The ashes of
the dead are scattered in the sense that the pO\,\/er inherent in the men's house
and the lives of those who give it meaning, is diminished by the loss of those
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deceased members. The whole cycle of mortuary work, however, is a displa!d
of the strength, power and ability of the living, characteristics they have as a
result of the1 r 'shared b1oodl essence' with the1 r deceased ki nl ancestors and
whi ch is perpetuated through thei r fi rstborn chil dren. The 1if e cycle and the
cosmic continuum waxes and wanes, and in a very real sense, hangs in H-Ie
ba 1ance at thi s poi nt where

be!~i nni ngs

and endi ngs meet and cancel one

another out. The beginning of mortuary ceremonies recapitulates the forces
of decay characteri 5t i c of agi ng and real i zed in

death, whereas the

ceremoni es themselves are a process of regeneration; 1if e is rebui 1t and
reasserted, ari si ng anew, 1i ke the mythi ca 1 phoeni x, out of the ashes of the
dead.
Fire both consumes and renews.

The first sign of regeneration is

evi dent in the fi rst mortuary feast in honour of the dead, called bude.
'coconut oil' the key i ngredi ents of whi ch are sprouted coconuts and cooked
taro. Although I shall di scuss thi s and all other mortuary ceremoni es in the
third person singular) it should be recalled that there are at least five
'owners of the dead' belonging to a single men's house who are preparing

the

S 8me

L!f"t

time for the ceremony under di scussi on. The amount of wealth

and the numbers of people/households involved produces a rather staggering
di sp 1ay of power that 'rai ses the name' of the dead i n whose honour these
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di sp I ays are he I d.

L1 ke fi rstborn ceremoni es} ceremoni es for the recent I y

dead are the means through which others, i.e., the 'owner of the dead one' and,
by associ at i on, the men's house that represents the 'shared blood' of the
deceased, acquire renown.

The Feast of Taro Pudding
Preparat ions for the coconut oil ceremony begi n at I east one !dear in
advance. As a first step, each 'owner' constructs a fenced enclosure, several
metres square., either adjacent to his own home or to the temporary men's
house.

The 'owner' commissions his (and his wife's) kindred to contribute

their own coconuts and to collect his own mature coconuts and carry them to
the enclosure where they are stored until they sprout.

While these people

work on his behalf and contribute their own coconuts to his cause, the 'olf'mer'
immediately compensates them with plates of cooked food from his own
gardens., although he must at some future time "repay" the coconuts to those
\Nho contri buted them. By the same token, the 'owner of the dead' is ful fi 11 i ng
his obligations to the 'owner of the croton', hence the latter compensates the
former with a constant stream of gifts of food., so that the 'owner' has the
'strength' to accomp 1i sh hi s obI i gat ions. The arrangement makes a good dea J
of pragmatic sense, for if the 'owner' and his family are busy growing gardens
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and cooking food for others, they certainly don't have the time or energy to
pI ant and tend an addit i ona I garden for thei r own subsi stence needs.

I t takes hundreds of coconuts to fi 11 the enclosure, and as the labour
involved is more often sporadic than intensive, being contingent on the
available free-time of those who assist in this work, it might take weeks/
months before the enclosure is filled. While the coconuts are being gathered
and stored in the enclosure, the 'owner' begi ns the process of c1eari ng and
planting a new taro garden. By the time the mature coconuts have sprouted .
the new taro garden is ready to be harvested.. and the 'owner' agai n
commi ssi ons hi s ki ndred to bri ng in the taro crop .
The 'owner' must distribute taro pudding to every men's house in every
Bari ai vi 11 age with whom the 'dead one' is affil i ated, a procedure the Kabana
call 'counting the kin [asol of the dead one'.

From each men's house, the

'owner' selects one person who is related to the deceased by 'shared tdood' as
the representative the maximal cognatiC kindred in that particular men's
house in each vi 11 age. As there are ten vi 11 ages in the Bari ai Di stri ct, each of
whi ch has at I east one and as many as three extant men's houses . there wi 11
be a minimum of ten representatives of the maximal kindred INho receive taro
pudding in the name of their common kinsperson, the 'dead one'.

Each

representat i ve is advi sed of hi s/her role as reci pi ent of thi s wealth and of
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the day they shoul d arr ive at the vi 11 age of the 'owner of the dead' for the
feast of taro pudding.
The feast of taro pudding begins with the formal opening of the
enclosure that contains the coconuts.
kinsperson (aso) of the deceased

The 'owner' selects yet another

to break apart the fence, and pays this

person one sma 11 f ema 1e 'pi g of the hearth' (aupu) for doi ng so.

On the

appoi nted day, the representative from a men's house in Guri si vill age, for
examp 1e, arri ves at the vi 11 age of the 'owner' accompani ed by hi s mi ni ma I
kindred.

This delegation of the deceased's kin (aso) goes directly to the

house of the 'owner' where they are gi ven aport i or. of the coconuts and then
set to work grating the nut meat and produci ng coconut cream. The 'owner'
and his family cook the taro in stone ovens. When the taro and coconut cream
are ready, the aso bri ng the coconut cream to the 'owner' who prepares the
taro pudding by stirring the coconut cream into large ironwood bO'Nls of
cooked taro. The visiting delegation is presented with these several bowls of
taro puddi ng, whereupon they return to thei r own vill age and redi stri bute the
f east among a11 the households affil i ated with thei r men's house.

Over the

next severa I days} the procedure is repeated vi 11 age by vi 11 age} unt 11 all those
who are 'one bloods' of the deceased but who belong to different men's houses
have partaken of the feast of taro pudding. When the feast of taro pudding for
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all the recently dead i n a single men's house is completed, everyone in the
Bariai district has received food in the name of the 'dead one' and his/her
natal men's house.
Finally, the 'owner', who has accomplished this feat of strength and
display of wealth in the name of the dead, is recompensed for his work by the
'owner of the croton', the survi vi ng spouse (and/or chil dren) of the deceased.
The family of the deceased gives the 'owner of the dead one' sprouted
coconuts from which to make the coconut cream for his own gift of taro
pudding. They also give a pig to the 'owner of the dead one', which he kills and
cooks. The pork and taro pudding are redistributed by the 'owner' among his
family who, as 'one bloods' of the deceased are entitled to a share of the
wealth produced in the name of the dead and who must be compensated for
their labour in (re)producing that wealth on behalf of their dead kinsperson.
The symbolic themes in the feast of cooked taro are the same themes
that were represented in the fi rstborn ceremoni a1 that marked the erupti on of
the child's first tooth: the white colour (decay, death, nurture) of taro and of
coconut meat and milk; taro as food 'p8r excelle.t7ce(sustenance and wealth);
sprouted coconuts as seedl i ngs (regenerating) contai ni ng the promi se of
future wealth from mature (degenerating) fruits; and fire (death, heat of
sexual ity, regenerat i on) that consumes, renews, and transf orms raw

(urrusatde) substances into cooked (usable) substances. The apparent threat of
anni hi I at i on associ ated with the marta 1ity of humans and the usi ng up of
material ot1jects is defeated; life is regenerated out of decay and death. The
men's house sponsoring the mortuary ceremonies thus gives notice that the
strength and recreative powers of its members are not di mi ni shed by death
and decay.

Thei r regenerat i \Ie powers are evi dent in the vast amount of

f ood/wea 1th they produce for thi s feast. Thei r confi dence in thei r future
abilities is made manifest in the symbolism of sprouted coconuts and in the
simple fact that the sprouted nuts are consumed and not planted.

The CornucoQia of Raw Food
This covert statement of power, strength and confidence in their
ability to achieve is realized in the second food distribution ca11ed nage. The
term nage has no English gloss, and refers to the ceremony itself, from
preparation to completion of the raw food distribution, to the challenge
inherent in the distribution of this \"lealth, and to the 'basket' that contains
the wealth.

The nage can be likened to a cornucopia overflowing with an

e~<cess of abundance. The cornucopi a is a gi gant i c 'basket'

(nage) made out of

woven coconut frond mats that are sewn together in sections and lashed to
support poles along its length and breadth to produce a basket that some
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informants described as being "as big as a house".

The basket is filled to

capacity with all types of raw food, e.g., taro, sugar cane., bananas, coconuts,
areca nut, sweet potato.

Each 'olNner' in the men's house sponsoring the

mortuary work is responsi b1e for produci ng one such cornucopi a of raw food.
The nage should take place in the year follo\"llng the bude feast of taro
puddi ng di scussed above when, as soon as the bude is completed, the 'o\,lmer'
rep 1ants hi s taro gat-den usi ng as "seed" the stalks cut from the taro that \'vas
consumed at taro pudding feast. Every household associated with the men's
house assists in the preparations for the nage by planting extra foodstuffs .
V·lhen it is time to harvest, each 'owner' and his/her family construct
the nage basket and as the harvest comes in, the crop is loaded into the
basket.

Each 'owner' selects a representative of the deceased, a 'one blood'

who is afflliated with a men's house in another village, as the recipient of the
cornucopia and, on the appOinted day, this individual brings his kindred to
collect the wealth of raw food. Singing

apHom . 'songs of war/competition'

that are unaccompanied by drumming, the representative leads his kindred
i nto the host village and directly to the home of the 'owner' "'"here the
cornucopia sits waiting for them to carry away-if they can.
The 'owner of the dead one' (and by association his/her kindred, men's
house uni t) is demonstrating hi s strength and pO'Ner in thi s massi ve di sp 1a~d
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of \oIlealth. The recipients of the 'Nealth are challenged to match this feat of
productivity by being presented with tht3 wealth, a challenge which they are
e:<p8cted to meet in kind when they in turn perform mortuary \"tork and select
some individual from the host men's house membership who is a 'one blood' of
the deceased whom they are honouri ng. At a more mundane 1eve 1, the physi ca I
strength of the reCipients is also being called into Question since they are
e~!'pected to lift the basket up on its support/carrying poles and bodily can-y

it away \-vith them.

The cornucopi a is so I aden that most fail tt-Ii s test of

muscle, as it is intended they should, and the basket must be broken apart and
the foodstuffs loaded into smaller, more manageable baskets. The quantit~d of
food is so large, that the representative and his kindred must make several
trips back and forth in order to transport the 'gift' of food to their O\'vn home.
One man gleefully related to me how, when he was the 'owner

'J

the amount of

food he produced for the nage in honour of hi s dead ki nsman \"tas so great
that ., '."then the recipients carried it off in their canoes ., the over-loaded
canoes foundered and sank just off shore. Thi s man had "ki 11 ed" the reci pi ent~;

""ti th an overabundance of food.
Once they do get the wealth home, the reCipients redistribute the
foodstuffs among all the households in their village. Since all tt1e 'o',oImers of
the dead' in the sponsori ng men's house accompli sh thi s feat at the sarne
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time, when the food is fi na11 y redi stri buted by the reci pi ents., ever~done in the
Iji stri ct has been the reci pi ent of wealth produced in the name of apart i eu] sr
deceased and his/her natal men's house membership. Like the firstborn, the
deceased is a source of sustenance and everyone eats "on top of the dead".
The promi se of future ',Ale alth and the burgeoni ng strength and po\'\'er of
the sponsori ng men's house was symbol i ca 11 y represented in the sproute1j
coconuts at the feast of taro pudding. The promise 'Nas made more difficult
to achi eve because t he source of that 'Nea lth-the sprouting, germi nat i ng
nuts and their 'essential substance', the nurturant white coconut cream or
bude-was consumed. The continuity of life, the ability to regenerate human
and material resources, is realized and displayed withi n the conte~<t of the
nage, the production and distribution of all types of raw food displayed in the
abundant 1y over-fl owi ng cornucopi a. By produci ng and di sp 1ayi ng thi s wealth
to 'raise the name of the dead', the 'owner of the dead one' and his/her men's
house are (re)estab 1i shi ng thei r abi 1ity for achi evement and perpetuat i ng
extant, mutually Obligatory relations of self-interest between donors and
reci pi ents.

The reci pi ents of thei r 1argesse recogni ze the achi evement by

accepting the "gift" along '''lith the obligation to reciprocate in kind, and by
according the donors with a reputation for re no ',"tn. Transformed by fire into
food, thence transac t ed as "gifts" given in 'the name of the dead', these
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rnateri aI resources were further transf ormed into renown, a non-materi aI but
equa 11 y substanti a1 resource, whi ch can and wi 11 be drawn upon and e~<p 1oited.

The Resurrect i on of the Men's House
The ideo] ogi ca land actua] f oca 1 poi nt of mortuary ceremoni es is the
men's house

lum

(also 'graveyard').

The beginning of a ne,,\' ceremonial cycle

is marked by the final demise of the structure which is demolished and burned
(cremated)., its ashes scattered. The ne~<t phase of mortuary 'Nork f 0 11 oWi ng
the accompli shment of the precedi ng nage and bude feasts is the rebuil di ng
of the men's house on the original site.
Construction gets under l,.yay after the men have located and prepared
the appropriate posts and poles that comprise the main frame'o"'lork of the
structure. The trees and vines used in construction are cut, peeled, shaped,
carved and stockpil ed in the bush until the day specifi ca 11 y all ocatetJ ror the
reconstruction

to

begin.

Although the men belonging to the men's house

supp 1y and prepare the construction materi a] s, they do not erect the buil di ng.
This is accomplished by men who belong to other 'men's houses' in the area.,
i ndividuals who are 'one bloods' of the firstborn child or the deceased in
whose honour the ceremonies are held.

Each different component of the

buil di ng is erected by a different work group., and the head of each 'vVot-k group
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is "pai d" to erect a specifi c component of the frame\,\'ork. A pi g and.! or other
wea lth is gi ven as payment for thi s 1abour to the head of the INork group, and
he in turn shares thi s wealth among hi s helpers.

The pi gil abour e~<change

does not constitute a ki nd of balanced reci procity whereby both si des of the
transaction cancel one another out. The person who receives the \'Vealth is
indebted for that wealth to the person who gave it to hi m, despite the fact
that it has been expressed as compensation for 1abour. The reci pi ent of the
wealth redistributes it among his assistants ::md they in their turn are
indebted to hi m for the wealth recei ved despite the fact that thei r
contribution of labour is what has entitled them to a share of the wealth in
the first place.

The person chosen to erect a post rarely involves himself

with the actual labour; he should be 'strong' enough to be able to call upon the
labour of others to work for him.
e~<emplified

The covert nature of competition is

in the construction process. The host men's house as a unit., is

challenging the abi1ay of those chosen to erect posts by involving them in a
process that requi res the co-operation and 1abour of many other i nlji vi dua 1:3.
A man who is gi '.len a pi 9 to perf arm thi s \'York, but who does not have a
sufficiently large neb'vork of individuals who
t o accomp 11 sh hi s task.
accordingly.

'0 \"o'e ,

him aSSistance., is unable

The reputation of the man and hi s ki n suff ers
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As U'"le new men's house wi 11 be the centrepi ece of fi rstborn and
mortuary work, it i s up to each chi I d's parents and each 'owner of the dead
one' (with the help of their kin) to provide this wealth. Each 'o\..vner' and each
f ather of a fi rstborn is assi gned the responsi bil ity for produci ng apart i cuI ar
part of the men's house and for providing the pig that will compensate those
who put that part in place when construction begins. When all the fathers of
firstborn children have been assigned a house post, remaining house posts are
assigned to the 'owners of the dead ones'. If there are house post assignments
.remai ni ng these. are allocated to other men in the men's house uni t. One of the
reasons for waiting until there is at least a combined total of ten firstborn
children and recent deceased before commencing a new mortuary cycle is to
ensure that each house part is associ ated with apart i cuI ar fi rstborn or
deceased i ndi vi dua 1.
The men's house i s constructed around two main support posts called
kada~a ara~a .

'posts male'., which are about ten to bvelve metres in height

and are erected, one behi nd the other, about three metres apart 1n the centre
of the building. The 'male posts' support the centre ridge pole (udud) and give
the men's house its characteristic vaulted roof.

These two 'male posts' are

associated with the firstborn and each post is the responsibility of one set of
parents of a firstborn child. After the two fathers prepare the posts, they
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commi ssi on a craftsman to carve and pai nt the post with the f ather's/ chil d's
ancestral motif-a crocodile, a snake, the half-man half-snake culture hero,
a sea turtle-figures that represent the father's/child's personal pOI.'ver.
This power is perceived as autochthonous, originating in the womb of the
earth, anlj individuals inherit these powers bilaterally, from both their
mother and their father.

The 'male house posts' might, therefore, be carved

in honour of a firstborn female chillj and the carving might represent a spirit
power the child has inherited from her maternal kin.

If this is the case, a

maternal ki [Isman of the fi rstborn is commissi oned by the chil d's f atrler to

carve

the motif since only those who own these designs and emblems have the

right to represent them. The carving is done in a remote and secret part of
the forest where powerful spirits are known to reside so that the carving
will be both powerful and beautiful.

Throughout thi s process, the chi 1d's

f ather supports the carver with food and 1abour (e.g., helps with gardeni ng).
I,A/hen the carving is complete, it is \"trapped in a pandanus mat so that no
unauthori zed persons (women and chi 1dren) can vi e\,,~ it.
Four other house parts, the ridge pole or udud and three smaller ceiling
beams called udud inat, 'crrild of the udud' . are associated with the
firstborn.

The ridge pole is about two-thirds of a metre in diameter and

usua 11 y about three metres in 1ength.

The ri dge pole is not carved or
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decorated . however, after the beam is dressed, a hole at either end of the
beam must be ali gned and dri 11 ed to a depth of about 20 em.

\A/hen the beam

is rai sed, the holes fi t over the pegs carved at the top of the 'male house
posts'.

The 'child of the udud' beams are carved and painted with spirit

representations, usually in the form of sea creatures and birds. These beams
are about 15 cm in diameter and run the length of the structure. They are
placed one on either si de and one on top of the ri dge pole and 1ashed in place
so that the beautifully painted carvings extend beyond the front
and are vi si bl e to all.

e~derior

'Nail

None of the other posts that compri 5e the mai n

framework are decorated. These other posts must be located and selected
accordi ng to thei r di ameter and hei ght from the correct tree speci es, and
must be as strai ght as possi b1e.
The raising of a new men's house is an occasion \-'then virtually the
total population of Bariai gathers in one location, since each man chosen by
the host men's house to erect a post also brings with him a coterie of his
ki nsmen (and thei r 'Ni yes and chil dren) to provi de the necessary 1atlour.
Others who are not ac t ually participants in the construction come simply to
be a part of the occasi on and to partake of the feast di stri buted by the host
village at the end of the day.

As I discovered when a ne'N men 's house was

erected in the vi 11age of Guri si in 1983, the construct i on process is an
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e~<citing

and breathtaking sight., not lacking in moments of drama and danger.

'''lith the exception of two pulleys and some heavy gauge si sal rope., thi s
men's house was constructed \oIlithout benefit of modern tools and equipment.
'\'\"ork begi ns with the di 99i ng of two f oundat ion holes, each about a metre and
a half in depth., one for each of the bvo 'male house posts' (kadalJa aralJa).
The father of a

fj rstborn

who has commi ssi oned the post, and wi 11 pay a pi 9 to

have it stood up, must also pay a pig to a different 'Nork group to dig the hole
and to fill it in 'Nhen the post is in place-each post thus 'costs' the parents
of a fi rstborn two pi 95. ''''hen the holes are ready, the t \"lO posts are pushed
and pull ed i nta place. At 1east four very long guy ropes are attached to the
top peg of the post and once the base of the post is pushed into the hole, the
post is pull ed upward by the ten or t ,".'e 1ve men on the end of each rope, whi 1e
simultaneously it is being pushed up by other men who stand underneath it as
it clears the ground.

Once the post is centred in the f oundati on ho I e and

standi ng perf eetl y strai ght, a11 the \'Vhil e supported tly the men e:<ert i ng
tension on the guy ropes, the work unit that dug the holes works frantically to
fill in the holes and tamp dO'Nn the ground firmly around the base of trle post.

If a rope shaul d break . or someone shaul d s lip and loosen hi s tensi on on a 9llld
rope ., the delicate balance e:<erted to hold the post in position \''(ould tIe upset
and the post would come crashing down upon those underneath or near it,
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crushi ng them 1i ke ants.
The

ne~d

step, after the two 'male posts' are erected , is to bui 1d a

scaff old at the top of and connect i ng the bvo posts. Thi s job is done by young
men who shinny up the posts, where they cling to the top and receive the
bamboo poles and vines from 'Nhich they build the scaffolding . Like flag pole
sitters, the young men cling to the top of the posts \'Vhile working quickly to
lash together a bamboo platform between the posts. \ftlhen the platform is
buil t they halle a more sub stant i al base on 'Nhi ch to stand to complete the
rest of the scaff 0 1di ng. Agai n, thi sis hi gh 1Y dangerous \'\'ork., for, if the vi nes
used for lashing break or are not lashed properly or securely, the structure
coul d collapse, topp 1i ng the workers to the ground. The most important part
of the scaff 0 1di ng is the struts that ho 1d the two pull eys in place; these must
be strong and secure as they must bear the wei ght of the ri dge pole as it is
winched up to the top of the posts. When the scaffolding is complete and the
pull eys in place, the ri dge pole is brought into the vi11 age.
A11 the posts and beams that INi 11 be erected that day have been brought
to the construction site, except the udud , which is carried ceremoniously
from the bush into the village. This huge piece of green \¥ood is

.

heavy, and an

e~<tensi ve

framework of bamboo is buil t

3r~rund

e~<trernely

it to prolli de the

twenty or so men who tranSIJuft it with a hand holrj that \,Itill enable them to
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lift it up onto their shoulders.

The centre beam and its framev'lork are

Ijecorated in fresh sago frond fringe, and since this beam is associated with a
particular firstborn child, it is also decorated with the child (in this instance
a girl about twelve years of age) who perches on top of the beam anlj is
carri ed tri umphant 1y into the vi 11 age wi th the beam.

Those who carry the

beam, and 1ater, the 'Nork uni t who wi nch it up and set t 1e it on the pegs atop
the two posts are pai d a pi g; thi s part i cu1 ar beam also "costs" the parents of
the

fj rstborn

two pi gs.

Itli nchi ng the ri dge pole up the ten metre hi gh posts and fi xi ng it in
place on the pegs is t he most delicate and dangerous of all the construction
jobs. The beam is 1ai d at the foot of the posts INhere the wi nch ropes are
attached to it. The young men who built the scaffolding come dO'Nn . and five
other strong men take their place on the scaffolding at the top of the posts
where they v,till receive the beam. The beam is \,,'inched slowly up the length
of the posts unt il it reaches the scaff aI di ng pI atf arm.

\"'hen it clears the

platform, the men 8'Naiting it must get down on their hands and knees and get
under the beam so that it rests, st i 11 supported by the pull ey ropes, on thei r
backs. At a signal , the men struggle upright to lift the beam 'Nith their backs
and place it over and onto the pegs on the two posts. Itlhen the beam for the
Guri si men's house went up, the men were unable to fit it onto the pegs-the
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ho 1es in the beam had been dri 11 ed too far apart. The beam had to come down.
After lengthy discussions and not a few recriminations about slipshod
workmanship, the problem was solved. Guy ropes were attached to the top of
the posts and the men on the ground were able to pull and hold the posts the
required

e~<tra

few centimetres apart while the beam 'Nas again hoisted up

and muscled into place.
Erecting the

t.'NO

'male house post.s' and the centre beam is the most

difficult and dangerous stage of the construction process. The work creV'iS
who go up the posts, especially the crew that lifts the ridge pole onto the
pegs, are comprised of close kinsmen, usually persons who are cross-cousins
or classificatory siblings. As 'one bloods' each member of the work crelN can
be confi dent that hi s work mates are as concerned for the saf et.y of the
others as they are for thei r Ql,oyn safety.

Although these men are close ki n,

each man is from a different nuclear famlly, in this way if an acciljent
occurs, the family will lose no more t.han one of its sons. Firstborn males are
never sent to do this work in case they are killed-too much has been
invested in the firstborn to risk his life in such a venture.

Until the vet-y

recent past, the men mai ntai ned that powerful spi rit -bei ngs erected the
framel,'vork of the men's house and all women and children were sent al,"lay
from the vi 11 age on the day the spi rits entered the vi 11 age to erect the
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structure. If there was a fatal accident during the construction process, the
dead man was buried immediately at the base of the 'male posts'. \.yhen the
women returned to the village, they were told that the spirit-being had
devoured the dead man and they were forbidden to mourn the dead man, who,
for all intents and purposes simply ceased to exist. Nowadays the women are
not sent from the village during construction, and it was this change in
custom in permitting the presence of females, in combination ',.yith the usual
presence of spirit beings and spirits of the dead hovering around the site, that
many of the eldest men blamed for the difficulties

experi~nced

with placing

the centre beam atop the posts. Although the women did not leave the village,
they stayed away from the construction site, and if they had to pass the site
for any reason, they v'talked by with their eyes discretely averted. Many of
the female elders were as discomfited about being in the vicinity while the
men's house was going up as their male counterparts were with their
presence.
Once the ridge pole is in place, the three decorated poles called udud

inat, 'child of the ridge pole' are lashed in place.; one on top of and one on
either side of the centre beam. These poles run from the front of the building
to the back and are arranged so that the carved and painted figures on the end
of the poles extend beyond the centre beam and overlook the plaza in front of
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the men's house. \.yith the two main house posts (kadaga araga) . the ridge
pole (udud) . and the three decorated poles (udud inat) in place.. the
framework for the wa11s and ceiling is quickly completed. The men's house
members first dig the holes and erect the studs for the walls . however, the
four large corner posts (pada) are anchored in place by a guest work unit who
are paid one pig for their contribution. Two poles called kuduke ele ladoga .
'road of the rat' . are attached on top of the wall studs on each side \,I.'all to
support the 1i ght cei 1i n9 beams and the work uni t who fastens them in place
receive a pig. Ne~<t th~ light ceiling beams called bisiga burua. 'basket of
the dead one' .. to which the roofing thatch will later be attached . are put in
place. The ceiling beams are attached to the ridge pole at the

ape~<

of the

building in the form of an X over the centre beam with the tails of the X
sloping downward and fastened onto the top of the side walls. The top of the
X must be cut away . so that the ceiling beams form an inverted V from the
centre beam.;

/0\.

It takes five men and costs five pigs to erect these

'basket of the dead one' ceiling beams. There is one young man commisssioned
to fasten the two beams at the front of the centre beam . a second to erect the
back two beams . a third young man to trim the front beams . a fourth to trim
the back beams . and a fifth to trim all the other beams. These five young men
are not advised in advance that they will be required to accomplish this job .
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but are selected on the spot by senior members of the building under
construction.

The five chosen are always young unmarried, betrothed . or

newly married men and the pig each receives is, of course, a debt he must
repay eventua11y.

The young men are chosen specHica11y so they wi11 be

recipients of this debt and therefore wi11 be drawn into relations of
reciprocal obligation to other persons.
The framework or 'bones of the men's house' (Jum ituatua) is now
complete and the women bring out the massive amounts of food and pork
have spent all day

~ooking.

the~d

All the food is placed on display in the centre of

the plaza in front of the new building where it is distributed by the host
men's house among all the members of guest men's houses. After the food is
distributed, the hosts present shell mone!-{ to those individuals who were
'"

responsible for erecting a specific component of the new building.

These

individuals, in turn, redistribute the wealth they receive among those men
who made up the labour units that actually did the work. V·lhen all the food
and shell money have been distributed, the guests prepare to depart. Those
who received pigs truss the beasts onto poles and carry them away. Although
a single individual has received a pig, all those who worked for the recipient
have a share in that pig.

At some future time., the pig recipient will be

required to kill the pig for some ceremony or other, and the man will meet his
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ob 11 gat] on to a11 those who assl sted hi m

b!~

contri but 1ng thei r 1abour duri ng

the men's house construction by presenting them with a portion of pork.
Over the next few weeks, the men's house members work to complete
their new building.

They construct the walls, floors, sew the sections Of

thatch for the roof and tie them in place. When the building is complete, they
meet to decide what type of decorations should

adorn the exterior of the

butlding. These decoratlons might be eHher designs painted on the exterior
walls or carved posts that stand on either side of the front entrance way.
Both types represent totemic spirits or mythic figures that are the owned
designs of the paternal kin of a firstborn children whose blood will be spilled
'on top of the dead' at the upcoming mortuary ceremonials.
Before reconstruction, the Kabana say that the building was like an old
man; its framework (bones) was fragile and weak, its exterior (skin) faded
and dry, its power (membership) diminished through decay and loss. The new
men's house, when it is completed and decorated, is referred to as an iriau, a
'youth'.

Like a young man in the prime of his life, the

new building's

framework is strong and straight, its exterior is fresh and beautifully
decorated, its power is regenerated and at the peak of its potential. Voung
adults, however much potential they contain, only realize that potential by
expending it, a process that results in personal maturity and the concomitant
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effects of the aging process. This phase of the human developmental cycle,
from youth to adult maturity, is also reflected in the new men's house and the
next phase of the mortuary ceremonial cycle does not begin untll several
months later. In the 1nterim the new building 1s left to mature-the brilliant
green of the thatch and the green wood of the framework weather, age, and
dry to a ri pe brown colour.

Female Seclusion Houses
While the new men's house ripens and matures, the parents of firstborn
female chlldren begin construction on the ceremon1al houses (kai1a~a) in
which the girl will be secluded during the ear p1ercing ceremony.

The

seclusion houses combine the features of 'women's houses' (luma) and the
men's house (1um). The house itself is about two metres square by a metre
and a half 1n height, and constructed according to the same design as are
women's hOllses, that is, 1t does not have a vaulted ceiling. In other respects.,
the house is like the men's house, and is referred to as a 'female men's house'.
It is constructed up top of a single carved and painted post Ocada~a) about
three metres high, it has highly decorated exterior walls, and two carved and
painted poles (udud inat) extending beyond the eaves over the front entrance.
As with the construction of the men's house the firstborn's parents are
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responsible for having the seclusion house bunt but they do not bund it
themselves. The parents commission others, notably their daughter's male
cognates, to acquire the materials and to construct the house. Again, like the
men's house, construction is done in stages.
The first stage is finding and preparing the single support post. For
this a number of the child's kinsmen spend a day in the forest looking for a
tree that is suitably straight and the appropriate height and diameter. After
the tree is felled and dressed, the men buiJd a bamboo carrying cage around it,
decorate it with sago frond fringe, and carry it back toward the

'~il1age.

As

they leave the bush and walk along the beach, the work unit is met by the
firstborn girl and her parents. The girl is hoisted up onto the post and carried
wi th it back into the bush at the peri meter of the vi 11 age where the post \'''111
"sleep" whiJe it is being carved.

The post is carved and painted with a

representation of a spirit (e.g., fish, dugong, snake, crocodile, shark) or
mythic figure that is the owned design of the firstborn's patrikin. The small
clearing in the bush where the post is carved is a spot where powerful forces
reside. The forces that inhere there will imbue the carver with efficacy and
power, which he in turn transfers to the carving. The spot is neither secret
nor sacred, but wh11e the craftsman is at work, no one should go near the
area in case the Po','\ters are disturbed and dissipate. All the men who found
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and carried the post are feasted that day with taro and pork supplied by the
firstborn's parents.

Throughout the carving process, which takes about a

month., the parents also keep the carver (an agnate of the child's father)
supplied with areca nut, tobacco, drinking coconuts, and each afternoon the
child's mother takes him a plate of cooked food. They will also present him
with one or more lengths of shell money when next they distribute wealth in
the name of thei r fi rstborn.
Whlle the support post is being carved and painted, other kinsmen are
busy collecting the materials for building the house itself, and

~inswomen

collecting sago fronds and sewing them into sections of thatch.

are

When

everything is prepared, the seclusion house is erected in relatively short
order. The parents commission one of the child's male cognates to dig the
foundation hole and stand the post lip. The man receives a female pig (aupu)
for his labour, a pig that at some future time he will share (as pork) with
those persons who assisted him in raising the house post. Other work units
made up of the child's male cognates build the struts that support the floor
and put the wall studs in place. Once these are erected the two carved poles
(udud inat), representing spirits associated with the child's matrikin, are

secured one each on top of the si de walls, after whi ch the walls and the
thatched roof are completed.

Everyone who asists in the construction of
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theseclusion house will receive gifts of shell money at some future
distribution of wealth made by the parents in the name of their firstborn.
Finally, the exterior walls of the seclusion house are decorated with
painted designs. These motifs and the colours depicting them are privately
owned, inherited designs Which belong either to the chlld's mother's kin or her
father's kin and which only they and the chlld have the right to display. The
decorations on the exterior of the seclusion house might be only be those of
the child's patr1k1n, or only those of her mother's kin; sometimes maternal
designs are depicted on one wall and paternal designs on another.

The child

will be secluded in the house for several days after she has had her ears
pierced so that she is protected from the contamination (isima) that exudes
from sexually active persons. The young men who build the house, especiaJ1y
the one who paints the motHs on the walls of the house, must not be sexually
active, as this will nullify the protective power built 1nto the house. The
final stages of the house are completed by young unmarried men who
presumably are chaste and virginal or who, at least, have not engaged in
sexual intercourse for some time.
Mortuary ceremonies are held by each 'men's house' unit to 'raise the
name' of their recent dead' and their firstborn children. The new 'men's house'
has been resurrected, its presence fills the hamlet with eye-catching
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splendour. Scattered througt-Iout the hamlet, at the front of the home of each
firstborn child, is the equally splendid presence of a seclusion house. One
final "presence" is required at mortuary ceremonies.

These are the

autochthonous spirit-beings (aulu) who inhabit the 'men's house' and oversee
the ear-piercing and superincision rites, and are represented by masked
dancers.

Autochthonous sQi ri t -bei ng~
The generic term for 'spirit-beings', antu, covers two major categories
of non-human entities: antu sagsag or antu tlburiai,

'wlld spirits' or

'spirits of the bush'; and, antu lum iJoloaea, 'spirits of the men's house
innards/guts' [Le., sUbstance1. There are a large number of named \-vlld spirits
that inhabit trees, stones, rivers, and various other places in the forest.. t'lost
of these are shapeshHters and, according to their nature, can be either
benevolent or malevolent. There are only four 'spirits of the 'men's house'
(hereafter referred to simply as spirit-beings)-naboeou, lelekl, tibuda
(bull-roarer) and auJu-and each is "called up" or manifested for specific
purposes.
The naboeou spirit-being can be called upon to be present for any
firstborn ceremonial, especially for the superincision and ear-piercing rites
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for firstborn children, if the parents so desire and if they have the right to
perform naboeou.

Male children cannot be buried without having been

suprincised and the naboeou might be invoked to reside in the men's hOllse to
mark the death of an unsuperincised male child and to oversee this rite as it
is performed on the corpse. This spirit-being does not have a public physical
presence. It only has a "voice" produced by the men with whistles, flutes, pan
pipes, and by calling or singing into the half shell of a coconut thus producing
a haunting and reverberating sound that carries for some distance.

The

leleki spirit has already been discussed and it is primarily associated with
death and mourning, the yellow paint that decorates the corpse, and which is
sometimes used to decorate the female seclusion houses if the parents have
the right to use the yellow leleki designs. The Bariai right to represent the

naboeou and leJelci spirit-beings at mortuary and firstborn ceremonials was
purchased (or inherited through intermarriage) from non-Bariai people (the
Kllel)e and Bali-Vitu respectively) by their ancestors and these two
non-indigenous spirit-beings will not be discussed here. Only the aulu and.,
the Kabana claim, the tiyuda, are indigenous to the people of Bariai and I
shall discuss these two spirit-beings in more detail.
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The Bull-Roarer SQirit-Being
The Ubuda or 'bull-roarer' and the aulu are autochthonous spirits, the
essence of their power is the same creative and life giving power that
inheres in the earth which is the mother of all creation and the constant
source of sustenance for all earthly creatures, including human beings who
contain that power because they were created by it. This creative power is,
of course, invisible but its presence is evident in all material substances. In
order for human beings to appropriate that power for their own use the power
must manHest itself in some material object which can then be captured,
contained and manipulated by human beings. The spirit-being ca1Jed tibuda
first manifested itself in a "voice" contained in a piece of wood representing
its tongue.
As is the case in many Melanesian cultures, the tibuda (hereafter the
bull-roarer) first manifested itself to females who thereby became the
'owners/mothers' of this spirit-being.

According to Kabana mythology . the

bull-roarer first manifested itself in the following manner. One day some
Village women were cutting firewood in a mangrove swamp.

One of the

women swung her axe into a fallen bana (ironwood) tree and a fragment of
the wood flew off emitting a humming sound. The women were so taken with
the spi rit voi ce that they deci ded to keep it. They took it back to the vi 11 age
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and hid it from the men and, on special occassions, they invoked the voice of
the spirit and honoured it with feasts of pork. Each time the spirit sang in
the village, all the men were made to run away so they would not see the
secret of the women's power. This went on for some time, until one day when
the men were running from the village because the spirit was coming, an old
man tripped and fell down. When he fell his lime powder gourd landed on the
ground, spilling his lime powder and breaking his lime powder spatula. (To
spill one's 11me powder is a metaphor for exposing one's genitals.) The old
man was incensed and insulted, and exacted his retribution by enjoining the
other men to assist him in stealing the bull-roarer from the women. From
that point on, the bull-roarer has been the property of males, and a11 females
must run and hide when men invoke and feed the spirit.
The bull-roarer became the property of men because of an insult to
male sensibl1ities for which males demanded retribution by appropriating the
spirit-being for their own use, and the control
spirit-being.

over female access to that

This spirit-being continues to be associated with fights,

disputes, injury, and insult, especially as these pertain to a firstborn child,
and it thus is an avenging and somewhat dangerous spirit-being.

To insult or

injure a flrstborn is, in fact, to insult or injure that child's parents (kindred),
and such an eventuality cannot go unremarked. Retribution must be exacted if
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the child's parents are to save face.

The bull-roarer was called up on one

such occasion while I was in the village and I relate this instance for two
reasons: it ill ustrates the i mportant val ues attached to the fi rstborn as an
exemplar of the renown of others; and secondly, it illustrates the tenacity of
the ideology of primogeniture despite the fact that redres s is available
within the context of the adopted (Anglo-Australian) legal system and local
courts.
The background to this incident took pI ace '..vithin the context of an
attempted rape.

At the neighbouring village, several unmarried girls had

constructed a 'girl's sleeping house' (like those for single boys), a sort of
girl's club, where they could meet, eat, sleep and generally enjoy the
comraderie of thei r age-mates beyond the purview and demands of their
siblings and parents.

The house was built near the beach, within the

peri meter of the vi 11 age, but di stant from any other dwell i ng.

One eveni ng

several young unmarried youthS sneaked up on the girls and entered their
house whereupon the boys attempted to force the girls into the bush for
sexua I intercourse.

Some gi rl s escaped and f1 ed to the vi 11 age, some "'tere

carried off. but in the event none were actually raped.
thei r

e~<peri ence

The girls reported

to the vi 11 age and named the boys i nvo I "led. One gi rl who had

had her clothing ripped off, was so distressed and ashamed that she
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attempted suicide. The method she used would not have been fatal and she
only succeeded in frightening everyone else and making herself exceedingly

ill. The boys had fled and did not return untn late the next afternoon. When
they did return they were quickly called to account for their actions and a
meeting held to discuss the incident.

Emotions ran high, and suddenly an

aggrieved and irate kinsman of the girl who had attempted suicide accosted
one of the boys, striking him in the face and throwing him to the ground. The
boy, about seventeen years-of-age, was a firstborn child and, regardless of
hi s cul pabillty in the i nci dent, under no ci rcumstances (i nc 1udi ng parental
disciplinary measures) should a firstborn be struck.
The next day, the boy's father came to Kokopo village and reported the
incident to his elder brother, that is, the firstborn's senior 'father' (FeB) and
asked him what to do to redress the insult to his firstborn. The father and his
family had lived away from the village for some years and had only returned
the year before. He reported to his elder brother that during all the years he
had Ii ved i n towns, he had worked hard at hi s job, supported hi s f ami 1y well
and saw that hi s chi 1dren went to school to acqui re an education. He had been
respected in his urban community and none of these "strangers" (non-Bariai)
had ever insulted him as he had been insulted by the assault on his firstborn
child by "kin" (Kabana). As the man had only recently returned to the village
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where he was still getting re-established. he had very little in the way of
traditional wealth-shell money, pigs, established gardens-and could not
afford to sponsor the necessary and appropriate retributive action. The man's
elder brother. in the interests of family honour and because he was also the
firstborn's 'father' (FeB), took on the responsibility for avenging the insult by
calling up the bul1-roarer. This man explained his decision to me thus:

Why have these people used my chlld in such a way that his blood is
shed? Why? Because they are challenging me. Truss a pig for
the t i buda to come and eat! Then everyone wi 11 know I am a man of
strength, a wealthy man.

In ten days time, the bull-roarer would enter the village to "wash the blood"of
the injured firstborn and to avenge the insult to his father(s).
The firstborn's parents make known their intent to avenge the wrong
through the bull-roarer by presenting the offending individual with the
biggest pig they can obtain, thus demonstrating their wealth and challenging
the recipient to reCiprocate with a different but equally huge pig as
recompense for their treatment of the child. The offenders must come up
with a suitable pig within the time period set for the appearance of the
bull-roarer (in this case, within ten days). The pig was reCiprocated. but the
offender had to request that the child's father extend the time period an
extra four days as he did not have such a pig and would have to travel some
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When the offenders arrived in the village with the pig, the huge beast
was securely fastened underneath the house of the firstborn's elder father,
pending the arrival of the bull-roarer the next day.

On the morning the

bull-roarer arrives, all the men of the firstborn's hamlet/men's house go to
the bush to clear an expanse of forest where the spirit-being will reside and
from whence its voice w111 be heard. They also build a hearth and prepare the
stones for the oven where the pig will be cooked for the spirit-being. They
prepare the bull-roarer by cutting lengths of bamboo and vine (both about six
metres long), to which they attach the bull-roarer and twirl it in great arcs
to produce the unearthly hum of its voice.

Any father who wishes his male

children to witness the bull-roarer must present a pig to the spirit-being, and
until the father has the wherewithal to pay a pig, his sons are forbidden to
participate in this event. If the firstborn who is being avenged is a female,
one of her brothers will act as her

prm~y,

since no female is allowed to view

the bull-roarer.
Each family group within a men's house unit has its own bull-roarer(s).,
of which there are two kinds: a tibuda taine, 'female bull-roarer' and a

tibuda

ara~a,

'male bull-roarer'. The bull-roarer is carved from ironwood, a

tree species with reddish wood that does not rot and which termites cannot
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attack.

The bull-roarer 1s thus 1ndestructab 1e and very strong, attri butes

appropriate for the purpose for Wh1Ch it 1S used.

It 1S carved

a few

centimetres thick, rounded on one end and tapered to a point at the other
where a hole is drilled to aff1x the vine that is attached to the bamboo poles.
A female bull-roarer is short, measured from the fingertips to the elbow and
has a high pitched feminine "volce", just as women have a higher pitched
singing voice than do men. The male bun-roarer is much longer, measured
from the fingertips to the shoulder, and has a deep masculine "voice".
When all the preparations are made, a runner (ola) returns to the
village to advise the women that the spirit is arriving in the bush and

the~:I

must hide. The women, children, and al1 those males (regardless of age) who
have not seen the bull-roarer before, lock themselves in their houses and
cover over the windows. The bull-roarer cries in the forest, gradually coming
closer and closer to the village. While the women and children are hiding, the
men (the spirit-being) take the pig and the firstborn back to the forest where
the spirit resides. As the entourage departs the village, the spirit's voice
recedes into the sultry forest. The 'runner' returns from the bush and advises
the women it is safe for them to come out, the spirit-being has departed.
In the bush, the pig is handed over to the firstborn's baul0 who is
responsible for butchering and cooking the pig, for redistributing the pork,
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and for decorating the firstborn in paint and finery. The firstborn's father
merely orchestrates and sponsors the proceedings, he does not, as befits his
image of power and strength, actually do the work. The pig is butchered and
the organs set to boi I whi I e the carcass roasts in the stone oven. There is a
special dish prepared on this occassion, a kind of blood pudding made from
mi xi ng the blood that set tIes in the chest cavj ty of the dead pi g wi th
pulverized red ochre. The mixture is placed on banana leaves, hot stones are
added and the "pudding" bakes inside the wrapped leaves.

At noon, the

bull-roarer cries again (a weird and ethereal sound as it is heard in the

.

village) making known its desire to consume pork. The men then set about to
share a meal of blood pudding and boiled innards of the pig.

Later in the

afternoon., the bauJo decorates the firstborn in finery that includes
shell money, a dog's teeth headband, a boar's tusk necklace . and colourful
crotons. His body is covered in paint; red on his left side and black on his
right side and the mark of the bull-roarer (a three-toed foot) is dra'''tn in red
paint on his back. Just before dusk, the bull-roarer again prepares t.o enter
the village and the runner advises the women and children who, this time,
leave the village altogether.
Led by the firstborn and with the bull-roarer in full cry, the procession
of men make their way from the forest into the empty village.

When it
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arrives in the village, the spirit-being demonstrates the power of those who
own it by destroying property belonging to the kin ('one bloods') of the
firstborn. It uproots small trees, breaks branches of larger trees, rips thatch
from roofs, breaks verandas and ladders, and generally leaves a trail of
destruction in its wake. As the spirit-being makes its way through the
hamlet, it makes huge three-toed footprints to mark its presence and its
passage. When this display of anger and power has run its course, the men and
the firstborn return to the forest with the spirit-being. The runner goes in
search of the women to give them the a11 clear signal so they can return to
the village. The bull-roarer continues to cry in the forest unt.il the sun sets,
after which the men will feed the bull-roarer a meal of essence of pork.
The feast of pork and cooked food is distributed among the senior
representatives of each men's house in the firstborn's natal village, among
representatives from men's houses with whom the firstborn is cognatically
affiliated, and to the representative of the 'men's house' of the person who
insulted the firstborn.

These representatives then redistribute the food

among the individual male heads of households within their men's house unit..
who share it with their wives and children.

The pig was given to the

buJJ-roarer, and the bu11-roarer "eats" the pork. Under cover of darkness and
hidden within specially woven coconut frond baskets., the men bring the meat
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to their families.

This meat is called tibuda

itae, "the excrement of the

bull-roarer". All pork that was "eaten" by a spirit-being must be transported
to the women's houses only after dark, hi dden from vi ew, and it must be eaten
quietly in the privacy of the house and cannot be reheated. The spirit-being,
for all that it has eaten its f111, is attracted by the smel1 of cooked pork and
if the meat was reheated, the spirit would be attracted to the women's
houses by the irresistible essence of pork, thus plaCing the women in
jeopardy of the powerful spirit. Since the spirit has eaten the pork, it is a
co~tradiction

in terms for the pork to be displayed publicly, and the public

secret of the mystery of the spirits is maintained by the observation of the
rule that all pork from the spirit is consumed by each fam11y group in the
absolute privacy of their homes.

The rule is enforced by the threat of

sorcery, and it is said that any man, woman or child who breaches the rule
will be fatal1y struck down.
The bull-roarer comes at dawn and goes at dusk, and when it departs
the insult to the firstborn has been avenged.

This particular case is

interesting in that it highlights the dilemma of men who have migrated to the
towns for some years and then renounce urban life to return to their villages.
In this instance, the father of the firstborn had been away from the v111age
for most of his adult life.

When he returned he had immediate rights of
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access to garden land and property where he could build his house, but having
been away for so many years, he did not have an established network of social
relationships, that is. persons with whom he was connected through relations
of ob 11 gati on and indebtedness. Hi s soci a1 welfare systerri was non-exi stent.
While he was re-establlshing himself and preparing gardens for his
subsistence needs, he was very much dependent upon his one and only elder
brother to provide him with labour and food. Although the incident with his
firstborn son was hardly intentional, had he not been able to redress the
insult, he would have been labelled as a ra/tjsmal'J, a "person of little
consequence". The man's firstborn son is also considered to be the son of his
elder brother and the elder brother was able to meet the cha 11 enge to thei r
reputation by sponsoring the invocation of the bull-roarer spirit-being. The
reputation of the two brothers and their firstborn was salvaged and enhanced,
but at some cost to themselves. The eldest brother is short one very large pig
and the other foodstuffs of the feast, plus the shell money that is paid to all
those who assisted in manifesting the spirit-being. and the boy's actual
father is indebted to his elder brother for this same wealth.
The men with whom I spoke who had been away from their Villages for
some years and then returned, expressed their reasons for returning in terms
of their concern to establish their children on their ancestral lands and
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within the social welfare system provided by the network of kin and
reciprocal obligations. They did not want their children to be landless urban
dwellers with no operative kinship relations.

By returning t o the villages .

however) these men run a risk of failure because they too have an undeveloped
social network and an undeveloped subsistence base. They are dependents on
the largesse of others until they become re-established and) as in the
situat ion related here) re-enteri ng the system of customary ways of 1i f e and
meeting its demands can make or break them in the eyes of the community. In
this case) the man was able to meet the challenge of tradition al ways. Some
returning migrants are disinclined or find it too difficult to partiCipate fully
in the traditional way of life . and they become more and more marginal
members of the community. One such individual who often expressed to me
how difficult it was for him to re-enter Village life) eventually left his wife
and chi! dren in hi s vi 11 age (and dependent on others) and returned to the
towns.
Let me return to the young man) the firstborn whose behaviour created
the situat i on and the necessity for redressi I/e action on the part of hi s f ami I y.
It is noteworthy that the i nvocat i on of the bull-roarer in no way exonerated
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the young man for his behaviour. Ceremonies and rttes performed in the name
of the child do not effect changes in that chlld, they affect the reputation of
the child's parents. Attempted rape is severely sanctioned by the Kabana and
the youth was "tried" by public censure at the public moot for his crime
against the girl.

Her parents extracted a payment of shen money to

compensate the girl for the assault on her person and for the shame this
caused her and themselves.

In addition, he was brought before the local

magistrate's court where he was also fined, as was the man who precipitated
the fight and struck the firstborn. Regardless

Of

provocation, brawling and

fisticuffs disturb the peace of the community and are Hable to fines levelled
by the local court.
This introduced legal system, however, in no way takes into account
the insult to the young man's father, that is, the breach of ideals and values
associated with primogeniture, a concept thoroughly embedded in Kabana
culture and society. This case illustrates some of the difficulties the modern
legal system has in trying to deal effectively with a breach of traditional
social values and mores. In the court system, only the young man is culpable
for his crime of attempted rape. The father, who was insulted and diminished
in stature and reputation because his firstborn was injured, has no recourse
to compensation from the courts for they do not recognize this sort of crime
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against the individual. Untn and unless the Kabana completely discard their
way of llfe and the ideals and values that give it meaning and substance, the
modern legal system wi11 remain an inadequate means for redressing what the
Kabana define as crimes against the person. The Kabana recognize this fact
and it is for this reason, they maintain, that the customs of their ancestors,
such as the avenging bu11-roarer spirit-being, must be retained in tandem
with more "modern" laws and ways of doing things.

The Aul u SQi ri t -Bei ng
Like the bull-roarer, the aulu spirit-being is invoked to preside over
work

for

the

firstborn,

specifically

the

rites

of

superi nci si on, and to presi de over work for the dead.

ear-piercing

and

I n contrast to the

bu11-roarer, the aulu is associated with happiness and well-being. Although
it is an exacting spirit-being, with stringent laws that must be observed

during the period of its incarnation in the men's house and one that consumes
much wealth and many pigs, it is never invoked in anger. The areca nut is the
medium through which this spirit-being first manifested itself to a human
being. and that human being was the marginal Akono, the 'orphan' (see above
pp. t 48). A truncated version of the story of Akono and the origin of the aulu
goes as follows.
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One day, all the men, women, and chlldren of the village except Akono,
went to the reef to fi sh and co 11 ect she 11 fi sh.

Akono wanted to co 11 ect

freshwater crayfish and to this end wandered upstream along the banks of the
river Urue near the village of AkoQa. Halfway to the headwaters of the river,
Akono spot ted an areca pal m 1aden wi th red-ski nned nuts.

Impe]] ed by hi s

desire to possess the branch of red nuts, Akono climbed the palm where he
saw that the nuts were clustered around a 'mother' nut. Akono plucked all the
nuts from the branch, dropped them to the ground and began his own descent.
Halfway down the palm, Akono looked down and saw that on the ground where
the red-skinned nuts had been, the base of the tree was surrounded by
magnificent aulu.

Frightened, Akono enquired of the figures if they would

devour him when he reached the ground.

The aulu shook their heads to

indicate no, and began to sing and dance around the tree.
and the spi ri ts taught hi m thei r songs and dances.

Akono went dO'Nn

Out on the reef, the

villagers heard the songs and, knowing Akono was the only person in the
vicinity, they returned to investigate.

When Akono saw them coming he

'pulled' the aulu from the forest and hid them in the men's house. That night.,
\'Vhen all the men were gathered in the men's house, Akana instructed them to
tell their wives to make preparations for a feast the next day.

Although

Akono gave no reason for his instructions, he was obeyed and the feast was
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prep"ared. When the feast was ready at late afternoon of the following day,
Akono went to the men's house and brought the auJu out of hiding into the
men's house plaza where the spirit beings began to sing and dance.

The

villagers were frightened of the creatures and cried out to Akono in fear that
they would be devoured.

Akono assuaged their fears, saying the creatures

were not ev11, they were beings through whom everyone would benefit. Thus
reassured, the villagers put on their most beautiful decorative finery in
honour of the aulu.

For three days and three nights the villagers feasted,

sang, and danced with the aulu.

On the morning of the fourth day, the

celebration ended, and Akono sent the spirit-beings back to their origin place.
There they stayed until they were again 'pulled' from the forest to the men's
house where they would reside while participating in celebratory feasts and
dances. And so it goes to thi sday.
The myth te11s how the aulu spirits first manifested themselves to
human beings through the medium of red-skinned areca nuts.

Areca nuts are

the fruit or 'offspring' of the areca palm, and in the myth there was one
'mother nut' surrounded by other nuts who were her children. Based on this
original material1zation, there are two categories of aulu spirit beings, the

itna auJu or mother of the aulu and her male offspring called aulu iriau.
The myth contains more than a hint of female parthenogenesis for, although

-

-

--------

-
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Akono was instrumental in the 'birth' of the aulu, he had no part in the
creation of the fruit from which they sprang, full-blown.

The female

principle and associated concepts of fertility and procreation are represented
in the 'mother' figure, and her singularity as a female without a male
counterpart is symbolically and terminologically made evident in the name
given to the female aulu spirit-beings. They are called Asape or 'widow'
thus representing a widowed mother with male offspring, the youthful spiritbeings, or aulu iriau.

The widowed figure of the spirit-being and her

singularity is represented by one male masked dancer dressed in widow's
weeds, a skirt made of dried and faded coconut fronds. Her unmarried male
off spri ng, who are aI ways represented by a pai r of masked dancers, wear a
skirt made from the brilllant yellow-green leaves of freshly sprouted sago
frond spathes.

Together, the two categories of spirit-beings which are

reincarnated during mortuary ceremonies, encapsulate the concepts of death
and decay and of 1i f e and regeneration.
Once the first aulu spirit-beings made themselves manifest to human
beings through Akono and the red-skinned areca nuts, they became accessible
to all other men through dreams. In the dreaming state, as noted earlier, the
dreamer's anunu ('self, persona') leaves the physical body and interacts with
the anunu of other dreamers, with ghosts (anunu) of the dead, and with

- - - - - - -

-
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spirit beings, antu.

Only men can 'resurrect' the au1u spirit-beings, bring

them from the forest into the men's house, and represent them publicly in the
masked figures, and only men can dream of a new pair au1u spirit-beings. The
man who dreams the spirit-being has the right, indeed the obligation, to 'pull'
that spirit and represent it physically in the accoutrements of the masked
dancers when next he honours his dead kin or sponsors the ear-piercing or
superi nci S1 on of hi s chi 1dren at mortuary ceremoni es.
Although it would appear that males ha\le appropriated totally the
creation and representation of aulu spirit to the exclusion of the original
female principle of creation as portrayed in the myth, this is not the case.
A11 men who dream of spi ri t -bei ngs undergo the same dream experi ence. The
dreamer, while wandering through an ethereal forest, suddenly finds himself
face-to-face with a pair of au1u figures accompanied by their 'mother'., an
old, widowed woman. The old widow (asape) speaks to the dreamer, telling
him that she has brought her 'sons' to him so that he can be their
'father/owner' (aulu itama), bring them into the men's house (from one plane
of reallty to another)· and honour them at feasts. She then instructs him to
memorize the particular finery adorning the spirit-beings so that he might
reproduce it faithfully. She tells him the name of the pair, and makes him
note the name of the exact spot upon which they stand (their autochthonolls
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origin pJace) a spot that corresponds with a named pJace in waking reality.
The dreamer then awakes.
Every pair of aulu is created and named by a female, the 'widow' figure
in myth and dream, and has a father' who 'owns' and re-creates it. Each pair
of spirit-beings so owned and recreated 1S different from all other pairs. It
has its own name, its own decorative designs and finery on its head and
topknot, and Hs own named place of origin. These names, designs and items
of finery, called mosi, are the exclusive property of family groups and
inherited by both femaJe and male children from their father and their
mother's father. Anyone who uses the owned designs of others will be killed
by sorcery, that is, they are "killed because of mosi".

During mortuary

ceremonies, the children of the 'father of the spirit-being' pair shed their
blood on 'top of the dead' in the presence of the aulu. The Child, the dead, and
the spirit-being are bound with the bond of shared bJood (essentiaJ
sUbstance). The child thus becomes the 'owner' (inheritor) of the spirit-being
who presided at her/his blood-Jetting and has the right to 'pull' that
spirit-being to preside over the same rite for her/his own children. The aulu
spirit beings thus

were

(and are) mysteriously created and presented to

human beings through females, and they l..vere (and are) mysteriously
re-created and re-presented by males. Both females and males inherit rights
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of ownershi p and representati on of part i cul ar spi rit bei ngs, hence, the Kabana
say that the auJu "follow men and women".

Any woman who wants her

spi rit -bei ng, rather than her husband's, to presi de over the superi nci si anI
ear-piercing of her chl1d can 'pull' her auJu from her natal group and bring it
into the men's house of her husband.
The woman must first seek the permission of her paternal kinsmen and
of her husband and his kinsmen. Permission is pro forms since the woman
'owns' the spirit-being and therefore the right to have it present at
ceremonies in honour of her child cannot be denied her. When it is time for
the spirit beings to make their appearance (discussed below), the woman's
kinsmen bring the auJu (its mask and decorative finery) from her natal
village to her husband's village by sea. Just before they reach the village but
are still out of sight, the men put ashore and two men are dressed in the
spirit-being mask and costume.

In full regalla, the masked spirit dancers

stand in the middle of the canoe as it approaches the shore of the woman's
v111age.

The spirit-being arrives out of the sea from the direction of its

origin place.18 When the spirit-being comes ashore, it steps over a large male
pig lying at the entrance to the men's house and the pig is then taken inside to
be slaughtered and eaten by the spirit-beings. This is the pig of mata pau
('new eye') that, as with the firstborn mata pau ceremony, marks the
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spirit-beings first sight of its host village. Once spirit-beings are pulled by
a woman from her paternal kin to her husband's men's house unit, they remain
with that woman in her husband's men's house.

In future when the

spirit-beings are manifested, her paternal kin must come to her village to
recreate the spi ri t -bei ngs and "take care" of them duri ng the ceremoni a1
period.
Each set of agnates (and enates) within a given men's house unit owns
at least one and usually several pair of aulu spirit-beings.

Among these

agnates one will be the 'father of the spirit-being' (auJu itama) and this
individual might be the father, father's elder sibling, or grandparent of a
firstborn child who is to be honoured or, he might be the 'owner of the dead
one' on top of whom the child's blood wi11 be shed. As befits their status as
sponsors of the ceremonies, that is, as providers and not consumers of
wealth, the 'fathers of the spirit-beings' do not recreate the spirit-beings,
they consign this work to others who are called sig itama. A sig is a pole
used by men for supporting/carrying burdens on their shoulders, and a si g

itama is the 'father/owner of the carrying pole'. An auJu Slg itama is the
support staff (in both senses of the word) of the spirit-beings-the
individual who builds the maSk, the individuals who supply all the decorative
finery of the costume, and the individuals who wear the costume at the dance.
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The 'father of the spirit-beings' can choose whomever he likes to be the
'father of the pole', but he chooses among men whom he knows are hard
worki ng and not 1azy, and who are exce 11 ent dancers. Si nce the sponsori ng
men's house unit has more than enough to do organizing the ceremonies and
providing the wealth of food and pork that is consumed, with the exception of
single men who dance inside the costume, very few among their number are
chosen to be the 'father of the pole'. Those chosen to be 'father of the pole'
are persons who belong to other men's house units, usually a kinsman of the
firstborns or dead who are being honoured, thus, the wealth provided by the
sponsors goes, unselfishly, outside the immediate men's house unit and is
redistributed among other groups.
At the end of each mortuary cycle, the spi ri t -bei ng costumes are
dismantled and burned. Thus, the first responsibility of the new spirit-being
support staff, is to recreate the spirit-being mask. From its base to the tip
of its feather topknot, the conical mask is over one metre in height. The mask
fits over the dancer's head and rests on his shoulders so that he is able to see
through the mouth of the mask. The 'father of the spirit-being' selects one
person to recreate the mask according to his instructions. The mask bullder
is given two to four weeks to assemble and dry the various materials out of
which the mask is constructed. These include a particular type of cane that
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is used for the framework, elongated ears, and nose of the mask, the coconut
bast for the 'skin' of the mask, the vines used to lash the framework together,
and the large bristly fungus that sits atop

th~

mask as its 'hair' and into

which the feathers of the topknot are inserted. The actual construction of the
mask itself only takes a few days, during which the artist resides in the
men's house of the 'father of the spirit-being' being supported with food,
areca nuts, tobacco, drinking coconuts and so on.

Once the mask is put

together, with its elongated ears, long nose, and slightly bulging eyes and
mouth attached, the coconut bast skin is painted by the artist (nowadays with
purchased pigments, if available) according to the designs and colours
particular to that spirit-being and owned by its 'father'. Three basic colours,
red, black (or blue), and white are used on the mask to paint its mouth,
eyebrows, eyes, and the styl1zed 'tears of the spirit-being' (au1u imata
su1aea) and the designs (namir) on the back of its head. The full mask is
always painted in white so that the black and red stylized facial features and
designs will be sharply contrasted.

The mouth, eyebrows and

tears, for

example, might be painted a solid red and outlined in black, or in black and
outl1ned in red. When the mask is painted, its topknot ('hair') is attached to
support the brilliantly coloured feathers of various species of birds and a tall
plume of rooster, eagle, or cassowary feathers.
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later, when the costume is donned by the dancers, a ruff made of red,
green, and yellow crotons is fastened around the base of the mask and this
hides the framework that supports the mask on the dancers' shoulders.
Several croton plants are inserted at the back of the mask, and when the
spirit-being dances, these crotons and the long feathered plume sway and
bend to the rhythm of the dance. The more pronounced the swayi ng, the more
admired the dance. The long sago frond skirt extends from the mask's
shoulders to drag on the ground, thus hiding the dancers' feet and sweeping
away their footprints as they dance.

During the dance, the skirt s¥tays

seductively with a soft rhythmic swishing sound. The spirit-beings always
dance in pairs. The two men in the costumes hold the mask with their outside
hands and link arms underneath the ski rt in order to keep the spi ri t -bei ngs
joined and to synchronize their dance steps.

Figure t is a sketch of the

completed auJu iriau; this particular pair were dreamed and created in 1982.
The au1u asape, or 'widow spirit-being' is constructed in the same
manner as the other the 'spirit-being youths' who are her 'sons'. Her mask,
however, is shorter, shaped like a rounded square wi th the top two corners of
the square curved upwards to produce two topknots or 'heads'.

As noted

earlier., the skirt of the widow figure is made of dull, dried coconut fronds.
The wido'tv figure dances alone, outside the circle of dancers, and with a

1
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different dance step than that being done by the paired spirit-beings.
Sometimes the widow spirit does not "dance" at all, but prances and parades
around the plaza, rushing spectators and frightening children who impede the
progress of the dancers. As the mother of the spirit-beings, the widow figure
"looks after her children" by demanding gifts of food and wealth for them.
She will approach someone's house and place a basket on the veranda thus
demanding food; or she will walk around with a big stick over which the
people she approaches will drape hands of areca nut, bunches of tobacco, or
cotton sarongs. Under her voluminous skirt, the widow figure also smuggles
into the men's house the new fronds and leaves that are used to repair or
replace worn out parts of the spirit-being costumes.

The widow figure is

unpredictable and easily angered, and parents use this figure to diSCipline
their children, exacting good behaviour by threatening them with the wrath of
the widow spirit-being. Human widows and wido\·vers are similarly portrayed
to children as ogres, presumably because of their unkempt appearance and the
marginality of their social position.

For this reason, young children are

particularly nervous around persons who have long hair and beards.
Although

I have

discussed autochthonous

spirit-beings and

the

recreation of the auJu and its representation by masked dancers at mortuary
ceremoni es, the actual creation and pub Ii c appearance of these spi rit -bei ngs
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does not take place untn
mortuary/firstborn work.

the beginning of the flnal

phase of

the

Whlle the men's house matures, the members of

that men's house occupy themselves with producing massive gardens of taro
and collecting the mature coconuts that will be consumed over the several
weeks/months of the mortuary ceremonies.

When the taro is ready, it is

harvested and stored on ceremonial platforms beside each house in the
hamlet, and the coconuts are lashed to poles about four metres high and
erected beside the taro platforms.

The platforms of taro and poles of

coconuts make an impressive display of wealth and strength. In addition to
the foodstuffs, the men have been seeking, among their trade friends and kin.,
the shell money they will transact with others, and the pigs that they win
'feed' the spirit-beings. When these final arrangements are made, the flnal
phase of the mortuary ceremony is begun with the offi ci a1 openi ng of the new
men's house.

QQening the Drums
The hourglass drum (abam), like the flute, pan pipe, whistle, and the
slit gong, is the voi ce of sj}lri t -bel ngs. At the end of each mortuary cycle the
spirit-beings are sent back to their origin place, and the drums \Nhich are
their voices are silenced. After senior female members of the men's house
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unit have swept away the debris from inside the new bunding and around its
immediate environs, messengers are sent to a11 vil1ages in the district to
mark the day everyone should appear for the ceremony that removes the taboo
enjoining silence on the drums.
The 'opening' of the drums (namo louloua; 'come/allies friends' [to the
feast/dance}) marks the beginning of the feasting and dancing that continue
throughout the mortuary ceremonies. Each 'owner of the dead one' selects a
ki nsman of the deceased (aso) to come and remove the taboo on the drum so
that the voice of the spirit-beings can cry/sing in the name of that deceased
kinsperson. The man selected as lead drummer is a member of the deceased's
cognatic kindred who belongs to another affiliated men's house, and he wil1
receive a small female 'pig of the ashes' (aupu) from the 'owner' for
performing this act on behalf of his dead kinsman/woman.

On the appointed

day, each drummer, accompanied by numerous members of his cognatic
descent group, arrives at the village of the men's house unit sponsoring the
ceremonies. Each drummer group waits at the perimeter of the hamlet of the
men's house unit, and at a signal, all the drummers begin to drum and sing as
they enter the hamlet from the direction of their own villages.

When they

reach the dance plaza in front of the men's house, they stop and play for some
minutes) until one group at a time, they enter the men's house. Once they are
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inside the men's house, the drumming ceases and the men are feasted with
cooked taro after which they prepare to leave.

As each drumming group

leaves the men's house, they plant crotons around the perimeter of the
structure in honour of their deceased kinsperson and to represent the
numerous pigs that will be transacted during the mortuary ceremonies to
follow. The lead drummer is presented with his 'pig of the ashes' (aupu), and
all those who opened the drums that will sing 'on top of the dead' return to
their home villages.
Several days later a simt1ar ceremony is performed to remove

t~e

taboo

on dancing that also went into effect at the close of the last mortuary cycle.
This opening of the 'dance plaza' (me1eme1e) in front of the men's house
follows the same format as that for opening the drums. The 'owner of the
dead one' chooses a different kinsman of the deceased (a50) to come with his
lineage members to drum and sing in the dance plaza, while their female kin
dance. The women are not dressed in dance finery, a1though they dance with
crotons in their hands. At the end of the afternoon, the dance ends and the
guests are again feasted wlth cooked taro. The man chosen to remove the
taboo on the dance plaza is given his 'pig of the ashes', the" members of his
dance group again plant crotons around the perimeter of the men's house, and
they all depart for their home villages.
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The removal of the taboos on drumming and dancing marks the beginning
of the final phase of mortuary work which includes the 'small pig exchange'
(01010 Icalcau). the superincision/ear piercing rites for the firstborn (tllcet
gergeo 1autabe) and the 'big feast/pig exchange' (01010 Icapei). However,
this final phase might not actually commence for some weeks, during which
time the men construct the au1u spirit-being figures and gather together all
the pigs that wf1l be eaten or exchanged during the celebration. These are
pigs that each man's wife has grown and raised in expectation of this work,
plus pigs that are owed to him,

~nd

pigs that he has solicited from trade

friends and kin. When it is time to gather the pig wealth, each man sends a
plate of sago flour with a length of shell money on top to each individual who
has promised or owes him a pig. The sago flour and shell money is a reminder
of a debt owed (tipapeiga bun) and that it is now being caned in. The man
who is owed the pig might later follow his "reminder" and collect the pig debt
himself, or those who recieve the "reminder" might themselves bring the pig
to the man owed, whereupon etiquette demands they remain in the host
village until the ceremonies are finished. Throughout the days and weeks that
the pig wealth is accumulated and the aulu figures are being constructed.,
drumming and dancing continues both during the day and throughout the night.
When the auJu are constructed, they are 'pulled' into the public dance plaza
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where they j oi n the danci ng.
The whole vi11age gathers in absolute sl1ence around the perimeter of
the dance plaza to witness the arrival of the spirit-beings. The moment that
the masked dancers exit the men's house and make their spectacular
appearance in the public plaza is charged with solemnity, emoUon, and not a
little awe at their magnificence. The pairs of aulu that have existed for
some years, are led from the men's house by their owners (aulu Hama) to the
centre of the dance plaza. Each pair of spirit-beings carries a short stick
with a piece of she11 money draped over it, and each in turn is led to the front
door of a house. This is the house of the family of the deceased in whose
honour the creatures are appearing. The spirit-beings drop the piece of shell
money at the door as a gift to the bereaved family. This gift is a form of
death compensation (kuru) called mogaJi ('innards, guts') intended to show
that the spirit-beings also 'feel inside' themselves the grievous loss fea by
the family of the deceased. The aulu only appear at ceremonies in honour of
the recent dead and thus are the personifi cat i on of death.

As the

spirit-beings make their appearance and solemnly circulate to the homes of
the recently bereaved, peop 1e weep Qui et 1yin memory of lost loved ones.

When the long-time resident spirit-beings have completed their homage
to the dead, they are led to the perimeter of the dance plaza to await and
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greet the new au1u figures-those who have been dreamed and created, and
are making their debut appearance. The new au1u that appeared in 1981 (see
figure 2 above), were dreamed and created by a man in honour of his deceased
brother and the ear-piercing rite for his daughters that would take place 'on
top of' his dead brother. Two of the dead man's sons were designated to 'call'
the spirit-beings from their origin place in the forest where they had been
dreamed and subsequently created by the dreamer. The two men exited the
men's house and walked across the plaza to a sand spit on the beach. One man
raised a large trumpet conch (taule) and sounded three long blasts. As the
third blast faded away, absolute stillness descended on the gathered crowd,
the village, and the forest-no child cried, no dog barked, no birds caHed. It
seemed as though all of creation waited in

reverent

si1ence for the

spirit-beings to appear. In a very few minutes the creatures, unescorted by
humans, emerged from the bush some distance down the beach and, walking in
the edge of the surf, slowly made their way toward the awaiting village.
When the spirit-beings come abreast of the two men who called them forth,
the men take up thei r position, one on either si de of the pai rand 11 ft i ng a
strand of the sago skirt, they walk with the spirits into the dance plaza. As
the spirits enter the plaza and walk toward the men's house, they are sl1ently
greeted by the family who owns them with small mata pau ('new eye') gifts
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(mats, baskets, bits of shell money, crotons) thrown at their feet which the
spirit-beings step over, leaving them to be claimed by others.

The

spirit-beings continue to advance and as they come abreast of the other
spirit-beings, these

latter fall

into step behind

spirit-beings proceed to the men's house.

them, and

all

the

At the entrance to the high

stockade (s11as11a) that shields the men's house from view, the new
spirit-beings step over a female 'pig of the ashes'. The pig is taken inside the
men's house where it is butchered and cooked as the first of many pigs the
spirit-beings will consume while in residence. All the spirit-beings re-enter
the men's house and the crowd disperses to prepare for the dance that evening
after the spirit-beings have consumed the feast of pork prepared in their
honour.
From the time the spirit-beings take up residence in the village until
they are sent back to their origin places, everyone must show the spirits
proper respect. There shou I d be no di sputes, no voi ces rai sed j n anger or
exuberant play, no raucous behaviour. Children should not play in the vicinity
of the spirits in case some plaything or projectlle comes in contact with the
walls of the men's house or its enclosure. The spirit-beings will demand a
payment of shell money for any infraction of these rules. Anyone who engages
in flsticuffs and strikes another, or any man who beats his wife win be
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chastised by the spirit-being widow figure who will demand payment of a pig
as compensation for such flagrant breach of etiquette and respect for the
spi ri t -bet ngs.
The v111age remains subdued for some hours after the spirit-beings
have re-entered the men's house enclosure.

The public appearance of the

spirit-beings is an awesome occasion, as these creatures are exemplars of
powerful non-human forces which have been called into being by humans who
caused them to come forth from their spirit domain into the domain of human
existence and human enterprise. As personifications of an undifferentiated.
autochthonous power, t.he spirit-beings simultaneously represent creation and
destruction, the Ufe/death continuum. The spirH- beings are

/J18lil8IltO lilori

whose presence saddens people reminded of their deceased kin and of death
itself. But the creatures are also 'youths' at the peak of thelr productive and
reproductive capacities, their very presence holds the promise of continuity
and thus denies the finaHty of death. The flrst public appearance of the aulu
saddens people, but they are gladdened by the beauty of the creatures and
wHhin a few hours everyone is engaged in preparing themselves to dance,
sing, and feast wHh the spirH- beings.
After the spirit-beings have consumed their essence of pork., the men
begin to gather in the dance plaza for the dancing. The men carry their drums

and gather in the centre of the plaza around a fire made from burning embers
brought from thei r home hearths. The fi re serves to keep off the ni ght chi 11,
as a convenient means to light their tobacco and as a source of heat to warm
the 1umps of beeswax whi ch are the tuni ng devi ces on a drum's 1izard-ski n
tympanum. When the men are assembled and the drums tuned, one man begins
the set by si ngi ng the openi ng words of the refrai n, after whi ch the other men
j oin in with their voices, and the voices of the drums.

As soon as the

drumming begins, the men are joined by the women who dance dressed in their
most el aborate fi nery. It/hen the men and the drums are in full throat ., and the
dance plaza is fi 11 ed with danci ng women and gi rl s, the several pai rs of
spirit-beings emerge from the men's house enclosure to dance with the
women. The spirit-beings and the women dance in a circle around the men
who are standing in a circle around their fire. Circling them all, prancing and
parading, bobbing and weaving, and usually going in the opposite direction, is
the spiri t -being widow.
The musi c and dance repertoi re that is speci alto the aul ufo 11 ows a
specific structural format. The dance starts off with a very fast beat and
dance step called girigiri . This lively beat is intended to get people into tt1e
spirit of the dance, to .klraplm bel (T .P.: 'get them fired up').

Having

accomplished this., the drums shift into a steady but upbeat rhythm called
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bau~a

itautau, or 'the substance of the song'. "'"hen peap I e are begi nnl ng to

tire, the rhythm called lou speeds up slightly so they will shake off their
tiredness, and later still the rhythm again becomes quite fast., rombolele.
By the small hours of the morning the drummers and dancers are tired and the
musi c sI DWS consi derab I y to 'pull' or exaggerate the dance steps.

Thi sis

called katkatga, to 'cut' or 'fold', aptly enough, as people are ready to fold
from exhaustion. Two or three hours before dawn, the rhythm changes again
and becomes lau~a tlke. The term lauga means to 'return/bring back' and

tike is a term that connotes a repetitive alternate rhythm of three long beats
followed

by

three

short

quick

beats.

This

rhythm,

alternat i ng...

slow/fast/slow/fast, is intended to 'open the dancer's eyes', and get them
movi ng bri skI y agai n and the dance step is accompani ed by shifting the eyes
from side to side, and turning the body slightly to the left and right. ",A/hen
people are moving quickly again, the rhythm shifts to a sligr,tly faster beat
called si asi. As dawn breaks, the rhythm shifts again, gaining momentum and
the spirit-beings perform kikioka where the pair splits apart and bow in
front and in back of one another like 'scissors', a performance that delights
everyone. After th i s show of good humour and playfulness on the part of the
spirit-beings, the rhythm again changes back to the lively quick step of the
opening girigiri. to get people going and to end the night of dancing on a
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f1 ouri sh. As the fi na 1 gi ri gl ri gathers momentum and the sun is full y ri sen.,
the spi rit -bei ngs dance away into the men's house enclosure where they wi 11
be fed and INi 11 rest unt i1 after noon, when the whole process wi 11 be
repeated.
Throughout the

days and

nights of dancing,

the 'father of the

spirit-beings' keep the drummers, dancers, and spirit-beings supplied with
areca nut, tobacco, food, drinking coconuts, and if the spirit-beings demand
it, with pork.

For thi s work, the 'father of the spi ri t -bei ngs' commi ssi ons

vari ous men in hi s ki ndred to act as hi s 'helpers'.

These men supply the

tobacco, areca and coconuts I and hand it out to the drummers and dancers. It
i s the musi c, dance, and the cro l ,oItd of people that make the occasi on
successful.

If no one is drumming, or if too few women are dancing, the

spi rit -bei ngs are insulted and refuse to appear; if the drummi ng and 8i ngi ng
is haphazard and discordant, the spirit-beings stamp their feet in annoyance.
No one comes to dance wi thout reason; dancers must be recornpense1j
for their presence and their contribution to the success of the dance feast. A
strong and wealthy man has any number of persons in whom he has invested
and upon whom he can draw (exploit) to supply these amen it ies, he need not
supply them himself. However, he does become indebted to those \'vho supply
material assistance and must r-epay them in kind when next they hold an

01010, (Jr '."lill DrE.!sent them wlth gifts of shell rnone~ at some later ceremon~ .

In 8dditlon to these 'helpers' the 'father of the spirit-beings' must, like any
good father or person of stature, look after his 'chlldren' the si!1 Hama, who
dance inside the

aulu costume and who

constantl!~ repair and replace the sago

frond skirt. Being a masked spirit dancer is hot, heavy, arduous work., and any
one pair of

aulu are manned by several people who take turns inside the

costume. These men, for the most part, are cognates of the 'father of the
spirit-beings' but are members of different men's house units. The successful
appearance of the spi rits and the beauty of the dance depends on others but in
the f1 na I anal ySi s the success or fail ure of the total performance either
enhances or decreases the reputation of the 'f ather(s) of the spi ri t -bei ngs'
and by association, their men's house unit.

For this reason, whatever the

spirit-beings demand, it is given to them immediately and no matter how
many pigs the 'father' of the

aulu has allotted for exchange purposes, he must

have on hand additional pigs to satisfy the spirit-beings' insatiable taste for
pork.
As the days and nights of dancing continue . people from all over the
district begin to arrive to partiCipate in the feast, and to bring the pigs the~:J
owe or have promised to the sponsors of the 01010.

As each group arrives

with a pig, the trumpet conch is sounded by a man of the host men's house to
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mark their arrival and the number of pigs they bring with them. The pigs are
tied underneath the houses of the 'owner of the dead one' in whose name the
animals will later be exchanged at the 01010 kakau and the 01010
kapei-the 'small' and 'large' feast.

The 01010 Kakau
The 'small feast' is the first of two formal pig transactions and is
called budua iaupu ilado, 'the dead one's/pig of the ashes/it runs'. As noted
earlier, each 'owner of the dead one' in the sponsoring men's house unit has
engaged the services of a man as the 'owner of the basket' (karei Hama), a
man who is a cognate of himself and his deceased kinsperson but a member of
a different minimal lineage and men's house unit. All the deceased in whose
honour the mortuary ceremonies are held belong to the sponsoring men's hOllse
and are, of course, related by kinship. Each 'owner of the basket' is a kinsman
of a deceased being honoured and in whose name he is the 'basket'; therefore;
all those designated as 'owners of the basket' are also distantly related to
one another. They are a11 aso, 'affines through death', and the 'running of the
pigs of the dead' is an exchange between these men ('baskets') whose
relationship to one another is defined by the fact that each is related to a
deceased individual in the sponsoring men's house. Their actual relationship
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as kinsmen might be so distant (Le ., well outside the maximal cognatic
descent category) that they do not consi der themse 1yes related at alL Thi s
exchange of pi gs thus i nit i ates or re-estab 11 shes ties of ob 11 gat i on bet ween
di stant ki n whose pri mary connection is that thei r deceased ki nsperson i 8
related to each other deceased kinsperson. Thus, individual (A) is 'owner of
the basket' for his deceased kinsman (D 1) and individual (B) is 'owner of the
basket' for his deceased kinsman (0 2 ); (0 1) and (0 2 ) are agnates, therefore.,
at some level individuals (A) and (B) are also kinsmen.
As each 'owner of the basket' arri ves for the 'runni ng of the pi g of the
ashes' he brings with him a pig to be exchanged and gives it to the 'owner of
the dead one' who stakes the pig under his house. On the day designated for
the exchange, the pigs are staked to small saplings erected in a double rOI,'v in
f r ont of the men's house. I f there are ten recent dead bei ng honoured at thi s
mortuary ceremonies, the pigs will be staked in two rows of five each so that
each 'owner of the basket' is paired with another 'owner of the basket' . The
pigs that are staked for the e~<change must be as nearly the same size as
possible, 80 that the e~<change is perfectly balanced. Since the pigs are highly
uncooperative while being tied up and some reshuffling must take place to
ensure that pigs of equal size (value) are staked oppOSite one anothe~ it
might take several hours to complete the staking ., and the ceremony usually
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takes pI ace in I ate afternoon.
Each 'owner of the basket' I eads a group of hi s ki nsmen towards the
di sp I ayed pi gs, enteri ng the dance plaza from the di recti on of thei rhome
village. The 'owner of the basket' and his group are decorated with splotches
of red pai nt on thei r faces, with white desi gns representing thei r persona I
spirit powers (namir), or 'Nith splotches of lime powder on their foreheads.
These are emblems of death, warfare, and powerful aggression, and the men
make their approach to the accompaniment of drums and songs of war and
carry war clubs and brandish spears while assuming the stylized spear
throwing stance. As they reach the staked pigs, each 'O'."mer of the basket' is
met by his opposite number's 'owner of the dead one' (and his group of
ki nsmen) who 1eads hi m to the pi g he wi 11 recei ve in exchange for the pi g he
contributed. The 'owner of the dead one' takes the hand of the 'o\,\'ner of the
basket' and 'pulls' him to the pig. The 'owner of the dead one' then strikes the
pig with a branch of croton leaves and loudly proclaims, "This croton [pig] is
fo r you", and the 'owner of the basket' claims the pig by slapping it with
whi te Ji me powder. When each set of staked pi gs has been gi '.len and recei '.led
in thi s manner, each proud new owner of a pi g unties hi s pri ze, drags the
beast unceremoniously away, and ties it under the house of the 'owner of the
dead one'.
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Severa I thi ngs have taken place at thi s exchange. Oespi te the fact that
the 'owner of the basket' supplied a pig and received a pig of equal size and
value in

e~<change

for that pig, the pig he received is a different pig and thus

represents a new transaction. The two distantly related kinsmen, as 'owners
of the basket', are now more closely connected by virtue of the fact that they
have entered into a transaction and exchanged pigs, although neither is
indebted to the other since the exchange is balanced. The possibilty for new,
amicable relationships between groups who have the potential for hostility
(as evidenced in the display of power and aggression as the groups approached
one another for the exchange) is provided in the name of the recent dead. The
deceased and the men's house unit who sponsor the pi g exchange are credited
with a reputation as persons of wealth, prestige and power, who bring their
resources to bear in the interests of promoting well-being and harmonious
relations among others. This is not done without cost to the various 'owners
of the dead one', for although their various 'owners of the baskets' supplied
the pigs that were exchanged, the 'baskets' must be recompensed for this
work.

All the while they are in the Village pending the pig

e~<change,

each

'owner of the basket' is supported with food and other amenities by the 'owner
of the dead one' who has commissioned his services and his pig. And, when
the work of the

01010

kakau exchange is completed , the 'OINner' compensates
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the 'basket' by giving him a pig called gaea more ipulaka. The term puJaka
refers to the new, unopened shoot at the top of a plant, and this pig, rather
than being payment to the 'basket' for services rendered, is in fact a 'new
[sprout i ng] pi g/ croton debt' gi ven try the 'owner of the dead one' to the 'owner
of the basket'. In this way the relationship which was initiated behlfeen the
two men because they are both related to particular deceased individuals who
are related to one another, becomes a relationship of mutual indebtedness in
its own right between the two men.

They are no longer aso, 'relations

through death', they are now sobosobo, 'kin, trade friends' or, as it is phrased
i n Tok Pisin, bisnis.
The 'running of the pigs of the ashes' thus serves to bring together
distant cognatic kin of the deceased who belong to different men's house
units in a relationsh i p characterized as "we who have exchanged pigs in ths
name of a dead kinsman"; it permits the initiation or re-inforcement of
rel ations of obligation between men who are cognatiC kin, one of whom
be l ongs to the deceased's men's house unit and the other to another men's
house unit with whi ch the deceased was affil i ated. By sponsori ng thi s pi g
exchange in the name of their recent dead, the host men's house unit brings
together men in many other men's house units and through the medium of the
exchange pub 1i c1Y forges re 1at ions of ob 11 gat i on bet ween and among them alL
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The host men's house unit also publicly displays the numbers of persons and
groups that comprise that men's house unit's far-flung social network of
reel proca 1 ob 1i gat ions, hence thi s exchange demonstrates the extent of the
strength, power, wealth, and resources the men's house unit has available to
it for future exploitation.
All of these re 1at] onshi ps and potent i alit i es already ex] sted to some
degree when the deceased persons being honoured were alive. That is, the
deceased (0) when alive included within his/her social network individual or
group (A), (8), (C) .... and so on, where the minimum relation between (A), (8),
and (C), for e~<ample, was simply that each was related to (0). At mortuary
ceremoni es, transactions take place bet ween (A), (8), and (C) in the name of
(O).

When these transactions are completed, (A), (8), and (C) have forged

relations of obligation between and among themsleves., relations that exist in
t heir own right and no longer need be reckoned through a third party, (0). The
losses

occasioned

by

death,

rather

than

causing

the

breakdown

of

re 1at i onshi ps are, through mortuary work turned into "a positive resource for
the regeneration of equivalent social relations" (Weiner 1980: 81).

The

deceased is the medium through which social relations are both generated and
regenerated

among the

living, thus death not

necessitates the continuity of life.

only permits but also
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The Firstborn: Ear-Qiercing and SUQerincision
The firstborn is the embodiment of continuity.

The concept of an

integrated cosmic order regenerated perpetually through the processes of
generation and degeneration is expressed in this final firstborn ceremonial
when the child's substantive essence (blood) is spilled on the dead in the
presence of the au1u spirit-beings. This ceremony takes place within a few
days after the 01010 kakau and the 'running of the pigs of the dead' discussed
above.
Until the last two decades or so, all children, regardless of gender or
birth order had their ear lobes cut and elongated to shoulder length, and all
male

children

were superincised.

Nowadays, only

the rite

of

male

superincision remains an absolutely inviolable necessity tor all boys, and it
is rare to find anyone younger than about 25 years-ot-age who has elongated
ear lobes. The Kabana conSl der(ed) stretched ear lobes a Sl gn of beauty, but
say they were disabused of this by the mission which did not approve of the
practice

and considered

the process rather gruesome

and the

result

unattract i ve. The mi ssi on di d support the custom of male superi nci 3i on on
the basis that it would promote cleanliness and prevent the boys from
becoming sick.

The Kabana claim, therefore, that the rite of male
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superincision will never become defunct because it is sanctioned by ancestral
custom and the Catholic church. Elongating ear lobes, on the other hand, is a
custom that has succumbed to the pressures of accul turat i on and an imposed
aesthetic, and nowadays young people of both genders simply pierce their ears
i n the same fashion as do western youths. Kabana boys no longer go through
an ear-piercing rite at all, they are only subjected to superincision. Although
the elongation process has been curtailed, the ear-piercing rite continues to
be an important tradition and all Kabana girls experience this ceremony.
The firstborn child is the focus of the ear-piercing and slJperincision
ceremony, and I shall treat this aspect of firstborn/mortuary work from the
perspective of the flrstborn child.

It is the firstborn who is feasted,

decorated, sec I uded in the ceremoni aJ house (leaiJ alJa), and introduced to the

aulu spirit-beings. Non-firstborn girls and boys have their ears pierced or
their foreskin superincised at the same time as the firstborn but with little
fanfare-they are simply "pulled in underneath the firstborn" ,

When the

parents of a firstborn perform this ceremony for their child, the father's
elder brother (who has already accomplished this ceremony for his own
firstborn) will contribute one pig to the spirit-beings in the men's house and
t hus is entitled to have the rite performed on all his flrstborn's younger
Siblings. The younger siblings, as a group, also spill their blood 'on top of the
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dead'.

Or, if the 'owner of the dead one' has already performed the

blood-letting rite for his own firstborn, he will take this opportunity to
perf orm the rite for all hi s other chil dren at thi s time, if he can afford to do
so.

Given all the contingencies determining when f i rstborn and mortuary

ceremonials will take place, the age at which any child undergoes these rites
varies considerably. Boys might be as young as four and as old as fourteen
years-of-age (especi all y non-firstborns) when they are superi nci sed; gi rl s
mi ght be as young as si x and as old as ei ghteen when they have thei rears
pie.reed. Biological. age is not a factor in the performance of these rites. The
rites themselves are not perceived by the Kabana as puberty rites, and any
attempt to interpret them as such would be a gross distortion of the data and
the meaning of the rites.
At this point in the cycle, the firstborn female seclusion houses
(leaiJ a~a) have been ready si nce the mortuary ceremoni es began, the
drummi ng and danei ng have cont i nued everyday from noon unt 11 da\"m si nce the

aul u spi rit -bei ngs made thei r appearance, and the exchange of the 'pi gs of the
dead' bet ween the 'owners of the basket' has taken place wi thi n the
the 01010 lealeau.

conte~<t

of

T\oIlO or three days after the 'small feast' is completed.,

work for the firstborn and work for the dead conjoin \¥hen the child's "body is
cut" so that her/his blood will ·spill on top of the dead".
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The ceremony begins at noon of the designated day 'Nhen the parents
take thei r fi rstborn and a huge mal e pi g with full tusks to the chil d's baulo.
As in all other firstborn ceremonials, the parents do not publicly participate
in the actua 1 performance of the ceremoni aI, they remai n behi nd the scene as
befits their position. The child's baulo are responsible for decorating the
child in her/his finery, for accompanying the child through the various phases
of the ceremony, and for providing the feast of pork in honour of the child
when she/he comes out of seclusion. The pork the baulo provide is the large
tusked boar they recei ved from the chil d's parents (for whi ch the baulo are
now indebted) as "payment" for their work on the child's behalf.
Ouri ng the afternoon, the baulo decorate the fi rstborns and prepare the
feast for that eveni ng. The chil dren are bathed and have thei r hai r tri mmed
back several centimetres around their heads in the manner described for the
fi rstborn poi poi sara ceremony and for the corpse pri or to buri a1.

Thei r

bodies are covered from hair to toes with red paint on the left side and black
paint on the right side, with yellow or white paint applied to their heads
where the hair has been shaved back. Boys are dressed in loincloths made of
barkcloth, and dog's teeth headbands, boar tusk necklaces, shell money
necklaces worn criss-cross over their chests, and armbands loaded with a
profuSion of cratons , scented leaves and flowers. Finally, their hair is
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covered with small brightly coloured feathers., and a headress of several long
feathers at the top of their heads.
Girls are dressed and painted the same as boys except for their skirts.
The girls are first dressed in one layer of the traditional fibre skirt worn by
females.

Over this skirt goes another skirt made entirely of a variety of

colourful crotons, scented leaves (that have been steamed in banana leaves to
make them more pungent), and the red striated banana plant leaves
(1apelape).

The predominant colour of the skirts is red.

Several of the

colourfully d!Jed sections of fibre skirt cut in various lengths, are inserted in
the back of the 1eaf ski rt wai stband to produce a bustle. Fi na 11 y dozens of
long colourful leaves are inserted in the back waistband so that they stand up
and surround the child in a profusion of foliage.

By late afternoon, the children are dressed and taken back to their
parents and the feast of taro and pork prepared in their honour is
redistributed. A large portion of the pork is taken inside the men's house for
the spirit-beings, and the rest of the feast is redistributed among everyone in
the village in the usual manner.

By dusk everyone has eaten and the men

gather in the dance plaza with their drums to begin that evening's dancing.
All that night unttl dawn the next morning the beautifully decorated children
dance and sing with the women, the men, and the spirit-beings. \.yhen the sun
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has risen above the horizon the

ne~<t

morning, the dance ends and the

spirH-beings seclude themselves in the men's house stockade. The firstborn
children are led to their seclusion houses by their baulo: girls are taken into
their seclusion house and firstborn boys are taken into smaller, less
elaborate seclusion houses called popou. The chlldren will remain in
seclusion untll late that afternoon when they will be incised.
The child's parents and kin weep and cling to the child expressing their
di stress over the mi nor ordea 1 and loss of blood that the chi 1d wi 11 endure ina
few hours.

They express their distress by divesting themselves of their

worl dl y goods (as occurs duri ng death rHes), throwi ng pots, utensil s, mats,
baskets, clothing and other possessions, onto the ground by the seclusion
house. The child steps over these items enroute to her seclusion house, thus
infusing them with her essence, and all the by-standers (who are standing-by
for just this purpose) scramble to grab up this discarded wealth.

If the

parents are wealthy enough they might drag forth one of their female pigs,
hold it on the ground for the child to step over, kill H, and then present it to
one of the child's close maternal kin (e.g., MB, MZ, MM): parental distress
knows no solace when pig wealth is discarded. The child is then escorted t.o
his/her seclusion hut by their bau10 where he/she is taken up and inside the
house by the chaste young man or woman 'Nho wi 11 remai n wi th the chi 1d as a
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'guardian' (mamato).

All the children undergoing the blood-letting are now

called aidimidimi, a term which a Kabana high school graduate glossed for
me as 'initiate'.
The Kabana explained to me that the spilling of the firstborn's blood 'on
top of the dead' i s merely a figurative expression, as the 'spirits/ghosts' of
the dead are not called forth from the domain of the dead to participate in
this ceremony.

The calling up of named 'spirits/ghosts' of the dead is

"another kind of work

u
,

and that work is primarily to enlist their assistance

when someone is using the magic/sorcery spells (I.e., for gar~en magic, love
magic, curing, sorcery) that were inherited or purchased from these named
deceased individual s.

Informants also explained to me that the dead were

buried (in the past) in the ground inside the men's house, so that the term

budu8, 'dead one', also means 'the ancestral ground' in which the deceased
was buried, and that the crotons planted around the men's house represent the
deceased who are buri ed i n/have been returned to that ground and are no'.'\"
"growing out of it", i.e., regenerating. The Kabana do not worship the dead, nor
do the dead become ancestral deities and mortuary ceremonies are held in the
name of the recent dead, not an amorphous category of "the dead". The recent
dead are the child's senior kin and represent her progenitors, those 'one
bloods' with whom she shares inherited substantive essence and upon whom
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(or upon whose ground) that essential substance will be shed. The dead have
no other role than as symbols of generation and regeneration.

The most

important actors in this drama are the spirit-beings, the 11ving humans who
'pulled' the spirits into the realm of human enterprise, and the firstborn. As
the Kabana explained it, the power of the spirit-beings is brought together
with, and by, the power of human beings and the two powers come together at
this flrstborn ceremonial so that the child too is infused with this power and
parental enterprises will be successful and flourish.

The name of the

fi rstborn (hi s/her parents) wi 11 be 'rai sed up', they wi 11 gai n renown.
combination

of spirit-beings,

the

recent dead, parents, and

The

firstborn

describes a perpetual cosmic order: an autochthonous creative force->
generatlon-> degeneration-> regeneration. The chlldren, as "initiates", are
being introduced into this ongOing cycle of death and life, living and dying.
Several hours later, in late afternoon, the children are brought down
from thei r sec I usi on houses and thei r decorative fl nery is refreshed in
anticipation of the upcoming incision rites.

Non-firstborn children, who do

not undergo seclusion, are also decorated at this time although much less
lavishly than their firstborn counterparts.
carried by their same sex

When ready, the children are

baulo to the front of the men's house where the

aulu spirit-beings a\,vait them, and where the child's blood ',.yill be spilled 'on
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top of the dead'. The crowd gathered to witness or participate in the incising
exudes a mood of tense excitement and dismay that the children will feel
pain.
New pandanus mats are spread on the ground and the children stand in a
line on the mats.

Their kinsmen hold small ironwood bowls of white lime

powder which they slap on the child's back and chest while calling their
personal protective powers (namir). For the person that owns it, a namir is
a power that when invoked through the medium of lime powder and applied to
the skin, protects the person from danger by making him strong and powerful.
It can also be invoked and directed against an enemy as a deadly curse. The
child will be weakened as a result of the open wound and loss of blood and the

namir his/her kin invoke and place on the child's skin will give him/her
strength to overcome the weakness and the power to \,,'ard off dangerous
influences. When the 'laying on of lime powder'

(asubago) is finished, the

children are cut.
A boy is superi nci sed 'on top of' hi s 'sma 11 mother', a father's or
mother's younger si ster. The woman gets down on her hands and knees and the
boy stands between her legs and leans backwards until he is lying on her back.
(Or, the woman will sit and hold the seated boy between her legs.) His legs
are spread and placed on either side of the woman's knees. The boy's father
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holds his legs and the boy's other 'fathers' (FB) hold his shoulders, and the
chlld is immobilized. The ironwood bowl that contained the lime powder is
placed under the boy so that hi s blood will dri p down into it and not f1 ow
away uselessly (T.P .:

nat in;)

into the dirt. The man chosen to cut the child

inserts a small, concave and smoothly sanded piece of bamboo under the
foreskin so that the cutting instrument will be prevented from injuring the
glans penis. Before cutting the boy, the man says a spell (nakoeakoea) on
the razor (i n the past a pi ece of osbsi di an was used) so it wi 11 cut true and
make a clean 1ncision with little blood flow . He spits a fine spray of ginger
juice on the boy's penis/foreskin to anaesthetize it and with a smooth
even-pressured stroke cuts the top of the f oreski n.

After the i nci si on is

made, the boy's penis is wrapped in a croton to form a trough through which
the blood flows into the bowl. The boy is then helped to his feet, assisted to
sit on a log. and a burning ember is placed on the ground between his feet to
heat the wound and f acil itate the dryi ng process.
The man who does the cutting is not a speciallst. A father will chose a
close kinsman . perhaps an elder brother or a father, to perform this rite and
the only criterion the father considers when making his chOice, is that the
man's hand does not shake. The man who wields the razor is "paid" one length
of 'gold ' shell money as compensation for having the child's blood spilled on
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his hands. He in turn "pays" the other men who helped hold the boy still. The
child's 'small mother' receives three lengths of black shell money and the bowl
that caught the blood as compensation for her role in the proceedings and to
assuage her concern for the child's blood ( her shared blood) having been shed.
The firstborn girl goes through basically the same procedure when her
ear lobes are cut. She stands or sits and is supported by a 'small mother' (FZ,
MZ) who holds her while the incision is made in her ear lobe, and a small
ironwood bowl is held under the ear to catch the blood. After the incision is
made the large pincer from a freshly killed crab is inserted into the cut. As
the crab claw drys, the pincers open and gradually stretch the ear lobe. When
the crab claw is fully extended it is removed and replaced by thick, tightly
rolled tubes of coconut fronds.

When the ear lobe is stretched sufficiently,

the tubes of coconut fronds are replaced with increasingly large rings of
bamboo, untO eventually the elongated ear lobe almost touches the girl's
shoulder. Nowadays, girls choose not to have their ear lobe elongated, and the
ear-piercing rite is accomplished quite quickly by pushing a sliver of bamboo
or a sharp sago palm 3pi ne through the ear lobe.

Although the i nci si ng and

stretchi ng process is now defunct" a11 the traditions surroundi ng thi s rite as I
have described them for male superincision still pertain.
When all the chlldren have been incised, firstborn girls are can-ied to
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t heir seclusion houses (kaila~a) and firstborn boys are carried inside the
men's house. Non-firstborn children are simply taken home to their mothers.
The fi rstborns remai n in sec I usi on for one to two weeks, unt i1 thei r cuts are
healed. Each firstborn child is attended by his/her

mamato, 'guardian'. The

guardi ans are young men and women who are ei ther marri ed and expect i ng
their first child, or have a nursing infant, they thus are persons who are not
sexually active hence they are not contaminated by
that results

from sexual

intercourse.

isima, the 'smell/heat'

This is a particularly potent

contaminating force which, if the children are exposed to it, can enter their
bodies through their open wounds and cause them to become severely ill : the
wounds wi 11 fester, swell enormous I y, be extreme I y pai nful and slow to
hea1.The children are placed in seclusion to protect them from exposure to
thi s contami nat i on ana thei r uncontami nated guardi ans prepare and de liver all
the food and drink the children consume.

Girls come down from their

seclusion house and boys come out of the men's house only once each
twenty-four hours under cover of darkness so they may urinate, defecate, and
bathe in the sea. The children are given food and drink usually only once a day
in the eveni ng, and then in small amounts so the need for bodil y eli mi nat ions
is kept to a minimum.

When the chi ldren do come out at night, girls cover

their heads and boys cover their penes with a pandanus mat in the event that
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they inadvertently meet with a contaminated person, and to hide the wound
from view as sorcery, like the evil eye, can be transmitted on a glance.
The firstborn girl, in her little house balanced atop a high pole and
attended by one female guardian, is decidedly isolated. The firstborn boy is
less isolat.ed in the men's house. Although each boy stays on his own bed in
that section of the men's house that is the exclusive domain of his agnates,
there are other fi rstborns and thei r guardi ans withi n si ght and speaki ng
di stance, and they are vi sited by seni or men who, because of thei rage, are
assumed not to be sexually active and thus uncontaminated. The men (and the
women) who belong to the men's house sponsoring the mortuary/firstborn
work, are also uncontaminated by se:wality (or should be) as they abstain
from intimate contact with the opposite sex in order to avoid the weakening
effects caused by loss of vital fluids and the contaminating effects of sexual
"heat", so as to ensure the success of their enterprise.
While inside the men's house, the bays are shm'Vn the "secret" of the

aul u. They are shown the spi rH -bei ng mask and vari ous other components of
its material manifestation, and witness the men dressing in the costume. The
"secret" of the aulu that is imparted to the boys, is simply that the costume
is worn by men. The boys are enjoined, wah dire threats of sickness or death
by sorcery, not to put about the "secret" to females or other boys who have
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not yet been pri vy to the "secret". A1though the rite of superi nci si on and the
presence of the aulu usually always cOincide, I must emphasize that the right
to know the "secret" of the aulu, or any other spirit-being manifestation,
such as the bull-roarer, is

not dependent

on the fact of superincision. Boys

who have not been superi nci sed may vi ew any spi ri t -bei ng if hi s father
wishes him to do so and if he has the wherewithal to present the spirit-being
with a medium to large size pig. The boy enters into the presence of the
spirit-being 'on top of' the pig, and without the g1ft of wealth the boy is
barred from the presence of these creatures. This applies to each type of
sptrit-being, and having earned the right to the secret of the aulu, for
example, does not earn the boy the right to view the bull-roarersuperincised or not, the boy's father must pay an additional pig thus opening
the way for his son to view the bull-roarer or the naboeou, and so on. As I
pOinted out in my earlier discussion of the bull-roarer, boys in their teens
who had been superincised but whose fathers could not afford to honour the
bull-roarer with a pig, were forbidden to see the spirit and made to run away
f rom the Village with the women and children when the bull-roarer entered
t here.
The crucial importance of superincision (and female ear-piercing) for
all children but especially for firstborn children, is the relationship beb\'een
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this ceremony and parental renown.

Based on numbers of pigs, amount of

garden produce, and shell money they must provide, this is the most e~<pensive
firstborn ceremony that parents undertake in the name of their child.
matter their

oth~r

No

accomplishments, parents who do not accomplish this

ceremcrny- are i rredeemab 1y borabora, 'rubbi sh', a 1abe 1 that is also app lied to
the child

who

is

referred

to

da~a

buligaliga, 'genitals/something;

unimportant', or in Tok Pisin as ssmting nstillg.
privately or publicly in the heat of anger as

da~a

To refer to someone

buJigaliga is the most

heinous insult that can be heaped upon his/her head.

For the parents to

accomp 11 sh thi s ceremony and for the chi 1d to undergo H, is the most
prestigious of accomplishments. I know of only one senior man who others
claim did not perform this ceremony for his firstborn child. Apparently, the
boy was sent away at a very young age to be schooled by missionaries in
Rabau), and the boy rarely returned to the viJJage and as an adult in his
thirties never visits his home. As an elder in the community, the father has
much to say about village life and customs, however, when he attempts to
press his point of view or make claims that go against the will of others,
these men have, in my presence, dismissed his bid for superiority by saying,
"Who is he to talk? He is nothing, his son is jut doJdoJ (an 'unsuperincised
peniS')".
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While the boys languish in the men's house, they are lectured by senior
men about how properly to comport themselves as members of the community.
The bays are not instructed so much as they are harangued about the necessi ty
to take part in community work in order to keep and enhance the reputation of
the community (Le., the men's house, hamlet, vll1age, the District). They are
told they must respect and fulfill their obligations to kin as this network of
soci al relations is the source of their wealth and well-being.

They are

di rected to respect and revere thei r wi ves si nee a wife is the source of one's
chlldren, and the key to any man's

suc~ess.

These instructions are very general, and the boys for the most part are
prepubescent, unconcerned and probably unaware of their own
the talking-to the

elders give them cannot be

se~wal ity,

and

considered as formal

instructions in esoteric male lore for initiating males into manhood. First.,
the majority of males never

e~<perienee

this talking-to because they are not

firstborn children and thus have been returned home where they are cared for
by their mothers, rather than to the men's house for the healing process.
Secondl y, except when a spi rit -bei ng is in resi dence and the boy's father has
not paid the wealth that permits the boy to view it, the boys have never been
f orbidden to enter the men's house or to hear and participate in what went on
inside this male domain. The men's house is a place where boys interact \'vith
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their elders and where they learn what men do and how they behave or
mi sbehave, but it is not a sacred domai n. Boys are expected to come and go in
the men's house so that they wi 11 be in the company of men and 1earn, by
association, about male activites and ancestral customs and history. And
thi rd, boys are never consi dered men unt i1 they are marri ed (wi ves 'tame';
they make men out of males) and have their first child, furthermore, they are
not considered socially competent adults until they are well into the
ceremonial cycle for their firstborn and only when the cycle is completed are
they fully mature adult members of SOCiety whose opinions are at least
listened to and carry some weight.
'Ioung boys (especially, perhaps, a firstborn) may well need to be
exposed to a harangue about the benefits of hard work and virtuous behaviour
whlle they are somewhat traumatized by their superincision experience, since
boys are notoriously frivolous and self-centred at least until they marry.
Girls, on the other hand, are instructed in their roles as females and take on
responsi bil ity from a very earl y age, and there is no f e1t necessity to
formally or informally instruct a group of young girls in the ways of
womanhood at this ceremony.

This is further borne out by the elevated

i solation of the firstborn in her seclusion house.

It is for all these reasons, pIllS the fact that young adults become "real
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people" and socially compentent members of society through the performance
of ceremoni es in honour of thei r

fj rstborn,

that I argue thi s parti cul ar

ceremony is not an initiation rite. I argue this despite the fact that all the
children who undergo this rite are separated from all other children who do
not, and the firstborn male and female are further separated from their ritual
peers. The flrstborn is singled out because he/she is a firstborn and has
always received special, separate attention as the sole exemplars of parental
renown. All the children are removed from contaminating influences, the
firstborn more spectacularly than the others, in order to protect their health
and well-being. They remain apart until they are healed, but this period of
separat i on cannot be construed as a 11 mi na 1 peri ad, si nce there is no
conception of the child as an initiand undergoing a transition from one status
position to another.

Therefore, when the firstborns emerge from their

sec 1usi on peri ad, thi s emergence is not a formal phase of rei ncorporat ion into
society and a new role or status. The Van Gennepian analytic framework
simply does not work when applied to firstborn ceremonials for, in the final
analysis, the Kabana do not have "initiation rites" for children. From the time
a Kabana woman and man marries, her/his life is a continuous "rite of
passage" from maturity to death, their development marked only by their
accomplishments displayed at firstborn ceremonials in honour of their child..
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the

physi ca 1

eff ects

of

the

agi ng/maturat i on

process,

and

the

social-psychological costs and benefits of acquired wisdom and renown.

The 01010 KaRei
The firstborn children remain in seclusion for one to two 'Neeks.
Exactly how long they are in isolation is contingent upon when the children's
men's house is prepared to hold the final pig exchange. The 'bringing out of
the secluded children' (tipapot aidimidimi) serves notice that the 01010

kapei, the 'big feast/pig exchange' will begin the next morning. By this time,
the feast/dance has continued unabated for several weeks.
During their final afternoon in seclusion the firstborns are again
decorated in the most elaborate finery.

The firstborns' bauJo distribute

among all those at the 01010, and to the aul u, a huge feast of taro and pork .
When the feast is distributed, the girls are brought down from their seclusion
house and accompanied by their bauJo, are taken to join the firstborn boys at
the gate of the men's house stockade where inside, the aulu await them. As
the spi rit -bei ngs emerge each fi rstborn takes hold of a strand of sago ski rt
I

on his/her aulu pair, and the child is brought into the centre of the dance
plaza by the spi rit -bei ng. For the rest of that afternoon unt i1 dawn next da!d,
the firstborns dance with their aulu, either holding its skirt ., or dancing in
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front of it with a lighted torch. When the sun is over the horizon, the aulu
retire to the men's house and everyone prepares for the 'pulling of
hands'-the presentation of the 'pigs of the croton', gaea imore.
Of the events that take place at mortuary ceremonies this is the most
straightforward, yet the most subtly complex of all, a paradox summed up
neatly by the Kabana in one sentence that encapsulates the essence of this
event: lileol ibun ga li bora more leapkabu, 'They repay their [pig] debts
and they rubbish/give [pig] debts of the ceremonial croton'.

Two basic

principles are involved in this transaction: First, relations of exchange only
take place between ego and persons classified as members of her/his
cognatic stock; wealth or self is

never

invested or solicited outside "the

family" (sj~ kelede) for it is kin who are eminently exploitable; non-kin are
beyond the realm of reciprocal moral obligations and outside one's reach and
N

control. The repaying and "rubbishing that takes place is therefore among
kin, persons with whom ego is allied from birth through the bonds of descent
and shared blood.

Anthropologically it is of great interest that among the

Kabana at 1east, these transactions in wealth are not a medi um for
establishing alliances between heretofore
groups (affines).

separate, potentially hostile

They are transactions whereby one kinsman invests in

another kinsman for the express purpose of exploiting that investment in his
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best interests at some future time. This suggests that the anthropological
concept of reciprocity and the functions attributed to that concept warrant
further analytic attention (cf: Weiner 1980; McLellan 1984).
Secondl y, many of the debts that ego holds are debts of long-standi ng,
others are more recent.

In choosing to repay a particular debt and not

another, ego walks a very fine line, risking censure, the possibility of
embroiling himself and his agnates in a fight, the possibility of alienating a
past source of wealth, and not least, the possibility of damaging his
reputation by becoming known .as someone who. reneges on his obligations. On
the other hand, he has everythi ng to gai n if he manages the situation with
astuteness and fi nesse.
While this seems straightforward enough, it is the members of t.he
men's house sponsoring the mortuary feast who must give and repay the pigs,
and since the ceremony is held in honour of their deceased kin, it is the
deceased's cognates who are entitled to be repaid a pig, that is, to be
recipients of the largesse of the deceased's men's house unit. A successful
mortuary ceremony is (among other thi ngs) one where every 11 ne of cognat i c
kin in every men's house with whom the deceased are affiliated receives a
pig. Where a man owes a pig each to two members of one lineage, he must
chose whi ch man is to get the pi g. Although hi s debt to one man mi ght be of a
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longer standing than to the second man, if the second man is more closely
related to the deceased then he should be presented the pig. The foregoing
applies to each man (and woman) who belongs to the sponsoring men's house
unit, they

are all

indebtedness.
transactions.

concerned with

their own particular network of

There is, however, an additional

factor in these pig

When a parent dies, his/her assets and

l1abil1ties are

inherited by his/her children; while children inherit parental trade friends
and the source of wealth this entails, they also inherit the obllgation to repay
any debts that were outstanding to these .persons when their parent(s) died.
Sons and brothers of the deceased in whose name the mortuary ceremonies
are being sponsored must look not only to their own debts but first and
foremost, they must repay parental pig debts.
Ceremontal performance demands the sponsor have large quantities of
wealth, and a mortuary ceremony is a statement about the combined strength
and wealth on the part of the sponsoring men's house group and a challenge to
other men's house groups to meet or exceed this display of excellence. If the
persons who sponsor the ceremony are indebted to others, these others have a
right to expect repayment.

If the deceased has outstanding obllgations to

others, these others have a right to expect that these obligations be met by
those sponsoring the event in honour of the deceased-for aren't these same
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sponsors claiming an ability to produce wealth in great Quantities in order to
"raise the name" of their recent dead at mortuary ceremonials?
These are the kinds of considerations that inform the repaying and
assumption of pig debts at this final phase of mortuary work.

The men's

house as a unit has spent hundreds of hours in organizing who among each
deceased's kindred in which men's house should be the recipient of a pig;
individual sets of agnates have spent as many hours deciding who they will
repay and indebt; and, individual men look to their personal obligations. And
they have all spent weeks and months negot i at i ng the aCQui sit i on of these
pi gs from thei r ki n and trade fri ends.

Duri ng the precedi ng two or three

'Neeks, people from all over the district arrive with the pigs which are the
accumulated wealth of the men of the sponsoring men's house unit, and each
pig is staked and displayed under the house of the individual man whose
wea lth it is.
All these arrangements are made well in advance of the scheduled pig
t ransaction, and they are made in secrecy. Like ourselves, the Kabana do not
talk about the source and amount of their assets, or how much and to whom
they are indebted, preferrring to let others judge for themselves on the basis
of performance and display. However, specific persons have been elected to
be the recipients of a pig that is "owed" them and these persons are quietly
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advised of this fact. (Those who will receive a new debt are not advised of
this by the man intending to 'rubbish' them.)

A messenger (ato) is sent by

the man giving the pig to each pending pig recipient with a covert invitation
to "come and dance with the croton [pig]". The notification that one will be
the recipient of a pig is made in this hidden manner in order to avoid disputes.
For example: Indivi dual (X) is intending to meet his obligations by repaying a
pig to individual (V). Individual (V) has his own network of indebtedness and
someone within that network, individual (Z), might feel that individual (V) has
owed him (Z) a pig for long enough and if (V) is to be the recipient of a pig,
that pig by rights is owed to (Z) who will forcefully and publicly claim it. So
while (X) is quietly advising (V) that he will get a pig, (Z) is quietly trying to
find out if (V) is indeed to be the reCipient of a pig so he (Z) can be on hand
with his kinsmen as support to claim the pig. Although the messenger does
not of hi sown i nit i at i ve advi se others about who is to receive a pi g, if (Z)
asks the messenger whether or not (V) is to "dance with the croton', the
messenger is forthcoming:
plans hi s appearance at the

"Ves, (V) will be given a huge pig", and (Z) thus
01010

kapej accordi ngl y.

On the ni ght before the pi g transaction is to take place, all those who
are to receive pigs (and those who think they should but have not been invited
to receive one) gather at the perimeter of the hamlet and prepare to make a
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grand entrance.

Of all the spectacular events I witnessed during mortuary

ceremonies, to me this event was one of the most dramatic and thrllling. It
is dark, the only light comes from the fllckering flames and embers of small
fires around the dance plaza. All the men of the host men's house (plus many
of their kin, fellow villagers, and guests) are gathered around the fire in the
centre of the dance plaza where they have been drumming, singing, and
dancing Since the firstborns were brought out of seclusion by the aulu. All
the aulu, resplendent in fresh new sago frond skirts and crotons . dance in
pairs among the women in the circle around the men. At its side, each pair of
spirit-beings is accompanied by one of the young people representative of the
lineage to whom it belongs and who where incised under its auspices.
pair of

Each

aulu is preceded by the women and girls who are its 'owners', the

women equally resplendently decorated in their finest paint, feathers, and
colourful skirts. The women and girls dance in twos and threes while holding
crotonswhich they wave up and down to the rhythm of the dance. Immediately
in front of the

aulu pair is one person (male or female) who holds a flaming

torch made from tightly wrapped, dried branches of coconut fronds.

At

regUlar intervals all the dancers turn and dance in the face of the aulu, while
the torch bearer raises and lowers the flaming brand to "light the eye of the
auJu", thus honouring the spirit-being, then all the dancers turn back and
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continue their dance around the drummers. This 1S the scene into which the
pi g reci pi ents and thei r supporters make thei r grand entrance.
The pig recipients group themselves according to their men's house
affiliation and prepare to enter the dance plaza from the direction of their
home village.

The men and women of each group are also dressed in

ceremonial finery. The men apply white lime powder to their faces as a sign
of strength, power, and potential aggression and they carry spears, war clubs
and large branches of crotons. When they are ready to make their entrance,
the group forms itself into a line. At the head of the line and the first to
enter the hamlet are the men, some carrying drums and others carrying
weapons, then comes the torch bearer, followed by the pig recipient(s), who
is fol1owed in turn by the women. The group dances into the vil1age with
drums and voices in full throat, singing and drumming as loudly as they are
able in order to drown out the host group's drumming and singing.

As they

advance, the pig recipient is honoured by the torch bearer and the dancers
who, as they dance into the plaza, turn and "light his eye" with the flames and
cratons they carry.
This is a mock battle, the "battle of the drums" and is an overt display
of group strength and power.

The host group and the group making its

entrance are drumming and singing different songs at different and very fast
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rhthyms ) the object being for each group to attempt to overwhelm the other.
The competition continues for some minutes after the guest group has fully
entered the dance plaza) as each group trys to out do the other in drum and
voice.

Imperceptibly) the cacophony created by the competition begins to

harmonize as the guest group succumbs to the host group's drums and songs
and the two groups conclude their confrontation by joining to produce the
same music. The very real possibility exists that) in their enthusiasm or
because the confronting group might have a real reason for a dispute, fights
will occur between the two groups, but. nowadays this very rarely happens.
The arri vi ng group puts on a proud and powerful di sp lay, i ndi cat i ve that they
are strong and that they ought not to be trifled with, but they always succumb
to the host's music (as well they should, since they are guests at the
ceremony).

They are feasted by the sponsors and are reCipients of wealth

given them by the sponsors. In short) the host men's house wins the "battle"
by 'killing' their guests with an overabundance of wealth. The confrontation
resolves into harmonious celebration.
The new group) having been "subdued" by the host group) are now

loulou) 'friends) allies, those who warn of impending enemy attack' . The
invitation that was proffered when the mortuary ceremony first began with
the 'opening of the drums' (namo louloua) is fulfilled. The two groups join
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forces; the men enter the circle of drummers and add their voices to the song,
the women enter the circle of women and aulu to add their numbers to the
dancers. This drama is repeated as each new group of arrivals makes their
entrance until each men's house unit in every village has displayed their
strength, confronted thei r host with thei r potent i a1 power for aggressi on, and
succumbed to the host group as their 'allies'. It takes several hours before
every group has made a suitably elegant appearance} and when the "battle of
the drums" ends} two or three hundred people have gathered to sing and dance
together.
The drum dance continues without let up throughout the night. The pig
recipients are honoured at the dance by the man (woman) who will be
presenting the pig next morning. The pig donor and his family dance in front
of the recipient, leading him (or her) with a flaming torch} periodically
turning and honouring him by shining the light in his eyes.

Any secrecy

surrounding who might be receiving a pig is now exposed to public knowledge
and those marked to get a pig are fair game to those who wish to make a
claim on that pig.

All the potential recipient can do is hope that this

knowledge was kept from a potential claimant so that the man arrived
unprepared (without many supporters/kin) to claim the pig, and that his
display of power and support at the 'battle of the drums' will be sufficient to
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discourage any impromptu claims by a claimant. Those who

will be

impoverished as the recipients of new debts are not advised of this "honour",
and when they are pulled to and presented with a pig, it will be a complete
and not necessarily happy surprise to them. Those who receive the new debts,
are given the

more silsilga, the 'croton [pig] of the men's house stockade'

(the strength/wealth of the men's house).
Besides fulfilling their obligations to repay debts and obligating others
to them by giving new debts, this night is also a time for settling old scores,
outstanding disputes, and insults.

This is the presentation of the

more

malmalaea, the 'croton [pIg] of my anger', and this transaction takes place in
lieu of (fatally) sorcerizing a person who has done one a disservice, or
insulted one in some fashion.

There are two ways in which the Object of

one's anger is notified that he is about to receive his comeuppance, and they
are done symbolically, without any direct confrontation between the two
protagoni sts.
The actual 'pulling of hands' and presentation of pigs takes place in the
morning after the sun has cleared the horizon. In the pre-dawn hours (Le., at
the last minute) the person angered and seeking redress commissions his son
or brother to sound the slit gong at the entrance to his men's house. The slit
gong (lcure), it will be recalled, is the 'voice' of the men's house and cries
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only when a child is named (signalling increased strength of the men's house
membershi p), to announce a death, or to announce an i mpendi ng or intended
attack/warfare. While the drums and dance continues, the sound of the slit
gong interjects itself, alerting everyone that a minor drama of nerves is
about to unfold.

As the slit gong is being sounded, the aggrieved individual

sends a brother or son to the object of his anger with a gift of white lime
powder and several leaves of native tobacco. The bearer of glfts presents
these items with a pleasant, "Here! brother, these are for you to enjoy and
share among your brothers". The man has no choice but to accept the gifts,
but he does so while demurring: "Thank you, brother. But I did not come to
receive such glfts, I came to share in your happiness [add to the success of
the feast/dance)". The gauntlet has been thrown down and is accepted by the
man who, rather than consume the glfts, shares the tobacco among his kin
(supporters) and slaps the lime powder on his forehead and on his armband
(the poi poi sara armband that was the focus of a fi rstborn ceremoni a1)} a
sure si gn of aggressi on.
The aggrieved man might choose a flaming torch as another way in
whi ch to "shame" the man who has angered him.

As people dance and

rhthmically wave these torches, bits of hot embers and sparks fly off.

At

some poi nt in the danci ng when the object of hi s anger has j oi ned the ci rc 1e
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of drummers, the angry man wil1 dance holding the flaming torch of coconut
fronds. Each time the dance circle comes round so that the aggrieved is near
his target, he will jostle the man and cover him in a shower of sparks from
his torch. The angry man continues to dance, ignoring his antagonist who is
frantically brushing the hot sparks off his skin.
These competitive dramas take place incidentally within the melee of
drumming, singing and dancing. No one, however, has missed this meaningful
interchange and everyone is aware of the fact that a heated dispute exists
between the two protagonists. On the morrow, the aggrieved man will secure
his coup by presenting the man who offended him with a huge tusked boar,
thus shaming him with the opulence of the gift and chal1enging the ability of
the recipient to reciprocate (eventually) with a pig of like value.
Final1y, there might be yet another interchange that takes place before
t he 'pulling of hands' and the 'running of the pig of the crotons' next morning,
and it is in many ways the converse of the above kind of encounter.

As

mentioned, there are some men (and women) who feel they are entitled to
receive a pig in the name of their deceased kinsperson, or the repayment of a
long-standing pig debt one of the sponsors owes him (or her). Because they
were not notified that they would be given a pig, they express their
displeasure and demand a pig at the dance by performing sega ('transvestite
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clowning, buffoonery').

Such a person(s) dresses in a parody of ceremonial

finery and dances in such a way as to ridicule, and to generally harrass and
disrupt the glory of the dance.

In contrast to the sega performed in light

hearted humour to honour the accomplishments of the (parents of a) firstborn,
this performance is presented in half-fun-whole-earnest. The fun aspect is
the note of hilarity that always accompanies a clowning performance and the
sheer enjoyment of the audience. Clowning is work that must be recompensed
and the clowns are earnest in their expectation of being reciprocated for
their efforts, the payment in this case is the pig they feel they should have
been elected to receive. The overt, aggressive, and confrontational nature of
this demand is tempered by the context of clowning in which it is presented,
but this does not mean that the demand is frivolous or that it can be ignored
by the persons to whom it is directed.

The pig must be given over next

morning, and each member of the sponsoring men's house unit has on hand, or
readily available to him, one or two extra pigs to meet just such a
"f ace-savi ng" eventua 11 ty.
As the sun hses, the dance sequence begins the final girigiri set
during which the auJu exit the dance plaza with a flourish and enter the men's
house stockade to rest.

When the set is complete, the exhausted crOWd,

weary and hoarse from days and weeks of dancing and singing, retire to
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partake of the food provided by the women of the host men's house unit. An
hour or two later, the men again take their positions and begin drumming and
singing, the

aulu re-enter the dance plaza and everyone joins in the dance

once more. The 'running of the pig of the crotons ' starts.
Each member of the host men's house uni t who is present i ng a pi g
dances with his supporters (men and women) in front of the person (and
hi s/her supporters) who is to receive a pig. All the donors dance with large
bundles of crotons in their hands which the dancers flaunt in the eyes of the
pig recipient. The pig recipients are a50, cognates of the deceased and the
crotons are those which the aso planted around the men's house \'Vhen they
came to 'open the drums'.

These crotons represent the deceased in whose

honour the pigs are given and they represent the pigs, or more accurately, the
ongoi ng transact ions in pi gs/ ob j ects of value, and the rec! proca 1 moral
ob 11 gat ions inherent in those transactions.
The pigs are scattered throughout the hamlet, staked securely under
the houses of the donors. At the end of each refrain of the sonQ,
... the drums
and dancing stop, and a pig giver shouts out the name of the pig receiver,
grabs hi m -by the hand and pull s hi m across the plaza to where hi s pi g is
staked.

Both men are accompanied by their respective supporters, the pig

donor's supporters running by his side, whooping in exultation and brandishing
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spears-to present someone with a pig is, after all, the supreme act of
one-up-manship and the donor has the competitive edge. The recipient is
accompani ed by hi s ki n who merely f 0 11 ow hi m

en masse thus

put t i ng up a

show of moral and physical support which promises that the cha11enge to
reciprocate will be met when next they sponsor a mortuary ceremony. The pig
giver pu11s the pig receiver hither and yon around the plaza until they finally
arrive at the designated pig. The pig giver slaps the pig heartily with the
croton he holds, gives the croton to the pig recipient and loudly proclaims,
"This croton is for you!" whereupon the recipient claims the pig as his own by
slapping it with a handful of lime powder.

The pig recipient and his kin

untruss the beast and haul it away to where they are bi lleted at the house of a
kinsman in another part of the village.
Sometimes there is no pig available to present to someone who has
been invited to 'dance with the croton.

The pig the donor has marked for this

person might have died from some illness or become feral and disappeared in
the forest. In cases such as this, the recipient's hand is pulled and he is taken
to where the pig should have been staked, whereupon the donor hits the house
post with his croton and gives it to the recipient, who puts lime powder on
the post and accepts the croton. The croton in this instance, is called more

i rago, a croton with 'withered 1eaves' and is a chit representing an I.O.U. for
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the dead pig. Someday, for what might appear to an outsider as no apparent
reason, a pig of the 'withered croton' will be delivered to the holder of the
chit.
After each pig is accepted, the drums and dancing start up and the
whole procedure is repeated again and again until all the pigs have been
presented. Those who have their 'hands pulled' as the reCipients of a new pig
debt, are reluctant to be presented with a pig and put up a small show of
resistance. As each man receives his pig, he and his supporters fall out of the
dancing. and as the presentations continue the crowd of dancers gradually
diminishes.
When the crowd has thinned enough to permit maximum visibility of the
proceedings. the man who has a score to settle presents the 'pig of anger' to
his antagonist.

When the music stops, he loudly calls out the name of the

object of his anger, grabs him by the hand and leads him to the huge male
tusker specially marked for him. Rather than leading his antagonist more or
less directly to the pig. as is usual, the pig giver leads his antagonist a merry
and embarrassing chase around the village, going from house to house and
around in circles. all the while exclaiming (sarcastically) that he is looking
f or an appropri ate pi g for a man of such (self) importance. The pi 9 reci pi ent
is of course humiliated by the mockery. the undignified chase through the
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hamlet, and by the huge pig that is eventually presented to him with maximum
display, triumphant shouts, and resounding smacks of crotons on the part of
the donor. But a 'gift' given cannot be refused, and the man humbly slaps the
pig with lime powder and accepts it (no doubt inwardly seething with anger
and shame).
Another form of competition for prestige and renown takes place
through the firstborn. If a man's hand is pulled and he is presented with a pig
in the name of his firstborn, this is both a blatant insult and a serious
challenge to his reputation on the part of pig donor. The pig, of course, cannot
be refused but the father of the firstborn may take i mmediate redressive
action by taking the pig to the child's baulo loudly and dramatically
instructing him to kill the pig and distribute the pork among all the men's
houses.

By consuming the pig, the father is demonstrating his wealth and

strength, indicating that he has access to so many pigs that he can afford to
express his wealth by feeding pork to the village. If the baulo does not kill
the pig and distribute the pork as Quickly as the father would like, the father
sends him a burning ember from his hearth fire as a covert reminder that the
slur on his firstborn's reputation is still walking around on four feet for
everyone to see and comment upon, and that it must be eliminated now.
Ki111ng the pig and distributing the pork is an effective means of parrying the
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blow to one's reputation and the competitive edge will be reclaimed by the
insulted father at the next opportunity to present pigs. The man who insulted
the firstborn will have his hand pulled and be presented, as in the preceding
situation, with

a gaea malmalaea,

'the pig of my anger', probably a huge

tusked boar.
Each deceased, it will be recalled, was returned to his/her natal men's
house unit with a symbolic 'gift' of wealth from the 'father of the croton' to
the man selected as the 'owner of the dead one'.

The 'owner of the dead'

repays this pig by 'pulling the hand' of the 'father of the croton' and presenting
hi m with a croton [pi gJ. Thi s parti cuI ar debt is now cancelled out enti re I y.
However, the 'father of the croton' is also indebted to the 'owner of the dead
one' for all the work the latter has accomplished on behalf of the deceased.
The 'father of the croton' thus 'pulls the hand' of the owner of the dead one'
and presents him with a large pig.

This is the pig of

pe~pe~a)

which

compensates the 'owner of the dead one' for all his work and all the wealth he
has expended throughout the mortuary ceremony in order to make it gloriously
successful. The pig of

pe~pe~a

is slaughtered and cooked by the 'owner of

the dead one' and with this pork he feasts his famlly in recognition of their
unceasing contributions of labour and of wealth to his enterprise.
Fi na 11 y, each man in the sponsori ng men's house 'pull s the hand' of hi s
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wHe and presents her with a pig called taine aea

pe~pe~a.

This pig is a

true gift from a husband to his wHe, given in appreciation and recognition of
the fact that without her valuable contributions the ceremony could not have
happened, let alone been successful.

His wife has indebted herself to her

cognates in order to assist her husband in the accumulation of pigs and other
items of wealth that he

needed to compensate all his helpers (e.g., the

masked spirit dancers and other assistants). His wife has produced the huge
gardens of taro, and every day of the mortuary ceremony she has prepared and
cooked the food which

suppl~ed

the hundreds of meals that were provided to

a11 the guests. Every afternoon his wife has dressed in her finest ceremonial
attire and danced until dawn in honour of the

aulu, and then spent the rest of

that day preparing the food that her family, the visitors, and the

aulu will

eat that day and evening. Men say that ceremonials are "men's work" but they
also say that "women are the backbone" of ceremonial work and without wives
the whole affair would be impossible. The pig of

pe~pe~a

that a man gives

his wife is intended, men say, to compensate the woman for "her aching back
and loss of sleep, for the sweat she lost while building and attending the hot
stone oyen, and for the smoke that blinded her and the soot that covered her
skin". A wife, when she receives this pig, cooks it and shares the feast of
pork with her family, thus compensating them for assisting her. If a man
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does not have a Pl 9 to 91 'Ie hl s wlf e, he gi ves her the P19 he recei lIelj as hi s
pe~pe~a

from the 'father of the croton'. The feast of pork he intended to

provide his own family can wait, since It is more important that his wife be
given the recognltion she deserves and the opportunlty to feast her O'Nn kin.
The 'pulling of hands' and the giving and receiving of pigs takes several
hours to accompli sh and it is we II into I ate afternoon when the I ast hand is
pulled. The only ones who remain in the dance plaza are the drummers and the

aulu spirlt-beings and, when the pig transactions are finished the drummers
form a line, drumming and singing, to lead the pairs of auJu in a parade
around the village. As they circle the village, men and women laden with
gifts-sugar cane, bananas, coconuts, areca nut, taro pudding and pork,
baskets, clay

pots, ironwood bowls, car',led

canoe paddles..

and much

more-fall into place behind them to be part of the spirlt-beings' last dance.
The mortuary ceremony is ending and the auJu will shortly be sent away. All
departures are small deaths, and people weep quietly, saddened once again by
the memory of their deceased loved ones, and saddened by the departure of the

auJu and the end of the joyous festivlty and wealth of food that all have
enjoyed as a result of the presence of these spirit-beings.

The parade

completes lts circult back at the starting point in front of the men's hOllse
and the drummers lead the au1u inside the enclosure for the last time. The
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gifts of wealth are taken by the men and they too disappear inside the men's
house.
The masked dancers divest themselves of their costumes. The feathered
t opknot is carefully removed, wrapped up and hidden for safe keeping in the
rafters of the building.

The skirts, croton collars and the supporting

framework are heaped on the ground in the enclosure, and each mask is stood
up on a pole in that area of the men's house that is the special place of each
'owner/father of the

aulu'. Anyone who wishes to purchase an 8ulu mask,

because they have been smitten by its elegant beauty, may do so . In this

wa~J

people from KileQe or Kove purchase the rights to call forth the aulu at their
own ceremonials. If the masks are not taken up by anyone., they too are
re l egated to the heap of defunct costumery on the ground. At this point, the
men redistribute the feast of taro and pork and all partake of the pig of the

aulu. After the men have eaten and shared tobacco and areca nut ., they hide
the taro pudding and pork in their large baskets so that undercover of
darkness the feast of the spi rit -bei ngs can be transported home to thei r
wi yes and chi I dren.
Before they leave, however, the aulu must be sent back to their orh~in
place.

To accomplish this, the material form of the spirit-beings is

transformed into its immaterial essence.

The costumes and masks are set
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alight in a huge bonfire, and the physical manifestation of the spirit-beings is
transformed back into its non-physical essence and, transported on the smoke
and heat of the fi re, the autochthonous bei ngs return whence they came.
The mortuary ceremoni es are fi ni shed, the spi rit -bei ngs are gone, the
drums are silenced, the new men's house is allowed to fall into decay. The
spi rit -bei ngs, the drums and the men's house wll 1 not be resurrected by thi s
part i cul ar men's house uni t until they next sponsor mortuary work in honour
of those who have di ed si nce thi s ceremony ended.

The exhausted guests

gather up thei r bel ongi ngs, truss thei r pi gs to carryi ng poles, and return to
their homes, from which they have been absent for weeks. When they arrive
home, they wi 11 pl ant the crotons they recei ved at the pi g transacti ons and as
the plant takes root and grows, it symbolizes wealth received, debts incurred,
and obligations that were generated and regenerated 'on top of the dead'.
At the sponsoring men's house, all that rema i ns to be done is to
di smant 1e and burn the fi rstborn sec 1lIsi on houses. Thi sis the responsi bil ity
of the child's parents who must pay a pig to the man they select to tear down
the house and set it alight, and they must provide a feast of pork in honour of
the occasi on. Needl ess to say, the chi I d's parents (and everyone else in that
men's house unit) are utterly impoverished-they have little food left in
their gardens; they have no pigs-and this final ceremony must be postponed
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unt il they are able to recoup thei r assets. The sec 1usi on houses that were
built whlle I was there in 1981 were still standing (although fallen into ruin)
\'vhen I I eft the vi 11 age in 1983.

Discussion
I began this chapter with a brief overview of Kabana concepts of llfe
and death, and pOinted out that the Kabana do not perceive of life and death as
mutually exclusive, logically opposed categories, but as a conttnuum. What is
cruci ally relevant to the Kabana is the inextricably inter-related

proces~

of

living and dying. L1vi ng one's life meaningfully is much more important than
merely being alive (see Scaletta, 1985), and it is through living and dying that
one generates

new life (reproduction)

and

that

which

sustains

life

(production). This llfe process exacts its toll, however, and the generation
and using up of one's se1f and resources results in decay and loss.

The

ultimate realization of this process of degeneration is death, and the
expression of particular and personal

losses occasioned by death are

acknowledged and mourned during the three days of death rites.
Although living results naturally and necessarily in dying and all living
things die., death is not the end; death is an integral aspect of life, and
through death, life i s regenerated. The continuity of life is ensured in the
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processes of generation and degeneration whereby self and resources are not
simply built up and used up, but are invested in others to be reclaimed and
exploited by one's self during one's lifetime and by others after one's death.
This whole process is epitomized by the concept of primogeniture and
exemplified in the person of the firstborn as the focus of one's investments.
The firstborn 1S the link between successive generations, between life and
death.

During mortuary ceremonies this

link

was demonstrated

and

celebrated when the child's life force, the substantive essence of past,
present, and future generati ons was spi 11 ed on the dead in the presence of
autochthonous spi ri t -bei ngs.
Kabana mortuary ceremonies celebrate the continuity of life in the
name of the recent dead; they do not celebrate death nor do they immortalize
the dead. Mortuary ceremonies do not forge links between the living and the
dead, such conceptual llnkages, as t have pointed out, are symbolically and
practically accomplished within the meaning and context of primogeniture.
The dead, in whose name mortuary work is accomp 1i shed, link the 1i vi ng \o\fith
the living and once those llnks are formalized 'on top of the dead one', the
dead are just that, dead. As celebrations of life regenerated, mortuary
ceremonies remember the dead and honour them as the source of ongOing
relations among the living.

The dead l.'\'i11 be remembered as loved ones,
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respected and honoured for their contribution to the perpetuation of life and
society.
Remembering the dead and being saddened by personal loss is a very
different thing from being dependent on the dead or immortalizing them as an
amorphous category of ancestors or deities whose whim and whimsy must be
swayed and propitiated by the living in order for life and society to be
perpetuated in an orderly and meaningful fashion. The Kabana do not worship
their ancestors, nor do they endow the dead w1th supra-empirical powers that
they did not have in llfe.

In life, those no¥t dead invested themselves in

others. At mortuary ceremoni es, the dead serve as 11 nks bet ween the I i IIi ng
who regenerate elements of value in honour of the deceased and who, in the
name of the deceased, invest these objects of value in others. The Kabana
invest in the I i vi ng not the dead, si nce the dead

qt/3

dead are no longer

exploitable except insofar as they are the source of ongOing relationships
among the living.

Thus, (A) and (B) enter into relations of reciprocal

self-interest and moral obligation by giving or receiving wealth in the name
of a mutua I deceased ki nsperson. The reI at i onshi p bet ween (A) and (8) ., is
{re)created through the deceased (D), but once formalized, the relationship is
no longer dependent upon the third party (0) but exists in its own right
between living individuals (A) and (B).
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The recent dead have been well and truly honoured, and at mortuary
ceremonies the "torch of 11fe" has been handed on and "the sum of things js
ever being replenished ... by give and take" (Lucretius). Once those who have
11vjng memory of the dead are themselves dead, those memories fade, and
those who lived and djed in the distant past become simply 'people of long
ago' (panua mugamuga). But the legacy of their 11ving and dyjng llves on,
immortallzed in a perpetual personal, social and cosmic order and the ongoing
processes of generation, degeneration and regeneration.

CONCLUSION

My purpose in this document has been two-fold:

first, to explore the

concept of primogeniture as it exists among the Kabana and, second, to
address a lacuna in the anthropological Hterature by providing a general
ethnographic account of Kabana culture and society. It will be evident, at this
poi nt, that the concept of pri mogeniture is so central to the Kabana that to
treat

this concept

as an

analytic category separate

from its broad

ethnographic context would have been impossible. My descriptive analysis of
primogeniture has necessitated, to a greater or lesser degree, the discussion
of a variety of aspects of Kabana society and culture: social relations;
concepts

of

gender and

gender

relations;

marriage

and

procreation;

subsistence techniques; concepts of value and the value of things; trade and
exchange re 1at ions; the concept of renown and compet it ion j n an ega 1Hari an
society; concepts of life and death;

myth, magic and sorcery; relations

between human and non-human beings; and, not least, the context and meaning
of ceremonia1.
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As Fortes points out (1974) special emphasis on primogeniture is found
in

societies

that

horticulturists,

are

economically

sedentary

diverse

agriculturalists,

(nomadic,

industrial);

pastoralist,
in

societies

structured accordi ng to the pri nci pI es of patri 11 nea lity, matril i nea lty, and
bllaterality; in societies with all types of political organization; and in large
scale

societies

with

elaborate

social

and

political

organization.

Anthropologically, it is of interest to note that the concept of primogeniture
cross-cuts analytiC categories, such as kinship or political organization, that
are traditionally the basis for constructing typologies. In Papua New Guinea,
for instance, the concept of primogeniture is found in highland societies
(e.g.,the Gnau, Hua, 5anio), river delta societies (e.g. the t'lurik), island
societies (e.g., Bougainville, Mandok), and coastal societies (e.g., Kabana,
Kove, Lakalai) thereby cross-cutting a distinction so often made in the
Me 1anesi an 1iterature bet ween "beach" and "bush" soci et i es.
Based on his Tallensi data, Fortes (1974) discerned several regUlar and
di stinctive features of primogeniture that could be used as a frame'Nork for
comparative research
primogeniture

in

and applied this framework to the

African

family

systems

(1978).

My

analysis of
analysis

of

pri mogeniture and its cultural significance among the Kabana has benefited
from this original and ground-breaking study by Fortes. By way of conclusion .
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I compare and contrast what Fortes views as the regular characteristics of
pri mogeni ture wi th the Kabana case.
The crucial feature of primogeniture, Fortes argues (1978: 144L is "the
identification by nomenclature and by social and ritual custom of the first
born as di st i nct from the oldest survi vi ng son or daughter."

Thi sis an

extremely important pOint that should serve to alert researchers that
primogeniture has some special significance in the culture under study. After
all, birth order is an unexceptional biological fact, whereas the ideology that
surrounds the firstborn is decidedly a sociocultural phenomenon. Among the
Kabana, there are bi rth order terms for the fi rstborn (1 aut abe) , second born

(atege) and all subsequent born chil dren (ketga), terms that are different
from those designating the numerals one, two and three (ede, rua, to1). All
firstborns are galiki, and Galiki is a name bestowed only upon fIrstborn girls.
In addition, the Kabana have a system of teknonymy whereby parents are
referred to and addressed as "the mother or father of W', where X is the name
of their firstborn child. The Kabana also have an elaborate complex of beliefs
and customs that focus only and on none other than the firstborn child.
Contra Fortes, however, the definition of "firstborn" need not be
limited by the necessity for this child to be the actual surviving first issue
of a union. As I pointed out, the concept of primogeniture is so central to the
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Kabana that the vagaMes of biology and the exigencies of fate are socially
manipulated to ensure that everyone has a 'firstborn' child, a lautabe.
Children are adopted, either before or after marriage, and that chlld is the
'firstborn' regardless of the fact that adoptive parents might later give birth
to the first child of their union. The adoption is premised on the concept of
'shared blood' and by feeding the mother, the adoptive parents establish a

res!.

not merely jural, kinship between themselves and their Jautabe based

on the concept of shared substance and on nurturance.

I f the fi rstborn chi Jd

dies before parents have completed the ceremonial cycle in honour of the
chlld, the second born is promoted to the position of firstborn and the
ceremonies are completed. As I pointed out in this document, it is much more
crucial to

1J9~e

a firstborn chlld, than to be a firstborn chlld.

The 'firstborn' is the creator of parenthood. The status of parenthood is
desired as proof of sexual maturity and, as the anthropological literature
attests, is the necessary prerequisite for jural majority and the political .,
1ega I and soci a1 benefits of adulthood. Parenthood is an achi eved status that
cannot be annulled and, as I have argued from the Kabana dats, parenthood is
an acquired status of singular importance that far outweighs the importance
anthropology traditionally assigns to the sociological function of marriage.
Marri ages are fragi I e and easil y di sso 1"led by di vorce; the all i ances forged
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between groups by virtue of marital bonds are are only as strong as the union
that created them.
This leads to Fortes' third point, that the firstborn is the individual
whose existence forma11zes crucial affinal and cognatic relations and is the
individual through whom those ties are reckoned. This is clearly evident in
the Kabana case, where social relations and the moral obligaUons that
structure human relations are calculated in terms of shared substance.
Affi nes and cognates are connected through the fi rstborn chll din a net work
of reciprocal self-interests that take as their focal point the chlld the two
sets of kin hold in common.

And, among the Kabana, it is within this

co-operative network of kin relations that competition for renown is waged.
The basi c idea to be grasped in thi s context is that the fi rstborn is a
"symbol of substance", a term I have adapted from Poole (1984). Substances
such as blood, semen, bones, and spirit, Poole argues (p. 192), are imbued with
symbo 11 c meani ng the anal ySi s of whi ch permits the exp 1orat i on of "the
symbolic linkages among images of birth, death and rebirth ... and how these
cultural constructions are projected inward on the person and outward on
social

3

and cosmol ogical landscape to fashion an ideological sense of

perpetual order," Among the Kabana, the firstborn is a symbol of substance

par excellence,

she is both the product and perpetuator of these vital
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essences, and the ideology of primogeniture in Kabana extends to include the
concepts of generation, degeneration and regeneration at al1 levels of
abstraction-the individual, the societal, and the cosmological.
Although Fortes did not use the term "symbol of substance" he did note
the cultural importance attributed to vital essences, or what he termed
"mystical potency", and the belief that procreation depleted these forcesoff spri ng are produced and cheri shed at the expense of parental pO\l'ters and
vitality.

Based on this key concept, Fortes noted several additional

characteristics pertaining to primogeniture: 1) the firstborn is the designated
heir of parental wealth (and one might add, well-being); 2) the firstborn is
the embodiment of psychosocial intragenerational conflict among members of
the filial generation of which the child is the founder and head.. and
intergenerational conflict, a source of stress in filio-parental relations; 3)
the firstborn is the harbinger of parental mortality; and 4) the firstborn is
necessary to ensure parental immortality.

Derived from his African data .

Fortes labelled these insights "the syndrome of primogeniture" and assumed
the

origin of

the syndrome

of primogeniture

in terms

of Freudian

psychology-particularly in regard to sibling rivalry and rivalry between
parents and a firstborn chlld (e.g. 1974: 99; 1978: 147)-and argued that the
structure and funct i on of the beliefs and behaviours associated v'I'ith the
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syndrome of primogeniture is the way in which society contains and controls
these potentially destructive libidinal drives.
I was unable to discern, among the Kabana, the kinds of psychosocial
stress that Fortes isolated among the Tallensi.

The Kabana do hold that

procreation plus production deplete parental resources, and as I have shown,
t hese resources are invested by parents in their firstborn child, but the
Kabana do not therefore jealously guard themselves or their achievements
f rom being usurped by their child. The firstborn is not in competltion wlth
lts parents, nor is she/he denied political or social independence as long as
her/his parents are alive.

Every child is able to aspire to pre-eminence

through the performance of ceremonials in honour of her/his firstborn,
regardl ess of parental status, and adult chil dren are not constrai ned by
parental

achievements and power or lack of same.

Certainly, hailing

successful or unsuccessful parents is a benefit or bane to children, but in the
final analysis a reputation for renown is not inheritable and must be achieved
through the individual realization of one's own capaclties.
Nelther was I able to discern among the Kabana, a pattern of latent or
manifest sibling rivalry such as Fortes reports for the Tallensi:

As brother, and head of the sibling group he [the firstborn] is himself
the target of ambi va 1ent att ltudes of def erence to hi s seni orlty., mi xed
with competltive claims of sibling eQuallty and familiarlty . Sibling
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rivalry is regarded as normal, though focussed particularly on
successively born siblings who are assumed to hate each other (1974:
87).
Siblings, especially sisters, are for the Kabana the most important and
perduring source of sustenance, be it moral support, labour, food, or wealth.
The Kabana recognize the close bond and shared interests that exist between
siblings and, therefore. the potential of the sibllng group to combine their
resources in order to attain, maintain. or enhance their level of achievement.
1"1y ear1ier discussion of the two brothers who called forth the bull-roarer to
avenge a wrong done to the younger brother's firstborn child is one example of
this combined potential. For this reason. same sex siblings (especially
I3rothers) should not spend over much time in one another's company or sit in
close proximity to one another.

The assumption is that the siblings are

joining forces. an eventuality which might give them a competitive edge over
others. Fortes argues that sibling rivalry is "intrinsic" and "universal" and, in
Africa. "these bun t-in tenstons [are] most obviously made explicit in ...
avoidance and segregation customs" (1978: 147). Customs that circumscribe
Kabana sibling relations are not designed to protect the sibhngs from each
other. they operate to protect the interests of others tliS-3-tlis the sibling
group.
The firstborn, because she is a firstborn and because of her seniority,
ts accorded respect by her younger siblings but, although she is the head and
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founder of the sibling group, she is not given any formal authority over her
sibllngs.

Such an eventuality fHes in the face of the Kabana ideal of

egalitarianism, and firstborn or not, anyone who attempts to control others
for his/her own aggrandizement will be severely sanctioned.

Successively

born sibllngs are not "assumed to hate each other". This does not preclude, of
course, the possibllity that siblings wi11 enter into disputes or that sibling
groups wi11 break apart as a result of irreconcilable differences. I am merely
arguing that legitimate authority is not vested formally in the firstborn and
therefore, among the

Ka~ana,

sibling rivalries

~re

not the forum for power

struggles (but compare Barlow 1984 and lipset 1984).

Competition for

renown and prestige take place within the cultural1y approved forum of
firstborn ceremonials and, to paraphrase an observation made by Rappaport
(1968 :28), in any truly egalitarian SOCiety, such as that of the Kabana, there
are as many "bigmen" and "bigwomen" (maron, 'person of renown') as there are
men and women whose capabHites permit them to be 'persons of renown'.
The glorification of the firtborn is not lost on their younger siblings. A
ten year old girl (the fifth of six children) visited me frequently to look at
magazines and to admire the flora and fauna and IHe style of my culture that
were pictured there. One time, whOe gazing at a picture of robin feeding its
young, the girl pointed to the fJedgHng that was being fed and commented to
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me that thi s bi rd was the f1 rstborn.

I twas recei vi ng parental at tent i on and

sustenance, the other fledglings were not. Some parents expressed to me that
they made a conscious effort to treat all their children equitably because
they were aware of the possi bil ity that younger si blings resented the
attention and honour bestowed on their elder, firstborn sibling. Other parents
simply accepted this differential as the way things are and expected their
younger offspring to do the same. Most parents did form a particularly close,
affectionate bond with their last born child and these children are noticeably
indulged and

t~eir

childhood prolonged.

This brings up another point that Fortes notes (1978: 141) but does not
include in his "syndrome" of primogeniture, and one which is a part of the
Kabana conce and should be taken into consideration in any analysis of
primogeniture. This is the concept of ultimogeniture, the lastborn as "closer
of the womb". Most Kabana parents remarked to me that thei r fi rstborn chi 1d
was lazy, inconsiderate, and had no 'strength', despite (or perhaps because of)
the work and wealth invested in them by their parents. As one Kabana parent
put it: "Firstborns are useless; if you want anything done, such as gardening,
dai 1y chores, or expect a return on the expense of the educat i 'Ie process, you
should look to your second, third, or subsequent chfldren, for they are
firstclass". These statements are in direct contrast to the ideal image of the
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firstborn as a person of renown, prestige, authority, wealth, beneficence, and
beauty.
Interestingly, the ineptitude of the male firstborn and the intelligence
and worth of subsequent male siblings finds expression in Kabana morallty
tales (ninjpu). The hero in these tales is always Akono, ·which also means
'orphan'. He is the youngest brother (the last born) of a group of siblings, and
it is he who acts intelligently and morally and thus survives the trials,
tribulations, and temptations that result in the downfall or death of his
senior siblings. Jackson (1978) has drawn attention to the fact that in many
cultures

the

culturally

projected

stereotypes

of

eldest/youngest,

flrstborn/lastborn are inverted in folklore and myth. This inversion pOints to
a contrast between status position and personal capabilites, an awareness of
the discontinuity between dogma and reality, or as Jackson puts it (p. 357)
"the problem of achieving continuity or identification between what is
socially necessary and what is individually possible". The problem, Jackson
maintains (p.357), is resolved in myths where the two sets of ideas "are
polarised, then crossed over, in order to achieve a simulcrum of a 'fit'
between them .. ..[these fictions) allow man to attain a vicarious mastery over
his social universe." The prob1em that Jackson has isolated is also a part of
the Kabana conept of primogeniture and a first child is rarely the ideal of the
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stereotypic firstborn, and one way the Kabana at least acknowledge this
paradox (if not resolve it) is through myths and folktales that assign the
orphan/1 ast born Akono with abilities not assigned to such marginal persons
in reality.

As noted earlier, I have not elaborated on this aspect of

primogeniture as this would entail a lengthy analysis of the lastborn in
reality and in mythology, taking me far beyond my main concern with
primogeniture.

However, the lastborn is the obverse of the firstborn, and

concepts of ultimogeniture must necessarlly be included as one of the
characteristics of the concept of primogeniture.
My comments thus far have seemingly strayed far from Fortes' views on
mystical potency, sibling rivalry, intergenerational rivalry. But this is not
the case, for although the Kabana concept of primogeniture does not promote
or result in these kinds of psychosocial conflicts, simfJarfties can be found in
other societies where primogeniture is important (see Barolow 1984; Li~lset
1984). From the perspective of comparative research Fortes' characteristics
must be generalized to take into consideration relations between and among
elder/younger siblings and between parents and offspring as they are defined
and constrained by the ideology of primogeniture. Whether or not concepts of
primogeniture originate from or cause Freudian psychosocial conflicts as
Fortes asserts they do, is a Question for empirical research. It cannot be
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assumed that primogeniture and such psychosocial conflicts are causally
related or that the sociocultural elaboration of primogeniture is merely an
elaborate superstructure funct i oni ng to myst i fy psychosexual dri ves.
This brings me back to what Fortes labels "mystical potency", or what
is commonly referred to in the Melanesian literature as vital essence or life
force. I have demonstrated how the firstborn is a symbol of substance and as
such, 1inks successi ve generat ions and const itutes the 11 nk bet ween the 11 vi ng
and the dead. Fortes maintains, and this study supports his assertion, that
where primogeniture exists there will be found beliefs that mystical potency
or essential substances are finite and depleted through reproduction and, I
would add, production.

The firstborn is the cause of parental decllne and

mortality and i n the Tallensi

case at least, the

source of parental

immortality since it is only the firstborn who can perform the necessary
ri tes to ensure deceased parents of thei r ascensi on into ancestorhood. As I
have demonstrated, the Kabana have no cult of the ancestors and are not
concerned with a "hereafter".
Kabana concepts of mortality and immortallty are bound up with the
firstborn as a symbol of substance and with the generation, degeneration,
regeneration continuum. Besides being a symbol of substance in the sense of
substantive vital essences, the firstborn child is also a symbol of substance
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in the sense that she represents the very "stuff" of her parents-their
capabi1ites, accompllshments, their personhood and their self-respect. The
Kabana

theory

of

conception

clearly

indicates

that

grandparents

(primogenitors), parents (genitors) and firstborn child are consubstantial, and
firstborn ceremonies reinforce their consubstantiality.

Parents

sre

their

firstborn, they invest their wealth and self in the chlld and the child is an
exemplar of who and what its parents have proven themselves to be. Because
the Kabana view the firstborn and its precedants as consubstantial, and
because parents invest themselves in the chlJd, the child is a resource
embodying all that is the parents; a resource which they intend to (and do)
exploit in their own interests.

(Even the TaJ1ensi case could be recast to

show that parents invest in their firstborn chlld with the calculated intent of
exploiting this investment after death in order to ensure they achieve the
status of ancestors.) The concept of renown and the competition for relative
status is the key feature of the ideology of primogeniture in Kabana culture
and

I have endeavoured to make this clear.

I suggest that where

primogeniture is an important sociocultural phenomenon it will be very much
involved in concepts of and competition for renown, power, and prestige and
that therefore, the relationship between the firstborn as a symbol of
substance, and concepts of value and renown should be appended as a likely
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characteristic of a concept of primogeniture.
Finally, I return to the first and crucial feature that identifies the
concept of primogeniture, the fact that the firtborn is the subject of social
and ritual custom. Fortes notes (1974) that he spent his "formative years" in
the field of educational psychology, later entering anthropology by way of his
study of the developmental cycle of the famlly among tribal peoples.
Specifically, Fortes was interested in the developmental cycle of the family
from the perspective of parenthood as it is "uniquely achieved with the advent
of the firstborn" (p. 83). His studies led him to "realize what a central place
the status of the first born holds in human social organization .. ..{and1 to see in
a new light the conclusion of modern psychology and psycho-analysis to which
Miller [his mentor] gave such prominence about the relationships of parents
and children and of Sibling and sibling" (p. 83).

The conclusion to which

Fortes

foundation

is

referring,

is

the

epistemological

of

Freudian

psycho ana I yti c theory, namely, the assumed uni versa 1i ty of the Oedi pus
complex and the causal effects of this complex on the nuclear family (and
society), particularly as it pertains to father/son conflict. Fortes saw the
Oedipal conflict as the key to understanding the "syndrome" of primogeniture
and the special taboos, prohibitions and customs that (universally, he argues)
devolve on the firstborn:
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What is more, t.hese customs and beliefs also give symbolic
recognition to the ultimate sources of these inter and intragenerat i ona I tensi ons. They acknowl edge the i ne I uctab I e fact that
the continuity of soci ety depends upon the eventual demi se and
replacement of the parental by the filial generation, and ...
enable the take-over to be dramatically legitimised at the crucial
time of the parents' death, in revealing symbolic actions (p.147).

Clearly, Fortes has combined the Oedipal complex of Freudian psychoanalytic
t heory with the Van Gennepian model of rites de passage to arrive at his
exp 1an at i on of the speci a1 ceremoni a1 and ritual customs surroundi ng the
fi rstborn.

I have already argued (although psycho ana 1ysts mi ght wi sh to

construe my data and conc I usi ons di ff erent 1y) that, no such psychoana 1yti c
conflicts are evident in the Kabana situation. The point I wish to reiterate
here is that the Kabana ceremonies for firstborn children and for the dead are
not rites de passage.
All theories are based on epistemological assumptions.

Van Gennep's

model is based on a biological truism-maturation causes change.: and on a
metaphysical assumption-change is inherently destructive and thus must be
contained and controlled in the interests of social order:

Transitions from group to group and from one social situation to
the next are looked upon as implicit in the very fact of existence,
so that a man's life comes to be made up of a succession of stages
with similar ends and beginnings ... .For everyone of these events
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there are ceremoni es whose essent i a1 purpose is to enable the
individual to pass from one defined position to another which is
equally well defined .... so that society as a whole will suffer no
discomfort or injury (Van Gennep 1960: 3).

Van Gennep assumed that despite differences in detail, all ceremonies/rituals
fit the "pattern of rites of passage" (p. 191) and therefore all ceremonies
functioned universally to affect or affirm various life crisis events. This
claim to universality combined with, as Malinowski observed (1962), the
"formal simphclty" of the model 1S extremely seductive, and the model itself
has been subjected to little criticism or reflnements since Van Gennep first
published his stUdy in 1909.

I have argued throughout this document that

despite an explicit focus on firstborn children and the dead and an impHcit
concern with the developmental processes of generation, degeneration, and
regeneration, the Kabana ceremonies are not rites de passage.

My

argument is based on two pri mary consi derat ions.
First, anly flrstborn chlldren are the focus of such ceremonies. Firth
(1956-57) raised the question that if ceremonies have the important
sociological functions attributed to them, then why do only some chlldren and
not others pass through the series.

Firth astutely pOints out that

anthropologists have ignored the theoretical questions posed by such
omissions (p.4B).

However, Firth is loath to give up the rites de passage
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model

and

therefore

explains

these

omissions

with

a

"theory

of

representative status" whereby "one child stands as exemplar for others, a
surrogate for the "childhood" of the famny or
(p.49).

Firth

manages to

accomodate

even a wider social group"

anomalous

features within

the

framework of the rites de passage model.
Firth's theory of representative status and the notion of the firstborn
as exemplar provided me with a valuable insight into the ideology of
primogeniture in Kabana society and I have adapted the notion of the child as
exemplar.

I depart from Firth (and Van Gennep) in assuming that Kabana

ceremonies are rites de p9ss9ge whereby others undergo stages of
transition by proxy. I have shown conclusively that the Kabana ceremonials
do not "function" to facilitate or mark the changing status of children into
social adulthood or of the dead into ancestral deities. I have argued instead
that the ceremonies are the medium through which young adults learn to
become responsible, competent participants in their SOCiety. The ceremonies
are, in this sense, a model for the processes of adult socialization, but this
model does not fit the rites de p9ss9ge tripartite "pattern", and this is my
second reason for rejecting the model. The adults who are being socialized do
not go through the three stages of separation, transition and reincorporation.
Having decided to reject the rites de p9ssagemodel, I was presented
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wah the analytic problem: What are these ceremonies all about? Here again,
both Fortes and Firth provided me wah a clue to answering the puzzle. If, as
Firth suggests, the child is an exemplar, the next logical Query is: an exemplar
of what? In his study of the famlly Fortes pOinted out Quae correctly that in
studies of filio-parental relations "The accent is on the f11ial generation,
wah parenthood as the dependent variable" (1974:83).

The results of this

concern wah children is evident in the plethora of anthropolgical studies that
focus on the soci ali zati on of chil dren, and the correspondi ng I ack of studi es
that consider the socialization of adults. In fact, we seldom perceive that
such a process occurs at all. Since Fortes was interested in parenthood and
not chHdren

per se,

he simply turned the model on its head and undertook to

examine the fHio-parental relationship from the perspective of the latter,
holding children as the dependent variable. i have followed his example here.
When I asked my Kabana informants what their ceremonies were all
about, they replied unanimously and without hesitation, that the ceremonies
were performed in order to "raise the name of the firstborn".

They then

Qualified their exegeSiS by pointing out to me that it is really the parents
whose name is raised . a is they, not the chtld, who gain renown. Questions
about ceremonies for the dead elicited a similar answer-they

were

performed to "raise the name of the recent dead"-but were Qualified
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somewhat differently as ceremonies that maintain or enhance the achieved
reputation for renown of the /i¥ing individuals who performed them. The
ceremonies had nothing to do with the flrstborn or the dead

per se.

these two

categories of persons were exemplars of individual renown and the medium
through which that reputation was to be acquired, displayed and maintained in
a culturally appropriate manner. A reputation for renown once achieved, must
be continually revalidated if it is not to erode.

Instead of looking at the

ceremonies from the perspective of what was being done to whom and why, I
inverted the usual model and looked at what was being done by whom and why.
The data itself and informant exegeSiS determined my approach, and the
insights

provided

by

Fortes'

inverted

model

and

Firth's

representative status assisted me in formalizing the analysis.

theory

of

My analysis

suggests that anthropologists should not be seduced too readlly by the rites

de pssssge mode1.

The Kabana data present a counter-argument to the

assumed universality of the form and function of ceremonies and rites.
Examining ceremonial from the perspective of who is doing them rather than
from

the perspective of whom

they are being done

to, can

further

anthropological understanding of the meaning and context of ceremonial, the
sociocultural environment in which it occurs and, most importantly, of the
people who perform it in celebration of their complex humanity.
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Fortes' fascination with primogeniture prompted him to a comparative
study of the topic using as hi s paradigm the characteristic features of
primogeniture that he discerned from his Tallensi data. My analysis of the
Kabana data has benefited from and elaborated upon Fortes' paradigm. In
recapitulating and discussing Fortes' features characteristic of the syndrome
of primogeniture I have gone beyond what he considered those features were
all about.

As noted in chapter one, evidence exists in the anthropological

record for the importance of pri mogeniture in other Mel anesi an soci eti es.
Unfortunately,

this

fascinating

topic

has been

relatively

ignored

by

researchers and where noted has not been treated as a distinct analytic
category that warranted anthropo 1ogi ca 1 invest i gat i on and exp 1anat i on.

It is

highly unlikely that the concept of primogeniture is developed in the same
fashion and to the same degree in other cultures as it is among the Kabana.
However, it is equally unlikely that the Kabana situat i on is culturally unique.
Based on the Kabana data and my analysis of primogeniture,

it must be

assumed that where a concept of primogeniture is found, this concept has
important soci ocultura 1 rami fi cat ions and theoret i ca 1 consequences.

NOTES

1.

The drought duri ng 1982-83 lasted 10 months and affected the entire
northern coast of New Britain. The drought become so severe in West
New Britai n, that the Provi nci 01 Government spent thousands of Ki no on
famine relief, shipping water (especially to t.he Bali and Vitu Islands),
rice, tinned foods,
fresh fruit and vegetables to needy Villagers
throughout the province. People in the Bariai District survived the
drought in better shope than others in the province because they hod on
abundant supply of sogo palm ripe for processing. During this 'bod time'
there was a constant stream of sobosobo, 'trade partners/kin', from
the Kove, Kallai and Kilenge Districts who come to purchase, barter, or
eXChange for sago flour ond oreca nuts with the people of Kokopo and
Guri si vi llages. Storvat i on was never a real possi bil ity in Bari ai,
a1though eventuall y the si gns ond symptoms of mol nutrit i on become
evident, especially among the chlldren.

2.

Connell and Hamnet t (1978: 233) point out that with the exception of 6
brief reference in F. Ponoff's unpublished PhD theSiS, l'/tJe/lge 6tJrde/ls:
A Slll(i!! of l'/tJe/lge ReltJt ionship to [Jamest ictJtes , A.N.U., 1972,
"There appear to be no contemporary references to sago production i tl
New Britai n." I intend to address this particular omission in the
ethnography of New Britain in a future article on the sociocultural
importance of sago palms in the Boriol District.

3.

I am owore of the ethical problems involved in recording orol
trodit ion, in port i cul or, the fact that oral accounts of mi grot i on and
genealogies are used by the owners of the tradition to negotiote claims
to political authority and land ownership. Once written down, these
claims are in effect 'etched in stone' and are not as amenable to
negotiation and might, indeed, lead to formal litigation at some future
time. My Kabana hosts ere very much aware of thi s. Our work on
oral history i s for from complete and will not see the light of day in
print until and unless our final result is acceptable to the people of
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Boriol. For on excellent treotment of the ethicol ond reseorch problems
in the recording and analysis of oral troditions in Melanesia and some
viable solutions to those problems, see Denoon and Lacey (1981).

4.

Rick Goulden is currently engaged in writing a doctoral dissertation
(University of Toronto) which addresses the issue of the influence of
Melanesian languages in the ontogeny of Tok Pisin.

5.

Muhlhausler (1974:37), points out thot "pidgin longueges ore not
unsystematic simplifications of the standard European language, but
have a structure of their own and have to be learned. Nevertheless, a
fair number of Europeans do not realize this and the language in which
they address thei r servants is not the pi dgi n that is used among the
natives. The latter in the case of New Guinea Pidgin [Tok Pisin1 is on
adequate tool of communication omong the many speakers of New
Guinea languages. Knowledge of Pidgin is equivalent to having access
to modern life and being able to toke part in all activities of full
citizens and Pidgin is increasingly becoming a symbol of national
unity."

6.

Levy-Bruhl concludes his Note/JooJ:s by noting thet lenguoge is 0
major obstacle in the study end explanetion of mystical experience end
port i ci pati on si nce "... our phll osophi cal ond psycho 1ogi cal termi no logy
is cruelly inadequate, and continually risks falsifying the description."

7.

These ore speciol1tnguistic terms not related to the Kobano terms used
for counting, thus, one = ede; two = rUB; three =tol and so on. Compare
Townsend (1971) who relates that the Sanio name their offspring by
bi rth order terms, terms whi ch are also used f or terms of address end
ref erence in Sani 0 ki nshi p nomenc loture.

8.

The Lusi-speaking Kalloi of West New Britoin olso ascribe to this
concept of a 'rope' as part of femole onatomy (Counts ond Counts 1983).
The people of Kangwha District in rural Korea similarly describe a
"mi 1k rope" whi ch the f cetus holds onto ond sucks on for sustenonce
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while in the womb (Sich 1981: 66). For 0 detoi1ed discussion of the
Kobono system of childbirth see Scoletto 1984b.
9.

In his orticle "Sonjo Bride-Price ond the Question of Africon 'Wife
Purchose'." (1960). Robert Groy orgues thot "In mony Africon societies.
bride-price con hordly be onolysed throughly without reveoling its
integrol position in the exchange system. which would moke it cleor
thot wives ore deolt with economically like other commodities" (p.56).

10.

The Lusi. like the Kobono. mointoin thot semen. when it enters breost
milk. is detrimental to the health ond well-being of the nursing infont.
Counts ond Counts (1983) relote thot occording to Lusi conception
theory, coconut liquid is onologous to both mother's milk ond 'fother's
water' or semen; the production of mother's milk is stimulated by the
womon drinking coconut liquid; ond "coconut liquid is used os 0
substitute for milk in feeding children whose mothers ore unable to
nurse them becouse of illness or pregnoncy" (p.52). The Counts go on to
riote thot omong the Lusi "... other relotives-especially mother's
brothers-establish their ties of kinship by providing food for the
child. The preferred food gift from mother's brother to sister's child is
the drinking coconut. Men bring these coconuts to their sister starting
soon after she has given birth ...." (p.52). It would appear that the
father's water::coconut water::mother's milk analogy only goes so far in
the Lusi scheme of things. The Kabana. however. extend the analogy to
the point that new mothers ought not to drink coconut liquid ot leost
untll the chlld's bock ond neck ore "strong". thot is. until
the infont is copoble of sitting up unossisted; nor should on infont be
given coconut llquid in heu of breost m1Jk until the child is obout one
yeor of oge.

11.

As Bourdieu (1982: 11) pOints out. "To moke someone 0 chol1enge is to
credit him with the dignity of 0 mon of honour. since the challenge., os
such. requires 0 riposte ond therefore is oddressed to 0 mon deemed
copoble of playing the gome of honour. ond of ploying it well. From the
principle of mutuol recognition of equo1ity in honour there follows 0
first corollory: the challenge confers honour.... It is 0 chance to prove
one's monliness ... to others ond to oneself. A second corollary is this:
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he who chollenges 0 mon incopoble of toking up the chollenge, thot is,
incopoble of pursuing the exchonge, dishonours himself."
12.

Ze 1eni etz ond Gront (1980: 108) note for the Kil elJe thot, "By i nit i ot i ng
his children seporotely over 0 period of yeors, 0 mon con institute
lekmos relotionships with severol men."

13.

Counts ond Counts (1983: 50) relote thot "Areco nuts ... ore ossocioted
by the Lusi with moscullnity ... ond with mole sexuollty ... illustroted
in the soyi ng that a womon whose husband gi ves her 0 double areco nut
will bear twins, and in the taboo prohibiting a woman who hos recently
given birth from chewing oreca mixture." The Kabano extend this
metaphoricol relotionship so thot oreco nut is ossociated with mole
tJiJd femole sexuality, especioJ1y those attributes ossocioted with
femaleness: blood, fecundity, (pro)creation, ond growth.

14.

Unfortunotely, 0 detoiled discussion of the 10stborn is beyond the scope
of this document, but see Borlow 1984, Jockson 1978, ond Upset 1984.

15.

This ceremony is reminiscent of the story of Akono and The Fish
reloted eorlier, however, I neglected to enquire of my hosts whether
they vi ewed the story and the ceremony os bei ng in some woy
meoningfully reloted to one onother.

16.

The Kobono story of why men process sogo remi ni scent of one found
throughout Popuo New Guineo, including the Kobono (see p. 363), which
relotes thot women were the originol owners of the bull-roorer
complex, ond thot men stole from the women the responsibilities for
its rituol core and performonce, responsibilities from which moles
connot extricote themselves without losing foce in the eyes of femoles.
One wonders if New Gui neo men regret the doy they i nvo 1ved
themse 1ves in women's off oi rs, os is the cose for Kobono men in regord
to sogo processi ng.

17.

Leoves thot ore scented ore 0 favourite medium for love sorcery since
the spell is inholed with the perfume.
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18.

Compore Pomponio's occount (1983) of the colling up from the seo of
the some type of spirit-being in Mondok.
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